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ABSTRACT 

 

 

Augustine of Hippo‟s depictions of female martyrs have eluded scholarly attention 

despite recent interest in his attitudes towards women and his involvement with the 

cult of the martyrs.  The present thesis addresses this oversight by resituating 

Augustine‟s representations of female martyrs within the corpus of his works.  It 

shows how Augustine‟s representations of female martyrs are not simple auxiliary 

illustrations or marginal notes tangential to his main concerns, but rather they are 

complex images that reveal a depth of thought in their construction and employment, 

and which, therefore, deserve our attention in their own right.  Perceiving the female 

martyrs within the wider context of his life, his moral and theological writings, and 

his pastoral ministry, this study explores how Augustine used the female martyrs to 

contemplate, articulate, and communicate theological beliefs, ecclesiological 

concerns, eschatological hopes, and moral teachings.  
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Introduction 

HOLY WOMEN OF GOD 

 

Augustine of Hippo is one of the most prolific writers and preachers in Christian 

history.  His works have been the subject of such close scrutiny that it is surprising to 

find so little research on his depictions of female martyrs.  The martyrs are not often 

included in studies of his attitudes towards women, which tend to focus on the 

female recipients of his Letters (Epistulae), the women encountered in the 

Confessions (Confessiones), or the abstract and theoretical reflections on women in 

his theological and exegetical treatises, such as On the Trinity (De Trinitate) and On 

the Literal Interpretation of Genesis (De Genesi ad litteram).
1
  Female martyrs are 

also overlooked in studies of his reflections on martyrdom, despite the fact that these 

are key sources that attest to the presence and popularity of women in the North 

African cult of the martyrs.
2
  This thesis takes the first step towards addressing this 

oversight by resituating Augustine‟s depictions of female martyrs in the corpus of his 

works.   

Upon first glance, it might seem as if the female martyrs occupied very little 

of Augustine‟s time and thought.  Most often he is associated with male martyrs: the 

overshadowing presence of Cyprian, the North African bishop and martyr par 

excellence;
3
 his descriptions of the miracles that took place at the discovery of the 

                                              
1
 For example, female martyrs are not discussed in the following leading studies on Augustine‟s 

attitudes towards women: Kari Elisabeth Børresen, „Patristic “Feminism”: The Case of Augustine‟, 

AugStud. 25 (1994), 139-52; E. Ann Matter, „De Cura Feminarum: Augustine the Bishop, North 

African Women, and the Development of a Theology of Female Nature‟, AugStud. 36 (2005), 87-98; 

Ellen Weaver and Jean Laporte, „Augustine and Women: Relationships and Teachings‟, AugStud. 12 

(1981), 115-31; Richard J. McGovan, „Augustine‟s Spiritual Equality: The Allegory of Man and 

Woman with Regard to Imago Dei‟, REtAug. 33 (1987), 255-64; Julia Chelius Stark (ed.), Feminist 

Interpretations of Augustine, Re-reading the Canon (Pennsylvania: Pennsylvania State University 

Press, 2007); Jean A. Truax, „Augustine of Hippo: Defender of Women‟s Equality?‟, JMH, 16 (1990), 

279-99.                      
2
 The following studies include passing references to female martyrs: Jan den Boeft, „“Martyres Sunt 

sed Homines Fuerunt”: Augustine on Martyrdom‟, in A. A. R. Bastiaensen, A. Hilhorst, and C. H. 

Kneepkens (eds.), Fructus Centesimus: Mélanges Offerts à Gerard J. M. Bartelink à l‟Occasion de 

son Soixante-Cinquième Anniversaire (Dordrecht: Kluwer, 1989), 115-24, at 115, 119, 120; W. H. C. 

Frend, „The North African Cult of Martyrs‟, in E. Dassmann (ed.), Jenseitsvorstellungen in Antike und 

Christentum: Gedenkschrift für Alfred Stuiber (Münster: Aschendorff, 1982), 154-67, at 163-64; Peter 

Brown, „Enjoying the Saints in Late Antiquity‟, EME, 9 (2000b), 1-24, at 12.       

3
 See especially s. 309 (WSA III/9: 63-66), 310 (WSA III/9: 68-69), 311 (WSA III/9: 71-78), 312 

(WSA III/9: 81-84), 313 (WSA III/9: 86-88), 313A (WSA III/9: 90-94), 313B (WSA III/9: 96-100), 

313C (WSA III/9: 101-03), 313D (WSA III/9: 104-07), 313E (WSA III/9: 109-16), 313F (WSA III/9: 

118-20). 
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relics of Protasius and Gervasius;
4
 the large number of sermons that he delivered on 

the apostles and martyrs Peter and Paul;
5
 the numerous sermons that he preached on 

the famous martyrs Lawrence and Vincent, as well as lesser known male martyrs, 

such as Quadratus and Fructuosus;
6
 his enthusiastic reception of the relics of the 

proto-martyr Stephen in the year 415.
7
  Considering this, our immediate impression 

is that whenever Augustine heard the word “martyr”, his mind conjured up the image 

of a man.   

But, upon closer inspection, a more discerning eye discovers many female 

faces among the crowd of martyrs that are present in Augustine‟s writings and 

sermons: the popular Carthaginian martyrs Perpetua and Felicitas; the married 

woman Crispina; the North African women Victoria and Perpetua, and Valeriana and 

Victoria; the young virgin martyrs Agnes and Thecla; the Spanish martyr Eulalia; the 

Maccabean Mother; Domnina and her two daughters, Bernike and Prosdoke; the 

North African matron Donata; Maxima, Donatilla, and Secunda, who remain 

nameless but are present nonetheless.
8
  Finally, Augustine draws our attention to the 

presence of many unnamed women who are grouped together, categorised according 

                                              
4
 conf. 9.7,16 (WSA I/1: 221); civ. Dei, 22.8 (Dyson: 1121, 1126); s. 286.2, 4 (WSA III/8: 102, 103), 

318.1 (WSA III/9: 147). 

5
 s. 295 (WSA III/8: 197-201), 296 (WSA III/8: 203-13), 297 (WSA III/8: 216-23), 298 (WSA III/8: 

224-27), 299 (WSA III/8: 229-39), 299A (WSA III/8: 241-43), 299B (WSA III/8: 244-48), 299C 

(WSA III/8: 250-54). 

6
 Lawrence: s. 302 (WSA III/8: 300-311), 303 (WSA III/8: 313-14), 304 (WSA III/8: 316-18), 305 

(WSA III/8: 320-22), 305A (WSA III/8: 324-32); Vincent: s. 274 (WSA III/8: 23-24), 275 (WSA 

III/8: 26-28), 276 (WSA III/8: 29-31), 277 (WSA III/8: 33-45), 277A (WSA III/8: 47-49); Quadratus: 

s. 306B (WSA III/9: 28-34), 306C (WSA III/9: 36-42), 306D (WSA III/9: 43-46); Fructuosus: s. 273 

(WSA III/8: 17-21). 

7
 For example, s. 314 (WSA III/9: 126-27), 315 (WSA III/9: 129-35), 316 (WSA III/9: 137-40), 317 

(WSA III/9: 142-46), 318 (WSA III/9: 147-49), 319 (WSA III/9: 151-54), 320 (WSA III/9: 157); civ. 

Dei, 22.8 (Dyson: 1128-34).   

8
 Perpetua and Felicitas: s. 159A.11 (WSA III/11: 142), 280 (WSA III/8: 72-77), 281 (WSA III/8: 78-

79), 282 (WSA III/8: 81-82) en. Ps.  47.13 (WSA III/16: 347); an. et or.  1.10.12, 2.10.14, 2.12.16, 

3.9.12, 4.17.25, 4.18.26-27 (WSA I/23: 479, 506-07, 522, 550-52).  Crispina: en. Ps.  120 (III/19: 

510-29), 137 (WSA III/20: 242-55); s. 286.2 (WSA III/8: 102), 313G.3 (WSA III/9: 124), 354.5 

(WSA III/10: 158); virg. 44,45 (WSA I/9: 98).  Victoria and Perpetua: s. 335A.1 (WSA III/9: 211-12).  

Valeriana and Victoria: s. 325.1 (WSA III/9: 168).  Agnes: s. 53.1 (WSA III/3: 66), 273.6 (WSA III/8: 

19-20), 286.2 (WSA III/8: 102), 354.5 (WSA III/10: 158).  Thecla: virg. 44,45 (WSA I/9: 98).  

Eulalia: s. 313G.3 (WSA III/9: 124).  The Maccabean Mother: s. 100.2 (WSA III/4: 61), 286.6 (WSA 

III/8: 104), 300 (WSA III/8: 276-80), 301 (WSA III/8: 282-88); an. et or.  (WSA I/23: 485-86); c. Iul. 

5.15,53 (WSA I/24: 466); en. Ps.  68(2).3 (WSA III/17: 385), 243.6 (WSA II/4: 167); mor. 1.23,43 

(WSA I/19: 51-52); corrept. 41 (WSA I/26: 137-38).  Bernike, Prosdoke, and Domnina: civ. Dei, 1.26 

(Dyson: 38-39).  Donata: s. 37.23 (WSA III/2: 197).  Maxima, Donatilla, and Secunda: s. 345 (WSA 

III/10: 58-66).  See Appendix. 
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to their sex, and variously referred to as women, wives, mothers, girls, or virgins.
9
  It 

is clear, then, that Augustine perceived and presented the martyrs as a mixed group 

comprised of men and women, young and old, husbands, wives, and virgins. 

Yet, while Augustine deliberately drew attention to the women among the 

martyrs, throughout the centuries the female martyrs have been lost and buried amid 

his sermons and treatises.  With the exception of Perpetua and Felicitas, his female 

martyrs have remained hidden and out of sight.
10

  In this thesis we will attempt to 

reconstruct Augustine‟s original interest in the female martyrs by relocating them in 

the context of his sermons and treatises, exploring their importance in his theological 

reflection, and considering their usefulness in his pastoral ministry.   

The main aim of this thesis is to demonstrate that Augustine‟s female martyrs 

are profound and complex images.  We will show that Augustine was not compelled 

to produce depictions of female martyrs simply to satisfy the tastes and expectations 

of popular piety.  Rather, they are creative, original, and idiosyncratic images that 

arise from his conscious decision and personal desire to find meaning in the memory 

of the female martyrs.  Augustine actively worked to perpetuate, modify, and apply 

the memory of the martyrs in his present day.  While the female martyrs were rooted 

in a persecuted past, his depictions ensured that their significance would transcend 

historical and geographical particularities to reverberate in the present moment and 

resonate into the future.   

Context 

This thesis is located within the wider context of the recent revival of scholarly 

interest in early Christian interpretations of martyrdom.
11

  Current scholarship in this 

                                              
9
 Io. ev. tr. 51.13 (FC 88: 279), 96.1(3) (FC 90: 194); s. 64A.3 (WSA III/3: 190), 68.13 (WSA III/3: 

232), 143.5 (WSA III/4: 428), 295.8 (WSA III/8: 201), 299D.7 (WSA III/8: 261), 299E.1 (WSA III/8: 

263), 305A.2 (WSA III/8: 325), 306.10 (WSA III/9: 23-24), 351.11 (WSA III/10: 132); mor. 1.35,77 

(WSA I/19: 66-67).  See Appendix. 

10
 We give further attention to this observation in Chapter 4 (Making Sense of Weak Women Martyrs).  

For Perpetua and Felicitas, see Kenneth B. Steinhauser, „Augustine‟s Reading of the Passio 

Sanctarum Perpetuae et Felicitatis‟, SP, 33 (1997), 244-49; Gertrude Gillette, „Augustine and the 

Significance of Perpetua‟s Words: “And I was a Man”‟, AugStud. 32 (2001), 115-25; John Kitchen, 

„Going to the Gate of Life: The Archaeology of the Carthage Amphitheatre and Augustine‟s Sermons 

on Saints Perpetua and Felicitas‟, in Georgiana Donavin, Cary J. Nederman, and Richard Utz (eds.), 

Speculum Sermonis: Interdisciplinary Reflections on the Medieval Sermon (Turnhout: Brepols, 2004), 

29-51.   

11
 The seminal study is Peter Brown, The Cult of the Saints: Its Rise and Function in Latin 

Christianity, The Haskell Lectures on History of Religions (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 

1981, repr. 1982).  Other, more recent, influential studies include: Elizabeth Castelli, Martyrdom and 
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area looks beyond the traditional perception of martyr acta and passiones 

(martyrdom narratives) as historical documents that can help us to reconstruct the 

past.  While previously these texts had been deemed worthy of attention only on 

account of their proven authenticity or historical veracity, now they are all valued as 

important literary sources that have much to tell us about the communities and 

environments in which they were produced.
12

  This approach does not deny the 

historical value of the sources, but rather it appreciates that they are a special kind of 

historical document.  So Sebastian Brock and Susan Ashbrook Harvey describe 

Syriac martyr acta as „an important kind of historical evidence about how a given 

group understands its own history‟.
13

 

This shift in focus has arisen, in part, from an awareness that martyrdom 

narratives never were written as objective accounts.  Every textual portrait of a 

martyr reveals a prior judgement that inscribes meaning and purpose into seemingly 

meaningless events to present condemned criminals as religious heroes; horrific 

tortures as spiritual trials; public deaths as cosmic dramas.  Elizabeth Castelli 

explains the centrality of this subjective interpretation of death as martyrdom: „From 

the earliest of sources onward, it becomes clear that the early Christians positioned 

the historical experience of persecution almost immediately within a framework of 

meaning that drew upon broader metanarratives about temporality, suffering and 

sacrifice, and identity‟.
14

  Considering this, we should not perceive rhetorical 

                                                                                                                                
Memory: Early Christian Culture Making, Gender, Theory and Religion (New York: Columbia 

University Press, 2004); Kate Cooper,  „The Voice of the Victim: Gender, Representation and Early 

Christian Martyrdom‟, Bulletin of the John Rylands University Library of Manchester, 80 (1998), 

147-57; Lucy Grig, Making Martyrs in Late Antiquity (London: Duckworth, 2004), 146-51; Johan 

Leemans, et al., Let us Die That We May Live.  Greek Homilies on Christian Martyrs from Asia 

Minor, Palestine and Syria (c. AD 350-AD 450) (London; New York: Routledge, 2003); Joyce E. 

Salisbury, Blood of Martyrs: Unintended Consequences of Ancient Violence (London; New York: 

Routledge, 2004). 

12
 These comments refer to the valuable work of the Bollandists, who carefully used martyr acta to 

reconstruct the historical context of early Christianity.  Likewise, in his book, The Acts of the 

Christian Martyrs, Herbert Musurillo selects only those acta that he considers to be most historical or 

authentic: „I have chosen twenty-eight of the texts which I consider to the most reliable or indeed, in 

the case of those with fictional elements (like the Martyrdom of Pionius [...]), extremely important and 

instructive‟ (Musurillo [2000], xi-xii, l-lvii, at xii).  But this approach can result in the disregard (and 

denigration) of the more elaborate or “fictional” elements of martyrdom narratives.  For example, De 

Ste. Croix says: „the vast majority of the later Passions are tasteless affairs and historically worthless, 

and some of them are rather disgusting‟ (cited in Grig [2002], 321).  For a succinct review of 

approaches to martyrdom narratives, see Grig (2004), 146-51.  

13
 Sebastian P. Brock and Susan Ashbrook Harvey, Holy Women of the Syrian Orient, The 

Transformation of the Classical Heritage, vol. 13 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1987), 3. 
14

 Castelli (2004), 25. 
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devices, literary tropes, artistic embellishments, or miraculous occurrences as 

suspicious interpolations into objective historical documents, but as elements that are 

significant in their own right.  These are the very details that make martyrs: they turn 

death into martyrdom, and the dead into martyrs.   

This shift in focus changes our perception of textual depictions of the 

martyrs.  We become more aware that the depictions are artificial in the sense that 

they are constructed and produced by an author who works as a craftsman.  So, 

recent studies of martyrdom highlight the fact that martyrs are “made” by a creative 

process of commemoration, representation, and interpretation.
15

  That is, a person 

does not naturally become a martyr at the moment of his or her death, but rather 

martyrs are made by individual or communal memory-work.  As Elizabeth Castelli 

puts it: „the designation “martyr” is not an ontological category but a post-event 

interpretive one‟.
16

   

This process of making martyrs was not natural or inevitable, but rather it 

was guided and controlled by authority figures, who acted as artists and authors.  

Working with the freedom of artistic licence and authorial control, these men were 

not constrained by fidelity to historical accuracy.  Perceiving the past through the 

lens of the present, they appropriated the memory of the martyrs, inscribed their own 

experiences and concerns onto the historical figures, and transformed the martyrs 

into mouthpieces to communicate and validate their own opinions and beliefs.  This 

weaving of the present into the past collapsed distances of time to result in a closer 

identification between the represented martyr and the audience to whom the 

representation was delivered.  The audience was encouraged to identify with the 

martyr, take their words to heart, and imitate their actions.  In this way, the memory 

of the martyrs was adopted and adapted for pastoral, theological, and ecclesiological 

purposes.  The carefully constructed depictions of the martyrs became fertile and 

generative images that informed Christian identity, ethics, ideals, and beliefs.  

Consequently, early Christian depictions of the martyrs are not just products of a 

dynamic process of commemoration, representation, and interpretation, but they 

                                              
15

 See especially Castelli (2004); Grig (2004); Salisbury (2004).   

16
 Elizabeth Castelli, „The Ambivalent Legacy of Violence and Victimhood: Using Early Christian 

Martyrs to Think With‟, Spiritus, 6 (2006), 1-24, at 1.  
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were also used as tools to produce, construct, and edify the communities in which 

they themselves were formed.  

Considering the wider context of research on early Christian interpretations 

of martyrdom, it is surprising that there has been so little interest in Augustine‟s 

depictions of the martyrs.  The majority of studies in this area are traditional 

explorations of the social, geographical, and political factors that shaped Augustine‟s 

attitudes towards the cult of the martyrs.
17

  Recent observations on the process of 

“making martyrs” have not had such an impact on the study of Augustine‟s sermons 

or treatises as they have for Greek martyr homilies,
18

 or Latin martyr poems.
19

  

Jonathan Yates and Lucy Grig have both taken steps in this direction by exploring 

Augustine‟s appeal to Cyprian during the Pelagian and Donatist controversies.
20

  But 

still there is a great deal of research to be done.  It is hoped that, by exploring how 

Augustine constructs and employs depictions of female martyrs, this thesis will 

illustrate the potential value of continued research in this area.   

In this thesis we explore how Augustine reformed and transformed the 

memory of the martyrs to produce depictions of female martyrs.  We will not try to 

uncover the real, flesh-and-blood women martyrs that lie beneath Augustine‟s 

                                              
17

 For example, van Bavel (1995); den Boeft (1989); Quasten (1940). 
18

 For John Chrysostom, see Wendy Mayer, St. John Chrysostom: The Cult of the Saints, Popular 

Patristics Series (New York: St. Vladimir‟s Seminary Press, 2006); Carole Straw, „Chrysostom‟s 

Martyrs: Zealous Athletes and the Dangers of Sloth‟, in Giovanni Crisostomo: Oriente e Occidente 

tra IV e V secolo: XXXIII Incontro di Studiosi dell‟Antichità Cristiana, Roma, 6-8 Maggio, 2004 

(Rome: Institutum patristicum Augustinianum, 2005), 521-554.  For the Cappadocians, see Johan 

Leemans, „Martyr, Monk and Victor of Paganism: An Analysis of Basil of Caesarea‟s Panegyrical 

Sermon on Gordius‟, in idem (ed.), More than a Memory (2005b), 45-80; idem, „Style and Meaning in 

Gregory of Nyssa‟s Panegyrics on Martyrs‟, Ephemerides Theologicae Lovaniensis, 81 (2005c), 109-

29; James C. Skedros, „The Cappadocian Fathers on the Veneration of the Martyrs‟, SP, 38 (2001), 

294-300.  For Asterius, see Elizabeth Castelli, „Asterius of Amasea: Ekphrasis on the Holy Martyr 

Euphemia‟, in Richard Valantasis (ed.), Religions of Late Antiquity in Practice, Princeton Readings in 

Religions (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2000), 464-68; Lisa D. Maugans Driver, „The Cult 

of the Martyrs in Asterius of Amaseia‟s Vision of the Christian City‟, CH, 74 (2005), 136-254.  For 

Greek sources in general, see Leemans et al. (2003); Johan Leemans, „“Schoolrooms for our Souls”. 

The Cult of the Martyrs: Homilies and Visual Representations as a Locus for Religious Education in 

Late Antiquity‟, in Paedagogica Historica, 36 (2000), 113-27. 

19
 For Prudentius, see, for example, Burrus (1995); Robert Levine, „Prudentius‟s Romanus: The 

Rhetorician as Hero, Martyr, Satirist, and Saint‟, Rhetorica, 9 (1991), 5-38; Anne-Marie Palmer, 

Prudentius on the Martyrs (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1989); J. Petruccione, „The Persecutor‟s Envy 

and the Rise of the Martyr Cult: “Peristephanon” Hymns 1 and 4‟, VigChr. 45 (1991), 327-46; idem, 

„The Portrait of St. Eulalia of Mérida in Prudentius‟ “Peristaphanon” 3‟, Analecta Bollandiana, 108 

(1990), 81-104; Michael J. Roberts, Poetry and the Cult of the Martyrs: The Liber Peristephanon of 

Prudentius (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1993). 

20
 Grig (2004), 27-53; Jonathan Yates, „Augustine‟s Appropriation of Cyprian the Martyr-Bishop 

Against the Pelagians‟, in Leemans (2005a), 119-35.  
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depictions.  Instead of trying to expose the historical core of truth contained deep 

within his depictions of female martyrs, we will focus on the outer shell that might 

easily be overlooked or discarded: the elaborations, amplifications, exaggerations, 

distortions, abstractions, and erasures.  Our focus will not be on the lives of the 

historical women, but on their afterlives; we will see how the female martyrs were 

revived, reformed, and transformed whenever he depicted them.  In many ways, this 

transformation arose from the inevitable modifications and mutations that are bound 

to occur whenever anybody remembers the past from their own subjective viewpoint.  

But Augustine‟s depictions of female martyrs were not formed solely from the 

subconscious ideas that spring to mind spontaneously or slip silently into the picture.  

Nor can they be understood by comparison with the subtle but unavoidable variations 

that appear with each stroke of the artist‟s brush as he or she reproduces the painting 

of a great master.  Rather, they are intentional and deliberate attempts to reform the 

memory of the martyrs.   

Thesis Structure 

Augustine did not only reflect on female martyrs on those occasions when he spoke 

explicitly about women among the martyrs.  Women are also included in his more 

general references to “the martyrs”.  For this reason, Part One (Painting Portraits of 

the Martyrs) sets out the broad context of Augustine‟s depictions of both male and 

female martyrs.  Here we explore a number of important factors that helped to shape 

and colour his depictions of the martyrs: the context of martyr festivals, the 

expectations of his audience, the medium in which he delivered the depictions (orally 

or textually), his methods of representing the martyrs, and his attempt to control how 

his audience would perceive, receive, and respond to his depictions of the martyrs.  

Chapter One (The Influence of the Audience) considers the environment in which he 

depicted the martyrs.  Here we see that his audiences were not passive recipients of 

his words, but rather they had an active role in the formation of his depictions of the 

martyrs.  As we will see, the martyrs were conceived in the intimate interaction 

between the preacher and his audience.  Chapter Two (Methods of Representation) 

presents an overview of the five main methods of representation that Augustine used 

to depict the martyrs: i) erasing narrative detail; ii) avoiding descriptions of torture; 

iii) censoring female nudity; iv) removing the words of the martyrs; v) abstracting 

the martyrs‟ personal names.  By exploring these methods (as well as some 
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exceptions), this chapter gives us a better understanding of how Augustine engaged 

in the process of making martyrs.   

While Augustine‟s depictions of female martyrs share many things in 

common with his depictions of male martyrs, they are also very different.  We 

explore these differences in Part Two (Depicting Female Martyrs).  Throughout 

these three chapters we see how Augustine appealed to femininity, gender 

stereotypes, and the rhetoric of gender to construct his depictions of female martyrs.  

Chapter Three (Thinking with Women) is an extended introduction in which we see 

how literary depictions of women influenced the way that Augustine perceived, 

depicted, and used the female martyrs.  In particular, in this chapter we consider how 

the underlying “logic of representation” that is evident in his depictions of real, 

biblical, or imaginary women relates to his depictions of female martyrs.  Chapter 

Four (Ambivalent Images: Weak Female Bodies) discusses how Augustine used the 

female martyrs to communicate theological messages.  Here we focus specifically on 

the theological messages that are conveyed by the ambivalent image of the female 

martyr who is at once a mulier mollis and a femina fortis.  Chapter Five 

(Exemplarity, Imitation, and Emotional Engagement) considers how Augustine used 

depictions of female martyrs in a pastoral context.  By focusing on the interlocking 

themes of exemplarity, imitation, and the emotions, we see how Augustine presented 

female martyrs as exemplars to be imitated by the men and women in his 

congregations.   

It is worth noting that two themes form an undercurrent to these five chapters.  

The first is that depictions of female martyrs are not just reflective, but also 

projective.  Augustine‟s depictions of female martyrs are not orientated with a 

backward glance to a distant past, but their very existence, meaning, and purpose is 

directed towards the present and the future.  The second, associated theme is the 

relationship between representation and reality; the two-way conversation between 

the cognitive and the concrete.  While Augustine‟s representations of female martyrs 

do not necessarily reflect reality, they are constructed with the specific intention of 

having a direct impact on the real, concrete lives of Christian men and women.  

These themes, surfacing at different points throughout the thesis, remind us that 

Augustine‟s depictions of female martyrs are not obscure sidelines to more 

immediate and pressing matters, but they are important parts of the wider process of 
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shaping and defining Christian identity, faith, and piety over and against the 

competing identities, cultures, and belief-systems that existed in Augustine‟s North 

Africa. 

Methodology 

In this thesis we hope to demonstrate that Augustine‟s depictions of female martyrs 

can help us to paint a richer and deeper picture of the North African bishop: his 

personal beliefs, his theological reflections, and his response to the needs and desires 

of his congregations.  While this is a study of female martyrs, it is not written with a 

feminist agenda.  While it has been informed by concepts such as collective memory 

and social identity theory, it is not a direct application of theory.  Our primary 

concern is not with the human power relationships that are constructed and 

maintained through depictions of martyrs, but with the interpretation of martyrdom 

as a visible manifestation of divine power and a revelation of the right relationship 

between humankind and God.  In fact, the basic methodological approach and 

underlying motivation for this thesis might be most clearly expressed as “a 

theologically sensitive reading” of Augustine‟s female martyrs.  As we will see, a 

theologically sensitive reading is the best – perhaps the only – way to approach 

Augustine‟s female martyrs, which are, first and foremost, theological images.  They 

provide ways of thinking about, talking about, and responding to, the relationship 

between God and humankind. 

An important point to mention in relation to method is that Augustine did not 

produce a systematic treatment of female martyrs.  Because of this, we are left to 

piece together the individual references to female martyrs that are scattered and 

strewn throughout his works.  Consequently, we must adopt a synchronic approach 

to see how the isolated fragments might be collected together and placed side-by-side 

to reflect Augustine‟s thought.  While doing this, we must be aware of the limits and 

disadvantages of this method.  We will try to avoid taking strands from different 

sources to weave our own pictures, or speaking our own opinions into the sources so 

that we hear only the echo of our own voices.   

In taking this approach we will not attempt to fill in the gaps to present 

Augustine‟s depictions of female martyrs as complete and polished pieces.  To 

prevent us from forcing his views into a wholly consistent pattern, throughout this 

study we will explore not only what he does say about the female martyrs, but also 
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what he does not say.  For a thesis that aims to draw attention to Augustine‟s female 

martyrs, it might come as a surprise that we will be directing some of our attention 

towards listening to silences and reading between lines.   But these silences are 

telling signs, which, at times, are most surprising, intriguing, and perplexing.  Often 

what he omits is just as important as what he includes.  Augustine‟s methods of 

representing the martyrs – whether regarded positively as features that we can read, 

see, and assess, or negatively as shadows or absences or resistance – reveal a 

considered, and even cautious, use of the martyrs.   

A Note on Sources 

Wherever it has been considered necessary, brief contextual details of primary 

sources have been provided.  However, because of limits of length, these have been 

kept to a minimum.  Considering the prominence of sermons in this study, and the 

notorious difficulty of dating and locating the sermons, it is not always possible to 

provide contextual details, as much as we would benefit from them.
21

  Where dates 

have been provided, these are the suggested dates in Augustine through the Ages.
22

  

The numbering of the Sermons and the Commentaries on the Psalms (Enarrationes 

in Psalmos) follows that of The Works of Saint Augustine.
23

   

Augustine‟s works are referred to by the English translation of the Latin title 

when they appear in the body of the text.  When each work is first mentioned, the 

English title is followed by the Latin original in brackets.  In the footnotes, the titles 

of Augustine‟s works are abbreviated according to the standard Latin abbreviations 

in Augustine through the Ages.
24

  Finally, a list of Augustine‟s main references to 

female martyrs can be found in the Appendix.   

                                              
21

 For background on the sermons, see the extended introduction of Michele Pellegrino in WSA III/1: 

13-131.  For the problems of dating the sermons, see Hubertus R. Drobner, „The Chronology of 

Augustine‟s Sermones ad populum‟, AugStud. 31 (2000), 211-18; idem. „The Chronology of 

Augustine‟s Sermones ad populum II: Sermons 5 to 8‟, AugStud. 34 (2003), 49-66; idem. „The 

Chronology of Augustine‟s Sermones ad populum III: on Christmas Day‟, AugStud. 35 (2004), 43-53. 

22
 Allan D. Fitzgerald (ed.), Augustine through the Ages: An Encyclopaedia (Grand Rapids: 

Eerdmans, 1999), 774-89. 

23
 Sermones = John E. Rotelle (ed.), trans. Edmund Hill, The Works of Saint Augustine: A Translation 

for the Twenty-First Century, III/1-11 (New York: New City Press, 1990-97).  Enarrationes in 

Psalmos = John E. Rotelle and Boniface Ramsey (eds.), trans. Maria Boulding The Works of Saint 

Augustine: A Translation for the Twenty-First Century, III/15-20 (New York: New City Press, 2000-

04). 

24
 Fitzgerald (1999), xxxv-xlii. 
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Introduction 

PAINTING PORTRAITS OF THE MARTYRS 

 

The figures of the martyrs possess a haunting presence in Augustine‟s writing and 

preaching.  This does not come as a surprise considering that he perceived himself to 

be living in a land filled with the bodies, and sprinkled with the blood, of the 

martyrs.
25

  For Augustine, the pervasive power of the martyrs extends from the past 

to the present, and reaches from earth to heaven: the soil is reddened with the blood 

of the martyrs, churches are decorated with their shrines, miracles are performed 

through their relics, calendars are full of their feast days, and heaven blossoms with 

the flowers of their crowns.
26

  Augustine tells us that almost every day is the 

celebration of a martyr festival; every day the word “martyr” dwells on the lips of the 

pious Christian.
27

  Despite the hyperbole, the martyrs were clearly seen by many to 

be heroes of a special kind.  For Augustine, their devout humility and perfect 

sacrifice distinguished them from among the massa peccati, and marked them out as 

members of God‟s elect.  They were exceptional, yet exemplary, members of the 

Church body, who acted in perfect concordance and conformation with Christ, their 

head.   

Before we explore how Augustine depicts the martyrs, we must consider how 

he perceived his own role in depicting the martyrs.  Unlike Paulinus of Nola, 

Augustine did not associate his conversion to Christianity with a personal devotion to 

the cult of a particular martyr.
28

  Unlike Ambrose, he could not claim to be the close 

descendent of a famous female martyr.
29

  Unlike Prudentius, he apparently never felt 

the desire to write poems to celebrate his local martyrs.
30

  How, then, did he consider 

his role in depicting the martyrs?  Often it can be difficult to discern an author‟s 

intention in writing a text or preaching a sermon.  But the recent discovery of a 

                                              
25

 ep. 78.3 (WSA: 305). 

26
 en. Ps.  118(30).5 (WSA III/19: 486). 

27
 s. 305A.1 (WSA III/8: 324); ep. Io. 1.2(1) (FC 92: 122). 

28
 For Paulinus and Felix, see Dennis E. Trout, Paulinus of Nola: Life, Letters, and Poems (Berkeley: 

University of California Press, 1999), 160-97. 

29
 For Ambrose and Soteris, see Ambrose, On Virgins, 3.7.38 (Ramsey: 116). 

30
 Prudentius, Peristephanon (LCL 398: 99-153).  See also Palmer (1989). 
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collection of Augustine‟s letters (“the Divjak letters”) sheds some light on how he 

understood his relationship with the martyrs.
31

   

The last letter in the collection is addressed to Paulinus of Milan, Ambrose‟s 

biographer.
32

  Paulinus had asked Augustine to compile a written document on the 

martyrs, and had sent him a collection of acta martyrum to illustrate the kind of text 

that he was requesting.  In this letter, written between the years 412 and 413, 

Augustine replies to Paulinus to decline his request: „I do not yet see, though I desire 

to do so very much, how I may carry out your wishes concerning the publication of 

the acts of the martyrs in our own language‟.
33

  Augustine‟s decision was not based 

on a denial of the validity or worth of hagiography.  On the contrary, he expresses a 

high regard for Ambrose‟s writings on the martyrs, which, he says, „delighted me so 

that I was moved to do something of the sort when I spoke with Your Charity‟.
34

  Far 

from being passed off as elaborations or fabrications, Augustine says that the 

additional details made Ambrose‟s accounts extremely valuable: „his work seems not 

only not superfluous but also highly necessary‟.
35

  His admiration for Ambrose‟s 

work is clear: „I held him before me as a model compared to the others whose 

accounts I had read on this topic‟.
36

  But Augustine did not feel that he could imitate 

him.  In his writings, Ambrose had included additional details that were not found in 

the public records of martyrdom: details that Augustine neither knew nor felt that he 

could discover.  He asks Paulinus: „what am I to do, since I do not have any way of 

knowing what one should know about the martyrs apart from the public records, 

except for the works I had read of those who have preceded me in this 

undertaking?‟.
37

   

Augustine was left with two options for retelling the stories of the martyrs. 

He could rewrite the stories with the additional details that were already included by 

other authors, but his writings would be unnecessary and superfluous.  Alternatively, 

                                              
31

 For background see Henry Chadwick, „New Letters of Saint Augustine‟, JTS, 34 (1983), 425-52. 

32
 ep. 29* (WSA II/4: 333-34).   

33
 ibid. 1 (333). 

34
 ibid. 2 (333). 

35
 ibid.  

36
 ibid. 

37
 ibid. 2 (334). 
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he could rewrite the stories in his own words, without any additional details.
38

  

Augustine rejects this latter option twice in the course of the short letter: „I fear that I 

will not add to the feeling of genuineness that they produced for me‟; „if I want to 

recount in my own words only what I have read in the public records, I will be trying 

to make the account less vivid rather than more vivid‟.
39

 These explanations allow us 

to see how Augustine understood his relationship with the martyrs.  He is reluctant to 

retell the stories of the martyrs unless his words would elicit the same response that 

he had experienced when he read Ambrose‟s writings.  For Augustine, the stories of 

the martyrs are only valuable when they rouse the emotions, incite change, and 

illuminate and transform the reader.  And so, we find that, whenever he depicted the 

martyrs, his object of attention was not only the martyrs, but also the readers and 

listeners who would receive the depictions.  The martyrs are the subject of the 

representations, but only insofar as they act upon the audience to effect a response.   

In his letter to Paulinus, Augustine suggests that he did not consider himself 

to be an author or compiler of writings about the martyrs.  Yet, the martyrs appear 

interspersed throughout his writings and sermons.  Augustine makes frequent appeals 

to the martyrs in the context of his theological, polemical, and pastoral reflections 

and teachings: to instruct his congregations at martyr festivals;
40

 to illustrate his 

scriptural exegesis in sermons on the gospels;
41

 to aid his expositions of the Psalms;
42

 

to serve as tools in polemical battles;
43

 to address the anxiety that was felt after the 

Sack of Rome.
44

   

While Augustine‟s depictions of the martyrs are not formed with the same 

poetic flourishes as Prudentius‟s martyrs, or the deep emotional intensity of 

                                              
38

 ibid. 1 (333).   

39
 ibid. 1, 2 (333, 334). 

40
 See WSA III/8-9 for Augustine‟s sermons on the saints.  See also A. M. La Bonnardière, „Les 

Enarrationes in Psalmos prêchées par Saint Augustin à l‟occasion des fêtes  de martyrs‟, RechAug. 7 

(1971), 73-104.  For a reconstruction of Augustine‟s calendar of saints, see C. Lambot, „Les Sermons 

de Saint Augustin pour les Fêtes des Martyrs‟, Revue Bénédictine, 79 (1969), 82-97.  

41
 For example, Io. ev. tr. 3.21(1) (FC 78: 91-92), 6.23(3) (FC 78: 150-51), 21.14(3) (FC 79: 193), 

64.4(3) (FC 90: 49), 65.3(1) (FC 90: 53). 

42
 See the examples listed in Bonnardière (1971). 

43
 For example, ep. 88.8-9 (WSA II/1: 356-57), 89.2-3 (WSA II/1: 359-60); Io. ev. tr. 6.23(3) (FC 78: 

150-51); 11.15(1-2) (FC 79: 26-27); ep. Io. 6.2(1) (FC 92: 199-200); c. Iul. 4.7,38 (WSA I/24: 403), 

6.18,55 (WSA I/24: 513), 6.26,83 (WSA I/24: 533-34); c. Faust.  20.21 (WSA I/20: 278-80). 

44
 Peter Ivan Kaufman, „Augustine, Martyrs, and Misery‟, CH, 63 (1994), 1-14. 
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Chrysostom‟s martyrs, they are highly subjective images that are shaped by personal 

experiences, attitudes, and beliefs.  As we will see throughout this thesis, 

Augustine‟s depictions of the martyrs reflect the problems with which he was 

continually engaged: the relationship between the Creator and creation, the fallen 

nature of mankind, the infinite mercy of God, the necessity of the Incarnation, the 

centrality of grace, the value of humility, the need for rightly ordered love, the 

significance of the Scriptures, and the hope for eternal life.  In sum, the martyrs 

provided Augustine with microcosms of the Christian life.  Often seeming to paint 

portraits of the martyrs with the medium of words, his main focus was not just the 

martyrs, but also the ideas that they embody, the messages they communicate, and 

the truths they reveal. 

Brief Overview of Part One 

Part One of this thesis lays the groundwork for the main focus of the study by 

exploring how Augustine depicts both male and female martyrs.  Most patristic 

depictions of the martyrs are marked by a distinctly elaborate and imaginative flair.  

Here we might think of Basil‟s panegyric on Gordius, Chrysostom‟s homily on 

Romanus, or Asterius‟s ekphrasis on Euphemia.  In contrast, Augustine‟s depictions 

of the martyrs are comparatively subtle and understated.  As we will see, his methods 

of representation amount to a process of abstraction, erasure, censoring, and 

silencing.  At first this might seem to be evidence of his disinterest or indifference 

towards the martyrs.  For example, when we compare Augustine‟s sermon on Eulalia 

with Chrysostom‟s sermon on Drosis, we might be struck by Augustine‟s curt and 

seemingly superficial reference to Eulalia in comparison to Chrysostom‟s 

enthusiastic and developed panegyric on Drosis.
45

  But, of course, this is an unfair 

comparison.  We must consider the broader context of the representations: the social, 

geographical, and religious factors; the physical location in which the description 

was made; the author‟s intentions for depicting the martyr; the position of the 

martyrs in the author‟s wider theological framework; the audience to whom the 

depiction was presented.  In the first part of this thesis we address these two 

interlocking themes of context and representation. 

                                              
45
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Chapter 1 

THE INFLUENCE OF THE AUDIENCE 

 

Whenever Augustine depicted the martyrs, he knew that he was not impressing new 

images on clean tablets of wax.  His audience approached him with their minds 

already fashioned and formed by the expectations and anticipations that arose from 

their common cultural assumptions and social conventions, their shared religious 

beliefs, their educational and economic backgrounds, the differences in their age, 

sex, and marital status.  A plethora of images and ideas lay dormant in their minds, 

waiting to be revived by his words to subconsciously colour the portraits that he 

painted.   

It is clear, then, that Augustine‟s depictions of the martyrs were not conjured 

from a vacuum, forged in solitary isolation, or created ex nihilo.  Rather, they contain 

echoes of popular oral and textual traditions about the martyrs.  They use and 

transform traditional notions of heroic virtue, noble death, and commemoration of 

the dead.  They point back to the words of the Old Testament prophets, adopt images 

found in the passion narratives, and develop metaphors drawn from Paul‟s epistles.  

They are shaped by ecclesiastical controversies concerning orthodoxy, unity, and the 

relationship between Church and Empire.  They are built on the foundations of his 

theological reflections on creation, the Fall, and redemption.   

Augustine shaped his depictions of the martyrs in anticipation of how his 

audience would receive them: how they would read, hear, remember, imagine, 

respond to, or even resist and reject, his representations of the martyrs.  Because of 

this, his readers and listeners became implicated in the process of making martyrs.  

On one level, the influence of the audience is seen in the careful thought that 

Augustine aspired to give to all of his communications.  The images, and the 

messages that they convey, had to be presented clearly, in language that would be 

understood by his audience, and in a style that would elicit the intended response.  

But also, on a deeper level, the audience played a more central role by actively 

influencing the depictions of the martyrs through their own existential fears, 

eschatological hopes, and worldly aspirations.  Although Augustine adapted his 

depictions of the martyrs to suit particular audiences, his depictions were not 

products of a one-way communication, but rather they were elements in an 
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interactive and dynamic process.  His audiences exerted a subtle force that helped to 

shape his presentation of the martyrs.   

In this chapter we explore some of the factors that influenced Augustine‟s 

depictions of the martyrs.  While our focus will be on both male and female martyrs, 

it is particularly important that we consider context before we approach the female 

martyrs.  As we mentioned briefly in the introduction to this study, Augustine‟s 

references to female martyrs are scattered throughout his works.  By considering the 

wider contexts in which he depicted them, we can begin to reconstruct the 

background against which they should be seen. 

Martyr Festivals 

Most of Augustine‟s reflections on the martyrs are found in his immense corpus of 

sermons.
46

  He delivered many of these sermons at martyr festivals, often at the 

special location of the martyrs‟ graves or shrines in and around Hippo and 

Carthage.
47

  The typically exuberant celebration of martyr festivals in North Africa 

meant that there was little need for Augustine to encourage his audience to venerate 

the martyrs further.
48

  Rather, he used his sermons to control the veneration of the 

martyrs.  He tried to channel the enthusiasm, harness the fervour, and eradicate the 

superstitions, of the celebrants.
49

   

Augustine‟s sermons encourage us to envisage martyr festivals as high-

spirited occasions.  People dressed to impress, they gathered together to socialise and 
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gossip, they drank alcohol, and they danced at grave-sides.
50

  While these 

descriptions should not prevent us from perceiving at least some of these actions as 

genuine manifestations of piety and devotion to the martyrs,
51

 Augustine was 

concerned that the feasts of the martyrs had begun to resemble pagan festivals, 

complete with disgraceful songs and lewd dances.
52

  In this context, his sermons 

served as powerful tools to bring order and sobriety to the martyr festivals in the 

North African Church.  Just as Ambrose had corrected Monica when she tried to 

perform the traditional custom of offering food at the graves of the martyrs (the 

refrigerium), so Augustine aimed to correct his congregation‟s devotion to the 

martyrs.
53

  We get the impression that he had hoped for his audience to respond with 

the same pious submission as his mother, who had „seen the wisdom of bringing to 

the martyrs‟ shrines not a basket full of the fruits of the earth, but a heart full of more 

purified offerings, her prayers‟.
54

  With a firm and authoritative tone, Augustine 

urges his listeners: „please do not celebrate the feast days of Christian saints in the 

same way as drunkards do… it is one thing to signify joy by easing off fasting, 

another to thrust aside justice by overloading your hearts and drinking yourselves 

silly‟.
55

  The martyrs should be honoured with sober and solemn celebration, which 

should temper the passions but set hearts aflame: „Visit the shrines of the martyrs in 

such a way as to remember them with devotion, and, by honouring the martyrs, to 

stir your hearts to feel a greater love for God‟.
56

   

But Augustine was careful in his control of the festivals.  While his words 

were stern, and his tone persuasive, he realised the importance of the cult of the 

martyrs for popular piety.  Martyr festivals could be threatened by the alternative 

entertainments of pagan festivals and spectacle performances (spectacula).
57

  The 

attractions (or, for Augustine, distractions) of spectacula are suggested in his 
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occasional comments against those Christians who were tempted away from Church 

services to attend less holy forms of entertainment.
58

  Augustine knew that the people 

who attended his sermons were the same people who attended the theatre: „those 

very crowds which fill the theatres on the festal days of the pagans also fill the 

churches on the festal days of Christians‟.
59

  While his audiences did not consider 

this to be problematic, he set the two in direct opposition.
60

  So, for example, in a 

sermon on the festival of the Maccabean martyrs, he comments on the size of the 

crowd: „I see your numbers are very few… Do you have one forehead on which you 

received the sign of Christ, and another which you carry along to the theatre?  Do 

you want to go [to the theatre]?  Change your forehead, and get along there.  So, as 

you cannot change your forehead, do not ruin it… the sign of Christ‟s cross is 

sketched and fixed for you on your forehead‟.
61

   

Augustine did not just use rebukes and chastisements, but he also presented 

martyr festivals as superior forms of entertainment.  So, in one sermon on the martyr 

Cyprian, he says: „the Church is offering your mind more honest and venerable 

spectacles.  Just now the passion of the blessed Cyprian was being read.  We were 

listening with our ears, observing it all with our minds; we could see him competing, 

somehow or other we felt afraid for him in his deadly peril, but we were hoping God 

would help him‟.
62

  The festivals of the martyrs were to be sober occasions, 

celebrated with moderation and restraint, but they were also exciting sights for the 

eyes of the heart to feast upon.   

Promoting the sombre celebration of martyr festivals was not just an attempt 

to increase Church attendance.  Augustine had first-hand experience of the dangers 

of pagan entertainments.  During his adolescence, his close friend Alypius had 

become addicted to the blood-lust of the gladiatorial shows.
63

  Like Alypius, the 

person who chose to attend the theatre or the games had not made a simple choice of 

how to spend their time, but their decision could result in a mortal wound to their 
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soul.
64

  Augustine describes a similar scene in his On Teaching the Uninstructed (De 

catechizandis rudibus), where he describes the avid frenzy of pagan spectacles:  

The fiercer the fury with which they perceive these unhappy creatures [the 

athletes, actors, charioteers, hunters, and beasts] rage against each other, the 

better they like them, and the greater the enjoyment they have in them; and 

they favour them when thus excited, and by so favouring them they excite 

them all the more, the spectators themselves striving more madly with each 

other, as they espouse the cause of different combatants… How then can that 

mind which feeds on strife and contention keep the soundness of peace?
65

 

The theatre and the games arouse passionate emotions, incite a state of madness 

among the spectators, and bring about discord and division that does not only oppose 

the unity, peace, and concord of the Church, but also risks the salvation of the 

Christian spectator. 

While Augustine‟s personal experience of attending spectacula led him to 

voice resolute attacks against them, those very experiences enabled him to identify 

and communicate with his listeners, as he too had delighted in the emotions that were 

roused by such entertainment.
66

  And so, we find that he draws on his own 

experience to convert his listeners to the festivals of the martyrs.  In his handbook On 

Christian Teaching (De doctrina Christiana), he explains that if a person admires an 

actor, they try to incite that same love in other people: „The more passionate he is in 

his love, the more he tries by whatever methods he can to make his hero loved by a 

greater number of people, and the more he desires to point him out to a greater 

number of people.  If he sees someone unenthusiastic he rouses him with his praises 

as much as he can‟.
67

  Likewise, when preaching on the martyrs, Augustine presents 

himself as an eager spectator.  He is in love with the central characters – the martyrs 

– and he encourages his listeners to share his enthusiasm by following and 

supporting them.  When doing this, he often adopts “the grand style” of speech, 

which he describes in On Christian Teaching: 

A hearer must be delighted so that he can be gripped and made to listen, and 

moved so that he can be impelled to action.  Your hearer is delighted if you 
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speak agreeably, and moved if he values what you promise, fears what you 

threaten, hates what you condemn, embraces what you commend, and rues 

the thing which you insist that he must regret, and if he rejoices at what you 

set forth in your preaching as something joyful, pities those whom by your 

words you present to his mind‟s eye as miserable, and shuns those whom 

with terrifying language you urge him to avoid.
68

 

In his sermons on the martyrs, Augustine tries to do just this.  For example, in a 

sermon on the martyr Cyprian, he tries to move his listeners by helping them to 

distinguish between those things that they should love and imitate, and those that 

they should hate and avoid: 

Do you want to know, in a word, what the difference is between our shows 

and spectacles and those of the theatres?  We, to the extent that we are of 

sound and healthy mind, would love to imitate the martyrs whose contests we 

are watching… Decent spectator, when you are watching a show in the 

theatre, you are off your head if you have the audacity to imitate the 

performer you love… Acknowledge me as your friend, together with me 

change the shows you attend.  Let us be crazy about the sort of performers 

whom we do not have to blush about; let us love the sort of performers whom 

we would choose to imitate, as far as we were able.
69

 

By placing himself on the same level as his listeners, Augustine encourages his 

audience to identify with him, to share in what he admires, loves, respects, hates, and 

shuns.  He includes his listeners in his own desires („We would love to imitate…‟; 

„Let us love…‟), and he incorporates them into his own way of thinking by referring 

to the festivals of the martyrs as “our shows” (spectacula nostra).  Here Augustine 

reveals his past career as a professor of rhetoric, as he tries to capture the attention of 

his audience and encourage them to change their ways by sharing his thoughts and 

his feelings.
70

   

 Here Augustine‟s reflections on the martyrs are shaped by his attempt to 

correct his congregation‟s assumption that it is acceptable to attend both pagan and 

Christian festivals.  Openly challenging this assumption, he presents martyrdom as a 
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counter-spectacle, which is not only superior to, but also incompatible with, 

participation in pagan spectacula.
71

  The feelings that are stirred up by the memory 

of martyrdom are not the hollow emotions that are roused by the „miserable delirium‟ 

of the theatre, whose imaginary scenes capture and entice the viewer, and sweep 

them along in the „hideous flood of lust‟.
72

  Martyr festivals and pagan spectacula are 

vastly different: „There the eyes are defiled, here the heart is purified; here spectators 

are to be praised, if they become imitators; while there the spectator is base, and the 

imitator infamous‟.
73

  Augustine‟s attitude towards martyrdom is one of revision and 

reform, but not eradication.   

Fashioning Popular Portraits 

Augustine‟s sermons reveal a sincere and personal devotion to the martyrs.
74

  He did 

not promote the festivals merely to win the favour of the crowds, but his sermons 

were preached from the heart.  We see this in a sermon on the martyrs Perpetua and 

Felicitas: „If what I can offer is quite unequal to the merits of these saints, I can still 

contribute my own enthusiastic feelings to the joy of this great feast‟.
75

  Often 

spontaneous, improvised, and delivered ex tempore, his sermons allow us to glimpse 

this devotion.  Mirroring the festival atmosphere of celebration, they convey a 

palpable sense of triumph and victory.  This is seen in one of his Commentaries on 

the Psalms, in which he reveals the joyful spirit that accompanied the festivals:  

Dearly beloved brothers and sisters, call to mind a scene familiar to you.  

When some festival of the martyrs falls due, perhaps, and some holy place is 

named at which all are to assemble to celebrate the solemn rites, remember 

how the throngs incite one another, how people encourage each other, saying, 

“Come on, let‟s go, let‟s go!”  Others ask, “Where are we going?” And they 

are told, “To that place, to the holy site.”  People talk to each other and catch 

fire with enthusiasm, and all the separate flames unite into a single flame.  

This one flame that springs up from the conversation of many people who 
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enkindle one another seizes them all and sweeps them along to the holy 

place.
76

 

The unusually large and diverse audiences that were drawn to the atmosphere 

of celebration presented Augustine with the opportunity to speak to a great number 

of people, including catechumens, the Christian faithful, and even non-Christians.  

Because of his mixed audiences, most often Augustine tried to ensure that his 

sermons were positive and optimistic.  They focus on the availability of God‟s grace, 

the imitable examples of the martyrs, and the closeness and accessibility of eternal 

life.
77

  In doing this, he follows the advice of Aristotle: „Hearers pay most attention 

to things that are important, that concern their own interests, that are astonishing, that 

are agreeable; wherefore one should put the idea into their heads that the speech 

deals with such subjects‟.
78

  Augustine‟s listeners would have arrived with certain 

expectations concerning the content and tone of the sermons, and, to a certain extent, 

his role was to give them what they wanted to hear: „what you are expecting from me 

today is to pronounce the praises of the apostles Peter and Paul, whose feast day it is.  

I acknowledge what you are expecting; and in acknowledging it, I give it‟.
79

   

In his sermons, Augustine presents Christianity in its most positive light: as 

an appealing and rewarding religion, in which ordinary people could be valued as 

highly as the martyrs.  His listeners are assured that they too could be like the 

martyrs: by ignoring those who taunt them on account of their faith,
80

 by refusing to 

give false evidence in court,
81

 by suffering physical illness without reverting to 

superstitious remedies,
82

 or even by standing quietly and attentively throughout his 

long sermons.
83

  Like the martyrs, they too could receive the reward of eternal life: 

„you will always be crowned and depart from here as a martyr, if you overcome all 
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the temptations of the devil‟.
84

  In a sermon on the martyrs Protasius and Gervasius, 

he says that God „does not grant health to everyone through the martyrs; but to all 

who imitate the martyrs, he does promise immortality‟.
85

   

These optimistic messages would have been popular with his audiences.  As 

van der Meer observes, Augustine‟s listeners would have hung on his words „with 

such child-like excitement that a burst of joy filled the church when their beloved 

bishop spoke the words “eternal life”‟.
86

  Throughout his sermons on the martyrs, 

images of new life, rebirth, and resurrection reinforce the picture of life arising from 

death, beauty unfolding amidst suffering, and hope springing from despair: the 

martyrs burst into bloom with heavenly blossoms;
87

 they drink from Christ‟s cup of 

suffering, which leads to new life;
88

 their bodies, roasting on fires, are cooled and 

refreshed by the fountain of life;
89

 their spilled blood is seed which grows in the 

church;
90

 the miracles performed through their bodies bear witness to eternal life.
91

  

Of course, many of these images had long been associated with the resurrection of 

the body.
92

   

A similar message of salvation is conveyed by Augustine‟s references to the 

reversal of history.  These references combine the hope for eternal life with a longed-

for sense of divine justice and retribution.
93

  He describes how, in the past, the pagan 

persecutors had raged against the bodies of the martyrs to the screams and shouts of 

the impious onlookers, but now the martyrs are crowned in heaven as they look down 
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and pray for the multitude of Christians who sing praises to God.
94

  Now the sound 

of the roaring crowd screaming with the lust for blood is replaced with the sound of 

congregations singing psalms in peace and harmony.  Images of pagan judges seated 

on high while administering sentences to the martyrs are replaced with images of the 

martyrs seated at the right hand of God while looking down on the Christian 

community.  Not only are the martyrs rewarded with eternal life, but God has also 

corrected, converted, and even redeemed those who had been enemies of the 

Church.
95

  Those who were lost have been found; those who were still-born have 

been revived; those who had hoped to destroy the Christians are already being 

punished.
96

  The very festivals at which Augustine preached are presented as 

testimony to the truth of the martyrs‟ witness.   

Adaptation and Modification 

Augustine‟s theology never was divorced from his preaching, but in his sermons he 

adapts and modifies his theological ideas in order to make them more obviously 

relevant for his congregations.
97

  The rhetorical and pastoral nature and function of 

sermons enabled Augustine to communicate and promote the ethics, ideals, and 

beliefs of the Catholic Church.
98

  So, when commenting on the martyrs in his 

sermons, he refers to past events to teach his audience how to live in the present.  As 

Jackson comments: „Discussion of martyrdom within the sermon became the means 

of fashioning an appropriate popular opinion on the new rôle of the martyr in the life 

of an empire free from overt persecution and in making this new-style martyr-cult an 

important interpretative key to the struggle at the heart of the everyday life of the 

Christian faithful‟.
99
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Augustine‟s depictions of the martyrs serve as a kind of commentary on 

history, in which the historical events of martyrdom are presented as being distant 

but close, and strange but familiar.  The times might have changed, but the battle 

between good and evil will not end until the Final Judgement.  Now the world is an 

olive press in which oil is mingled with dregs.
100

  It is a threshing floor on which 

wheat is mixed with chaff.
101

  It is a painting in which vibrant hues are juxtaposed 

with shades of black.
102

  He explains that, even though they are living in Christiana 

tempora, it is always a time of persecution in this fallen existence: „There is no lack 

of persecution. The devil is always the persecutor, and the chance to win a crown is 

never wanting.  The only thing is that Christ‟s soldiers must understand the nature of 

the battle, and know whom they have to beat‟.
103

  Persecutors might not be prowling 

about like roaring lions, but they slither about like snakes that lie hidden and ready to 

attack.
104

  Christians might not have to fear the sword or the gridiron, but they should 

be on their guard against the external attacks of heretics,
105

 the assailment of pagan 

entertainments,
106

 and the internal assaults of the passions.
107

  The devil is always 

looking for new ways to tempt and seduce.  Pagans, Jews, heretics, and even fellow 

Christians, can become diabolical instruments to test the good Christian.
108

   

But Augustine did not just promote spiritual martyrdom.  The Sack of Rome 

by Alaric and the Goths, the Vandal invasions of Spain, Gaul, and (later) Africa, and 

the sporadic but vicious attacks of the Donatist circumcelliones were seen as physical 

persecutions that compared with, and continued, the earlier persecution of 

Christians.
109

  Augustine‟s message to his listeners was that the present is not so 

different from the past.  The world is one large arena in which ordinary Christians 
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must be prepared to arm themselves with Christ so that they too can engage in the 

same battles that the martyrs had fought and won.  He says: „Even now those who are 

fighting against sin are engaged in a fight, and those who acknowledge it as a fight 

desire the winner‟s prize‟.
110

 

Beyond the Thoughts of the Flesh 

By linking the past and the present with the notion of continued persecution, 

Augustine used the examples of the martyrs to address the cares and concerns of his 

listeners.  As Daniel Doyle points out, in the Commentaries on the Psalms, „the 

bishop‟s favourite themes were in direct response to the existential fears, hopes and 

joys of his listeners, emphasizing the precarious and transitory state of life in this 

world, where fortunes and health can be lost in a day‟.
111

  Certainly this is the case 

for the Commentaries on the Psalms: a series of sermons that displays a clear interest 

in the martyrs.
112

  But it is also true of all his preaching on the martyrs.  Whenever 

Augustine preached to an audience, he gave careful consideration to the thoughts and 

feelings of his listeners, and he adapted and modified his message to suit their needs.   

This is not to say that his sermons contain weak or diluted versions of his 

theology.  Paul Kolbet warns us against „thinking of sermons as means of 

popularizing for the masses beliefs articulated more precisely in the treatises‟.
113

  

Likewise, Éric Rebillard explains that Augustine‟s preaching was not „a mere 

adaptation of theology to a popular audience‟.
114

  As Rebillard notes, preaching is not 

a one-way communication: „The audience is not only a target in the act of preaching.  

The audience permanently gives some feed-back to the preacher‟.
115

  Augustine‟s 

sermons on the martyrs should not be seen as the simplification of complex ideas for 

an uneducated and illiterate audience.  Rather, his adaptation and modification is part 

of an interactive process in which he listens and responds to his listeners‟ wants and 

needs, fears and desires, anxieties and hopes. 
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One example of this is found in his parallel reading of the story of the three 

boys in Nebuchadnezzar‟s fiery furnace (Dan. 3), with the story of the trial of the 

seven Maccabean brothers by Antiochus Epiphanes (2 Mac. 7:1-42; 4 Mac.).
116

  

While the three boys had their prayer answered and were freed by divine 

intervention, the seven brothers suffered cruel and painful deaths.  These stories, 

when seen together, provoke the following questions: Why did God intervene in the 

first case, but not in the second? Was God present among the three boys but absent 

from the seven?
117

  Were the three boys righteous and the seven boys sinful?
118

  

Augustine‟s answer is that God was present in both cases.  While only the three boys 

were saved openly (aperte) and visibly (visibiliter), the seven boys were saved 

secretly (occulte) and spiritually (spiritualiter).
119

  Only the three boys were given 

temporal salvation (temporalis salus), but both groups were given eternal salvation 

(aeternus salus).
120

  This message would have been particularly relevant after the 

Sack of Rome in 410, as Augustine would have been preaching to those who were 

disillusioned or despairing after the destruction of a supposedly impregnable city.
121

  

But this message is also in line with his constant concern to eradicate false 

expectations concerning the ability to obtain happiness in this life.  His listeners‟ 

desire for temporal well-being and security is glimpsed in one of his sermons 

preached on the festival of the Maccabean martyrs: „When you are told, “The felicity 

of the world is false”, even though you dare not say so, I can still see it in your heart, 

you curl your lip perhaps, you sneer, you mock, and you say to yourself, “Oh, if only 

all was well with me here!”‟.
122

   

Augustine uses the stories of the three boys and the seven boys to erase the 

„earthy, dusty, smoky, steamy, fleshly, mortal thoughts‟ of his listeners.
123

  He 
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encourages them to look at the two different types of martyrdom with the eyes of 

their hearts.
124

  They should have „a Christian understanding‟ (Christiani intelligite) 

of the matter.
125

  They should look beyond the surface appearance of desolation and 

despair.  So, in one of his Commentaries on the Psalms, he compares the two stories 

and draws out a moral lesson to reassure his listeners: „Whatever happens here [in 

this life] that is not to our liking, recognise that it happens only in accordance with 

God‟s will, by his providence, as part of his design, by his permission, and in 

conformity with his laws‟.
126

  Although God heard the prayer of three boys in the 

furnace, not every prayer is answered in this life.
127

  But, Augustine comforts his 

listeners that, while good people like the Maccabean brothers do suffer in this life, 

their suffering will be rewarded in the next life.  Instead of focusing on this passing 

life, Christians must use the stories of the martyrs to redirect their hopes to eternal 

life: „let us pass on beyond the thoughts of the flesh, let us lift our hearts above, let us 

think about the life to come‟.
128

   

Controlling the Fear of Death 

Alleviating the disappointment and despair that arise from false expectations for 

temporal felicity was not a triviality.  Augustine considered consolation to be a 

serious and urgent matter.  He believed that disappointment and despair could lead 

people to fall away from faith, from the Church, and from salvation.  So, in On 

Teaching the Uninstructed, he speaks about those people who „look for their felicity 

in this life‟, and he explains that „when they see some wicked and impious men 

strongly established and excelling in this worldly prosperity, while they themselves 

either possess it in a smaller degree or miss it altogether, they are troubled with the 

thought that they are serving God without reason, and so they readily fall away from 

the faith‟.
129

  In his sermons, Augustine appeals to the martyrs to address this 

problem.  He urges his listeners to imitate the martyrs not by hoping for security in 
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this life, but by hoping for eternal security in the life after death: „Make light of 

health, you will have immortality; make light of death, you will have life; make light 

of honour, you will have a crown; make light of the friendship of man, you will have 

the friendship of God.  But there, where you have God as your friend, you will not be 

without the friendship of a neighbour; there as your friends these martyrs will be 

with you‟.
130

 

Augustine‟s sermons allow us to see that one of the most frequent causes of 

despair among his congregations was the fear of death.  His references to timor 

mortis reflect the persistent anxieties of his congregations concerning their own 

mortality.  In one sermon on the subject of Christian discipline, he allows us to see 

just how powerful the fear of death was: „How it disturbs us, this dread of death, how 

it interrupts and upsets our thoughts!  How the very word, when I mentioned it, 

struck at your hearts!  Your groans and sighs testified to your fear, and made it clear 

enough.  I heard, yes, I heard.  You sighed and groaned; you are afraid of death‟.
131

  

In another sermon, he says: „How filled with dread of dying people are, though 

bound to die anyway!  You can see people tremble, take to their heels, look for 

hiding places, snatch at last-ditch defences, beg, prostrate themselves; if it were 

possible, give whatever they have to be granted their lives, to live one day more, to 

extend just a little longer a life that is always uncertain‟.
132

  

Augustine‟s reflections on the fear of death broke away from Cyprian before 

him, who had associated the fear of death with a spiritual weakness derived from a 

lack of faith.
133

  A similar line was taken by Ambrose, who interpreted the fear of 

death as a moral failing that is felt only by those with a guilty conscience and those 

who are foolish (insipientes).
134

  Ambrose had proclaimed: „if death is considered 

frightening among the living, it is not death itself that is frightening, but conjecture 
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(opinio) about death‟.
135

  But Augustine directly opposed him by asserting that „the 

horror of death is a matter of nature, not a matter of opinion (non opinio, sed 

natura)‟.
136

  Augustine developed his views on the fear of death during his encounter 

with Pelagianism.  With the authoritative and orthodox precedents of Cyprian and 

Ambrose, Pelagius presented the fear of death as a moral failing.  He used the 

example of Paul to illustrate how the fear of death can, and, therefore, should, be 

overcome.
137

  Augustine, on the contrary, saw the fear of death as an unavoidable 

part of fallen nature, and he used the example of the apostle Peter to illustrate this.
138

  

For Augustine, no human being could ever be completely free from the fear of death.  

Only Christ was free from the fear of death, because he alone was without sin.
139

  

The Pelagian notion of impeccantia, and the belief that the first human beings were 

created mortal, led Augustine to expound the serious and lasting effects of Adam‟s 

sin, including the permanent fear of death.
140

   

Indeed, Augustine himself had felt the fear of death.  In his Soliloquies 

(Soliloquia), written in 386/7, he confesses: „At present, however, I think that I can 

be disturbed by only three things: the fear of losing those whom I love, the fear of 

pain, and the fear of death‟.
141

  A more emotional and memorable portrait is painted 

in his Confessions, where he recalls the pain, confusion, and fear that he felt after the 

loss of one of his closest friends: „I had become a great enigma to myself... although 

my weariness with living was intense, so too was my fear of dying.  I believe that the 

more I loved him, the more I hated death, which had taken him from me; I hated it as 

a hideous enemy, and feared it, and pictured it as ready to devour all human 
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beings‟.
142

  These feelings and experiences enabled him to identify with the emotions 

of his audiences.   

In response to the anxiety of his congregations, Augustine adopted a rather 

more sympathetic stance than Cyprian, Ambrose, or Pelagius, as he helped his 

listeners to gain perspective on the fear of death.  Alluding to Matthew 10:28 („Do 

not fear those who kill the body but cannot kill the soul; rather fear him who can 

destroy both soul and body in hell‟), he tells his listeners that they cannot avoid the 

death of the body, but they can avoid the death of the soul by trying not to sin.
143

  

Occasionally, his words can sound so blunt that we might imagine his listeners 

trembling with fear before him: „You were born a human being; you are going to die 

(natus es homo, moriturus es)‟.
144

  But Augustine‟s aim was not to incite fear.  

Rather, he aimed to show that there is a right order of fear: „Be afraid of the second 

death‟, he says, „where the soul is not wrenched from the flesh, but the soul is 

tormented with the flesh.  Do not be afraid of the transitory death, be afraid of the 

permanent one; there is no worse death than where death does not die‟.
145

  He 

redirects his listeners‟ fear away from physical death and towards eternal death to 

encourage them to make progress in this life in spite of the inevitability of the death 

of the body.  He assures those people who pray for a good, painless death that „it is 

impossible to die a bad death, if you have lived a good life‟.
146

  While the cup of 

death tastes bitter, it is only by drinking from this cup that Christians can pass to a 

glorious sweetness.
147

  His message is consolatory and encouraging.  It is the 

perceptive advice of a pastor who does not want to receive eternal life without his 

flock: „What do I live for, if not with this intention that we should all live together 

with Christ?  That is my desire, that is my honour, that is my most treasured 

possession… I do not want to be saved without you‟.
148
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For those people who still are not consoled by his words, Augustine offers the 

example of the martyrs.  He explains that the martyrs seem to have died bad deaths: 

„Some were killed at a single stroke of the sword, others by fire, others by wild 

animals‟.
149

  Those who do not believe in an afterlife look on with the eyes of the 

flesh and they think that the martyr has been defeated and has suffered a bad 

death.
150

  But Christians look on with the eyes of faith, and, with the illumination of 

the light of faith, they perceive hidden sights and concealed truths that others are not 

permitted to see: the martyrs lay down their bodies but their souls do not die.
151

  He 

prompts his listeners: „Inquire about the deaths of the martyrs.  Question the eyes in 

your head: they died a bad death.  Question the eyes of faith: Precious in the eyes of 

the Lord is the death of his saints (Ps. 116:15)‟.
152

  So, for example, he comments on 

the female martyr Crispina: „Wretched onlookers deemed her wretched, yet she was 

rejoicing in the sight of angels‟.
153

  In another sermon on the martyrs, he alludes to 

Psalm 126 („those who sow in tears will reap in joy‟) to explain that temporal 

sorrows reap eternal rewards: „not even those who have sown in tears need despair, 

because even if they have sown in tears, the pain and the sighing will pass away.  

Sadness passes at the end, and gladness comes without end‟.
154

  Here Augustine 

addresses his listeners‟ fear of death by presenting the martyrs as witnesses to eternal 

life.  He urges his listeners to perceive the martyrs – and themselves – with the eyes 

of faith: „Believe what you cannot yet see, so that you may earn the right to see what 

you believe‟.
155

  The martyrs are powerful illustrations of the consolatory message: 

„when you die, you will not be dead‟.
156

  

Augustine also responds to his congregations‟ fear of death by explaining that 

the martyrs too were afraid of death,
157

 but they were able to endure hard trials 
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because the love of God was shed abroad in their hearts by the Holy Spirit.
158

  With 

the help of the Spirit, the martyrs were able to follow the example of Christ, who, in 

the garden of Gethsemane, transposed human weakness to himself, and said: „my 

soul is sorrowful to death‟.
159

  Here Augustine breaks away from traditional 

depictions of the martyrs.  His martyrs do not publicly proclaim their contempt of 

death, skip happily towards the arena, or sing joyfully while watching the 

executioners tear at their bodies.  His martyrs are not valiant and virile, they do not 

want to suffer and die, and they are not eager to give up their lives.  He tells his 

listeners that, yes, they are martyrs, but still they were human beings: martyres sunt, 

sed homines fuerunt.
160

  They were born like us, they were made of human flesh, 

they had to live with the consequences of original sin, and they were subjected to 

death.
161

  Despite their virtuous actions, the martyrs were not sinless.  Despite their 

ultimate sacrifice, the deaths of the martyrs were not salvific.  Augustine‟s martyrs 

are profoundly human.  They are weak people who are made strong by the grace of 

God.  Their fear of death was not a spiritual weakness or moral failing, but it even 

added to their glory: „For if there were no distress of death, or a slight one, the glory 

of the martyrs would not be so great‟.
162

   

Augustine‟s martyrs showed that the fear of death was acceptable, natural, 

and, indeed, unavoidable.  But, with the grace of God, fear could be controlled.  By 

presenting the martyrs on the same level as his listeners, Augustine made the 

martyrs‟ exemplary actions not only awesome and admirable, but also accessible and 

attainable.  The martyrs inspire wonder because God‟s grace is seen at work in them.  

But there is no fundamental difference between the martyrs and other Christian men 

or women.  Anyone can achieve what the martyrs achieved, if they have help from 

God.   

This presentation of the martyrs results, in part, from Augustine‟s theological 

anthropology.  The martyrs are part of fallen creation, and so are subject to death.  As 
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a punishment for Adam‟s sin, death can never be praised as a good in and of itself.
163

  

The martyr‟s sacrifice is never anything more than the repayment of a debt: the 

martyr gives back the gift of life to God.  Furthermore, this repayment is itself a gift 

from God, which is effected through divine help in the form of the external example 

of Christ and the inner working of the Holy Spirit.
164

   

But this depiction of the martyrs also arises from Augustine‟s perceptive 

response to the widespread fears and anxieties of his listening audiences.  He saw 

that his congregations needed regular human beings with whom they could identify: 

people who felt the same fears of pain and death, who were tempted by the sweetness 

of life, and who experienced the interior battles of the passions, but had overcome all 

these trials.  He reminded his congregations that they were all members of the same 

body, that the small have been blessed with the great, and that the reward already 

enjoyed by the martyrs is, in a sense, already enjoyed by the Church body as a 

whole.
165

  Here Augustine uses the figures of the martyrs to deliver a consolatory, 

encouraging, and inspiring message to give confidence to his congregations.   

Textual Representations  

It should not surprise us that Augustine‟s written reflections on the martyrs differ 

from those in his sermons.  The oral nature of sermons, combined with the occasion 

of martyr festivals, inevitably led Augustine to portray the martyrs in different ways 

in his writing and his preaching.  Unlike his sermons, his writings are not situated in 

a liturgical or festal context, but rather they relate to more specific polemical, moral, 

and theological concerns.  His written reflections on the martyrs include discussions 

of the martyrs as intercessors and guardians;
166

 reflections on Christology;
167
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discussions of posthumous salvation for the unbaptised;
168

 debates on the nature of 

the soul;
169

 illustrations of divine providence;
170

 explanations of the growth of the 

Church;
171

 reflections on miracles performed by the relics, or at the shrines, of the 

martyrs;
172

 investigations on the subject of the resurrected body.
173

  While many of 

these ideas are also present in his sermons, they tend to be treated more explicitly in 

his writings.  The big questions are brought to the foreground, while the individual 

martyrs and their personal experiences are pushed to one side, only to be called upon 

as examples and illustrations.   

One example of this is found in On the Care to be Taken for the Dead (De 

cura pro mortuis gerenda), which Augustine wrote between the years 420 and 422, 

in response to a letter that he had received from Paulinus of Nola.
174

  A widow, 

named Flora, had asked Paulinus for permission to bury her son at the shrine of the 

martyr-saint, Felix.  Paulinus had agreed to the request, but he was concerned to hear 

Augustine‟s opinions on the matter: can it benefit a person if, after their death, their 

body is buried near to the grave of a saint?
175

   

Paulinus‟s letter prompted Augustine to reflect on the practice of burial ad 

sanctos, the traditional funerary customs performed for the care of the dead, and the 

continued relationship between the saints, the Christian community, and the salvation 

of the departed.  In his reply, Augustine appealed to 2 Corinthians 5:10 to remind 

Paulinus that each Christian will be judged according to what they have done in the 
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body, not according to what has been done to the body after death.
176

  The burial of a 

corpse at a saint‟s memorial does not benefit the departed, except in circumstances 

where the location of the corpse will inspire more ardent prayers from the family of 

the deceased.
177

  Yet, even then, prayers for the departed are not beneficial to those 

who have lived immoral lives.
178

   

It is in relation to this matter that Augustine appeals to the example of the 

martyrs of Lyons.  The account of their martyrdom was included in Eusebius‟s 

Ecclesiastical History, which was translated into Latin by Rufinus at the end of the 

fourth century.
179

  The original narrative is in the form of a letter, which relates how 

a group of Christian men and women – including Sanctus, Blandina, Pothinus, 

Maturus, Attalus, and Biblis – endured various tortures and suffered cruel deaths 

before their corpses were violated and destroyed.  In his response to Paulinus, 

Augustine refers to the martyrdom account: the martyrs‟ corpses were exposed to 

dogs, they were set on fire, and the ashes were swept into the river, so that „nothing 

at all might remain to be remembered‟.
180

  These martyrs bear witness to the fact that 

neither the failure to bury a corpse, nor any attempt to destroy it, is an obstacle to 

salvation.
181

  In this context, the individual experiences of each of the martyrs are not 

relevant.  Augustine omits the names of the martyrs, and he does not refer to the 

personal experiences of the individuals in the group.  He is not concerned with the 

martyrs per se, but with showing how „all these things – the care of the funeral 

arrangements, the establishment of the place of burial, the pomp of the ceremonies – 

are more of a solace for the living than an aid for the dead‟.
182

  Here the martyrs are 

not the focus of the letter, but rather they are illustrations and visual aids.   

Likewise, in the City of God (De civitate Dei), Augustine appeals to the 

collective example of “the martyrs” to explain their role in God‟s salvific activity in 

Christian history: 
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The Gospel was preached throughout the whole world, not only by those who 

had seen and heard Christ both before His passion and after His resurrection, 

but also, after their death, by their successors, in the midst of terrible 

persecutions and many tortures and the deaths of the martyrs.  And God bore 

witness by signs and manifestations and diverse acts of power, and by the 

gifts of the Holy Spirit, so that the peoples of the Gentiles, believing in Him 

Who was crucified for their redemption, might venerate with Christian love 

the blood of the martyrs which they had shed in their devilish fury.
183

 

In this overarching scheme, the names and experiences of individual martyrs are not 

important.  The message of the martyrs is conveyed by an artificial categorisation of 

“the martyrs” as one, homogeneous group: an „innumerable multitude‟, united by a 

collective identity as witnesses to the same truth, and motivated by the same desire to 

love and proclaim that truth.
184

  In the City of God, most of Augustine‟s martyrs 

remain without names or faces, even when they are contrasted with Roman heroes, 

whose names, identities, and experiences are recalled with greater detail.
185

  

Sometimes Augustine appeals to “the martyrs” in polemical fashion by describing 

them as superior to Roman heroes.
186

  At other times he appeals to them in an 

apologetic manner by explaining that Christians honour the martyrs but they do not 

worship them as gods or idols.
187

  And in other places he recalls the miracles and 

exorcisms that have been brought about by the martyrs‟ prayers or relics, as he 

interprets these as divine revelations and proofs of eternal life.
188

   

As a group, the martyrs personify the City of God, which is bound together 

with the love of God and the desire for eternal happiness in the future life.  The 

martyrs reflect the communal identity and selfless love that distinguishes the 

heavenly city, whereas Adam and Eve represent the self-centredness and pride of the 

earthly city.  The martyrs recapitulate their first parents.  While Eve was seduced into 
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valuing creation over the Creator, the martyrs knew the right order of creation.  

While Adam transgressed God‟s command and brought death to the whole of the 

human race, the martyrs obeyed God‟s commandments and, by dying, they received 

eternal life:  

For formerly it was said to the man, „If you sin, you will die‟.  Now, however, 

it is said to the martyr, „Die, so that you will not sin‟.  Formerly it was said, 

„if you transgress the commandments, you shall die the death‟; but now it is 

said, „if you refuse death, you will transgress the commandment‟... Thus, by 

the ineffable mercy of God, the very punishment of wickedness has itself 

become the armour of virtue, and the penalty of the sinner is made the reward 

of the righteous.
189

 

The suffering of the martyrs is an example of God‟s mercy: „God has granted so 

great a grace to faith that death, which is acknowledged to be the opposite of life, has 

become the means through which we may pass over into life‟.
190

   

While the martyrs are important figures in the City of God, the grand scheme 

of the work keeps the individual identities of the martyrs in the shadows.  What 

matters is not their earthly status as human beings who lived and died in particular 

times and places, but their a-temporal significance, as members of the City of God, 

who bear witness to eternal truths: „For the martyrs themselves were martyrs – that 

is, witnesses – to the faith‟.
191

 

Defending the Cult of the Martyrs 

A similar observation can be made for Augustine‟s letters.  Around the year 390, 

Augustine received a letter from a pagan grammarian from Madaura, named 

Maximus.  In his letter, Maximus ridicules Christians for venerating the martyrs, not 

least because of their Punic names, which suggest their low social status: 

Who, after all, would tolerate that Mygdo should be preferred to Jupiter 

brandishing his thunderbolts or that Sanaes and the martyr of martyrs, 

Namphano, should be preferred to Juno, to Minerva, to Venus, to Vesta – and 

horror! – to all the immortal gods?  Among them Lucitas is honoured with 
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scarcely less worship, as well as others to an indefinite number – names 

hateful to the gods and to men!
192

 

Augustine replies to Maximus: „as an African writing to Africans, for we are both 

living in Africa, you could not forget yourself to such an extent that you thought that 

Punic names should be criticized... You should, of course, regret that you were born 

in the place where the cradle of that tongue is still warm‟.
193

  Casting aside the 

insinuation that the cult of the martyrs revered men of a low social class, Augustine 

urges Maximus to take note of his own religion, in which ridiculous gods are 

worshipped: „If, nonetheless, you want to laugh, you have lots of material for 

laughing at your own religion: a god of manuring, a god of the toilet, bald Venus, the 

god Fear, the god Pallor, the goddess Fever, and countless others of this sort‟.
194

   

Augustine did not consider this the place to discuss the moral and theological 

value of the martyrs, or to defend the particular martyrs that Maximus had ridiculed.  

Throughout the letter he tentatively questions Maximus‟s motives.   In his opening 

sentence he asks: „Are we carrying on a serious conversation, or do you want to 

joke?‟
195

  But, despite this tentative tone, Augustine does include a serious note of 

explanation at the end of the letter: „in order that this point may not escape your 

notice and unwisely lead you to sacrilegious charges, you should know that Catholic 

Christians, who also have a church in your town, do not worship any of the dead, and 

adore nothing as a god that has been created and established by God, but adore the 

one God himself, who has created and established all things‟.
196

   

While Maximus‟s letter might not have been a serious attack, Augustine did 

have to defend the cult of the martyrs from more exacting criticism.  Several years 

later, in 397-99, Augustine wrote his treatise Against Faustus the Manichee (Contra 
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Faustum Manicheum).  This text is a valuable source that allows us to see some of 

the criticisms that were levelled against the North African cult of the martyrs.
197

  

According to this text, Faustus had claimed that the martyrs were treated like idols 

that were placated with food and drink.  Also, he criticised Christians who became 

drunk and acted immorally at the martyrs‟ graves.  Interestingly, these are the same 

criticisms that Augustine himself had raised in his correspondence with Aurelius, the 

Bishop of Carthage (in 391), and with Alypius, his close friend and the Bishop of 

Thagaste (in 395).
198

  But here, in response to Faustus, Augustine adopts a rather 

more defensive, and somewhat idealistic, tone, as he explains how the faithful 

honour the martyrs: „The Christian people, however, celebrate the memorials of the 

martyrs with religious solemnity both in order to encourage the imitation of them and 

in order to be united with their merits and helped by their prayers‟.
199

  Augustine 

insists that, even if some people do become drunk at the shrines, this is a much 

smaller sin than offering sacrifice to the martyrs.
200

  In fact, celebrations at the graves 

of the martyrs have a strong moral benefit because the holy places encourage fervent 

prayer and inspire imitation.
201

  Here, as with most of his writings, Augustine is less 

concerned with describing the martyrs, and more concerned with defining and 

defending the cult of the martyrs.   

True and False Martyrs 

The main difference that we can draw between Augustine‟s preaching and writing on 

the martyrs is that his sermons present more detailed reflections on the martyrs, 

whereas his writings are more concerned with martyrdom and the cult of the 

martyrs.
202

  But, while this difference remains, it would be inaccurate to overstate the 

distinction.  Similar ideas, concerns, beliefs, and intentions are evident in both.  One 

of the best examples of this is the anti-Donatist polemic that permeates so many of 

his sermons and writings.   
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The Donatist Church claimed to be the Church of the Martyrs.
203

  It perceived 

itself as the true African Church, in which the spirit of the martyrs was kept alive.  

For the Donatists, persecution did not end in the year 312; the true Church continued 

to be persecuted by the Roman authorities and the Catholic Church.
204

  It was still a 

time of making martyrs.  The centrality of martyrdom for Donatist identity is most 

clear in the extreme example of the fanatical circumcelliones, who voluntarily took 

their own lives in order to be venerated as martyrs.  Optatus and Augustine would 

have us believe that the actions of the circumcelliones are typical of all Donatists, 

but, as Alan Dearn has shown, the association between Donatism and voluntary 

martyrdom is largely a polemical construct.
205

  And yet, martyrdom was a defining 

feature of Donatist identity at large.  As J. Kevin Coyle explains: „Devotion to the 

martyrs and adherence to the bible were hallmarks of North African Christianity, 

both Catholic and Donatist.  But Donatists carried these distinguishing marks to the 

point of holding up death by martyrdom as the biblical ideal to which every true 

Christian should aspire‟.
206

   

The Donatist edition of the Acts of the Abitinian Martyrs illustrates the 

Donatist claim to preserve the martyr spirit and retain the purity of the Church, as 

well as their emphasis on enforcing division.
207

  The text appeals to the inspiration 

and authority of the martyrs to justify and validate separation from the Catholic 

Church: the traditores.
208

  The introduction to the Acts proclaims: „Once error has 

been condemned, let whoever rejoices in the Lord‟s truth read the records of the 

martyrs so as to hold fast to the Catholic Church [i.e. the Donatist Church] and 

distinguish the holy communion from the unholy‟.
209

  Throughout the account, this 
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message is repeated in the experiences of the martyrs.  Finally, it is reaffirmed in the 

conclusion:  

[O]ne must flee and curse the whole corrupt congregation of all the polluted 

people and all must seek the glorious lineage of the blessed martyrs, the one, 

holy, and true Church from which the martyrs arise, and whose divine 

mysteries the martyrs observe. She alone broke the force of infernal 

persecution; she preserved the law of the Lord even to the shedding of 

blood.
210

   

As Maureen Tilley summaries: „In this martyr story the biblical message is not the 

comforting theme of unity and peace but the strident call for condemnation and 

division.  Not reconciliation but separation and excommunication is the cry of these 

martyrs‟.
211

  The Donatist claim to be the direct inheritors and exclusive possessors 

of the martyrs would have had a special force in North Africa, where the memory of 

martyrdom was a vital element for the construction of Christian history, identity, and 

ecclesiology.
212

  In this environment, such close identification with the martyrs 

would have tapped into the needs and desires of ordinary Christians, who were 

offered the chance to be part of that history of heroism, and to perpetuate that same 

spirit and devotion. 

In many areas of North Africa, the Donatists were the majority Church.
213

  At 

the most practical level, Augustine had to promote the cult of the martyrs if he 

wanted to prevent his congregations from attending the rival martyr festivals of the 

Donatists.  As J. den Boeft observes: „For Augustine it was indispensable to defy 

such claims [of the Donatists‟ exclusive possession of the martyrs].  If they were left 

unanswered, the catholic position could be severely weakened, martyrdom being the 

object of the greatest awe among Christians of both confessions‟.
214

  Also, on an 

ecclesiological level, Augustine had to protect the unity, diversity, and universality 

of the Catholic Church against the local and exclusive ecclesiology of the 
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Donatists.
215

  Augustine did this by questioning the Donatist claim to be the rightful 

owners of the martyrs, and retrieving the martyrs as the exclusive property of the 

Catholic Church.  He compared and contrasted the true martyrs (martyres veri) of the 

Catholic Church with the false martyrs (martyres falsi) of the Donatist Church.  For 

Augustine, the distinction was based on motivation.  While both Catholic and 

Donatist martyrs suffered torture and death, their actions were motivated by different 

causes.  The true martyrs of the Catholic Church were motivated by a just cause 

(love); the false martyrs of the Donatist Church were motivated by a selfish cause 

(pride).
216

   

Augustine runs with the theme of true and false martyrdom in both his 

sermons and treatises.  Here the distinction is an effective tactic for proving the 

authenticity and superiority of Catholic martyrs, while polarising and invalidating 

Donatist claims to possess the martyrs.  So, for example, in the long letter On the 

Correction of the Donatists (De correctione Donatistarum), he says:  

[W]e should understand in the psalm the cry of the true martyrs who desire to 

distinguish themselves from false martyrs, Judge me, O God, and distinguish 

my cause from that of an unholy people (Ps. 43:1).  The psalmist did not say, 

“Distinguish my punishment”, but, Distinguish my cause.  For the 

punishment of martyrs can be like that of the wicked, but their cause is 

different.
217

 

The same sentiment, illustrated by the same scriptural quotation, is also found in his 

sermons, although with a slightly stronger exhortatory tone.  For example, in a 

sermon delivered at the festival of the North African martyrs Castus and Aemilius, 

Augustine says: 

In a word, if you wish to imitate true martyrs, choose yourselves a cause, so 

that you can say to the Lord, Judge me, O Lord, and distinguish my cause 

from an unholy nation (Ps. 43:1).  Distinguish, not my pain and punishment, 

because an unholy nation has that too; but my cause, which only a holy nation 

has.  So choose yourself a cause, hold onto a good and just cause, and with 

the Lord‟s help have no fear of any pain or punishment.
218
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And in another sermon preached at the festival of some unnamed martyrs, he directly 

links the psalm to an attack on the Donatists: 

Many people endure tribulation; they have equivalent pains, but not 

equivalent causes… Heretics too suffer, and very often at their own hands; 

and they want to be called martyrs.  But it is against them that we have sung, 

Distinguish my cause from an unholy people.  It is not the punishment that 

makes the martyr but the cause.
219

 

Variations on the aphorism non poena, sed causa become a memorable and 

almost formulaic motto in Augustine‟s preaching and writing against the 

Donatists.
220

  This message is often illustrated by the example of the two robbers 

who were crucified alongside Jesus.
221

  All three died in the same way – outwardly 

appearing to undergo the same suffering – but the reasons for their deaths were very 

different.
222

  In his sermon on Castus and Aemilius, Augustine explains: „They 

placed the two robbers on either side, but they did not have a similar cause.  They 

were flanking Christ as he hung there, but they were far removed from him in reality.  

They were crucified by their crimes, he by ours‟.
223

  An implicit message is that the 

two criminals crucified alongside Jesus illustrate the two Churches: one Catholic, the 

other Donatist.  Both had been punished with death on account of their sins, but 

while one of the criminals audaciously mocked and taunted Jesus, the good thief 

humbled himself and confessed his faith in Christ.  The good thief‟s humility and 

confession meant that, although he still had to die, he would rise again with Christ in 

heaven.  Here Augustine uses the weight and authority of the Bible to reject the 

Donatist martyrs and legitimate the validity of Catholic martyrs. 

According to Augustine‟s criterion of martyrdom by motivation, true 

martyrdom is not simply a baptism in blood.  Death alone is not the cause for 
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glorification.
224

  While the Donatists court death,
225

 demanding to be glorified as 

martyrs,
226

 they do not die for the sake of justice, because, as the gospel says: 

„Blessed are those who suffer persecution for the sake of justice‟ (Mt. 5:10).
227

  

While true martyrs suffer on account of truth (pro veritate patiuntur), false martyrs 

suffer on account of falsehood (pro falsitate patiuntur).
228

  In fact, Augustine says, 

the martyrs of the Donatist Church died to conceal the truth: „what they are dying for 

is to stop the truth being proclaimed, to stop the truth being preached, stop the truth 

being grasped, stop unity being loved, charity being chosen, eternity being 

grasped‟.
229

   

Augustine also appeals to the authority of Cyprian to maintain that 

martyrdom in schism is an empty act because it is not performed with charity.
230

  The 

true martyr‟s motivation is pure and chaste love, which is shed abroad in the heart by 

the Holy Spirit, and is received only by those who are in the unity of the Catholic 

Church: there is no salvation outside the Church.
231

  The Holy Spirit does not only 

incite love, but also speaks for the martyr at the time of trial: „the Lord observed that 

every man is a liar (Ps. 116:15.11), and gave the martyrs his Spirit, so that 

consequently they would not be liars, but would be telling the truth.  There you are, 

that is why they were truthful; because it was not they who were speaking, but his 

Spirit‟.
232

  If the Holy Spirit is not present outside the Catholic Church then the 

Donatist martyrs do not speak the truth, and so they bear empty testimony and false 

witness. 
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Finally, for Augustine, while the Donatists claimed to be descendants of the 

martyrs, their actions, pride, and vanity prove that this was not the case.
233

  The 

Donatists claimed a special link with Cyprian, but, Augustine says, they should think 

twice: „The heretics, though, and the Donatists, who falsely boast that Cyprian 

belongs to them, should pay attention to the way he exercised his office of bishop, 

and then they would not break away; to the way he went to his martyrdom, and then 

they would not throw themselves over cliffs‟.
234

  According to Augustine, not only 

were the Donatists wrong to identify themselves with the persecuted Church, but, in 

fact, they would be more correct to identify themselves with the persecutors of the 

martyrs, as they continue the era of persecution by terrorising the Catholic Church.
235

   

Devotion to the martyrs in the Donatist Church was one of the main factors 

that led Augustine to reflect more deeply on the martyrs.  Yet, it is interesting to find 

that his anti-Donatist reflections on the martyrs do not vary considerably between his 

writing and his sermons.  The themes that he develops in his writings (true and false 

martyrdom; cause not punishment; the three crosses) were all readily adapted into 

pithy slogans and memorable images in his sermons.  Whether addressing readers or 

listeners, Augustine‟s depictions of the martyrs serve the same purpose: to encourage 

unity, love, peace, and humility.  The main difference between the written and 

spoken depictions is detected less in the content, and more in the pastoral drive, of 

the sermons: 

All heretics also suffer for what is false, not for the truth; because they are 

lying against Christ himself.  All pagans, whatever they suffer, they suffer for 

what is false … So, brothers and sisters, let us struggle as long as we live to 

hold on to the true faith, to remain in the true Church of God, to lead a good 

life, if we love the martyrs, so that having a good cause we may be in a 

position to imitate them.
236

 

Conclusion: Martyrdom in Context 

In this chapter we have introduced a range of themes and ideas that we will pick up 

and explore throughout this study: the humanity and humility of the martyrs; their 

complete dependence on God‟s grace; tensions between the audience‟s expectations 
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and the preacher‟s intentions; the ability of the martyrs to stir and calm the emotions.  

From the specific examples that we have discussed, we can provide some general 

observations on how Augustine‟s depictions of the martyrs were shaped by context.  

In the context of his sermons, his depictions were shaped by the expectations, hopes, 

and fears of his listening audience.  In the context of his written treatises and letters, 

he altered his depictions depending on his anticipated audience, whether they would 

be Christians like Paulinus, pagans like Maximus, or heretics like Faustus.  In all his 

works, his depictions of the martyrs were shaped by other factors, such as the 

atmosphere of celebration that accompanied martyr festivals, the physical and 

psychological devastation that resulted from the Sack of Rome, and the discussions 

and debates that arose from the Pelagian and Donatist controversies.  All the 

examples that we have explored demonstrate that Augustine‟s depictions of the 

martyrs were embedded in the context of a community that was trying to define itself 

over, against, and as part of, wider society.   

Furthermore, we have seen that Augustine‟s depictions of the martyrs were 

constructed and employed as communications.  They were used as examples, 

illustrations, and proofs to engage the minds of Christians, silence the arguments of 

the hostile, and provoke a response from the audience.  As with all his 

communications, Augustine adapted his message to suit different situations.  By 

appealing to shared cultural assumptions and religious beliefs, explaining the finer 

details for the less familiar, varying his message, changing his tone, and altering the 

focal points, he carefully tailored his depictions of the martyrs so that they would 

satisfy what his audience needed – as well as what they wanted – to hear.  We now 

turn to expand on this observation, as we consider how Augustine constructed his 

depictions of the martyrs.  
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Chapter 2 

METHODS OF REPRESENTATION 

 

In his writing and preaching Augustine engaged in the creative process of making 

martyrs.  By exploring the methods that he used to depict the martyrs, we can see this 

process in progress, as it were.  In this chapter we explore the five main methods of 

representation that Augustine used to depict both male and female martyrs: i) 

removing narrative structure; ii) avoiding descriptions of the tortured body; iii) 

censoring images of female nudity; iv) deleting the speeches of the martyrs; v) 

abstracting the martyrs‟ personal names.  Throughout the course of this chapter, we 

will also consider some exceptions to the rules. 

As we will see, one of the most striking characteristics of Augustine‟s 

depictions of the martyrs is the comparative lack of detail.  While this might be 

expected, to some extent, in his written works, even his sermons delivered at martyr 

festivals often do not contain details of the martyrs‟ trials, suffering, and deaths.  

This stands in stark contrast to other sources of the period, particularly Greek martyr 

homilies, in which narrative details are embellished to create rich, vibrant, and 

memorable portraits of the martyrs.  Unlike his contemporaries, Augustine rarely 

tried to grasp the attention of his audience by reverting to lurid descriptions of torture 

or describing the naked bodies of female martyrs.  But his depictions of the martyrs 

are no less fascinating than those of his contemporaries.  While he does not excite his 

audience with the thrill of blood, nudity, or narrative climax, he captivates them with 

the more chaste enjoyment of articulate word-play, clever puns, and brief yet lucid 

similes.  Guiding his listeners on a journey through the homiletic probing of martyr 

passiones, he leads them towards the spiritually satisfying revelation of divine truths.   

Augustine‟s depictions of the martyrs are less explicit than Prudentius‟s 

poetic rendering of the dismemberment of Hippolytus, less evocative than Gregory 

of Nyssa‟s description of the frostbitten limbs of the Forty Martyrs of Sebaste, less 

dramatic than Chrysostom‟s thrilling performances of devilish fury.  Augustine 

depicts the martyrs with an extraordinary subtlety that tames, sanitises, and 

spiritualises the cruel deaths to render martyrdom useful and meaningful for all 

people, times, and places.  By focusing on a martyr‟s name, or the hidden meaning of 
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their martyrdom, he shifts the emphasis away from the single moment of the martyr‟s 

death to reveal the eternal truths that are expressed by martyrdom. 

As Frederik van der Meer observes, Augustine‟s simplicity of style is quite 

striking when it is compared to the elaboration and ornamentation of his 

contemporaries: 

In the chorus of eulogists who sing the praises of the martyrs, Augustine has 

an unmistakable voice of his own.  He cannot compete with the pious 

fireworks let off by Asterius nor with the polished panegyrics with which 

Gregory of Nazianzus entrances the faithful... He was, as always, brief, gave 

little thought to anything in the nature of an ekphrasis, but invariably at a 

certain point plunged into the business of instruction or exhortation.  It never 

entered his mind to retell with flourishes and embellishments the passio that 

had just been read.  He was only concerned for the honour of his heroes and 

set out to make sure that their dignity and the faith of his listeners received 

full measure.
237

 

In this chapter we will consider the novelty and uniqueness of Augustine‟s depictions 

of the martyrs.  But, while our discussion will support and expand van der Meer‟s 

observation, we will find that Augustine did not avoid certain methods of 

representation simply because he „gave little thought‟ to them, or that they „never 

entered his mind‟.  As we consider not only the methods of representation that he 

used, but also why he chose those particular methods over their alternatives, we will 

see that Augustine gave careful consideration to the techniques that he employed 

when depicting the martyrs.  He realised that the different methods he could use to 

describe the martyrs would affect the way that his audience would receive and 

respond to the depictions.  For this reason, he gave great care and attention to 

selecting those methods of representation that would help him to create depictions 

for his audience to perceive, receive, and respond to in a holy and appropriate way. 

i.  Removing Narrative Structure 

The first method of representation that we encounter concerns narrative structure: the 

“story” of the martyr‟s trial, torture, and death.  Martyrdom narratives were often 

incorporated into North African martyr festivals, as they were read aloud during the 

Liturgy of the Word, before the sermon was delivered.
238

  In this context, the sermon 
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functioned as a direct commentary on the martyrdom narrative.  Even in those places 

where it was not customary to read martyrdom narratives aloud in the context of the 

liturgy, or on those occasions when martyrdom narratives were not available for a 

particular martyr, preachers often refer back to the written or oral traditions to retell 

the martyr‟s story.
239

  But Augustine does not do this.  In his sermons on the martyrs, 

he removes the narrative structure.   

Augustine replaces the chronological sequence of connected episodes found 

in the martyrdom narrative with a thematic structure, which is organised around the 

analysis of a particular word, or the explanation of a certain theological idea.  His 

sermons are constructed from a set of disconnected reflections that are inspired by 

the narratives, but are presented as individual units of information, such as thoughts 

on the trials of life, or comments on the fear of death.  By replacing the narrative 

structure with a thematic structure, Augustine encourages his listeners to remember 

only the small fragments of detail that he chooses to bring to their attention.  The rest 

of the narrative is filtered out and cast into shadow.   

And yet, Augustine does not erase the narrative structure altogether.  His 

thematic approach extracts the martyrs from their historical narrative, and 

superimposes them onto the grand narrative of salvation history.  The martyrs are 

seen against the panoramic backdrop of the cosmic drama of creation, the Fall, and 

redemption.  This shift from historical narrative to theological narrative makes 

historical truth subordinate to the theological framework into which the martyrs are 

placed and perceived.  In this way, the message of martyrdom is extended beyond the 

temporal and the particular to the a-temporal and eternal. 

One example of this movement from narrative structure to thematic structure, 

and from historical narrative to theological narrative, is found in the sermons that 

Augustine delivered at the festivals of the two female martyrs, Perpetua and 

Felicitas.
240

  He delivered these sermons after the public reading of the martyrdom 
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narrative.
241

  And so, the vivid and personal account of the martyrdom narrative 

would have been fresh in the minds of his listening audience.   

In his sermons on Perpetua and Felicitas, Augustine deconstructs the 

martyrdom narrative into small units.  He extracts, abstracts, and dislocates 

fragments from the narrative sequence to bring to the attention of his audience.  He 

holds these pieces up to the light, analyses them out loud, and explains their 

significance within the composition.  Then he puts the pieces down in different 

places to rearrange the narrative and produce a picture of his own design.  This 

thematic treatment of the martyrdom narrative reflects his general advice on 

scriptural exegesis, as found in On Teaching the Uninstructed: 

This does not imply, however, either that we ought to repeat by memory the 

entire Pentateuch, and the entire Books of Judges, and Kings, and Esdras, and 

the entire Gospel and Acts of the Apostles, if we have learned all these word 

for word; or that we should put all the matters which are contained in these 

volumes into our own words, and in that manner unfold and expound them as 

a whole.  For neither does the time admit of that, nor does any necessity 

demand it.  But what we ought to do is to give a comprehensive statement of 

all things, summarily and generally, so that certain of the wonderful facts 

may be selected... [I]nstead of exhibiting them to view only in their 

wrappings, if we may so speak, and then instantly snatching them from our 

sight, we ought to dwell on them for a certain space, and thus, as it were, 

unfold them and open them out to vision, and present them to the minds of 

the hearers as things to be examined and admired.
242

 

In his sermons on Perpetua and Felicitas, Augustine explores, unwraps, loosens, and 

expands individual episodes from the narrative.  The image that he produces is 

similar to, but different from, the original image found in the martyrdom narrative.  

The devil pushes forward Perpetua‟s father and whispers deceiving words into his 

ear; Felicitas lies in the prison labouring with a miraculous childbirth while Eve 

watches from one side and Mary helps from the other; Perpetua is conformed to 

Christ by her imitation of his passion; God looks down from heaven, laughing and 

mocking the vicious crowd in the amphitheatre whose shouts and roars attack the 

martyrs like the bites of lions; the women fight like men as they blunt and deflect the 

devil‟s attacks; Christ stands beside Perpetua and offers her the cup of his suffering; 

the dead bodies of the martyrs lie in the amphitheatre and pour out blood from which 
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fertile buds spring up; the transformed bodies of Perpetua and Felicitas glow in 

heaven, adorned with blossoming garlands, and joined together in a loving embrace. 

As Augustine deconstructs and reconstructs the narrative, he explains the 

individual scenes in relation to more general themes, such as the fear of death, the 

temptations of the world, the comparison of temporal suffering and eternal life, the 

right order of love, and the necessity of God‟s grace.
243

  As he fragments and 

rearranges the narrative, he stitches together the individual episodes with deeper 

theological meanings, and he weaves them into the grand narrative of the cosmic 

drama.   

An Exception: Lawrence 

Augustine did not always avoid narrative detail.  In some of his sermons on the 

martyrs we do find sequential plots that echo or retell the martyrdom narrative.  The 

best examples of this are his sermons on the martyr Lawrence.  In one of these 

sermons, Augustine relates the story of the martyr‟s trials and tortures: 

Saint Lawrence was an archdeacon.  The treasures of the Church were 

demanded of him by the persecutor, as the tradition states.  Which is why he 

suffered such dreadful torments, it is quite horrifying to hear about them.  

Placed on a gridiron, he was scorched all over his body, tortured with the 

most excruciating pain by fire.  Yet he overcame all these bodily afflictions 

with the sturdy strength of his charity… Now this is what he did, to stoke up 

the fires of the persecutor‟s rage… “Let some carts come with me,” he said, 

“in which I can bring along the Church‟s treasures.”  Carts were sent, he 

loaded them with the poor, and ordered them to go back, saying, “These are 

the treasures of the Church”.
244

 

Clearly this extract has a narrative quality.  It retells an episode from the story in a 

sequential and descriptive manner, it explains the martyr‟s status as a deacon, and it 

even relates the reported words of the martyr.  But the story is narrated out of 

sequence.  It begins with a reference to the torture that resulted in Lawrence‟s death, 

and it ends with a description of the events that provoked the torture.  By rearranging 

the narrative structure, Augustine effectively creates a flashback to Lawrence‟s 

gathering and presentation of the poor.  Here the revised structure emphasises the 

moral of the story, rather than the moment of martyrdom.  Lawrence‟s story is not 

presented as the main focus of the sermon, but it is used as a helpful introduction to a 
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much bigger message that extends beyond the specific details of his martyrdom.  So, 

Augustine draws the moral message from his story: 

And it is true, brothers and sisters; the needs of the needy are the great wealth 

and treasure of Christians, if we really understand where we should be saving 

what we possess.  The needy are in front of us; if we deposit our savings with 

them, we will not lose them.  We are not afraid of anybody making off with 

them; the one who gave them to us, you see, is keeping them safe.
245

 

Here Augustine preserves the narrative structure of the account of Lawrence‟s 

martyrdom.  But, by rearranging the order of events, he creates the same effect as he 

would by removing the narrative structure.  The specific and particular details of the 

historical event fade into the shadows, while the general and a-temporal truths are 

brought to the foreground. 

Augustine retains the narrative structure in another sermon on the martyr 

Lawrence:  

He [Lawrence] was a deacon, following the apostles; he was after the 

apostles‟ time.  So when a persecution, which as you heard just now from the 

gospel had been foretold to Christians, was raging furiously in Rome as in 

other places, and the goods of the Church were demanded from him, as being 

the archdeacon, he is reported to have replied, “Let the carts be sent with me, 

in which to bring the wealth of the Church”…  Avarice opened wide its jaws, 

but wisdom knew what it was doing; the order was given immediately; as 

many carts as he asked for went along.  Now he asked for a great many; and 

the more carts there were, so much greater were the hopes of loot which were 

raised in the persecutor‟s heart.  He filled the carts with the poor, and 

returned with them; and they said to him, “What‟s all this?” He answered, 

“These are the riches of the Church”.  The persecutor, made a fool of, called 

for fire; but Lawrence was not ice, that he should be afraid of flames.  The 

former was almost on fire with rage, but the latter‟s soul even more so with 

charity.  What more to be said?  A gridiron was brought, and he was roasted 

on it.  And he is said to have borne those torments with such calmness, that 

there was fulfilled in his case what we heard just now in the gospel, In 

patience you will possess your souls (Lk. 21:19).   Finally, when he was burnt 

on one side, scorched by the flames, but calm in endurance, “It‟s now 

cooked,” he said; “all that remains to do, turn me over and eat”.
246

 

This time Augustine relates the events leading up to the martyrdom in chronological 

order.  But, again, the moment of the martyrdom is almost erased from the narrative.  

While we might expect Lawrence‟s martyrdom to be the climax of the account, 
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Augustine reduces it to just a few words: „A gridiron was brought, and he was 

roasted on it (craticula admota est, et tostus est)‟.
247

  In our previous sermon, we saw 

that Augustine reminded his listeners about Lawrence‟s tortures, which are 

horrifying to hear about (tam multa passus est, quae horrent audiri),
248

 and he 

described how Lawrence‟s whole body was scorched by the fierce flames of the 

gridiron (Impositus craticulae, omnibus membris adustus est, poenis atrocissimis 

flammarum excruciatus est).
249

  But here the details are condensed into three short 

words: et tostus est.   

While Augustine almost erases the moment of martyrdom from the narrative, 

he expands the narrative in other places.  Again, the account of Lawrence‟s gathering 

of the poor is given the most room in the account.  But here there is also an emphasis 

on Lawrence‟s calm and patient endurance.  Augustine relates that Lawrence 

endured his tortures calmly (tranquillitate), so that his actions fulfilled the words of 

the gospel (in patientia vestra possidebitis animas vestras).
250

  He repeats this, as he 

affirms that Lawrence was calm in endurance (patientia tranquillus).  This calmness 

is expressed by the morbidly humorous words of the martyr (coctum est… versate 

me, et manducate).
251

  By focusing on Lawrence‟s calm state of mind, Augustine 

zooms in, as it were, on the spiritual meaning of the narrative.  The martyr‟s calm 

disposition points towards the happy ending that concludes his story: „Such was the 

martyrdom he achieved; that was the glory he was crowned with... What must his 

glory be with God, when he has won such praise from men?‟
252

   

The exceptional case of Lawrence illustrates that, even when Augustine 

retained narrative structure in his sermons, he modified the sequence and climax of 

the story to draw attention to the theological framework in which the individual 

stories were embedded.   
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ii.  Avoiding Descriptions of the Tortured Body 

Another (related) method that Augustine used to reform the memory of the martyrs 

concerns graphic descriptions of torture and death.  Peter Brown explains that 

gruesome images were central to the memory of martyrdom in late antiquity: „It is 

the image of the cruciabiles poenae, of the excruciating torments which had 

accompanied the deaths of the martyrs, that surged forwards, in the late fourth 

century if not earlier, to take centre stage‟.
253

  Daniel Baraz makes a similar 

observation: „Whatever the reservations in earlier periods concerning the explicit 

reference to cruelty and their motivations, they seem to fade away in the Latin West 

in the course of the fourth century.  Cruelty moves more and more to the 

foreground‟.
254

  Baraz identifies this as a particular trend in the Latin West: „cruelty 

is an explicit issue mainly in [martyrdom] accounts produced in the Latin part of the 

Empire, not in those produced in the Greek cultural sphere‟.
255

  Although the sharp 

juxtaposition of the Latin West and the Greek East does not take into account the 

violent realism of descriptions of martyrdom in Greek martyr homilies, Baraz and 

Brown draw our attention to a popular trend that we might expect to find in 

Augustine‟s depictions of the martyrs.
256

 

The importance of cruelty and violence for the memory of martyrdom is 

particularly evident in Greek martyr homilies from the fourth century.  Throughout 

the course of the homilies, many preachers refer to themselves as painters or writers, 

who impress images, or inscribe words, upon the minds of their listeners.
257

  These 

preachers present their listeners with highly visual, chronological and episodic 

narratives, which unfold in cinematic progression from the occasion of the martyr‟s 
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arrest through to the moment of his or her death.
258

  The narrative is fleshed-out as 

the graphic detail of torture is expanded and the suffering body is described with 

clinical precision.  Taking the advice of rhetorical handbooks, the preachers use the 

mnemonic device of violent and bloody images,
259

 and make their words even more 

memorable by employing unusual similes that catch the attention of the listener.
260

  

So, for example, John Chrysostom describes the martyrs lying on burning hot coals 

as if they were reclining on soft beds of roses; he compares the blood that poured out 

from their bodies with the saffron-coloured rays of the morning sun; he says that the 

lymphatic fluid that seeped from their wounds glowed brighter than the stars in the 

night sky.
261

  Sensually evocative descriptions make the images even more 

memorable.  The listeners encounter the disturbing sight of disembowelled bodies, 

the smell of burning flesh, the chilling breath of ice-cold air, and the sound of bones 

being shattered and bodily fluids hissing amid the flames.
262

  This multi-sensory 

experience was intended to prompt the listener to create a mental image or snapshot 

of the martyr, which would reside within the memory, and enable a constant feeling 

of immediacy and direct spectatorship.
263

  The more evocative the image, the sharper 

the memory.   

Here the preachers of Greek martyr homilies reveal their rhetorical training.  

The construction of vivid images to evoke an emotional response was considered to 

be the main goal of ancient oratory, particularly in a judicial context.  This is 
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especially clear in the use of ekphrasis, which was included as an exercise in the 

progymnasmata.
264

  The aim of ekphrasis was to paint an image with words: to make 

the reader or listener feel as if the object that is being described is placed before their 

eyes.  So, Theon describes ekphrasis as „descriptive language, bringing what is 

portrayed clearly before the sight‟.
265

  And Hermogenes explains: „The virtues of an 

ekphrasis are, most of all, clarity and vividness; for the expression should almost 

create seeing through hearing‟.
266

  Such vivid depictions served to produce a 

memorable impression of the description on the minds of the readers and listeners.   

This is exactly what we find in the Greek martyr homilies.  The preacher‟s 

vivid description placed the martyr before the eyes of his listening audience.  As he 

made the absent martyr present, the listening audience would become a viewing 

audience.  They would see the martyrs by hearing about the martyrs.  But, at the 

same time, the audience was encouraged to look above and beyond the physical and 

tangible depictions of the martyrs.  These are not morbid depictions.  They affirm 

that the martyrs are witnesses who point to the presence and power of God.  So, the 

preachers linger on the dark, grotesque, and unsettling details of torture only to create 

a type of chiaroscuro in which the bright light of divine truth breaks through to 

illuminate and enhance the beauty and truth of martyrdom.  While ekphrasis helped 

to re-present the physical, tangible, and corporeal bodies of the martyrs, those very 

bodies were presented as sites at which the invisible and intangible presence of God 

was made present like a crash of lightning. 

Upon first glance it might seem as if Augustine fits neatly into this scheme of 

preaching.  Often he opens his sermons by equating the senses of hearing and seeing, 

as he describes the reading of the martyrdom narrative as a visual, theatrical 

performance that is re-enacted in front of his listening audience.  So, at the beginning 

of a sermon on Perpetua and Felicitas, he comments on the reading of the passio: „all 

those things, recounted in such glowing words, we perceived with our ears, and saw 

with our minds‟.
267

  Similarly, in a sermon on the Maccabean Martyrs, he says: „A 
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tremendous spectacle has been set before the eyes of our faith.  We heard with our 

ears, we saw with our hearts‟.
268

  And again: „when the marvellous account of their 

sufferings was read to us, we not only heard about them, but could practically see 

them as spectators‟.
269

  This might lead us to expect that he too would create 

ekphrases of the martyrs.  But he does not excite his audience with the thrill of 

violence or descriptions of suffering bodies.  Instead, he speaks with an extraordinary 

subtlety which sanitises and spiritualises the cruel deaths.   

Augustine‟s reserved depictions of the martyrs seem to be out of place in 

what has been referred to as „a world awash with blood‟.
270

  He describes the 

suffering body only very rarely.  Even then, he does so with a great deal of 

reservation and moderation that reflects his general ambivalence towards the harmful 

power of mental images.  His heavy-handed erasure of detail reduces the martyrs to 

hazy silhouettes and shadowy figures without features, voices, or names, to prevent 

his listeners from forming mental images that would be too vivid.  Instead, he 

corrects the vision of his listeners by using variations of the slogan non poena sed 

causa: it is the cause, not the suffering (that makes a martyr).
271

  With this 

memorable slogan, Augustine encourages his listeners to look away from the 

suffering body, and towards the spiritual truths expressed through martyrdom: 

namely, the power of God, the presence of Christ, the working of the Holy Spirit, and 

the reality of eternal life.   

This is not to say that Augustine devalued the martyr‟s death.  He considered 

martyrdom to be different from, and superior to, private witness or public confession.  

Martyrdom was a fulfilment of Scripture: „Contend for truth‟s sake even to the death‟ 

(Sir. 4:8).
272

  But suffering does not make a martyr: „What is praiseworthy is not 

suffering persecution, not being arrested, not being whipped, not being imprisoned, 

not being outlawed, not being killed.  But to endure all these things because your 
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cause is good – that merits praise‟.
273

  The martyr‟s witness is not defined by their 

death, although this does add weight and force to their testimony.   

At this point we might ask: if the preachers of Greek martyr homilies used 

ekphrasis to communicate theological truths, why did Augustine avoid describing the 

suffering body?  One explanation is that he wanted to avoid appearing to denigrate 

the body by glorifying death.  A similar intention is found in one of his sermons in 

which he distances the martyr‟s sacrifice from the Platonist‟s rejection of the body: 

So the martyrs of Christ, with prudent forethought, did not despise their 

bodies.  This is a perverse and worldly philosophy, professed by people who 

do not believe in the resurrection of bodies.  They [the Platonists] regard 

themselves, you see, as great despisers of the body, because they consider 

that they have their bodies as prisons, into which they think souls have been 

thrust, because they have previously sinned somewhere else.  But God make 

both the body and the spirit; he is the creator of each, and he also recreates 

each… So the martyrs did not despise the flesh or persecute it, as if it were 

the enemy.
274

 

Another explanation is that descriptions of the suffering body might easily 

become another distraction in a life that is a „vast thicket full of snares and perils‟.
275

  

Augustine had seen Alypius become obsessed with the blood-lust of the Roman 

games.
276

  He had watched people become slaves to the same curiosity when they felt 

compelled to look at a mangled corpse on the side of the street.
277

  He may have been 

concerned that descriptions of the suffering bodies of the martyrs would elicit the 

same curiosity.   

More than just irrelevant inquisitiveness, Augustine classed curiosity 

(curiositas) among the three kinds of vices, alongside pride (superbia), and the lust 

of the flesh (voluptas carnis).
278

  As Mary Carruthers explains: „This meaning of 

curiositas has to do with the mental stance of the thinker… Being curiosus is the 

opposite of the state of being attentus, “attentive” and “concentrated”.  It is what 
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happens when you lose track of what your images are cues for‟.
279

  For Augustine, 

the martyrs are witnesses, and, as such, they are „cues‟ for eternal truths.  Like sign-

posts, they must be used as a means to an end.  When used correctly, the martyrs can 

bring the Christianity community into a closer relationship with God.  But, when the 

martyrs are enjoyed as the object of curiositas, the mind becomes distracted and 

distended.  Just as a person might find pleasure in the sight of a mangled corpse, so 

they might find pleasure in the mental image of a martyr‟s suffering body.  The mind 

is pulled down to the physical and the temporal, instead of being directed to spiritual 

and eternal truths.  And so, Augustine‟s decision to censor his descriptions of the 

suffering body may result from his awareness that his readers and listeners might 

attend to his words with a misguided intent.   

Augustine‟s decision to avoid descriptions of the suffering bodies of the 

martyrs might also relate to the eschatological vision that shapes his theology: the 

death of the body is of little consequence when compared with the eternal life of the 

resurrected body and soul in heaven.  The martyrs suffered horrific tortures, but their 

bodies will be resurrected, and their wounds will be transformed into badges of 

honour.
280

  The martyrs‟ corpses were violated, but the flesh of the martyr‟s dead 

body would never feel the pain of the eternal fires of hell.
281

  Martyrdom is a 

movement from life to life, in which death is almost incidental.  Death is the one split 

second when the martyrs close their eyes to this life and open them to the direct 

vision of God: „What an honour and what an assurance it is to go hence joyfully, to 

go out gloriously amid affliction and distress; to shut in a moment the eyes men and 

the world are seen with, and to open them immediately to see God!‟
282

  

An Exception: Vincent 

The main exception to this rule is found in Augustine‟s sermons on the martyr 

Vincent.  Often he opens these sermons by referring to the reading of the martyr‟s 

passio.  He describes the reading of the passio as a visual performance: „We have 
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been watching a magnificent spectacle with the eyes of faith‟;
283

 „Our spirits have 

just taken in a great and very marvellous spectacle… As the reading proceeded, it 

made clear what words he heard, what words he replied with, what torments he 

overcame, and practically placed before our very eyes everything that took place‟.
284

  

He encourages his listening audience to remember the story that had been read aloud, 

to recall the words that Vincent spoke, the torments that he endured, and to picture 

the event as though it were being acted out before the mind‟s eye:  

In the passion which we have had chanted to us today, my dearest brothers 

and sisters, we are clearly shown a ferocious judge, a bloodthirsty torturer, an 

unvanquished, invincible martyr.  His body was so ploughed up with various 

punishments that there were now no more torments left, and still his limbs 

endured.
285

   

In this way, Augustine alludes to the narrative of Vincent‟s martyrdom without 

having to repeat it.  With the events already unfolding in his listeners‟ minds, he 

could mention only those parts of the story that he considered to be most important.   

In one of his sermons on Vincent, Augustine uncharacteristically draws 

attention to the numerous and gruesome tortures that Vincent endured: 

Who would want to see an executioner at his savage work, and a man, lost to 

all humanity, tearing furiously at a human body?  Who would enjoy 

observing limbs wrenched apart by the machinery of the rack?  Who would 

not oppose the natural shape of a man being violated by human technique, 

bones disjointed by being stretched, laid bare by the flesh being clawed off 

them?  Who could fail to be horrified?  And yet the justice of the martyr was 

making all this horror beautiful; and the stupendous courage he showed for 

the faith, for religion, for the hope of the age to come, for the love of Christ, 

was shedding over the hideous and ghastly aspect of his torments and his 

wounds a magnificent glory.
286

 

Augustine encourages his listeners to imagine Vincent undergoing excruciating 

torture: his body is stretched by the rack, his limbs are pulled out from their joints, 

and his flesh is ripped to expose his bones.  They are to see this image as a repellent 

and horrific sight.  But then they are advised to look again and watch as the beauty of 
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the martyr‟s faith, hope, and love transforms the horrific sight into an image of 

awesome beauty.   

As a descriptive and graphic account of martyrdom, Augustine‟s depiction of 

Vincent is not representative of his depictions of the martyrs.  Nowhere else does he 

use such powerful images of physical torture, which are more suited to the golden 

mouth of John Chrysostom or the blood-stained pages of Prudentius‟s poems.  And 

yet, Augustine‟s vivid depiction of Vincent seems tame in comparison with, for 

example, Gregory of Nyssa‟s clinical description of the Forty Martyrs of Sebaste: 

The strength of their bodies was dissolved little by little, weakened and 

exhausted by the frost… Their youthful bodies became black, their beauty 

withered away, and the colour of their flesh faded.  Their fingers fell off, 

mutilated by the frost little by little and all their limbs and sense-organs were 

pounded to pieces by the bitter cold.  For after a time their flesh became livid 

and swollen, it became rent all around the limbs until it fell off the bones and 

they could experience in reality the decay of a corpse.
287

 

Similarly, his depiction of Vincent seems restrained when compared with 

Prudentius‟s depiction of Romanus: 

Drawing the tongue far out from the mouth he [the doctor] puts the lancet 

inside, right down to the gullet.  While he was gradually cutting the filaments 

one by one, the martyr never bit nor let his teeth meet to close his mouth, nor 

swallowed blood.  Firm and unmoved he stood with jaws wide open while the 

blood ran gushing out.
288

  

Augustine‟s most shocking depictions of the martyrs are more reserved than the 

graphic depictions of his contemporaries. 

Although Vincent‟s martyrdom was a particularly gruesome one, the 

narratives and traditions of many other martyrs would have provided Augustine with 

the occasion to create graphic descriptions of the suffering body.  His failure to do so 

reveals a deliberate and willed decision to avoid those details.  While he did 

comment on the horror of martyrdom in his sermons and treatises, his emphasis was 

not on the cruciabiles poenae, but the theological messages that they communicated.  

The horrific torments of the martyrs testify to the truth of eternal life.  They point 

back to the mystery of the Incarnation, death, and resurrection of Christ.  They reveal 

the inner working of grace that strengthens the martyrs.    
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iii.  Censoring Female Nudity 

If Augustine shied away from descriptions of the suffering body, this is even truer for 

his depictions of female martyrs.  Early Christian representations of tortured (often 

naked, often beautiful, often young) female martyrs are so common that we might 

wonder whether this is a kind of pornography, created and perpetuated by men for 

the enjoyment of other men, and masked by the excuse of edification.
289

  For 

example, in The Martyrdom of Saints Perpetua and Felicitas, the narrator describes 

how the two women were stripped naked and brought into the amphitheatre in 

transparent nets.  Felicitas had only just given birth in prison, and Perpetua, a 

recently nursing mother, still had milk dripping from her breasts.
290

  In The 

Martyrdom of Saints Carpus, Papylas, and Agathonicê, we read that, when 

Agathonicê was sentenced to death, she removed her clothing and „when the crowd 

saw how beautiful she was, they grieved in mourning for her‟.
291

  In The Martyrdom 

of Saint Crispina, we read that the persecutor ordered for Crispina‟s head to be 

shaved so that her beauty would become her shame.
292

  This is not just the case for 

martyr acta and passiones.  In the fourth century, Prudentius described how the 

young Eulalia watched happily as the executioners tore at her naked sides with metal 

claws.
293

  Victricius of Rouen gives brief descriptions of several female martyrs, 

including one female martyr who, „while her child went hungry, offered full breasts 

to the wild beasts‟, and a virgin martyr who „submitted to the executioner a neck 

adorned with the necklace of virginity‟.
294

  Both Prudentius and Ambrose depict the 

young virgin martyr, Agnes, in an openly sexualised manner.
295

  Likewise, Asterius‟s 

ekphrasis on Euphemia depicts the female martyr in a submissive role as the 

executioners rage at her virginal body.  In a scene which has connotations of rape, 
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Asterius describes how the men, „under their tunics almost naked, began their 

work‟.
296

  These accounts have prompted scholars, such as Margaret Miles, to 

conclude that female nakedness is a common theme of martyrdom narratives: „The 

regularity with which the female body and female nakedness was featured in acta 

and popular novels indicates that their readers expected such details, though they 

seldom note male martyrs‟ nakedness‟.
297

   

But, in contrast, Augustine‟s female martyrs are not stripped naked.  Torture 

is not given sexual connotations.  Breasts are not exposed.  Beauty is not lamented.  

Bare flesh is not attacked with metal claws.  In fact, female bodies are strangely 

absent from Augustine‟s depictions of the female martyrs.  Why is this?  To answer 

this question, we must first realise that martyrdom narratives never contain one 

single meaning.  There is never just one authoritative interpretation or objective 

meaning to a martyr‟s story.  Rather, there are a range of potential interpretations and 

a variety of possible meanings.  It is precisely this characteristic that has made 

martyrdom narratives so popular throughout history, as they have been reinterpreted 

in different contexts, and re-read with different concerns in mind.  However, this 

potential for multiple and varied readings is also problematic.  The reader or listener 

is free to approach the martyr stories and search for whichever meanings they hope 

to discover.  The meaning of martyrdom is subjective, personal, and shaped by 

individual concerns and desires.  This would not be such a problem if the desires of 

the reader or listener were motivated by the pious search for truth.  But this is not 

always the case.  As Maureen Moran explains: 

Martyrdom presents both a legitimate and an illicit spectacle.  The broken 

body can be viewed as a means to spiritual triumph or a voyeuristic object 

appealing, at best, to erotic curiosity and, at worst, to perverse and violent 

desires […].  This condition of scopophilia, “the eroticized desire to see,” on 

the part of spectators and readers, suggests that martyrdom texts are as much 

about visual inspection and sexual curiosity as about the moral lessons and 

higher spiritual truths which a silent body can, paradoxically, teach.
298
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Moran‟s comments alert us to the fluidity of depictions of the martyrs.  The 

motivation of the viewer, reader, or listener might be holy, but it might also be 

directed by erotic curiosity, or perverse and violent desires.  Depending on the 

disposition of the person receiving the image, the naked body of a female martyr 

could easily be received, misunderstood, objectified, and, either consciously or 

unconsciously, used to arouse lust.   

 It is interesting that Moran comments on how the image of the female martyr 

can arouse „erotic curiosity‟ or „sexual curiosity‟.  As we have seen, the notion of 

curiositas influenced Augustine‟s depictions of the martyrs.  But the notion of erotic 

or sexual curiosity extends beyond the sin of curiositas to include the sin of voluptas 

carnis.  The image of the naked female martyr evokes what Moran refers to as „an 

eroticized desire to see‟: a physical, bodily longing for the female object of the male 

gaze.  For Augustine, this is a dangerous gaze, which not only diverts attention away 

from God, but also binds the male viewer together with the object of his vision in an 

adulterous relationship with the demure bride of Christ.  If the curious attraction to 

the sight of a corpse provokes nightmares, how much more would erotic attraction to 

female martyrs provoke phantasias that haunt men at night?  Augustine describes the 

power of erotic mental images: 

Yet in my memory, of which I have spoken at length, sexual images survive, 

because they were imprinted there by former habit. While I am awake they 

suggest themselves feebly enough, but in dreams with power to arouse me not 

only to pleasurable sensations but even to consent, to something closely akin 

to the act they represent. So strongly does the illusory image in my mind 

affect my body that these unreal figments influence me in sleep in a way that 

the reality could never do while I am awake.
299

  

Even when asleep, „foul obscenities‟ and the „bestial imagination‟ can lead to the 

pollution of the body.
300

  From this, we get the sense that the erotic desire to see the 

female martyr not only misuses and abuses the memory of the martyr, but the image 

might also impress itself upon the mind and tempt virtuous men in their sleep. 

The image of the naked female martyr would have seemed all the more 

shocking in an environment where the female body was always covered.  The 

containment of women in the private household, and the enclosure of consecrated 
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virgins away from the male gaze, would have further eroticised the exposed female 

body.
301

  It is not difficult to imagine how an audience, which had become 

accustomed to sermons on proper female comportment and dress, would have been 

excited by the novelty of being permitted – even encouraged – to dwell on the 

thought of beautiful female martyrs.  In the course of martyrdom narratives and 

homilies, the female martyr‟s body, usually covered up and hidden away, is revealed, 

uncensored and eroticised.   

Moreover, the public exposure of the naked bodies of female martyrs would 

have had sexual connotations because of the frequent presentation of martyr festivals 

as alternatives to the spectacle performances of the theatre.  The role of women in 

theatre performances was often associated with the gratification of erotic curiosity.  

So, John Chrysostom refers to „those lavishly decked out women on stage‟, he 

describes the female dancer who acts like a harlot in „her face, her roving eyes, her 

languid gaze, her curly hair, her smooth cheeks and kohl-rimmed eyes‟, and he 

condemns those men who run to the theatre to see naked women swimming in 

pools.
302

  The Christian claim to possess the true and holy performances of the 

martyrs opened up the possibility of carrying over theatrical displays of erotic 

curiosity.  At times, we cannot help but wonder whether some of the Church Fathers 

deliberately kept this association close to the surface of their sermons to attract and 

engage their listeners, and excite them in a controlled and regulated way. 

Augustine‟s reluctance to depict the bodies of the female martyrs is further 

illuminated by his personal experience of North African martyr festivals.  Although 

he enthusiastically supported the festivals as occasions for spiritual edification and 

moral encouragement, he condemned the way that the festivals were celebrated in 

North Africa.  From the moment of his ordination in 391, Augustine was concerned 

to reform the North African cult of the martyrs to control the festivals by bringing 
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them in line with the more disciplined Milanese festivals.
303

  Martyr festivals had 

become a source of mockery and scandal in North Africa.
304

  But Augustine was not 

only concerned about external criticism.  He had first-hand experience of how martyr 

vigils and festivals could become hotbeds of immorality: 

I as a lad used to attend vigils when I was a student in this city, and I kept 

vigil like that, all mixed up together with women, who were subjected to the 

impudent advances of men, which no doubt on many occasions put the virtue 

of even chaste people at risk.
305

   

Since his youth, the sexes had been separated at martyr festivals; men and women 

had to enter the Church or shrine by different entrances.
306

  But Augustine‟s frequent 

attempts to calm and control the festivals suggest that they were still occasions for 

heightened emotions.  For some of his listening audience, as for the young 

Augustine, those emotions might lead to lust.  Mental images of the beautiful and 

naked bodies of female martyrs would only add to the misguided sensuality and 

corporeality of the celebrations. 

The absence of female nakedness in Augustine‟s depictions of the martyrs 

shows that voyeurism has no place in his interpretation of martyrdom.  While other 

Church Fathers use erotic and suggestive images to awaken the emotions of their 

readers and listeners, Augustine carefully controls the emotions of his readers and 

listeners. Traditional conventions for depicting female martyrs would have 

concerned Augustine for two main reasons: first, the memory of naked female bodies 

had the potential to haunt the dreams of chaste and holy men; second, the 

combination of erotic and violent elements invited perverse and voyeuristic desires to 

abuse and misuse the memory of the martyrs.  For these reasons, he effectively 

clothes his women martyrs by simply not referring to female nakedness.  His silence 

censors the account to place the details “out of sight”.  By choosing exactly what he 

wanted his audience to see, he redirected his audience‟s attention away from the 

corporeality of the martyr‟s body and towards the spiritual sights that are seen with 

the eyes of the heart.  For this method of representation, there are no exceptions to 

the rule.   
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iv.  Deleting the Speeches of the Martyrs 

The next method of depicting the martyrs concerns a common feature of martyr 

sermons: the lengthy, fabricated speeches that are reported to have been delivered by 

the martyr during his or her trial or torture.
307

  One of the main stylistic features of 

depictions of the martyrs in the late-fourth and early-fifth centuries was the inclusion 

of direct speech (prosôpopoeia or êthopoiia).  As with ekphrasis, the construction of 

fictitious monologues and dialogues was one of the exercises of composition that 

was taught in the progymnasmata.  At this stage, prosôpopoeia and êthopoiia were 

hardly distinguished.  So, Theon describes prosôpopoeia as „the introduction of a 

person to whom words are attributed that are suitable to the speaker‟.
308

  And 

Hermogenes describes êthopoiia as „an imitation of the character of a person 

supposed to be speaking‟.
309

  The value of fictitious speech is similar to that of 

ekphrasis: it introduces vividness to elicit an emotional response.  So, in a text 

attributed to John of Sardis, the author explains: „Ethopoeia (or speech in character) 

is suitable in all parts of a speech and especially in proofs; for it makes the language 

alive and moves the hearer to share the emotion of the speaker by presenting his 

character‟.
310

  This technique was particularly suited to depictions of the martyrs 

because, as Quintilian explains, it can put words into the mouths of the dead; it can 

bring the dead back to life.
311

  Furthermore, Quintilian‟s discussion of prosôpopoeia 

as a technique that is used primarily in a judicial setting makes it relevant for 

depicting the martyrs, who are, of course, witnesses who bear testimony to truth.
312

   

The use of prosôpopoeia is frequent in Greek martyr homilies.  John 

Chrysostom and the Cappadocian Fathers include fictitious dialogues between the 

martyrs and their persecutors, they allow their audiences to overhear conversations 

between the martyrs and members of their family, and they invent monologues that 

enable the martyrs to speak directly to the listening audience.
313

  Similarly, in his 

poems, Prudentius inserts long and articulate speeches into the mouths of his 
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martyrs.
314

  The inclusion of fictitious speech enlivened the martyr‟s story, imported 

a sense of humour, directly appealed to the emotions, and, most importantly, enabled 

preachers and authors to convey their own beliefs and concerns through the mouths 

of the martyrs.
315

   

But Augustine did not invent speeches for his martyrs.  Although he does 

occasionally report short extracts of the martyrs‟ speeches from their martyrdom 

narratives (as we will see below), he does not create imaginary speeches for 

individual martyrs.  Instead, he erases their words and renders them mute.  This was 

a conscious decision.  His classical education and expertise as a professor of rhetoric 

would have given him the ability to construct fictitious speeches for the martyrs.  In 

fact, we know that he was particularly skilled in this area.  In his Confessions, he 

recalls how he had won a competition for composing and delivering a fictitious 

speech for Juno in which she lamented her inability to prevent Aeneas from sailing to 

Italy.
316

  If he had been able to do this for Juno, he would have been able to do it for 

his male and female martyrs.     

But, while Augustine did not create fictitious speeches for individual martyrs, 

occasionally he did create fictitious dialogues for hypothetical situations in which a 

martyr is put to trial by a persecutor.  Here he invents imaginary speeches for 

imaginary characters.  So, for example, in one sermon he constructs a long dialogue 

between a persecutor and a martyr.  Even an abridged extract allows us to see that the 

martyr‟s words are little more than a patchwork of scriptural quotations: 

Now set before your eyes the contest engaged in by the martyrs.  Here comes 

the opponent, he‟s forcing them to deny Christ... He promises riches and 

honours... 

The faithful man, though, who was promised such things, despised them, and 

said, “Shall I, just for the sake of riches, deny Christ? ... I mean to say, he is 

the one who became poor for our sakes, though he was rich, so that we might 

be enriched by his poverty (2 Cor. 8:9).  I mean to say, he‟s the one about 

whom again the apostle says, in whom are all the treasures of wisdom and 

knowledge hidden away (Col. 2:30)... The things that the eye of the heart 

gazes on are better than what the eye of flesh can see.  For the things that can 
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be seen are temporary, while the things that cannot be seen are eternal (2 

Cor. 4:18)... 

“You do not want”, he says, “to receive more ample gifts from me?  If you do 

not deny Christ, I will take away what you have”. 

“It is still against my superfluities that you are raging.  Like a sharp razor, 

you have practiced deceit (Ps. 52:2).  You shave off the hairs, you do not cut 

the skin...  I used to do what Paul advised: Command, he said, the rich of this 

world, command them not to think proudly of themselves, nor to place their 

hopes in the uncertainty of riches (1 Tm. 6: 17-19)... we brought nothing into 

this world, but neither can we take anything away.  Having food and clothing, 

with that let us be content (1 Tm. 6:7-8)”.
317

 

The imaginary dialogue continues, and the scriptural quotations become more 

pronounced as the persecutor‟s threats are met by succinct extracts from the Bible: 

But the persecutor says, “I can deprive you of food, I can deprive you of 

clothing”.  They have come now to the struggle, the opponent has started 

raging more hotly; superfluities are over and done with, they have got down 

to the necessities. 

Do not withdraw from me, since affliction is very close (Ps. 22:11)... Who 

shall separate us from the charity of Christ? (Rom. 8:35)...  

Let the persecutor go one step further still, let him rage, and say, “If you do 

not care about your own people, I will remove you yourself from this light of 

day”. 

From this light; surely not from the eternal light?...  I, for the sake of this 

light, will not deny the light; that was the true light (Jn. 1:90).   I know to 

whom I can say, Since with you is the fountain of life, and in your light we 

shall see light (Ps. 36:9).  Take my life, take away the light; I will still have 

life, still have the light... 

The martyr wins.  Is there any greater contest, anything anywhere else, we 

ought to be spectators of?  No.
318

 

Here Augustine “en-textualises” the martyr by making them embody, fulfil, and 

proclaim God‟s Word.  The same Spirit that speaks in the Scriptures also speaks in 

and through the martyrs to fulfil the gospel: „When they arrest you and deliver you 

up, do not wonder what to speak, or what you are to say, for what you are to say will 

be given you at the time.  It is not you who are speaking, but the Spirit of your Father 

who speaks in you‟.
319

  The authoritative words of Scripture fix the meaning of 
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martyrdom, colour the memory of the martyrdom event, and present the martyrs as 

instruments of God‟s self-revelation.   

 Similarly, while Augustine silences the words of individual martyrs, he 

replaces their own words with those of Scripture to make the martyrs proclaim the 

gospel and sing the psalms.
320

  So, he says of the martyr Vincent: „When his flesh, 

which was a kind of tribute to the victorious Christ, was thrown into the sea from the 

boat, it silently said, We are cast down, but not lost (2 Cor. 4:9)‟.
321

  In another 

sermon, he explains that Vincent „knew how to say, In God I shall praise the word, 

in the Lord I shall praise the utterance; in God I shall hope, I shall not fear what 

man may do to me (Ps. 56:10-11)… he knew to whom he should say, My God, rescue 

me from the hand of the sinner, from the hand of the law-breaker and the wicked; 

since you are my patience (Ps. 71:4-5)‟.
322

 

 Also, the martyrs collectively proclaim the Bible with one shared voice: the 

voice of the Church crying out to its head.  So, in one of his Commentaries on the 

Psalms, Augustine says:  „In this psalm, then, we hear the voice of people gravely 

troubled; and we must undoubtedly hear it as that of martyrs exposed to danger amid 

their sufferings, but fully confident in their head.  Let us listen to them and from 

sympathetic hearts join our voice to theirs‟.
323

  In this liturgical context, he urges his 

congregation to identify with the martyrs.   He tells them that very same psalms that 

they have chanted in the mass are sung by the martyrs in the sermon.
324

  Through the 

act of singing the psalms, the congregation is brought together with the martyrs as 

one body.  They sing the same words, pray the same prayers, are bound together with 

the same love, and hope for the same heavenly reward.  The voice of the martyr 

becomes the voice of every Christian individual, or rather, the whole Christian 

community as one, from past to present to future: 
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In the psalm we hear the voices of jubilant singers… It is not as though these 

singers were strangers to us or as though our own voice were missing from 

this psalm.  Listen to it as though you were hearing yourselves.  Listen as 

though you were looking at your own reflection in the mirror of the 

scriptures… When in your own exultant hope you observe the likeness 

between yourself and other members of Christ, the members who first sung 

these verses, you will be certain that you are among his members, and you 

too will sing them… The holy martyrs have sung about it, for they have 

escaped [troubles] and are now exulting with Christ… Let us all sing the 

psalm together – both the saints who rejoice in the reality and we who join 

them in hope… Let us all sing together.
325

  

Here he reaffirms the corporate nature of the Church as one body united in faith, 

hope, and love.  He reminds his congregation that, when they are in communion with 

the martyrs, they share in the martyrs‟ blessings: „Just as when one member suffers, 

the whole body suffers (1 Cor. 12:26), so the small are blessed with the great (Ps. 

115:13)‟.
326

    

While Augustine seems to silence the martyrs, he makes their voices more 

powerful and meaningful by putting the words of Scripture into their mouths.  The 

vox martyrum becomes not only the vox populi, but also the vox Dei.   

Exceptions: Lawrence, Fructuosus, and Donata 

There are some exceptions to this rule.  We have already seen how Augustine repeats 

the reported words of Lawrence.
327

  He also records the reported words of Fructuosus 

and Donata:   

When someone spoke to him [Fructuosus], and asked him to keep him in 

mind and pray for him, he answered, “I have to pray for the Catholic Church, 

spread as it is from the east to the west”… “And I,” he said, “am praying for 

the Catholic Church, spread as it is from east to west.  Don‟t you, if you want 

me to pray for you, withdraw from the Church for which I am praying”.
328

  

Taught by this magisterial lesson, that most valiant woman [Donata] said, 

Honour to Caesar, as Caesar; but reverence to God… Honour, she said, to 

Caesar as Caesar.
329
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These examples are illustrations of how Augustine did, on occasion, appeal to the 

reported words of the martyrs for different purposes: Lawrence‟s words have a moral 

lesson; Fructuosus‟s words are an anti-Donatist plea for unity; Donata‟s words are an 

allusion to Jesus‟s words.  But, while these are exceptions, they are not equivalents 

of the long, fabricated speeches that the martyrs pronounce in Greek martyr homilies 

and Latin poetry.   

Basil of Caesarea‟s description of the martyr Gordius helps us to put 

Augustine‟s martyrs in perspective.  Having been sentenced to numerous tortures and 

torments, Gordius responds: 

„Why are you hesitating?‟ he asked.  „Why have you stopped in your tracks?  

Let my body be mangled, let my limbs be pulled apart, let there be whatever 

torture you wish.  Do no disparage my hope of happiness.  The more you 

increase my punishments, the more you procure for me greater recompense.  

This is our contract with the Master.  Instead of weals, which swell on the 

body, a bright garment will shine for us at the resurrection.  Instead of 

disgrace there will be crowns; instead of prison, paradise; instead of being 

condemned with criminals, I will live with angels.  Sow many seeds in me, so 

that I may reap many times more‟.
330

 

While at first Augustine‟s depictions of Lawrence, Fructuosus, and Donata might 

seem to give weight to the martyr‟s words, in comparison with Basil‟s depiction of 

Gordius, they reveal how Augustine avoided relating reported or imaginary speeches 

of the martyrs.   

 Another comparison can be made between Augustine and John Chrysostom.  

Here, speaking on behalf of all the martyrs as a group, Chrysostom makes the 

martyrs speak directly to the audience:  

Look at us, at what tortures we have suffered.  For what did we suffer, when 

we were condemned to death and found eternal life?  We were held worthy of 

shedding our bodies for Christ‟s sake.  Yet, if at this point we hadn‟t 

abandoned them for Christ‟s sake, a little later, even if we did not want to, we 

would have divorced them from temporary life.  Even if they (sc. our bodies) 

had continued on and not achieved martyrdom, death, shared as it is by 

nature, would have attacked and destroyed them.  And so we do not cease 

giving thanks to God, in that for the salvation of our souls he held us worthy 

of being content with death, which is utterly obligatory, and received from us 

in the form of a gift and with the greatest honour that which is necessarily 

obligatory.
331
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Chrysostom continues in this manner, making the martyrs speak to his audience in 

one collective voice, ending with a lesson for their listeners: „Therefore you too 

transfer your eye from the present to the future and you will catch not even a brief 

sensation of the tortures‟.
332

  Augustine has very similar messages to proclaim in his 

sermons on the martyrs.  However, unlike Chrysostom, he does not create imaginary 

speeches for his martyrs to voice these messages.   

v.  Abstracting the Martyrs’ Personal Names 

The final method of representation that Augustine used to depict the martyrs was to 

abstract and erase the martyrs‟ personal names.  We might expect that, after most of 

the details have been stripped away from the memory of the martyrs, Augustine 

would retain at least this final, personal element.  Yet, we find that he takes 

advantage of every opportunity to delve into the hidden meanings and figurative 

significance of the martyrs‟ names by creating puns that seem to abstract and 

dehumanise the martyrs.   

Augustine seizes the martyrs‟ names in a playful but serious manner.  He 

explains that Vincent was victorious over the devil,
333

 Lawrence had been rewarded 

with a crown,
334

 and Cyprian radiated the fragrant smell of the Cypress tree.
335

  He 

describes Quadratus as “a squared man”, whose firm and unfaltering faith is a sign of 

the security and stability of eternal life: „Was not the martyr Quadratus perfect?  

What could be more perfect than the square?  The sides are equal, from every 

direction there is equality of shape; whichever way you turn it, it is upstanding, it is 

not a ruin.  What a beautiful name, indicating the future reality it is a figure of‟.
336

  

Likewise, the names of Primus, Victoria, and Perpetua indicate the eternal victory of 

life over death: „The first one was called Primus; the one before last was Victoria, at 

the very end came Perpetua.  Oh, what a victory without fall, what an end without 
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end!  What, after all, is victory perpetual but victory without end?‟
337

  Similarly, the 

names of Perpetua and Felicitas signify the everlasting happiness of eternal life: 

„Perpetua, of course, and Felicity are the names of two of them, but the reward of 

them all.  The only reason, I mean, why all the martyrs toiled bravely for a time by 

suffering and confessing the faith in the struggle, was in order to enjoy perpetual 

felicity‟.
338

  It is for this reason that the group of both male and female martyrs is 

celebrated by the names of the two women, Perpetua and Felicitas: „the names of 

both women were the same as the reward of all the martyrs.  I mean to say, why do 

martyrs endure all that they do, if not in order to revel in perpetual felicity?  So these 

women were called to do what everyone is called to do‟.
339

  Here the details of each 

martyr‟s life and death are subsumed within, and subordinated to, a grander concept 

of witness, which leaves little room for individual identity.   

This word-play has caused some scholars, such as Joyce E. Salisbury, to 

question Augustine‟s intentions.  Commenting specifically on the puns on the names 

Perpetua and Felicitas, Salisbury says: „Once again, Augustine removed much of the 

women‟s credit for their achievement, making their fame a function of the moral 

lesson given by their names… This repeated emphasis on the pun was out of 

character for the eloquent orator‟.
340

  But, in fact, it was not out of character for 

Augustine.  His educational background, career in rhetoric, biblical exegesis, and 

preaching experience shaped his mind towards perceiving and depicting the martyrs 

in this way.   

Augustine‟s education in the liberal arts required the regular study of 

etymology and the study of rare words and subject matter.
341

  His rhetorical 
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education is reflected in On Christian Teaching, especially book four, where he 

draws on Cicero‟s three principle aims of rhetoric: to instruct (docere), to delight 

(delectare), and to persuade (movere or flectere).
342

  For the Christian preacher, the 

least important of these three aims was to delight.  But, nevertheless, it was often 

necessary for the preacher to delight his audience to ensure that his message would 

be heard and that the lesson would be received and acted upon: „A hearer must be 

delighted so that he can be gripped and made to listen, and moved so that he can be 

impelled to action‟.
343

  Augustine's rhetorical education and career led him to explain 

and expose the truths revealed in the martyrs‟ names through a pleasing form of 

word-play.  As van der Meer has pointed out, his puns on the names of the martyrs 

would have been popular and entertaining forms of preaching to attract the attention 

of his listeners to help them grasp the theological meaning of martyrdom: 

Naturally it was his play on words, and not always the best examples of this, 

that won the most applause.  After reading the passio of some martyrs 

Augustine pointed out in a sermon that Primus came first and Victoria 

Perpetua, the life without end, at the end.  In these holy martyrdoms, he said, 

the will to live conquered the will to survive – and again the applause 

followed at once.
344

 

However, Augustine‟s play on the names of the martyrs was not just a tactic for 

grasping the attention of his listening audience.  Here we should not assume, with 

Brent D. Shaw, that Augustine indulged in the unnecessary repetition of tedious and 

meaningless puns: „The sermon [s. 282] reinforces existing interpretations and adds 

little (except a banal pun, with which Augustine seems rather taken, given the 

number of times he repeats it)‟.
345

   

First, we must give serious consideration to the fact that the Bible – the 

starting point for all of Augustine‟s preaching – encouraged him to approach the 

names of the martyrs in this way.  As Karla Bohmbach explains: 
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In ancient Near Eastern literature generally, names often carry enormous 

significance, being inextricably connected to the very nature of that which is 

named.  Hence, to know the name is to know something of the fundamental 

traits, nature, or destiny of the name‟s bearer.  Names can provide insight into 

a person‟s character, social location, or future, or the way in which others 

perceive the person.  In the Bible, the name often represents the very essence 

of a person.
346

 

This is particularly true for female names: „given the Bible‟s overall androcentrism 

(male-centeredness), attention to the seemingly small detail of a woman‟s name may 

provide key information about her characterization‟.
347

 Augustine was not unaware 

of this fact.  His belief that the Bible was divinely inspired by God led him to pay 

careful attention to every word in an attempt to discover hidden depths and 

meanings.  And so, in On Christian Teaching, he explains that some words, such as 

names of people and places, have „a figurative significance‟ and „some hidden 

meaning‟ which help towards „solving the mysteries of the scriptures‟.
348

  Certainly, 

Augustine did not categorise martyr texts and traditions as Scripture, but his 

appreciation of the significance of names in the Bible influenced the way that he 

understood the names of the martyrs. 

Second, we must pay attention to his perception of the martyrs as witnesses.  

Just as the word martyr indicates the martyr‟s status as a witness, so the martyr‟s 

personal name is a sign that points towards greater truths.  As members of God‟s 

elect, the martyrs‟ names were divinely ordained to reveal what they were going to 

become, and what they were going to receive.  So Augustine says of the martyr 

Quadratus: 

He was already called Quadratus beforehand, and he had not yet been 

crowned; he had not yet been publicly subjected to the trials by which he 

would be squared off.  And yet, when he was given the name it was being 

proclaimed that he had been predestined before the foundation of the world 
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(Rom. 8:30; Jn. 17:24); and in order to be called this, he experiences this in it, 

so that it might be fulfilled.
349

 

Similarly, he says of Perpetua and Felicitas: 

So it was by an ordination of divine providence that these women had to be, 

and were, not only martyrs, but also the closest companions, in order to set 

the seal of their glory on one single day, and to leave posterity with a joint 

festivity to celebrate.  By the example, you see, of their glorious struggle they 

encourage us to imitate them; and likewise by their names they bear witness 

to the indivisible gift we are going to receive.  May they hold on tight to each 

other, bind themselves together.  We are not hoping for one without the other.  

Perpetual, after all, is not much good if there is no felicity there; and felicity 

fades away if it is not perpetual.
350

 

Not only were the female martyrs‟ names appointed by God, but also, through divine 

providence, the two women were destined to be the closest friends.  When their 

names are joined together, they bear testimony to the truth of eternal life, and 

encourage others to imitate the martyrs by reminding them of the reward.  The belief 

that martyrs‟ names were divinely ordained – that they were predestined by God 

before the creation of the world – imbues them with deeper significance.   

 Third, we must realise that Augustine‟s etymological puns also served a 

mnemonic function that is similar to the puns on saints‟ names in Jacobus da 

Voragine‟s The Golden Legend.  As Mary Carruthers observes: „Such associative 

word play is the method of the game of charades.  It is also the fundamental stuff of 

remembering‟.
351

  She continues: „Voragine has given the preaching friars, the 

orators of his time, a very useful digest, breviter and summatim, of ethical subject-

matter in memorable, inventive form: first in puns and rebuses, and then in summary 

narratives… What better mental fodder for a busy preacher, or a meditating lay 

person or cleric?‟
352

  Augustine‟s puns on the names of the martyrs are also „the 

fundamental stuff of remembering‟.  They encapsulate complex theological ideas in 

pithy and memorable combinations of words that could be remembered even by 

those listeners with the very shortest of attention spans.   
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 When Augustine abstracted the martyrs‟ names by focusing on their hidden 

significance, he was not trying to dehumanise or trivialise the deaths of the martyrs 

by reverting to tiresome clichés or banal puns.  Although he might appear to 

denigrate the martyrs by denying their importance as human beings, his intention was 

to amplify their importance by affirming their significance in the life of every 

Christian individual.  He wanted to show how personal names were more than the 

expression of personal identity.  He wanted to help his listeners to realise that the 

martyrs‟ names extend beyond the limits of time and place, and beyond individual 

persons and personality, to signify and support the journey of every Christian 

towards God.   

What are the implications of this for Augustine‟s female martyrs?  On many 

occasions he does not only abstract, but he even erases, the names of the female 

martyrs.  So, for example, in one sermon on Agnes‟s feast, he does not name the 

female martyr, but refers to her only as a „holy virgin‟.
353

  Likewise, in two sermons 

delivered at festivals of the Martyrs of Scilli, he reports the words of Donata, but he 

refers to the female martyr only as „the blessed daughter‟ of Lady Wisdom,
354

 and a 

„most valiant woman‟.
355

  The same can be said of Maxima, Donatilla, and 

Secunda,
356

 and Bernike, Prosdoke, and Domnina.
357

  Also, as we have seen, in On 

the Care to be Taken for the Dead, Augustine reflects on the Martyrs of Lyons, but 

he does not mention Blandina or any of the other (male and female) individuals in 

the group.   

At this point, we might want to consider whether Augustine‟s decision to 

abstract or erase the names of the martyrs might be compared to his decision not to 

name certain central figures in his Confessions.  For example, he does not name his 

school friend who died soon after being baptised, his brother who suddenly appears 

at Monica‟s death, his sister who was the abbess of a religious community of women, 

or his beloved partner and mother of Adeodatus.
358

  This extraordinary fact has been 
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discussed by Matthew Condon, who equates the erasure of names with a process of 

defacing memory and wilful forgetting:     

In everyday practice, at least in modernity, the withholding of a name is often 

a tool of subtle indignation or even an undisguised sign of contempt for the 

other.  There is no surer way to offend than to forget or pretend to forget a 

person‟s name.  Doing so suggests more than simply that we find their names 

to be of little value – it also means that the persons themselves are deemed to 

be of little significance to us.
359

 

But this is not the case for Augustine‟s martyrs.  His failure to name the martyrs does 

not reflect wilful forgetting, deliberate devaluation, or the conscious denial of their 

significance.  Upon first glance, we might be tempted to agree with Condon, and 

conclude that Augustine was embarking on a project of damnatio memoriae.  But it 

is here that we find the key to his project of reforming the memory of the martyrs: a 

key that unlocks, and makes sense of, the five methods of representation that we 

have set out in this chapter.  Augustine replaces the personal names of the martyrs 

with repeated explanations of the Greek word martyr, which translates into the Latin 

word testis.
360

  For Augustine, the word martyr evokes the judicial connotations of a 

witness who bears testimony to truth.
361

  This judicial term is associated with torture, 

just as the witness is subjected to torture during interrogation in an attempt to 

discover the truth.  Furthermore, the word martyr includes the notion of dying for a 

cause: „the holy martyrs, not false but true witnesses, bore witness with their blood to 

their being another life infinitely to be preferred to this life‟.
362

  The martyr‟s 

unwavering witness, endurance of torture, and welcoming of death is seen as a 

revelation and a proof of the validity of the truth that is revealed.
363

  The whole value 

of martyrdom depends on this understanding of the martyr as a witness.  Bearing this 

                                                                                                                                
death, her role as abbess in the female monastery was taken over by a certain Felicitas.  It is intriguing 
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in mind, it is not surprising to find that often Augustine chooses to refer to male or 

female martyrs simply as “the martyr(s)” rather than to specific, named individuals.   

Conclusion: Abstraction or Erasure? 

At the end of this chapter, we sense a tension arising from Augustine‟s need and 

desire to remember the martyrs, but his reluctance to allow his listeners to form 

mental images of them.   If the memory of the martyrs is too vivid or engaging, it 

becomes a useless and even dangerous memory, which leads the mind away from 

God, and results in a perverse and idolatrous pleasure.  Considering the extent of 

Augustine‟s deletion of detail, it is easier for us to discuss what he does not include 

in his depictions, rather than what he does include.  This might give the impression 

that he wanted to remove all traces of the martyrs from the Church, and blot out their 

memory from the Christian mind.  But, as we have seen, this is not the case.  

Augustine gave the martyrs a very special place in the Christian life: he encouraged 

his readers and listeners to pay attention to the martyrs; he emphasised their positive 

position and role in salvation history; he closely identified the martyrs with the 

inspired words of the Scriptures; he stressed their spiritual significance as witnesses 

to eternal truth.  When Augustine seems to abstract the martyrs to the verge of 

erasure, he makes them all the more meaningful and useful to his audience.  

Augustine‟s depictions of the martyrs remind us that the martyr is only ever a 

witness pointing to a truth which lies beyond, a thing that may be used but never 

enjoyed in and of itself, a means that must necessarily lead to an end, the object of 

our vision but never the focal point upon which our eyes should rest.  

Representations of the martyrs are extremely valuable and important, but only if we 

follow the martyrs‟ line of vision and look to where they had set their sight.   

Perhaps we can offer an analogy to help us to understand Augustine‟s 

methods of depicting the martyrs: the artistic principle of “visual economy”.  The 

basic aim of visual economy is to provide the most powerful communication of 

meaning with the minimal amount of detail.  It is a principle that strives for 

simplicity.  Anything that distracts or detracts from the intended meaning and desired 

response is omitted from the artwork.  Our eyes are drawn to the most important 

elements, and our attention is directed towards the deeper meaning of the image.  

Augustine‟s methods and aims for depicting the martyrs are similar to this artistic 

principle.  His methods of abstraction and erasure reduce the martyrs to the bare 
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essentials, and emphasise only those details that direct our minds towards the 

spiritual message that is communicated through the martyrs. 



 

 

 

 

Part Two 

DEPICTING FEMALE MARTYRS 
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Introduction 

GENDER DISTINCTION IN MARTYRDOM NARRATIVES 

 

The exceptional presence of women among the early Christian martyrs, and the 

desire to record and remember their presence, led to issues of gender being brought 

to the fore as Christian men tried to confront, and make sense of, the intriguing and 

perplexing image of the female martyr.
364

  The fact that a martyr might also be a 

woman had the potential to affect the martyrdom event proper by prompting the 

different treatment of male and female martyrs during trial, torture, and death.
365

  It 

also affected the traditions that arose around the martyrdom event, as the female 

martyr‟s sex became central to her memory.  

The authors and preachers of martyrdom narratives and sermons often force 

their readers and listeners to confront the femininity of the martyrs.  So, for example, 

we are urged to imagine recent mothers standing naked before a crowd with their 

breasts still dripping milk;
366

 we look on as women willingly remove their clothes 

before voluntarily throwing themselves on fiery pyres;
367

 we are invited to imagine 

young women having their breasts torn with metal claws;
368

 we observe young girls 

being led to brothels, more afraid of the attacks of the leno than the leo;
369

 we are 

prompted to imagine the beauty of the female martyrs, as their persecutors and 
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audiences lament the destruction of such physical charm;
370

 we watch as mothers 

encourage their sons to their deaths by bearing their breasts before them;
371

 we are 

forced to imagine events in slow motion as boiling pitch is poured drop by drop onto 

naked female bodies;
372

 we are invited to participate in the voyeuristic pleasure of 

young mothers offering their full breasts to the beasts.
373

  In all these cases, 

femininity and womanhood are not ignored, concealed, or taken for granted, but 

rather they are objectified, amplified, exaggerated, and made unavoidable.  The 

reader or listener is challenged, even forced, to confront these martyrs specifically as 

women martyrs.  Consequently, it is not just their faith that is exposed in their words, 

actions, and appearance, but also their sexualised female bodies.   

As these examples suggest, the most marked difference between male and 

female martyrs is the description of nudity and physical beauty: an element that is 

almost absent from depictions of male martyrs.
374

  As Gillian Clark observes, such 

frequent representations could affect the way that an author might use, or an 

audience might respond to, images of women martyrs:  

The narrative display of a tortured and exposed body, especially when that 

body is female, prompts further questions about the motives of writers and 

readers.  The body of a chaste woman was normally concealed, and a female 

body on display marked that woman as sexually available.  So, even though 

the sufferings of martyrs were not usually adapted to their gender, the public 

torture of a woman made a different impact from the torture of a man.
375
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And yet, as we have seen in Chapter Two, Augustine rejected this widely accepted 

and expected tradition of describing female nakedness.  Instead, he effectively 

censors and silences martyrdom narratives by avoiding descriptions of the naked 

bodies of female martyrs.  But this is not to say that he did not draw distinctions 

between male and female martyrs.  Female nakedness might be the most noticeable 

difference that distinguishes male and female martyrs, but it is not the only one.  

Gender stereotypes and the rhetoric of gender also helped to shape, colour, and frame 

the way that Augustine saw, and encouraged others to see, the female martyrs.   

As we now turn to explore Augustine‟s depictions of female martyrs, it is 

important to note that our focus on women is not an anachronistic projection of our 

own concerns onto the ancient sources.  Sex and gender were just as much of an 

interest in late antiquity as they are in our present day.
376

  Indeed, questions of 

sexuality and gender were a specific concern for Augustine, whose commentaries on 

the Genesis creation narrative, and many of his other written works, display an 

interest in the relationship and distinction between the sexes.
377

  These reflections on 

sexual difference prompt us to anticipate that he would have perceived a difference 

between male martyrs and female martyrs.  A brief summary of these reflections will 

provide us with some useful background.   

Augustine believed that, while both men and women share in the imago Dei 

in their rational souls or interior being (homo interior), only men reflect the image in 

their bodies or exterior being (homo exterior).
378

  As human beings (homines), both 
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men and women are equal, and both are the imago Dei.  However, while men reflect 

the imago as viri, women do not reflect the imago as feminae:   

The woman with her husband is the image of God in such a way that the 

whole of that substance is one image, but when she is assigned her function 

of being an assistant, which is her concern alone, she is not the image of God; 

whereas in what concerns the man alone he is the image of God as fully and 

completely as when the woman is joined to him in one whole.
379

   

While the imago Dei resides in the souls of all human beings, that image is 

found in the higher, masculine element of the soul that contemplates eternal truths, 

and not in the lower, feminine element of the soul that is concerned with temporal 

well-being:  

The mind of man, being a form of rational life and precisely the part in which 

he is made to the image of God, is partly occupied with the contemplation of 

eternal truth and partly with the administration of temporal things, and thus it 

is made, in a sense, masculine and feminine, the masculine part as the 

planner, the feminine as the one that obeys.  But it is not in this double 

function that the image of God is found, but rather in that part which is 

devoted to the contemplation of immutable truth.
380

   

And so, men and women are equal in their possession of a rational soul.  However, 

when speaking of the activities of the soul, the feminine is inferior, subordinate, and 

submissive to the masculine.   

Augustine also believed that women are different from men because of the 

temporal distinction in the creation of their bodies.  The formation of Eve from the 

side of Adam (Gen. 2:22) makes her dependent on Adam; the very reason for her 

creation is to become Adam‟s helper (adiutorium) (Gen. 1.28; 2:18).
381

  And so, 

while men and women are equal with regard to the creation of their souls, the 

secondary creation of Eve illustrates how women are subordinate to men.
382
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When speaking allegorically, the distinction between male and female 

becomes more pronounced.  So, for example, Augustine identifies the flesh with the 

feminine, but the soul with the masculine; the passions with the feminine, but reason 

with the masculine.
383

  This hierarchy of the sexes extends beyond the creation of the 

first human beings, and becomes a way of perceiving the world.  The creation 

narrative justifies and explains the social order as natural and divinely ordained, just 

as the social order becomes a way of understanding the creation narrative. 

And yet, it is important that we remember the viewpoint from which 

Augustine perceived women.  Gerald Bonner reminds us that Augustine „was 

prepared to do what he could to improve this present, fallen world‟, and so to 

improve the role and position of women in this world, but, ultimately, his „hopes 

were set elsewhere‟.
384

  Bonner encourages us to take Augustine on his own terms, 

and to see that his views on women were part of his wider theological and 

eschatological concerns.
385

  He urges us to see that Augustine‟s reflections on 

women are all inextricably linked to his understanding of salvation history.   

For Augustine, sexual difference had its origins in the physical creation of 

Adam and Eve, it is evident in the historical events that are related in the holy 

Scriptures, and it can be seen in the present moment in the right order of the married 

couple, the individual household, and society as a whole.  Sexual difference will 

remain even in the resurrected bodies of men and women in the anticipated 

communion of saints.
386

  There the bodies of women will be transformed to their 

perfect potential, and, although childbirth will not be needed, women‟s sexual organs 

will be preserved and accommodated to a new, spiritual beauty.
387

  Just as with the 

wounds of the martyrs, what is wrongly considered to be a source of shame, 

infirmity, and corruption in this life, will become a visible source of praise and 

spiritual delight in the next.
388
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Augustine‟s attitudes towards women were influenced by his scriptural 

exegesis, directed by the momentum of polemical debate, coloured by his reflections 

on the good of marriage, and shaped by his relationships with the women in his 

family and his congregations.  Consequently, his attitudes towards women reveal a 

number of theological, anthropological, and moral tangles, knots, and loose ends.  As 

Carol Harrison observes:  

The question of woman‟s status, both before and after the fall, is a vexed one, 

not least because Augustine himself is far from being consistent on this point; 

so much of what he says seems to be determined by ulterior factors which, 

though they often contradict his own independent thinking, are unthinkingly 

reiterated and allowed to influence his work, with no attempt to reconcile, or 

even articulate, the resulting contradictions.
389

 

But although his views on women are not tidy and coherent, they do reveal that a 

clear distinction between the sexes remained present in his mind.  For Augustine, 

sexual differentiation is a permanent feature of human life.  It came into being at the 

moment of creation in paradise, it remains in the present moment of this temporal 

world, and it will be retained in the eternal life of heaven.  We can expect, then, that 

the distinction between the sexes would have been central to the way that Augustine 

perceived and depicted the female martyrs.   

Brief Overview of Part Two 

In the three remaining chapters we will see that it is not enough to locate Augustine‟s 

female martyrs in the context of the cult of the martyrs.  We must also realise that 

femininity is a central feature of the portraits that he paints.  Chapter Three is an 

extended introduction to Augustine‟s female martyrs.  Here we consider how the 

process of depicting women (particularly biblical women) shaped and coloured his 

approach to the female martyrs.  This chapter explores the notion of “thinking with 

women” to show how the female martyrs would have been particularly useful 

cognitive tools to help him to contemplate and articulate beliefs, ideas, and teachings.  

Then we turn to focus more closely on the depictions of female martyrs.  Chapters 

Four and Five are meant to be complementary: the first focuses on theological ideas; 

the second focuses on moral instruction.  So, in Chapter Four we explore how 

Augustine exaggerated the traditional stereotype of “womanly weakness” only to 
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present the female martyrs as forceful communicators of theological messages.  

Then, in Chapter Five, we consider how he emphasised the femininity of the martyrs 

to depict them as accessible exemplars to be imitated by all Christian men and 

women.   
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Chapter 3 

THINKING WITH WOMEN 

 

In antiquity images of women populated the pages of epic poetry, young girls were 

sacrificed on the stages of Greek tragedies, honourable matrons and naked hetairai 

adorned Athenian vases, and Roman coins were impressed with images of empresses 

and female personifications of abstract virtues.
390

  While real women were more or 

less constrained to the private realm of the household, images of fictional, mythical, 

or notional women occupied the public imaginations of men.  These images do not 

necessarily correspond with the reality of life for women at the time.  The exact 

relationship between the representation of women in ancient sources, and the reality 

of the lives of actual women, is not straightforward.  So, for example, depictions of 

Athena as the goddess of wisdom, images of the Fates writing on scrolls, or 

representations of the Muses as inspiration for poets do not allow us to draw concrete 

conclusions regarding the literary activities of real women in antiquity.
391

  No textual 

genre or type of artefact is without its interpretive problems.  Yet, the discrepancies 

between representation and reality often give added force to ancient depictions of 

women.  As Loraux comments on the representation of virgins as sacrificial victims 

in Greek tragedy: „Of course, in real life the city did not sacrifice its young girls… 

There is much that could be said about this cathartic interplay of the imaginary, the 

forbidden, and the real; much too about the function of the theatre, that stage set up 

by the city for the tangling and untangling of actions that anywhere else it would be 

dangerous or intolerable even to think about‟.
392

  Rather than being direct reflections 

of the lives and experiences of real women, representations of women were used as 

mental images or cognitive tools that helped to release the reigns of the imagination.  

They assisted in the composition and contemplation of ideas, the articulation and 
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expression of thought, the formation of individual and communal identity, and the 

prescription and enforcement of behavioural norms.   

Drawing on a common cultural heritage, Christian men also used images of 

women “to think with”, but they adapted and expanded their repertoire of images to 

include those drawn from ancient Hebrew texts and early Christian literature.
393

  

Moral, doctrinal, mystical, and polemical texts introduce us to the female figures of 

Lady Wisdom, the Mother Church, the soul as Bride, the Church as virgin, and 

heretical sects as adulteresses.
394

  Female personifications of abstract virtues were 

carried over to communicate specifically Christian messages.  So Tertullian‟s treatise 

On Patience (written around 200-203) presents us with a description of Lady 

Patience as God‟s companion and handmaid;
395

 Methodius‟s Symposium (composed 

between 270 and 290) is a handbook of Christian virtue, staged as a banquet in which 

ten female virgins take turns to deliver philosophical and exegetical discourses;
396

 

Prudentius‟s Psychomachia (written between 390 and 405) forms the first example of 

extended personification allegory, in which female personifications of virtues and 

vices take centre stage in a battle for the soul.
397

  Similarly, in his Confessions (397-

401), Augustine reflects on his own conversion experience as a battle between the 

personified memory of his old loves, which pluck at the garment of his flesh, and the 

chaste but maternal figure of Lady Continence, who holds out her arms to welcome 

and embrace him.
398

  Likewise, in his Soliloquies (composed in 386-87), Augustine 

expresses his desire to „behold and to possess‟ Lady Wisdom, „with purest gaze and 
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embrace, with no veil between and, as it were, naked‟.
399

  Even when Christian men 

refused to accept traditional images of women (for example, the numerous Roman 

goddesses that are rejected by Augustine in his City of God),
400

 these images were 

included in the late ancient education system and, therefore, would have been 

retained within the memories, and helped to shape the minds, of influential Christian 

men.
401

  It is against this backdrop of a vast spectrum of images of women that the 

female martyrs would have been seen by Augustine and his congregations. 

Representation and Reality 

While we encounter many images of women through the writings of the Church 

Fathers, these images tell us more about their male authors than they tell us about the 

lives of real Christian women.
402

  Because of this, we must listen to the advice of 

Sarah Pomeroy, and take care to „distinguish the study of men‟s ideas and images of 

women from the study of historical women‟.
403

  Similarly, we must pay attention to 

the words of Patricia Cox Miller, as she draws our attention to the distinction 

between real women and literary representations of women.  In her sourcebook of 

Greek women‟s lives in early Christianity, Miller explains that, while some of our 

ancient sources do provide glimpses into the lives of real women, many of the 

women presented to us in male-authored texts are „literary representations, rather 

than transparent windows through which to view history “as it really was”‟.
404

  This 

may appear to be axiomatic when dealing with abstract female personifications.  

Nevertheless, it is something that must be remembered especially when we encounter 
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descriptions of real women, which, upon first glance, do not appear to be created 

with rhetorical embellishments or a hidden agenda.   

Even when we are dealing with real women, we must be aware of the 

rhetorical and literary nature of texts because, as Kate Cooper points out, „Roman 

male discourse about female power served more often than not as a rhetorical 

strategy within competition for power among males themselves… Narrative 

treatment of the actions or intentions of women did not straight-forwardly represent 

flesh-and-blood women themselves, but rather served to symbolize aspects of the 

tension to be found among men‟.
405

  And so, for instance, when we come across 

Christian texts that make frequent reference to the prominence of women in heretical 

sects, we should not necessarily conclude that heretical groups attracted 

disproportionate numbers of women, but rather we should be aware that the image of 

the heretical woman could be employed as a polemical tool in the male power 

struggle to assert a self-proclaimed orthodoxy in response to opposing and competing 

groups.
406

  Even those contexts which appear to be more neutral still present women 

as they are seen through the lens of male perspective.  One example of this is found 

in ancient medical texts, which are not overtly polemical, but neither are they entirely 

reliable as objective sources for women‟s lives and experiences.
407

  To use the words 

of Dyfri Williams, our male-authored sources present us with „essentially a man‟s 

view of a man‟s point of view‟.
408

  

The distinction between representation and reality remains as we turn to early 

Christian depictions of heroic or exemplary women because there is a great chasm 

between depictions of the virtuous elite and the lives and experiences of the silent 

and unrepresented majority: the heterogeneous group of grandmothers, widows, 

wives, mothers, aunts, nieces, daughters, sisters, virgins, concubines, slaves, and 
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prostitutes.  And so, it is difficult to work back from representations of the elite 

minority to the experiences of the ordinary Christian woman.  Indeed, representations 

of the virtuous elite are not impartial or detached descriptions, but they are 

constructed with particular purposes in mind.  This is especially the case with the 

highly stylised depictions of women in the popular hagiographical Lives of the fourth 

and fifth centuries, such as Gregory of Nazianzus‟s funeral oration for his sister 

Gorgonia,
409

 and Gregory of Nyssa‟s Life of Saint Macrina.
410

   

Turning to Augustine, we find that he presents his mother, Monica, in a 

similarly creative manner.
411

  On the surface, his descriptions of Monica might seem 

to offer us access to the lives and experiences of North African Christian women in 

the late fourth century, and, to a certain extent, this is true.  But clearly Augustine‟s 

depictions of Monica are not objective representations.  They are complex images 

that bear the marks of an intense relationship between mother and son.  They reveal 

traces of the lasting memories of childhood and adolescence.  They are produced 

with the retrospective hindsight of more than ten years between Monica‟s death in 

387 and his writing of the Confessions as the Bishop of Hippo in 397-401.  

Augustine presents her as a paradigm of persistent prayer;
412

 an exemplar of how to 

accept moral correction with humility;
413

 a paragon of Christian motherhood;
414

 the 

model of a submissive wife;
415

 an instrument in God‟s plan, endowed with the 

spiritual insights of dreams, visions, and prophecy;
416

 a would-be martyr, standing 
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among those who were „ready to die with their bishop‟, Ambrose;
417

 a woman who 

bears a resemblance to Perpetua and the Maccabean Mother;
418

 an illustration of how 

the uneducated may contemplate truth and perceive wisdom;
419

 the Mother 

Church;
420

 a Christ-like exemplar and mediator;
421

 the new Venus and Dido;
422

 a 

mother comparable to the Virgin Mary;
423

 a daughter of Eve.
424

   

In addition to this, it is in a less expected context that we find a more personal 

defence of Monica.  In Augustine‟s Unfinished Work in Answer to Julian (Contra 

Iulianum opus imperfectum), within the context of a discussion of the meaning of 

death, to our surprise we encounter Julian‟s deliberate misrepresentation of 

Augustine‟s own presentation of Monica in his Confessions.  In keeping with the 

invective tone of the work, Julian‟s reported words from his To Florus accuse 

Monica of a „hidden disease‟ of alcoholism, as he writes: „in the books of your 

Confessions you indicated that she was called – to use your word – a tippler‟.
425

 This 

comment clearly concerned Augustine, as his response reveals not only the 

anticipated reaction of such a common shaming technique, and a personal slight 

against his own writings that had been taken out of context, but also a sense of filial 

duty to his long-deceased mother.  Augustine responds:  
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As for your idea that you should heap abuse upon my mother, who harmed 

you in no way and never said anything against you, you are overwhelmed by 

the desire to speak evil, and you do not fear the words of scripture: Those 

who speak evil will not possess the kingdom of God (1 Cor. 6:10).  But why is 

it a surprise that you prove yourself her enemy as well, since you are an 

enemy of the grace of God by which I said that she was set free from her 

childish failing?
426

 

Julian‟s unexpected comment provides an insight into Augustine‟s feelings towards 

his mother.  Augustine is caught off-guard.  His response gives the impression that 

he has been attacked in a weak and vulnerable spot, an emotional part of his life.  

But, with careful wording and seeming ease, he turns the attack around as a 

theological weapon to point at Julian, claiming that he had not experienced the grace 

that had changed Monica‟s life.  This is a clear example of just how easily women 

could be used “to think with”, especially within the context of the theological power 

struggles of Christian men. 

While Monica is a complex example of Augustine‟s representations of 

women, we find that he was not always interested in representing real women.  So, 

for example, he has little to say about his partner of thirteen years, even though he 

betrays a strong attachment to her.  Likewise, he gives no more than a passing 

reference to his sister, who was a widow and the head of a community of Christian 

women.
427

  He does not seem to have shared such a close relationship with his sister 

as, for example, Ambrose and Marcellina, Gregory of Nyssa and Macrina, or 

Gregory of Nazianzus and Gorgonia.
428

  Also, it is only through Possidius that we 

come to know that Augustine had at least two nieces, „who were also serving 

God‟.
429

  And, unlike Jerome, Augustine did not dedicate any letters to his aunt.
430

   

As we have seen in Chapter Two, representation is as much a matter of 

abstraction and erasure as it is a process of moulding and creating.  The same can be 

seen in Augustine‟s representations of women, some of which are carefully 

constructed and complex images, while others are almost entirely erased, as they are 
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deliberately or subconsciously pushed into the vast abyss of the forgotten past.  The 

images of women that result from Augustine‟s process of representation are just that: 

images.  They are personal and subjective; they are translated, interpreted, and 

endowed with meaning; they are welcoming and inviting, yet their apparent 

accessibility is deceptive.  In fact, we find that the question posed by Francine 

Cardman in her study of Gregory of Nyssa‟s Life of Macrina can be extended to all 

descriptions of women in early Christianity: „with Gregory controlling the sources 

and shaping the image, what of her reality is accessible to those who know her only 

through the Life?‟.
431

   

Uncovering Real Women? 

Whether they are illustrations of conceptual notions, embodiments of abstract 

virtues, or stylised depictions of family members, images of women influenced the 

ways that female martyrs were perceived, depicted, and received.  Women martyrs 

were, for the most part, historical figures, but they were lifted out of the confines of 

history, and used to contemplate and articulate eternal truths.  Of course, the 

emphasis on gender in accounts of male martyrdom was also used to express and 

explain truth.
432

  But femininity conveyed different meanings.  This is comparable to 

how recent studies draw our attention to the fact that female personifications of 

abstract virtues are not simply a „grammatical accident‟ derived from the gender of 

the noun, but the female image deliberately adds depth to the meaning that is 

conveyed through the image.
433

  So, within the context of her study of Monica, 

Clarissa Atkinson remarks on the uniqueness of representations of women: 
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„Historical personages fulfil the needs and expectations of different ages, changing as 

times change… the phenomenon is especially marked when the symbol is female, 

perhaps because women (even living women) are so often the objects of male 

fantasy‟.
434

 The image of a woman – at once intriguing but dangerous, exciting but 

threatening – appealed to the male imagination in ways that images of men could not.  

Indeed, the image of a woman (mulier) – evoking associated ideas of women as 

physically and psychologically soft, malleable, and pliant (mollis) – lent itself to the 

male process of mental moulding and manipulation.  Because of this, images of 

women could be used for a variety of purposes: they could be extracted from history, 

and played with in the mind; they could become both catalysts and mediums for 

contemplation; they could be recast and refashioned to embody and communicate 

ideas and beliefs.   

The notion of “thinking with” women is extremely useful for this present 

study because it encapsulates the questions of how and why Augustine depicts female 

martyrs.  Here the emphasis is not on whether his depictions are historically accurate 

reflections of the women martyrs, or how we might peel back the layers of 

imaginative depiction to discover the historical kernel of truth contained deep within.  

Rather, our attention is directed towards the process of representation, through which 

the historical women martyrs are not only resuscitated and revived, but also 

transformed.  Their new forms – vivified by the breath of their male authors – are 

raised up into a totally different world.  With each instance of representation, the 

image of the female martyr is extracted from the historical martyrdom event, and 

becomes fixed in the moment of depiction.  She resists our attempts to resituate her 

back within her original, historical context.   

Consequently, if we were to approach depictions of female martyrs in an 

attempt to rediscover lost women, retell their stories, or reclaim their voices, we 

would be faced with a very difficult task fraught with obstacles.  Images of female 

martyrs, depicted through the mouths and the pens of their male authors, are distorted 

by so many factors that it is almost impossible for us to clarify and restore those 

images to reflect their original condition.
435

  Apart from issues of male authorship, 
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authorial intent, the rhetoric of texts, literary and narrative technique, the audience‟s 

expectations, common gender stereotypes, and stock imagery, we also have the 

added baggage of bringing our own expectations and assumptions to the images of 

the martyrs.   

This observation has led some scholars to affirm that we can no longer 

harbour optimistic hopes to uncover “real women” or hear “real female voices” 

simply by looking at male representations of Christian women.
436

  But this is not to 

say that enquiry into depictions of female martyrs is fruitless.  Augustine‟s depictions 

of female martyrs are not mere reflections of reality, empty pictures of historical 

characters, or sterile remnants of a bygone era.  Rather, they are fertile and 

constructive images that inform, shape, and generate reality: they are not only 

reflective, but also projective.  While the historical women martyrs seem to vanish 

from our sight, we can redirect our attention away from trying to reconstruct the 

historical lives, actions, and words of real women, and towards the importance of the 

female martyrs as constructed by their male authors.  By approaching depictions of 

the martyrs as if they were historical sources that can provide information about 

actual women martyrs, we misunderstand the representations by looking in the 

wrong direction, as it were.  Images of martyrs are not final products.  They should 

not be thought of as dead ends that force us to turn back and search for their origins, 

but as signposts or springboards that impel us to continue looking forwards and 

moving onwards.  It is even more helpful to think of representations of martyrs as 

tools that are constructed by a craftsman with the specific intention that they might 

be used to create other objects.  To focus exclusively on the martyrs is to lose sight 

of the larger project for which they themselves were created: the moral and spiritual 

edification of the Christian community.  By appreciating the fact that images of the 

martyrs are at once constructed and constructive, we find that, while the depictions 

might not readily supply many accurate details concerning the historical women 
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martyrs, they do provide information about the imaginative worlds of the early 

Church and, therefore, information about how Christians understood themselves, 

their past, their place in society, their role in the real world, and their hopes and 

anticipations for the future life.  As Margaret Miles observes in her study of 

nakedness in Christian history: „representations do not merely reflect social practices 

and attitudes so that analysis of representation simply reveals the prejudices or 

stereotypes of a society.  They also re-present, reinforce, perpetuate, produce, and 

reproduce them‟.
437

 

Women in the Bible 

A helpful parallel for understanding how Augustine used female martyrs “to think 

with” can be found in his reflections on biblical women.  Just as we cannot fully 

appreciate Augustine‟s depictions of female martyrs without considering his male 

martyrs, so we cannot fully understand his reasons for depicting women martyrs 

without looking at how he represents other women, such as those in the Bible.  And 

yet, despite current trends investigating the Church Fathers‟ use of women “to think 

with”, and the importance of scriptural interpretation for the formation of Christian 

identity,
438

 Augustine‟s representations of biblical women have all but escaped 

scholarly attention.
439

  This is remarkable, especially considering that he mentions so 

many biblical women in the course of his writings and sermons: Eve, Rebecca, 

Sarah, Hagar, Job‟s wife, Lot‟s wife, Susanna, Esther, Tobit‟s wife (Anna), the 

Virgin Mary, Anna, Elizabeth, Mary and Martha, and Mary Magdalene.  In addition 

to this, Augustine comments on the many unnamed women who feature in the course 

of Jesus‟s life, are mentioned in his parables, or are found in the hypothetical 
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situations constructed by the Sadducees: the Canaanite woman, the woman with a 

haemorrhage, the woman with the lost drachma, the woman with seven husbands, the 

woman taken in adultery, the woman who anointed the feet of Jesus, and the 

Samaritan woman at the well.   

The fact that Augustine‟s images of biblical women have escaped the 

scholarly attention that they deserve might be explained by the problematic 

correlation between representation and reality.  It is perhaps for this same reason that 

studies of Augustine‟s attitudes towards women tend to focus on the “real” women in 

his life (Monica, the mother of Adeodatus, and the female recipients of his letters) 

rather than his depictions of female martyrs.  However, Augustine‟s diverse range of 

portraits of biblical women provides us with under-utilised and thought-provoking 

material that can help us to understand how he tried to influence and shape the lives 

of his congregations by presenting them with depictions of women.  More 

specifically for this present study, Augustine‟s depictions of biblical women help us 

to reflect on his “logic of representation”, that is, the underlying motivation and 

reasoning that guided, shaped, and determined his depictions of female martyrs.  

 Seen through the lens of a figurative interpretation of Scripture, Augustine 

endowed historical events with deeper meaning: he perceived the women in the Bible 

as individuals whose words, actions, and lives have a more profound, symbolic 

value.
440

  The lives of the biblical women are presented as small fragments of a 

larger narrative in which the individual events and stories are re-played throughout 

history.  The best example of this is the story of Eve as the temptress and deceiver of 

Adam (Gen. 3:6-13), which is repeated in the depiction of Job‟s wife as the seducer 

of her husband (Job 2:9).
441

  Augustine reads the story of Job through the lens of the 

Genesis narrative.  He explains that Job‟s wife did not act as a comforter for her 

husband during his suffering, but rather she served as the devil‟s accomplice 
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(adiutrix diaboli),
442

 a daughter of the night,
443

 and a second Eve.
444

  In fact, she is so 

closely aligned with Eve that the two characters become conflated: „And then Eve 

made bold to tempt him, “Curse God, and die”‟.
445

  Although Job is presented as a 

second Adam („stinking though he was, Adam fended off Eve‟),
446

 he is also 

distanced from Adam, as he refused to take the devil‟s bait.
447

  But the image of 

Job‟s wife cannot be seen apart from the image of Eve, which is superimposed into 

the story to produce a double exposure.   

Augustine also uses the image of Job‟s wife (and, implicitly, the inseparable 

image of Eve) to shape the character of Tobit‟s wife, Anna (Tob. 2:14).  In one of his 

commentaries on the Psalms, Augustine says: „Job‟s wife was seeking to harm him 

when she suggested, “Curse God, and die”. So was Tobit‟s wife, who challenged her 

husband, “What good have all your righteous deeds done you?”. She said it to stir 

him to discontent with God for making him blind‟.
448

  And so the story of Eve 

endures, repeating itself throughout history, binding together women by their 

unknowing imitation of Eve‟s seductive words.   

For Augustine, this recurring story is not confined to ancient history, but it is 

also seen in the more recent past: in the words and actions of those women who, 

during times of persecution, tried to persuade their husbands away from martyrdom.  

In a sermon on the subject of honouring and disregarding parents, Augustine speaks 

a word of caution directly to the men in his congregation, warning them of women 

who try to tempt men away from Christ: „Beware of Eve; she is not in this instance 

your better half, but the serpent‟s agent.  You were foolish enough to listen to her 

voice the first time… The serpent, you see, is not doing anything very grand; it is not 
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a tremendous effort he is making through Eve‟.
449

  In fact, the story of Eve is 

repeated in any instance where a woman tries to tempt or seduce men away from 

God.  So Augustine writes to Laetus, an African layman who left a monastery to be 

with his mother following the death of his father, and he admonishes him concerning 

his mother:  

Why does she hold you like someone trapped in a net? […] The heavenly 

trumpet calls you, a soldier of Christ, to battle, and your mother holds you 

back… Watch out that she does not twist and overturn you for the worse.  

What difference does it make whether it is in a wife or in a mother, provided 

that we nonetheless avoid Eve in any woman? […] And whatever she offers 

you in those words and in that suggestion supposedly as a duty of love, in 

order to turn you aside from the most genuine and pure love of the gospel, 

comes from the cunning of the serpent.
450

   

But the story is reversed with the figure of the Virgin Mary.  Her role in the 

Incarnation allows her to recapitulate Eve, succeeding where the first woman had 

failed: „if our first fall occurred when the woman conceived the serpent‟s poison in 

her heart, small wonder that our salvation was achieved when a woman conceived 

the flesh of the Almighty in her womb.  Each sex had fallen, each was to be restored. 

It was through a woman that we were cast into destruction, through a woman that 

salvation was restored to us‟.
451

  The image of Mary provides women with an 

alternative figure to Eve, with whom they can identify.  In a sermon preached on 

Christmas day, Augustine proclaims: „Let men rejoice, let women rejoice.  Christ has 

been born, a man; he has been born of a woman; and each sex has been honoured.  

Now, therefore, let everyone, having been condemned in the first man, pass over to 

the second.  It was a woman who sold us death; a woman who bore us life‟.
452

  Mary 

becomes the new Eve.  She gives hope to those women who try to reproduce her 

story within their own lives.
453

   

Mary‟s story also continues to recur and resurface in the stories of faithful 

Christian women.  For example, Augustine comments on those women who were the 
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first to witness Christ‟s resurrection: „Because mankind fell through the female sex, 

mankind was restored through the female sex; because a virgin gave birth to Christ, a 

woman [Mary Magdalene] proclaimed that he had risen again. Through woman 

death, through woman life‟.
454

  More closely identified with Mary than with Eve, 

these women adopt a similar pattern of life to Mary by trusting in God, and 

confessing their faith in Christ:  

Why was it a woman who announced the gospel?  Because it was by a 

woman that death was perfected.  Indeed, the woman who announced death 

was consoled by the woman who announced life, because she had died as she 

administered death.  It was by a woman that Adam was seduced, and so 

lapsed into death; it was by a woman that Christ was proclaimed, now rising 

again to die no more.
455

   

These few examples alert us to the fact that, when looking at Augustine‟s 

representations of biblical women, we do not perceive individual women in solitary 

isolation, but rather we find that each representation is set against a wider 

background of other women‟s lives and stories.  Whenever Augustine describes a 

particular woman, images of other women remain at the front of his mind.  

Comparisons, contrasts, conflations, and allusions all contribute to colour and frame 

each representation.  From this, we begin to realise that, whether Augustine paints 

portraits of biblical women, real women like Laetus‟s mother, or even the female 

martyrs, his representations of women should be read and interpreted alongside his 

wider reflections on the position of women in the course of salvation history. 

Biblical Women as Exemplars 

As Augustine‟s representations of women are intricately linked to one another, 

investigations into his treatment of biblical women can shed light on his depictions of 

female martyrs.  This is particularly useful for helping us to understand how he used 

images of women to function within the Christian community.  While there are some 

differences between Augustine‟s depictions of biblical women and female martyrs, 

there are also many similarities.  Both his representations of biblical women and 
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those of his female martyrs were created with theological and ecclesiological 

concerns in mind.  Moreover, both were created with moral and pastoral intentions: 

to provide guidance, instruction, and support to his congregations.  The pastoral 

functions of Augustine‟s depictions of female martyrs are not always straightforward 

– exactly how a Christian mother might take Perpetua as a role model is not 

immediately clear – but usually his representations of biblical women have a more 

obvious and straightforward pastoral function.  By looking at the logic behind 

Augustine‟s representations of biblical women, we may learn more about the pastoral 

functions of his depictions of female martyrs. 

 One of the main pastoral functions of Augustine‟s representations of biblical 

women is that of exemplarity.  The wide range of female lives presented in the Bible 

provided Augustine with a number of exemplary role models that were to be imitated 

quite literally in daily life, as well as a number of negative examples that were to be 

rejected and avoided.  Most often the exemplarity of imitable figures is 

straightforward and it leaves little room for misinterpretation.  The female exemplar 

is held up as a model or patron, sometimes for a distinct group of people who are 

linked with the exemplar through their lifestyle choices or other circumstances.  And 

so each of the three forms of the Christian life is given its own exemplar or 

representative: Susanna or Elizabeth for married women, Anna for widows, and the 

Virgin Mary for celibate women: „Think about Susanna if you are married, about 

Anna if you are widows, about Mary if you are virgins‟.
456

  By representing the three 

kinds of life, these exemplars give hope to all women.
457

  The ways in which women 

might imitate these archetypal figures is not spelt out, but neither is it difficult to 

decipher: Susanna and Elizabeth are to be imitated in their roles as faithful and 

obedient wives; Anna is to be imitated in her chaste and prayerful life as a univira 

and a widow; the Virgin Mary must be imitated in her pure virginity of body and 

soul.
458

  In this way, Augustine used the stories of biblical women to give practical 

advice to the women in his congregation.  So he says of Susanna: „We have heard the 
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reading about Susanna.  May married chastity be built up by it, and laid on such a 

firm foundation, and fenced about with such a wall, that it can both repel intruders, 

and convict false witnesses. […] Religious married women have here their edifying 

example, have something to imitate‟.
459

  Likewise, the Canaanite woman is held up 

as a paragon of motherhood for other mothers to imitate: „This Canaanite woman, 

whom the gospel reading has just introduced to us, offers us an example of humility, 

and a model of parental devotion‟.
460

   

Of course, these role models can be misused, as was the case with Ecdicia, 

who had taken a vow of continence.  Despite being a married woman, she expressed 

her fervour by assuming the traditional clothing associated with widowhood, and 

thus presenting herself as a metaphorical widow.
461

  In his letter to Ecdicia, written at 

around 418, Augustine has a lot to say on this matter, particularly concerning the 

personal slight towards her husband, the seriousness of her disobedience towards 

him, and the ultimate consequences of her actions for his salvation.
462

  He also 

defines appropriate role models for the married woman.  He explains that, while 

Scripture does not prescribe one certain type of dress for a wife and another for a 

widow, she should have requested the permission of her husband before changing her 

attire.  Ecdicia‟s clothing is more than external; it is a statement of identity.  

Augustine says to her: „If he [the husband] would not allow this at all, what would be 

lost to your desire?  Heaven forbid that you would have displeased God because you 

did not dress like Anna, since your husband was not yet dead, but like Susanna‟.
463

  

In a manner that seems to stand out from the typical exhortations of Fathers such as 

Tertullian, Augustine continues to explain to Ecdicia that she should not be so 

concerned to give up her fine clothing, in imitation of Anna, but rather she should 

look to the example of Esther, who, although garbed in the finest royal fabrics, did 

not become proud, even though she was married to a man who did not share her fear 

of God.
464

  The overall message is that, while Ecdicia‟s intentions are to be admired, 
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ultimately she must be subject to her husband, just as Sarah was obedient to 

Abraham.
465

   

In the appendix to her study of Augustine‟s letters to women, Catherine 

Conybeare observes that he „makes few concessions of language for his female 

correspondents‟.
466

  But, she continues, „it is clear that Augustine takes particular 

pains to suit his choice of scriptural citations to a female reader… So too for personal 

exempla: not only does he choose biblical women, but he matches them as far as 

possible with his correspondent‟s situation‟.
467

  More often than not Augustine‟s 

scheme of exemplarity is sexually consonant.  Biblical women are held up as 

exemplars for other Christian women to imitate.  So, for example, Augustine presents 

Susanna as an exemplar for women, and Joseph as an exemplar for men.  In one 

sermon he says to his listeners: „If scripture bears witness to such a great woman, 

does that mean it has abandoned men (viros deseruit)? Has it really permitted them 

to be without a model to imitate?‟.
468

  Here Augustine appears to be saying that a 

woman cannot serve as a model for men, even when the female exemplar is as great 

a woman (femina tanta) as Susanna.  This sentiment seems to gain weight as he 

presents Joseph as a role model for the men in his audience: „So I was saying about 

the men, that they have not been left without a model either… pay attention to 

Joseph‟.
469

  Likewise, in another sermon, Augustine says: „You all know how 

Susanna struggled against sin to the point of shedding her blood.  But so that it 

should not only be women who can draw comfort from this, and that men too look to 

one of their own number (de numero suo) for the same sort of example as Susanna 

gave, you all know how Joseph struggled against sin to the point of shedding his 

blood‟.
470

  Susanna provides encouragement to the women only.  Men must search 

for a male equivalent to serve as an exemplar.   

Similarly, in a sermon preached on Christmas day, Augustine provides both a 

male and a female exemplar for each of the three ways of life: Mary and Christ 
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represent virginity, Elizabeth and Zechariah represent marital fidelity, and Anna and 

Simeon represent chaste widowhood.
471

  A similar correlation of men with male 

exemplars and women with female exemplars is found in Augustine‟s linking of 

Christ with men, and Mary with women: „Men! Do not despise yourselves; the Son 

of God assumed manhood.  Women! Do not despise yourselves; the Son of God was 

born of a woman‟.
472

  The Incarnation should encourage both sexes.  Men are to 

identify themselves with Christ‟s manhood, and women are to be comforted by 

Mary‟s virginity and motherhood.   

And yet, Augustine frequently extends his images of biblical women to speak 

to all people in his congregation.  In one of the most extraordinary cases of this, he 

urges his listeners – both women and men – to imitate the Virgin Mary so that, 

through their virginity of mind, and by spreading the Word of God, they, too, may 

become mothers of God:  

Just as Mary gave birth in her womb as a virgin to Christ, so let the members 

of Christ give birth in their minds, and in this way you will be the mothers of 

Christ… You became children, become mothers too… Bring whomever you 

can along to the bath of baptism, so that just as you became children when 

you were born, you may likewise be able, by bringing others along to be 

born, to become mothers of Christ as well.
473

   

Here Mary‟s femininity is central to her function as an exemplar.  Augustine‟s 

listeners are encouraged to identify with her role as mother, but this does not prevent 

her example from being used by men.  The female role of mother is presented as 

being applicable to men.  This reflects Augustine‟s use of maternal imagery when 

describing Jesus as a hen who loves and protects her chicks by becoming weak.
474

   

More frequently Augustine uses biblical women to speak to a wider audience 

by presenting them as paragons, or embodiments, of virtue: the Canaanite woman 

embodies humility and persistent prayer,
475

 Mary Magdalene symbolizes the constant 

searching for Christ,
476

 Susanna exemplifies how to weigh up temporal safety with 
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eternal life,
477

 and the woman with a haemorrhage represents a faith so strong that 

she is compared with the Church of the martyrs: „What a splendid touch, what belief, 

what insistence!  And this is what a woman did, worn out with loss of blood, like the 

Church afflicted and wounded in its martyrs by the shedding of their blood, but full 

of the strength of faith‟.
478

  

Also appealing to a wider audience of both women and men, Augustine uses 

images of biblical women to represent or personify the holy pilgrimage and spiritual 

struggle of every Christian.  So, for example, the present life and the future life are 

personified in Martha and Mary respectively: „In Martha was to be found the image 

of things present, in Mary that of things to come.  The kind that Martha was leading, 

that is where we are; the kind Mary was leading, that is what we are hoping for‟.
479

  

The image of Mary sitting at the feet of Jesus, intent upon hearing his words, is 

depicted as a foreshadowing of the eternal rest and joy of the saints in the life to 

come: „she was representing that life, not yet possessing it‟.
480

  While the life 

represented by Martha is not wicked (both Mary and Martha were innocent and 

praiseworthy), Augustine urges his audience to identify with Mary and focus on 

eternal, rather than temporal, happiness.  And yet, even Martha provides a good 

example for the congregation: „These things will pass; they are to be tolerated, not 

loved.  If you want to fill Martha‟s role in them, let it be with modesty, with 

compassion; modesty in your behaviour, compassion in your generosity‟.
481

  

Augustine‟s treatment of Mary and Martha is particularly interesting because, while 

it is often noted that he associated the female with the lower activity of the soul that 

is attached to temporal things (scientia), and the male with the higher function of the 
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103.3-6 (WSA III/4: 77-79), 104.1-7 (WSA III/4: 81-86), 255.2-6 (WSA III/7: 158-62).     

480
 s. 255.5 (WSA III/7: 161); Trin. 1.3.20 (WSA I/5: 79-80). 

481
 s. 104.7 (WSA III/4: 86). 
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soul that contemplates eternal truths (sapientia), here, in his discussion of Martha 

and Mary, the female is associated with both the higher and lower functions of the 

soul.
482

   

The story of the woman bent double is also extended to relate to the whole 

Church community.  All Christians struggle to be straightened up and detached from 

earthly things so that they can lift up their hearts to heaven: „That soul, you see, is 

bowed down which is pressed down by earthly cares, that soul is bowed down which 

is overloaded with desire for things, that soul is bowed down which falsely claims 

that it has lifted its heart to the Lord‟.
483

  All human beings are in this state, as a 

result of sin,
484

 but, like the woman bent double, they can be straightened up with the 

grace of Christ: „The whole human race was held bent double under the devil, the 

whole human race was weighed down by earthly lusts; then one came with the 

promise of the kingdom of heaven‟.
485

  The image of the woman bent double gives 

hope to those in Augustine‟s congregation:  

Any who are bent double, your gaze fixed on the earth, content with earthly 

well-being, thinking this is the only life in which you can be happy, not 

believing in any other; any of you as crookedly bent as that, straighten 

yourselves up.  If you cannot do it on your own, call upon God.  I mean, did 

that woman straighten herself up?  Alas for her, if he had not stretched out his 

hand!
486

 

                                              
482

 For Augustine‟s distinction of the higher, contemplative element of the soul from the lower, active 

element of the soul, see c. Faust.  22.27 (WSA I/20: 317); op. mon. 32.40 (FC 16: 392-93).  For a 

similar signification to that of Mary and Martha, see Augustine‟s description of Rachel and Leah, in c. 

Faust.  22.52 (WSA I/20: 333-34): Leah (whose name, he assures us, means labouring) represents 

„the temporal life in which we labour‟, while Rachel (whose name means „principle seen‟, or „word by 

which the principle is seen‟) represents the eternal contemplation of God and the understanding of 

truth.  

483
 s. 110A.6 (WSA III/11: 98).  For the woman bent double see also 162B (WSA III/5: 167); en. Ps.  

37.10 (WSA III/16: 153), 68(2).8 (WSA III/17: 391); Trin. 4.2.7 (WSA I/5: 158); ep. 131 (WSA II/2: 

200).  Compare with en. Ps.  50.15 (WSA III/16: 423): „Another psalm laments: They bent my soul 

down (Ps 56:7). When a person lies down amid earthly desire he is in a sense bent over, but when he 

stretches upward to heavenly things his heart becomes upright‟.  See also Trin. 12.1 (WSA I/5: 322): 

„In all these things the only way that we differ from animals is that we are upright, not horizontal, in 

posture.  This is a reminder to us from him who made us that in our better part, that is our 

consciousness, we should not be like the beasts we differ from in our upright posture‟.   

484
 s. 375B.5 (WSA III/10: 334): „this is roughly how the Lord our God, our saviour, addresses us, 

saying, “Men, I made man upright, and he has made himself crooked‟.  See also Gn. litt. 6.12.22 

(ACW 41: 193-94). 

485
 s. 110A.6 (WSA III/11: 98-99). 

486
 s. 110.5 (WSA III/4: 139). 
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But Augustine‟s biblical women are not always exemplary figures.  While the 

woman bent double signifies the lifting up of the heart on the journey to eternal life, 

Lot‟s wife (Gen. 19:26) signifies a turning away from, or turning back on, the path of 

God.  The figure of Lot‟s wife represents failure to make progress in this life, or the 

breaking of religious vows.
487

  Augustine uses the image of her looking back on the 

destruction of Sodom to instruct his audience on how they value temporal things and 

how they live their lives.  He repeats Jesus‟s words, „Remember Lot‟s wife!‟ (Lk. 

17:32), which also alludes to the following verse of the gospel, „Those who try to 

make their life secure will lose it, but those who lose their life will keep it‟ (Lk. 

17:33).
488

  In this way he uses the image of Lot‟s wife as a deterrent, and warns his 

listeners against the hindrances of temporal things on their journey towards eternal 

life.  Lot‟s wife provides an example for edification: „The example of her misfortune 

redounds to your advantage, if you are careful‟.
489

  He explains: „she was made an 

example for your sake, so that you may take courage and not linger tastelessly on the 

road.  Look at the woman who did dally there, and pass by.  Be mindful of her who 

looked back, and make sure that you are stretching out to what lies ahead‟.
490

   

While the figure of Lot‟s wife provides a message for the whole Christian 

community, in one of his Commentaries on the Psalms, Augustine uses her 

specifically to instruct the women in his congregation:  

Lot‟s wife is a lesson for us all. Suppose a married woman has desired to 

commit adultery: she has looked back from the place she has reached.  Or a 

widow who had vowed to remain in that state desired to marry; what she 

desired was something legitimate for a bride, but not for her, because she 

looked back from her own place.  Or a virgin has become a nun and is already 

consecrated to God… If she turns her eyes towards marriage, she is not 

condemned because she wants to marry, but because she had already gone 

beyond that, and becomes a Lot‟s wife by looking back (fit uxor Lot 

respiciendo retrorsum).
491

   

                                              
487

 For Lot‟s wife, see, for example, en. Ps.  36(3).14 (WSA III/16: 141), 69.9 (WSA III/17: 411), 

75.16 (WSA III/18: 68-69), 83.3 (WSA III/18: 187-88); s. 96.10 (WSA III/4: 34), 105.7 (WSA III/4: 

91); c. Faust.  22.41 (WSA I/20: 326); civ. Dei, 10.8, 16.30 (Dyson: 402, 743). 

488
 For example, en. Ps.  75.16 (WSA III/18: 69; PL 36: 0968): Mementote uxoris Lot! 

489
 en. Ps.  83.3 (WSA III/18: 187). 

490
 en. Ps.  69.9 (WSA III/17: 411); s. 105.7 (WSA III/4: 91).   

491
 en. Ps.  75.16 (WSA III/18: 69; PL 36: 0968).   
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Here Augustine uses the representation of a biblical woman to speak to all Christians 

(„Lot‟s wife is a lesson for us all‟), and yet he draws out a specific meaning only for 

the women in his congregations.  He says that Lot‟s wife has a message that is 

relevant for all people (ad omnes pertinet), but, even then, his following comments 

focus on women alone: the married woman (maritata mulier), the widow (vidua), 

and the chaste virgin (virgo castimonialis).
492

  Despite the seemingly high levels of 

infidelity among the married men in his congregation,
493

 despite his admonition of 

unchaste widowers,
494

 and despite his concerns about clergymen who break the vows 

of the common life,
495

 Augustine does not compare such men to Lot‟s wife. 

One final point might be made on the subject of Augustine‟s use of biblical 

women as exemplars.  In many of his depictions of biblical women, the female 

figures acknowledge their sinfulness, or they approach Christ with humility.  Themes 

of repentance and humility recur throughout the representations: the Canaanite 

woman accepts Jesus‟s comparison of her with a dog, the woman taken in adultery 

acknowledges that she has sinned, Mary sits humbly at the feet of Jesus, and the 

sinful woman who anoints Jesus‟s feet is repentant.  These are not perfect or sinless 

women.  Seen within the context of the Pelagian debate, we find that Augustine‟s 

representations of biblical women provide realistic exemplars for the Christian 

community.  In his anti-Pelagian treatise, On Nature and Grace (De natura et 

gratia), Augustine attacks Pelagius‟s use of biblical figures – including women – to 

demonstrate the possibility of sinlessness:  

                                              
492

 ibid.   

493
 For example, s. 9.3 (WSA III/1: 261): „You are told, You shall not commit adultery (Ex. 20:14), 

that is, do not go to any other woman except your wife.  But what you do is demand this duty from 

your wife, while declining to pay this duty to your wife‟.  See also the sermon delivered to married 

couples in c. 420, s. 392.2 (WSA III/10: 421), which does address women, but is concerned mostly 

with the adultery of men.  On a related note, Augustine suggests that men find it more difficult to 

fulfil a vow of marriage or celibacy: Augustine‟s ep. 127 is addressed to Armentarius and Paulina, a 

married couple who recently had made a vow of married chastity.  In this letter Augustine seems more 

concerned about Armentarius‟s ability to keep the vow, saying: „If continence is a virtue, as it is, why 

is the weaker sex more ready for it, though virtue seems rather to have taken its name from “man” 

[vir], as the likeness of their sounds indicate?  As a man, then, do not shrink from a virtue that a 

woman is ready to practice‟ (WSA II/2: 174). 

494
 ep. 259 to Cornelius (who may be his earlier patron, Romanianus) (WSA II/4: 197-99).  After his 

faithful wife, Cypriana, had died, Cornelius sought to console himself by having relations with 

numerous prostitutes. 

495
 On the controversy arising over the death and inheritance of the priest Januarius, see s. 355 (WSA 

III/10: 165-170).  For a reference to those monks who abandon the common life see en. Ps.  99.12 

(WSA III/19: 24). 
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Next our author [Pelagius] mentions those “who, as scripture reports, not only 

did not sin, but lived righteously: Abel, Enoch, Melchizedek, Abraham, Isaac, 

Jacob, Joseph…”  He also includes women: “Deborah, Anna the mother of 

Samuel, Judith, Esther, another Anna the daughter of Phanuel, Elizabeth, and 

also the mother of our Lord and Savior. Piety demands, he says, that we 

admit that she was without sin.”  Let us then leave aside the holy Virgin 

Mary; on account of the honour due to the Lord, I do not want to raise here 

any question about her when we are dealing with sins… Apart then from this 

virgin, if we could gather together all those holy men and women when they 

were living this life and could ask whether they were without sin, what are we 

to suppose that they would have answered? Would they answer what this 

fellow says or what the apostle John says? No matter how great was the 

excellence of their holiness when they lived in this body, if we could have 

asked them this question, they would have all cried out together, If we say 

that we have no sin, we deceive ourselves, and the truth is not in us (1 Jn 

1:8).
496

 

Aside from the interesting observation that Augustine distinguishes biblical figures 

into three categories – the men, the women, and the Virgin Mary – we find that he 

does not depict biblical women for the same reasons as Pelagius.  He does not intend 

to show how human beings can, and therefore must, be perfect, but rather his 

depictions reflect his belief in the power of God‟s grace.  Augustine disagreed with 

the Pelagian use of biblical women as examples of impeccantia just as much as he 

would have disagreed with the Pelagian use of the martyrs as figures whose 

examples allow us no excuse for our ignorance or inability to live perfect lives.
497

  

This might explain why Augustine is keen to depict those women involved in Jesus‟s 

miracle stories: the woman bent double, the woman with a haemorrhage, the 

Canaanite woman.  In all these cases, the women (or their children, in the case of the 

Canaanite woman) are healed by faith, but that faith is roused by the interior working 

of the Holy Spirit.  The focus is not on the righteousness of the women, but rather the 

                                              
496

 nat. et gr. 36,42 (WSA I/23: 245-246).  Although it must be noted that even those Pelagian texts 

addressed to women, such as Pelagius‟s Letter to Demetrias (Rees: 35-70), focus more on the 

exemplary function and proofs of human righteousness found in the patriarchs, rather than biblical 

women.  

497
 For the use of the martyrs as exemplars in texts sympathetic to the Pelagian cause, see the letter To 

a Sister in Christ (Rees: 315-319).  In this short letter, the language of a life of Christian struggle 

bears obvious allusions to the language of martyrdom.  The use of the martyrs as examples of 

perfection that negate all excuses of ignorance are found in 3 (316) and 6 (318).  And yet, it is 

intriguing that texts associated with Pelagianism do not make more frequent or elaborate use of the 

examples of the martyrs, especially as these texts often emphasise the motivation of doing good 

according to the reward that will be received after death, or the passing nature of temporal suffering 

when compared to eternal bliss: both themes that are prominent in martyrdom narratives and 

traditions. 
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attention is centred on God‟s grace.  This is not just a polemical move, but it also 

bears a pastoral message: Augustine‟s representations of biblical women encourage 

the men and women in his audience to realise that they must not rely on themselves, 

but they must have faith, and place their hope, in God. 

In these depictions, Augustine appeals to the stories of biblical women in 

order to draw attention to their moral meaning.  His listeners are encouraged to 

perceive the women as symbols, metaphors, and personifications.  There is no 

concern to delve into the subjectivity of the historical women represented.  Their 

thoughts, emotions, feelings, and experiences are not described beyond that which is 

necessary for communicating the intended message and eliciting the anticipated 

response.  These images do not teach us much about the female subjects of the 

depictions, but rather they teach us about how Augustine wanted to use images of 

biblical women to shape the lives of Christian women and men.  

Full of Mysteries and Pregnant with Symbols 

While the limits of this thesis restrict our focus, another point worth noting is that 

Augustine frequently presents biblical women as types of the Church.  The 

presentation of the Church as a woman – and especially the image of the mater 

Ecclesia – was an extremely popular tradition in North Africa, as the writings of 

Tertullian and Cyprian attest,
498

 but it was also employed further afield, by men like 

Ambrose of Milan, Paulinus of Nola, and John Chrysostom.
499

  Augustine‟s firm 

position within this tradition is illustrated by one of his Tractates on the First Epistle 

of John (In epistulam Iohannis):  

Whoever knows that he has been born, let him crave his mother‟s breasts, and 

he grows quickly.  Now his mother is the Church, and her breasts are the two 

testaments of the sacred Scriptures.  From this let the milk of all mysteries be 

sucked… Our milk is Christ in his humility; our solid food is the very same 

Christ, equal to the Father.
500

 

                                              
498

 For the image of the Mother Church in North African art, architecture, polemical texts, and 

catechetical sermons, see Robin M. Jensen, „Mater Ecclesia and Fons Aeterna: The Church and Her 

Womb in Ancient Christian Tradition‟, in Levine and Robbins (2008), 137-55, esp. 140-45. 

499
 Joseph C. Plumpe, „Ecclesia Mater‟, in Transactions and Proceedings of the American 

Philological Association, 70 (1939), 535-55; Jensen (2008), 145-48.  

500
 ep. Io. 3.1 (FC 92: 159).  Augustine uses maternal imagery for the Church in moral, doctrinal, 

polemical, and liturgical contexts.  Some examples include: ep. 243.8 (WSA II/4: 167-68); s. 216.7 

(WSA III/6: 171-72).  Other examples will be referred to throughout this section. 
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Augustine also presents a number of biblical women as figures, symbols, or types of 

the Church.  The first type of the Church is found in Eve.
501

  Augustine presents 

Christ as the new Adam, and the Church as the new Eve.  Just as Eve was created 

from the rib of Adam, so the Church was symbolised in the blood and water that 

poured from Christ‟s side while he hung on the cross: „Adam prefigured Christ, and 

Eve prefigured the Church, which is why she was called the mother of the living 

(Gen 3:20). When was Eve fashioned?  While Adam slept.  And when did the 

Church‟s sacraments flow forth from Christ‟s side? While he slept on the cross‟.
502

  

Eve is a figure (figura) of the Church, but the new Eve – the Church – supersedes the 

old.
503

  So, in another sermon, he says: „As regards your being human, your one 

father was Adam, your one mother Eve; as regards your being Christian, your one 

father is God, your one mother the Church‟.
504

 

Augustine also depicts Rebecca as a type of the Church; she prefigures the 

mixed Church from whose womb both the elect and the damned are born.
505

  He 

explains: „Rebecca was another type (typus) of the Church when twins struggled 

within her like two contending peoples… She moaned at the violence she was 

enduring, but when the time came to bring them forth she marked the difference 

between the twins who had made her pregnancy so difficult.  The same is true today, 

brothers and sisters, as long as the Church‟s lot is to moan with pain, as long as she is 

in labour with her children, for within her are both good and bad people‟.
506

  Rebecca 

not only signifies the Church (haec Ecclesia significatur in Rebecca),
507

 but she and 

the Church are almost indistinguishable: „There are bad people in the Church, 

belonging to Esau, because they too are sons of Rebecca, sons of mother Church, 

born of her womb‟ (…filii Rebeccae, filii matris Ecclesiae, de utero ipsius nati).
508

 

                                              
501

 For Eve as a type of the Church see Bonner (1997a), 30.   

502
 en. Ps.  40.10 (WSA III/16: 235), 126.7 (WSA III/20: 90); s. 5.3 (WSA III/1: 218-19), 218.14 

(WSA III/6: 186), 336.5 (WSA III/9: 269-70).   

503
 en. Ps.  40.10 (WSA III/16: 235; PL 36: 0461), 126.8 (WSA III/20: 91; PL 37: 1673). 

504
 s. 399.3 (WSA III/10: 460).  See also s. 56.14 (WSA III/3: 103). 

505
 en. Ps.  126.8 (WSA III/20: 91); s. 4.11, 31 (WSA III/1: 191, 201). 

506
 ibid. (WSA III/20: 91-92; PL 37: 1673).  See also civ. Dei, 16.35 (Dyson: 749). 

507
 s. 4.11 (WSA III/1: 191; PL 38: 0039). 

508
 ibid. 31 (201; 0048).   
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In one of his Tractates on the First Epistle of John, Augustine discusses 

Rebecca‟s role as type of the Church, alongside that of Sarah and Hagar.  He 

explains that Rebecca is an example of how both good and bad children can be born 

of a good person, whereas Sarah shows how good children can be born of good 

people, and Hagar demonstrates how bad children can be born of bad people.
509

  He 

then links this back to the Church, and draws parallels between Sarah and the 

Catholic Church, and Hagar and the heretical or schismatic churches (clearly with the 

Donatists in mind): „He who is born from the Catholic Church is born, as it were, 

from Sarah, a free woman; he who is born from heresy, as it were, is born from a 

bond woman, but both still from the seed of Abraham‟.
510

   

Furthermore, Augustine draws attention to the symbolic nature of the biblical 

narrative, saying: „Hear and see in these ancient deeds all the signs and tokens of 

future things‟.
511

  He explains that the story is prophetic: Sarah was concerned when 

she saw Ishmael and Isaac playing together (Gen. 21:9), because it was not innocent 

child‟s play, but Ishmael was persecuting Isaac; now the children of Hagar (heresies) 

persecute the children of Sarah (the Catholic Church).
512

  Likewise, Sarah‟s righteous 

chastisement of Hagar (Gen. 16:6), intended for correction, justifies the correction of 

those who persecute the Church, and God‟s words, urging Hagar to return to her 

mistress (Gen. 16:9), are now directed to those who remain outside of the unity of the 

Catholic Church.  So Augustine says: „if you have suffered, O party of Donatus, 

bodily affliction from the Catholic Church, you are Hagar, having suffered at the 

hands of Sarah. “Return to your mistress”‟.
513

  Here Augustine follows in the 

                                              
509

 ep. Io. 10.7(1) (FC 79: 16).   

510
 ibid. 

511
 ep. Io. 10.13(2) (FC 79: 23). 

512
 For the Pauline origins of “persecution” see Gal. 4:29.  See ep. 93.7 (WSA II/1: 380): „Isaac 

suffered persecution from Ishmael, But as at that time the one who was born according to the flesh 

persecuted the one who was born according to the Spirit, so it is now (Gal. 4:29).  Thus those who can 

may understand that the Catholic Church suffers persecution from the pride and wickedness of carnal 

persons, whom it tries to correct by temporal troubles and fears.  Whatever, then, the true mother does, 

even if it is felt to be harsh and bitter, she does not repay evil with evil, but applies the good of 

discipline to expel the evil of iniquity, not out of harmful hatred, but out of healing love‟.  Augustine 

also presents Hagar persecuting Sarah: ep. 185 (On the Correction of the Donatists), 2,11 (WSA II/3: 

185): „that girl persecuted Sarah more by her pride than Sarah persecuted her by restraining her‟. 

513
 ep. Io. 10.15(2) (FC 79: 27).  This, of course, is linked to Augustine‟s rejection of the Donatists‟ 

claim that they were being persecuted and martyred.  For Augustine‟s use of Sarah and Hagar in his 

anti-Donatist polemic, see Elizabeth Clark, „Interpretive Fate amid the Church Fathers‟, in Phyllis 

Tribble and Letty M. Russell (eds.), Hagar, Sarah, and their Children: Jewish, Christian, and Muslim 

Perspectives (Louisville, Kentucky: Westminster John Knox Press, 2006), 127-47, esp. 141-43.  
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footsteps of Paul‟s allegorical presentation of Sarah and Hagar.
514

  In line with his 

biblical exegesis, and especially in defence of the continued validity of the Old 

Testament against the Manichees,
515

 Augustine figuratively interpreted the actions 

and words of the patriarchs and matriarchs as prophetic events that point towards 

Christ and the Church.  This approach is not concerned immediately with the 

subjectivity of the women involved, the historical events, or the literal interpretation 

of their actions, but it is a reading of the biblical text according to the measure of 

theological or spiritual truth.   

In addition to the examples of Eve, Rebecca, and Sarah, Augustine says that 

Mary Magdalene „was the Church‟ (illa mulier Ecclesia erat),
516

 the woman bent 

double was „a type of the Church‟ (typus Ecclesiae),
517

 and the woman with a 

haemorrhage „represented the Church from among the Gentile nations‟ (Ecclesiam 

figurabat ex Gentibus).
518

  The Samaritan woman at the well is also described in 

these terms; in one of his Tractates on the Gospel of John (In Iohannis evangelium 

tractatus), Augustine tells his listeners that the biblical story is „full of mysteries and 

pregnant with symbols‟.
519

  He explains that the Samaritan woman is a figure of the 

Church (forma Ecclesiae),
520

 and, more specifically, a type of the Gentile Church 

(Ecclesia de Gentibus).
521

  Augustine further expands this allegorical interpretation 

                                              
514

 For Paul‟s allegorical exegesis (Gal. 4:21-31), see E. Clark (2006), 130.   

515
 See, for example, Augustine‟s extended comparison of Sarah and Abraham to the Church and 

Christ, in c. Faust.  22.38 (WSA I/20: 324) (the following is but a brief excerpt): „Now, in that deed, 

which was done and included in the divine books and faithfully reported, who would not be delighted 

to examine as well what was done prophetically and to knock at the gate of the mystery with a pious 

faith and desire?  In that way the Lord may open it and reveal whom that man symbolized and whose 

wife she was who is not allowed to be defiled and stained on this pilgrimage and among foreigners, so 

that she might be without spot or wrinkle for her husband.  The Church, of course, lives correctly in 

the glory of Christ so that her beauty may bring honour to her husband, just as Abraham was honoured 

among foreigners on account of the beauty of Sarah‟. 

516
 s. 5.7 (WSA III/1: 222; PL 38: 0058).  See also s. 143.4 (WSA III/4: 427), 245.4-5 (WSA III/7: 

102; PL 38: 1153): „So let the Church, which was being represented by Mary (cuius figuram Maria 

gerebat), hear what Mary heard‟; ep. 120.15 (WSA II/2: 137; PL 33: 0459), on Jesus‟s words „Do not 

touch me‟ (Jn. 20:17): „when he said that to Mary, who, of course, symbolized the Church (in qua 

figurata Ecclesia est), he wanted her to understand (etc.)‟.  

517
 Trin. 4.2.7 (WSA I/5: 158; PL 42: 0893). 

518
 s. 77.8 (WSA III/3: 321; PL 38: 0486).  See also 63A.2 (WSA III/3: 177), 63B.2 (WSA III/3: 180), 

299B.5 (WSA III/8: 247), 299C.5 (WSA III/8: 254). 

519
 Io. ev. tr. 15.5 (FC 79: 80; PL 35: 1512): plena mysteriis, et gravida sacramentis. 

520
 ibid. 15.10(1) (FC 79: 84; PL 35: 1513). 

521
 ibid. 15.10(2) (FC 79: 84; PL 35: 1514). 
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by encouraging his congregation to identify with that woman: „let us hear ourselves 

in that woman, let us recognise ourselves in that woman, and let us give thanks to 

God in that woman for ourselves‟.
522

 

But, as might be expected, the closest parallel between a biblical woman and 

the Church is found in the Virgin Mary.  Augustine says that, while all people 

receive death through Eve, Christians receive life through Mary.
523

  Mary‟s unique 

physical state of simultaneous virginity and maternity is reflected in the spiritual 

virginity and maternity of the collective Church body: „Only Mary, then, is mother 

and virgin both spiritually and physically, both Christ‟s mother and Christ‟s virgin.  

On the other hand, the Church as a whole, in the saints predestined to possess God‟s 

kingdom, is Christ‟s mother spiritually and also Christ‟s virgin spiritually (spiritu), 

but as a whole she is not these things physically (corpore).  Rather, in some persons 

she is a virgin of Christ and in others she is a mother, though not Christ‟s mother.  

Both married women of faith and virgins consecrated to God are Christ‟s mother 

spiritually‟.
524

  Likewise, in a sermon delivered between 417 and 418, he describes 

Mary as „a representative figure of the Church‟, whose physical maternity and 

virginity are reflected in the Church.
525

  He asks his listeners: „Who gave you birth? I 

hear you answering to yourselves, “Mother Church”.  This holy and honourable 

mother is like Mary in that she both gives birth and is a virgin‟.
526

  In an earlier 

sermon, he says that the Church imitates Mary‟s virginity and maternity (Mariam 

imitator): „Did not the virgin, Saint Mary, both give birth and remain a virgin?  So 

too the Church both gives birth and is a virgin‟.
527

 

                                              
522

 ibid. 15.10(2) (FC 79: 84; PL 35: 1514). For Augustine‟s use of the words forma, typus, and figura 

in his descriptions of biblical women, see David Dawson, „Figure, Allegory‟, art., in Fitzgerald 

(1999), 365-68, esp. 365: „one should not make too much of the nuances of these terms as they appear 

in particular passages. In particular, trying to sort out these terms according to a set of systematically 

organized categories seems to be an especially futile experience‟. 

523
 For Augustine‟s association of Mary and the Church, see Tilley (2006), 121-25.  For Mary as the 

new Eve, see Power (1995), 182-89.  For a brief overview, see Daniel Doyle, „Mary, Mother of God‟, 

art., in Fitzgerald (1999), 542-45, esp. 544-45. 
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As with his use of biblical women as exemplars, here again Augustine‟s 

typology is sexually consonant.  He depicts the women in the Bible as types of the 

female Church, while he presents the men in the Bible as types of Christ.
528

  He takes 

an ecclesiological approach to depicting biblical women by showing how they 

prefigure, represent, and reflect the Church.  In this way, he uses representations of 

biblical women to help his congregation to understand his own vision of the Church 

as it is now, and as it should be.  The biblical women illustrate and communicate the 

nature and function of the Church as one single and unified body through which 

people can be reborn, nourished, and nurtured to the fullness of life.  Augustine‟s 

biblical types of the Church are simultaneously images of individual women, with 

whom his audience are to identify through admiration and imitation, and they are 

embodiments or representatives of the Church community as one collective body.  

By comparing biblical women with the Church, Augustine informs both the 

individual and communal identity of the Christians in his audiences, helping them to 

understand their position, role, and purpose in this world.  Furthermore, Augustine‟s 

depictions of biblical women at once exalt the position of women, as the symbolic 

locus for the reception of the sacraments, and the means through which salvation is 

found.   

We find that these two different types of women – the earthly mother who is 

Eve or Hagar, and the spiritual mothers who are biblical women cast in a positive 

light – reflect that powerful contrast, found in the Confessions, of Augustine‟s 

struggle between the seductive caresses of his former loves, and the spiritual delights 

of Lady Chastity‟s embracing arms.
529

  Indeed, all throughout Augustine‟s writings 

and preaching, images of women are constructed by immensely powerful contrasts 

and comparisons.  Augustine‟s images of women embody and convey diverse 

meanings, from the highest, most spiritual good to the lowest, most earthly evil.  

Indeed, one single woman can embody both good and bad qualities simultaneously, 

as Augustine‟s complex portrait of Monica illustrates so flagrantly.  It is precisely 

these tensions that make his images of women fertile with potential and possibility.  
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Augustine was not unaware of this fact.  He does not represent women in a detached 

manner, but rather his representations of women reveal a depth of engagement and 

involvement: we can sense his own feelings of surprise, wonder, and astonishment 

when he paints portraits of virtuous women; we can hear his tone of condemnation 

and reproach when he repeats the words or recalls the actions of sinful women; we 

can see his own anxieties and apprehensions when he reflects on the thought that all 

women, even good women, share the legacy of Eve.  

Female Martyrs: figurae / formae Ecclesiae? 

What has all this to do with Augustine‟s depictions of female martyrs?  Considering 

the number of times that he draws parallels between biblical women and the Church, 

he must have found these ways of perceiving and representing biblical women 

meaningful, satisfying, and effective.  When looking at Augustine‟s female martyrs, 

we must ask whether they also fit into this scheme of presenting women as types of 

the Church.  Are female martyrs described as types, or embodiments, of the Church?  

Are his descriptions of female martyrs intended to communicate ideas and beliefs 

about the Mother Church?  If so, then how and why?  If not, then why not?   

As we approach Augustine‟s female martyrs with these questions in mind, we 

make an astonishing discovery.  While Augustine was so keen to draw parallels 

between biblical women and the Mother Church, he does not do the same for his 

female martyrs.  In contrast to his representations of biblical women, there is only 

one exceptional case in which he presents a female martyr as a figure of the Church.  

Yet, even this exception is not without its complications, because the female martyr 

in question is the Maccabean Mother: a woman whose story was contained within 

Augustine‟s canon of the Bible;
530

 a woman who was praised by many Church 

Fathers for her role as an exemplary Christian mother;
531

 a woman whose status as a 
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 doc. Chr.  2.8 (Green: 36).  The account of the Maccabean Martyrs is related in 2 Mac. 7:1-42.   
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literal or a metaphorical martyr is tantalisingly ambiguous in Augustine‟s sermons.
532

  

And so, Augustine‟s only presentation of a female martyr as a type of the Church is 

that of a biblical woman, whose identity as a martyr may be more spiritual than 

literal.
533

  In addition to this, we find that, in all of his references to the Maccabean 

Mother, it is her motherhood that defines her identity, and it is her motherhood that 

makes her life exemplary and useful within a Christian context.
534

  It is not 

surprising, then, to find that Augustine uses maternity and motherhood to link the 

Maccabean Mother with the Mother Church.  So, in one of his Commentaries on the 

Psalms, he alludes to the antitypical role of Eve – the first mother, the mother of 

death – and he distances the Maccabean Mother from this first mother:  

The cruel Antiochus even brought their mother to them [the seven boys], 

hoping that by her tender pleas they would be swayed toward love of this life, 

and so, by lusting to live in the sight of men, they would die to God.  But this 

mother was not like Eve; she was more like the Mother Church (illa mater, 

iam non Evae, sed matri Ecclesiae similis).  She had borne her sons in pain in 

order to look upon them living, but now she joyfully watched them dying, 

and begged them to choose death for the laws of the Lord their God.
535

  

Here the Maccabean Mother is linked with Eve by her pain in childbirth, but she is 

distanced from Eve by her ability not just to bring her children to life in this world of 

mortality, but also to eternal life with God.  Furthermore, while the Maccabean 

Mother physically gave birth in pain to her seven sons, when she urged them towards 

their spiritual rebirth, she did so joyfully.  In this way, the Maccabean Mother is 

aligned with the Mother Church, as they both bring their children to eternal life 

through spiritual rebirth.  Similarly, in a different sermon, the Maccabean Mother is 

presented as a mother of martyrs, a spiritual martyr, and a figure of the Mother 

Church: 
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 2 Mac. 7:1-42 includes only a very brief reference to the death of the Maccabean Mother (2 Mac. 

7:41: „The mother of the sons died last‟).  An extended version is found in 4 Maccabees 17:1.  Here 
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What has really astounded us is not just that she was a spectator of their 

deaths, but that she was actually urging them on.  More fruitful of virtues 

than of offspring; seeing them battling, she was herself battling in them all, 

herself winning in all of them as they won.  One woman, one mother, how 

she set before our eyes our one mother, holy Church, everywhere urging her 

children to die for the name of the one by whom she conceived and bore 

them!  In this way the world has been filled with the blood of the martyrs.
536

 

 But the example of the Maccabean Mother is an exception.  Indeed, if the 

Maccabean Mother‟s maternity seems like an obvious link that would naturally lead 

Augustine to present her as a figure of the Church, we would expect more examples 

of this in his depictions of female mother-martyrs, such as Perpetua, Felicitas, and 

Crispina.  But Augustine does not use motherhood as a prompt for describing these 

female martyrs as types of the Mother Church.   

This is even more surprising when we consider that female martyrs lend 

themselves so readily to such comparisons.  This is not just the case for mother-

martyrs, but for all female martyrs.  For example, our ancient sources describe both 

the Church and female martyrs as Brides of Christ.  The representation of the female 

martyr as a Bride of Christ is a common feature in descriptions of young virgin-

martyrs, especially Blandina,
537

 Pelagia,
538

 and Agnes.
539

  Even Perpetua – a married 

woman and mother – is described as a Dei delicata and a matrona Christi.
540

  The 

depiction of female martyrs as Brides of Christ may be an extension of the image of 

the soul as the Bride of Christ: an image that is found in mystical, ascetical, 

exegetical, and homiletic sources, especially in reference to the Song of Songs.
541

  

When we consider that early Christian tradition identified the female voice of the 

Song of Songs with the Church (the sponsa Christi), we find that there is only one 
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 Chrysostom, A Homily on the Martyr Drosis, 9 (Mayer: 201).  Ambrose, On Virgins, 7.33 
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small step to take in order to move from depicting female martyrs as Brides of Christ 

to depicting female martyrs as types of the Church.
542

   

It is interesting to find that Augustine does not only identify the female voice 

of the Song of Songs with the Church,
543

 but also he uses the Song as a lens for 

perceiving female martyrs.  So, he explains Crispina‟s motivation for martyrdom 

with Song 2:6 („His left hand is beneath my head, and his right hand will embrace 

me‟).
544

  Also, he describes Donata and the Maccabean mother as acting in line with 

Song 2:4 („Set love in order towards me‟).
545

  The very fact that Augustine appeals to 

the Song of Songs in these context is remarkable, particularly because this canonical 

book does not feature heavily in his works when compared to his other scriptural 

quotations.
546

  The comparison of these three martyrs with the female voice of the 

Song of Songs (which, we remember, is also identified as the voice of the Church) 

makes us anticipate that Augustine would use the Song as a unifying feature to create 

a link between the female martyrs and the Church: that he would extend his ecclesial 

interpretation of the Song of Songs to connect the female martyrs and the Church.  
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 The history of this image is complex, as it is influenced not only by the Song of Songs, but also by 
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But he does not do this.  He even avoids forming links when comparisons seem 

inevitable, such as the obvious connection between virgin-martyrs and the Ecclesia 

virgo.  For example, in a sermon delivered on the festival of the virgin-martyr Agnes, 

Augustine gives an exposition of two obscure verses of the Song of Songs, but then, 

as he goes on to mention the female martyr, he leaves the Song behind, and does not 

associate the virgin-martyr with the Church.
547

 

The absence of connections between female martyrs and the Church becomes 

even more intriguing when we consider that female martyrs present clear sacramental 

links with the Church.  Not only do Augustine‟s mother-martyrs bear obvious 

parallels with the mater Ecclesia, and virgin-martyrs with the Ecclesia virgo, but, 

more generally, the blood spilled during martyrdom is an image that has clear 

allusions to Christ‟s blood that is shared at the Eucharist.  More specifically for 

female martyrs, the image of the female martyr‟s body presents sacramental and 

ecclesiological allusions.  For example, female martyrs in the arena adopt the 

maternal role of encouraging their metaphorical children towards the reward of 

eternal life, thus reflecting Mother Church‟s role in the spiritual rebirth of the newly 

baptised.
548

  The dripping breasts of the recent mothers, Perpetua and Felicitas, recall 

the nurturing breasts of the Ecclesia lactans, which provide her children with 

spiritual nourishment.
549

  The ancient notion that, after conception, menstrual blood 

was transformed into breast-milk could have been used to draw links between the 

literal fertility of the mother-martyrs and the spiritual fertility of the Church, just as 

allusions could be made to the milk that was drunk by neophytes at their baptism.
550

  

Although we should not expect Augustine to make allusions simply because the 

opportunity presented itself to him, these examples do illustrate that there were many 
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ways that female martyrs could have been linked to the Church, should he have 

wanted to explore these avenues of allusions.  But, whether or not he realised the 

potential for such links (and it would have been uncharacteristic for him to have 

overlooked this), still he avoids presenting his female martyrs as figurae or formae of 

the Church. 

At first, this observation may appear to be insignificant.  With the main 

exception of Peter, Augustine does not form links between male martyrs and the 

Church, so why should we expect him to do so for female martyrs?  In addition to 

this, the association between female martyrs and the Church has little precedent in 

other Christian writings and sermons contemporary to Augustine.  Also, we might 

think that Augustine‟s spiritual metaphor of the Church as the totus Christus may 

have led him away from female imagery of the Church, and thus away from forming 

a link between female martyrs and the Church.  But the facts remain that tradition 

presents the Church as a woman, that most often Augustine‟s typology is sexually 

consonant, and that he frequently draws explicit links between biblical women and 

the Church.  The reason for his reluctance to present female martyrs as types of the 

Church is, therefore, not a matter of their femininity (which, as we have seen, makes 

them powerful signifiers of the Church), but rather it is a matter of their identity as 

martyrs.  Augustine does not wish to form such a close correlation between the 

Church and the image of a martyr.  He seems to want to avoid, or perhaps even 

counteract, the signification and identification of the Church with the martyrs.  The 

exact reasons for this attempt to distance the Church from the martyrs may now be a 

matter of speculation, but in considering possible answers we are led in the direction 

of Augustine‟s anti-Donatist polemics.   

Blessed Daughters of Mother Church 

Augustine‟s rejection of the female martyr as the defining symbol of the Church may 

have been a result of his attempts to create a distinction between the Catholic and 

Donatist Churches.  Although martyrdom was not the only feature in Donatist self-

identity, it was a dominant feature, which shaped and determined Donatist history, 

ecclesiology, social ideals, and ethics.
551

  As the Donatist Church identified itself as 

the Church of the Martyrs, the image of the martyr could be seen almost as an 
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emblem that encapsulates and communicates Donatist beliefs.  It is perhaps for this 

reason that Augustine would have found the image of a female martyr to be too 

loaded an image to embody and define the Catholic Church in relation to the 

Donatists, as well as too narrow and circumscriptive to be the dominant bearer of 

meaning for the universal Catholic Church, which is a mixed body that includes both 

saints and sinners, and values the married and the celibate alongside the martyrs.  

Perhaps the image of a young, female, virgin-martyr – the embodiment par 

excellence of a fountain sealed, a garden enclosed, and purity undefiled – would have 

been more appropriate to the Donatist ecclesiology of spotless perfection than the 

corpus permixtum, the „lily among the thorns‟, that Augustine worked to defend. 

While Augustine employed maternal imagery for the Church in his anti-

Donatist polemic,
552

 he preferred to retain what we might think of as a “generative 

hierarchy” in the context of his reflections on female martyrs.  Despite repeatedly 

echoing Tertullian‟s famous dictum that “the blood of the martyrs is the seed of the 

Church” (here alluding to spiritual conception), Augustine does not develop the 

parental symbolism that these words suggest, but instead he presents the martyrs as 

the offspring of the Church.
553

  The martyrs create the Church, but they are also 

created by the Church.  Augustine does not equate the female martyrs with the 

Church, but rather he subjects them to the Church, as he presents them as obedient 

daughters.  So, for example, in one sermon delivered at the festival of the Scillitan 

martyrs, he devotes the whole of the sermon to a discussion of “the valiant woman” 

of Proverbs 31, whom he identifies as the Mother Church: „It is the feast day of the 

martyrs, after all, and that is all the more reason for praising the mother of the 

martyrs‟.
554

  He explains that he is aware that there were women among this group of 

the martyrs, but he chooses to focus on the praise of their mother: „as a matter of fact 

we did hear women mentioned in the solemn reading of the passion of the martyrs 

and I could quite properly talk about them, but we are not overlooking them when we 
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praise their mother‟.
555

  Towards the end of the long sermon, Augustine does refer to 

one of those female martyrs, Donata.  He describes her as „a blessed daughter of this 

lady [the Mother Church]‟.
556

  Donata is not compared to the Church as a symbol or 

a type, but as an obedient daughter.  This representation does not only situate the 

female martyr in a subservient position to the Church, but it also alludes to her 

legitimate birth from the womb of the free handmaid of God: the Catholic Church.
557

  

Here a subtle distinction is drawn between the female martyr and the Church.  The 

female martyr does not share in the fertile, generative, and life-giving capacities of 

the Church, but rather the martyr receives life from, and is nourished by, the Mother 

Church.  Consequently, Augustine draws on the tradition of the Church as the mother 

of martyrs (a tradition already present in martyr acta, Tertullian, and Ambrose), and 

it is to this image that he adheres.
558

 

In conclusion, by looking at Augustine‟s representations of biblical women, 

we have been able to elucidate one aspect of representation that we would not have 

noticed otherwise, precisely because it takes note of what Augustine does not say 

about his female martyrs.  While arguments from silence do have their weaknesses, it 

is important to pay attention to those silences.  Augustine‟s decision not to portray 

female martyrs as symbols of the Church should not be explained away as an 

oversight, but rather it should be interpreted as a polemical move that was one of 

many steps in the direction of creating a Catholic identity that valued the martyrs, but 

was not dependent upon them: that revealed the similarities between Catholics and 
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Donatists, but also drew distinctions between them.  And so, we find that 

Augustine‟s female martyrs are full of possibility and potential, not only when they 

are described in detail, but also when there are absences where we would expect to 

find them present. 

Conclusion: Expanding the Narrative 

When Augustine reflected on the significance of The Martyrdom of Saints Perpetua 

and Felicitas, he clearly asserted that martyr acta and passiones do not carry the 

same authority as Scripture.
559

  Be that as it may, this should not cause us to think 

that his treatment of biblical women would vary greatly from his depictions of 

female martyrs.  As we will see, many of the ways that he described and employed 

biblical women are also evident in his depictions of female martyrs.  Augustine‟s 

descriptions of biblical women reveal the same logic of representation that underpins 

his depictions of female martyrs.  The methods of representation, the selected 

themes, and the general conventions that he accepts or rejects when fashioning 

portraits of biblical women help us to acquire a better appreciation of this logic of 

representation.  By looking at his depictions of biblical women, we get a deeper 

understanding of what he was thinking, doing, and hoping to achieve when he 

depicted female martyrs.  We can see how images of women – all women – were 

good to think with.  They enabled him to communicate theological messages, convey 

ecclesiological ideas, launch polemical attacks, and satisfy pastoral needs.   

One of the most important points that we have raised in this chapter is that all 

of Augustine‟s representations of women are closely intertwined.  The femininity of 

the martyrs binds them together with other women in the course of salvation history 

to create a shared history, a shared story, which is laid open for all women (and men) 

to enter into.  Augustine‟s female martyrs are fragmentary pieces of a grander 

narrative.  They are individual episodes taken from the scheme of salvation history.  

They are microcosmic parts of a cosmic drama.  By taking note of the small pieces of 

the puzzle, we can start to see the significance of these elements in the larger whole. 

When seen together, these momentary glimpses construct a sweeping image of 

Augustine‟s perception of the universe, including the plight of every human being, 
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the shared journey of the body of the Church, and the anticipated rest in the 

communion of the saints.   

The second observation that we can drawn from this chapter is that 

Augustine‟s representations of biblical women serve a pastoral function.  Especially 

within the context of preaching, he allows the stories of the biblical women to 

assume an almost parabolic quality.  He uses their actions and words to convey a 

moral message, which is directed at both sexes, but is frequently tailored to speak 

specifically to the women in his congregations.  Here we might venture to discern a 

rough division in Augustine‟s use of images of women.  When he uses them to give 

practical advice for living life in the here and now, his biblical women speak more 

directly to the specific roles and duties expected of women as feminae or mulieres.  

However, when he depicts biblical women with an eschatological view to the journey 

towards eternal life, the images of biblical women speak to both men and women 

equally, as homines, united by their creation in the imago Dei, and joined together in 

the communal body of the Church.    

Linked with this, Augustine‟s biblical women serve as positive and negative 

exemplars for both men and women, but the way that the exemplars are made to 

function varies according to whether they are presented to men or women.  

Augustine appears to see all women as changeable.  All women have the potential to 

be either an Eve or a Mary.  Even good women retain the legacy of Eve.
560

  In their 

daily lives, women must try to avoid being an Eve, or a Job‟s wife, or a Lot‟s wife, 

and they must try to imitate Mary or the Mother Church.  Those women who live 

sinful lives are encouraged to follow the example of repentance provided by the 

woman who anointed Jesus‟s feet, and make the transition from an Eve to a Mary.  

However, this use of biblical women as both positive and negative exemplars was 

not the same for men.  Augustine does not refer to the men in his congregation as 

potential Eves or Marys.  There is no direct link or identification between biblical 

women and his male readers and listeners.  Female figures, such as Eve and Mary, 

remain beyond the personal experiences of men.  But the images of biblical women 

do give advice to men on how they should perceive, understand, and relate to women 

as “others”.  We might go so far as to suggest that it is as if the men in Augustine‟s 

audience are being presented with taxonomic images of biblical women to help them 
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to identify, categorise, and be wary of the tell-tale signs of Eve in their mothers, 

wives, and daughters.  They are reminded of the constant need to be on their guard 

against the charms and seductions of women.  And so, Augustine uses biblical 

exemplars differently for women and men: for women, the images of biblical women 

convey a message that is consolatory, inspiring, and motivational; for men, the 

images of biblical women speak a word of warning and urge men to look at women 

with a careful and cautious eye.  

Augustine‟s pastoral use of representations of biblical women should lead us 

to expect to find similar pastoral functions in his images of female martyrs.  We are 

alerted to the possibility that his depictions of female martyrs also might have been 

created with the specific intention to provide role models and exemplars exclusively 

for the women in the audience, while functioning in a different way for the men in 

the audience, and, perhaps, also providing a more spiritualised message for both 

women and men alike.  This should be kept in mind as we approach the next two 

chapters of this study, in which we look at specific examples of how Augustine 

constructed and employed his depictions of female martyrs. 

In this chapter we have seen that it is not enough to situate Augustine‟s 

female martyrs solely within the context of the cult of the saints, the constructive 

process of making martyrs, or the personal and pastoral value of using martyrs “to 

think with”.  In addition to these martyrological contexts, our attention must also be 

directed towards gender.  We can only begin to understand Augustine‟s female 

martyrs once we have taken into consideration both his use of the martyrs “to think 

with” and his use of women “to think with”.  By aligning and combining these two 

concepts, we find that his images of female martyrs have an even more intense 

quality of creativity and freedom underlying their representation.  They are 

constructed both as martyrs and as women.  Bearing this in mind, we will now turn 

to consider how Augustine emphasised the femininity of his female martyrs to 

proclaim theological messages. 
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Chapter 4 

AMBIVALENT IMAGES: WEAK FEMALE BODIES 

 

In the opening sentence of her sourcebook, Women in the Early Church, Elizabeth 

Clark explains that if patristic attitudes towards women had to be summed up in one 

word, that word would be “ambivalence”.
561

  She expands on this comment in her 

introductory chapter, which highlights the inconsistencies in patristic thought: while 

women were considered to be credulous, dishonest, and deceiving, they were also 

part of God‟s good creation; although women were believed to be preoccupied with 

their physical appearance and driven by sexual appetites, they also performed 

extreme feats of ascetic restraint and provided unsurpassable examples of mystical 

marriage to Christ; while women were reminded that they had inherited the legacy of 

Eve, they were also taught that, for those who are in the body of Christ, there is 

neither Jew nor Greek, neither slave nor free, neither male nor female.  As Clark 

explains, „[w]omen were extravagantly lauded and are inordinately denounced for 

the world‟s woes by one and the same author: rarely are they seen with the same 

virtues and weaknesses as men‟.
562

  

The explanation for such ambivalence has been addressed by Graham Gould, 

who describes how patristic reflections on women can only be understood once they 

are seen within their wider historical, religious, intellectual, and cultural milieus.  He 

explains: „Much patristic teaching about women is affected by this tension between 

recognition of the equality of women with men in the Christian life and the influence 

of inherited beliefs about female inferiority on the language employed to describe the 

religious achievements of women‟.
563

  Gould‟s comments on patristic ambivalence 
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remind us that the Church Fathers‟ views on women were not detached from time 

and place, but rather they were formed by men whose minds were shaped by their 

own broader worldviews.  As with other aspects of early Christian belief, identity, 

and self-representation, many different factors – including cultural assumptions, 

social values, customs and conventions, religious beliefs, shared education, and 

linguistic turns of phrase – were accepted in varying degrees, from subconscious 

assumption to conscious modification and even complete redefinition.  This fusion of 

elements inevitably gave rise to a number of fractures and fissures, which reveal 

inconsistencies that are not necessarily ambivalent in the sense of hesitancy or 

indecisiveness, but rather that opposing and conflicting views were held 

simultaneously, often without any real attempt to reconcile or resolve the coexistence 

of contradictions.  

Margaret Miles goes so far as to show that it is precisely the tension that 

arises from ambivalence which makes early Christian reflections on women so 

meaningful:  

In the early Christian movement and in its medieval and early modern 

successors, then, two conflicting images of woman must be taken into 

account: a vision of equality (Galatians 3:28) and the reaction to that vision: 

“You are all Eves” [see Tertullian].  Neither of these contradictory views can 

be collapsed into the other so as to make one of them central, decisive, 

normative… [I]t was the tension between these two views of women that held 

them in suspension, unresolved, highly volatile, and carrying great affective 

energy.
564

 

Here Miles explains that contradictory views on women were held in an unstable 

suspension, with the result that the coupling of positive and negative images of 

women produced a palpable dynamism that the Church Fathers were able to harness, 

control, and direct.  For example, we can see this happening in the frequent 

juxtaposition of Eve and Mary in patristic reflections on recapitulation.
565

  As we 

saw in the previous chapter, the positive significance of Mary is only realised once 

she is seen alongside her negative counterpart; the redemption of women through 

Mary only makes sense according to a prior guilty association of all women with 
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Eve.  Yet, despite this recapitulation, Mary does not replace Eve as the figurehead of 

the female sex.  Mary does not become the one „central, decisive, normative‟ image 

with which all women are identified.  The figure of Eve remains present, roaming the 

earth in the guise of the overzealous mother, the sweet-talking wife, or the seductive 

adulteress.  As a result, every woman is encouraged to see herself balanced 

unsteadily between Eve and Mary, and oscillating between negative and positive 

images of women.  So, while patristic notions of recapitulation bring together 

opposing images of women, both of the images remain central, so that the interplay 

between them continues to create a tension that can be directed towards theological 

and pastoral ends.   

 The coupling and suspension of seemingly contradictory views is also evident 

in depictions of female martyrs.  But, while the above example relies on the 

comparison of two different women (Eve and Mary), the female martyr becomes the 

one site, locus, or meeting-point at which positive and negative ideas about women 

are brought together.  The clearest example of this is found in Augustine‟s depiction 

of Felicitas at the moment of her childbirth: „In giving birth, she testified with her 

woman‟s voice to her woman‟s condition.  The punishment of Eve was not missing, 

but the grace of Mary was at hand‟.
566

  Here Felicitas identifies with Eve in her 

labour pains, but, at the same time, she shares in the grace of Mary, whose birth of 

the Son of God redeemed the female sex.  The female martyr becomes the site at 

which binary opposites are brought together in unresolved tension: she had inherited 

the guilt and punishment of Eve, but she is one of the select few who achieves 

perfection in this life; she was tempted by love for this world and the fear of pain and 

death, but she overcame earthly bonds; she was afflicted with the weakness that is 

typical of her sex, but she acts with unsurpassable strength.  Consequently, the image 

of the female martyr is a picture of a woman perched precariously between 

inferiority and equality, between sin and perfection, between weakness and strength.  

This ambivalent image is animated and charged with interpretive potential.  As we 

will see, when the seemingly contradictory elements are brought into contact, they 

release sparks of theological truth.   
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In this chapter we will focus on the ambivalent quality of Augustine‟s female 

martyrs.  In particular, we will explore how he constructs images of weak women 

who are transformed into physically and spiritually strong martyrs by the power of 

God‟s grace.  By drawing on traditional gender stereotypes that associated women 

with weakness, Augustine purposefully retained, and consciously created, a tension 

between the assumed weakness of women and the evident strength of the female 

martyrs.
567

   

When we first consider Augustine‟s image of the weak female martyr, it 

might seem to expose his ready acceptance of cultural assumptions and gender 

stereotypes concerning womanly weakness and female inferiority.  Upon first glance, 

the image of the weak woman made strong in Christ seems to reveal a condescending 

and subordinating attitude towards women.  However, upon closer inspection, we 

find that Augustine revises and modifies those stereotypes.  By emphasising and 

exaggerating the assumed weakness of women, he uses the image of the female 

martyr to provide unavoidable evidence and forceful revelations of the true source of 

all strength: God.  Consequently, while the coexistence of weakness and strength 

might seem to be contradictory or even demeaning, Augustine‟s message depends on 

their simultaneity.  It is this very ambivalence that endows the female martyrs with 

theological meaning.  As we will see, by focusing on the relationship between 

weakness and strength, Augustine presents the female martyrs as weak vessels of 

divine grace, and mediums for the revelation of God‟s truth.   

Church Fathers and Women Martyrs 

Whether in times of persecution or times of peace, accounts of women martyrs were 

„stories people want‟.
568

  The abundance of early Christian texts and images 

depicting female martyrs reveals a popular and persistent desire to remember the 
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holy women.
569

  This desire is explained, in part, by the exceptional presence of 

women among the martyrs.  Persecution gave women the opportunity to proclaim 

their faith in public and to equal men in the conviction of their confession and the 

extremity of their discipleship.
570

  Spectacular accounts of female martyrdom 

aroused awe and admiration among those Christians who faced persecution and those 

who lived lives of spiritual martyrdom in times of relative peace.
571

  As the memory 

of the female martyrs was recalled and repeated in different times and places, several 

general characteristics came to be associated with the women and their stories.  We 

have already encountered one of these: the popular eroticisation of the female 

martyr‟s torture and death.  But another feature that came to be associated with the 

memory of the female martyrs – the feature that we will explore in this chapter – is 

womanly weakness; that is, the female martyr‟s astonishing ability to overcome the 

weakness of her sex and suffer death in the name of Christ.   

Throughout Christian history the image of the weak woman martyr has been 

used to proclaim theological truths; womanly weakness has been used to reveal 

divine power.
572

  But associations between female martyrs and womanly weakness 

are anticipated, or even rooted, in the patristic era.  It is in the first five centuries of 
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the Church that we find Christian men trying to make sense of the figure of the 

female martyr and, in doing so, producing the very first depictions of weak women 

martyrs.  Ranging from rough sketches in passing remarks to detailed depictions in 

long sermons, the image of the weak woman martyr was constructed and developed 

to convey theological truths and provide moral instruction.   

Current scholarship on martyrdom tends to overlook the image of the weak 

woman martyr by emphasising masculine or manly martyrs: female martyrs who 

“become male”.
573

  Yet, it is important for us to realise that, in early Christianity, 

female martyrs were not only presented as embodiments of masculine virtue, but 

they were also explicitly linked with womanly weakness.
574

  In fact, by emphasising 

womanly weakness the Church Fathers found meaning in the memory of the female 

martyrs.  And so, by focusing on weakness, we can identify those elements that are 

unique to depictions of female martyrs.  Here we will provide a few brief snapshots 

to illustrate how the image of the weak woman martyr was a popular way of 

remembering and presenting the female martyr in early Christianity.   

In times of persecution, the image of the weak woman martyr served a 

pastoral function.  The female martyr‟s example of extreme and steadfast endurance 

was used to inspire and encourage those Christians who faced similar trials.  So, for 

example, at around the year 197, the North African layman, Tertullian, wrote to a 

group of male and female confessors who were in prison awaiting martyrdom.
575

  He 

tried to reassure them that they should not despair or think that they are too weak to 

endure the sufferings of imprisonment and martyrdom.  He encouraged them to think 

of their time in prison as a time of strengthening, just as soldiers practice restraint 
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before going into battle.
576

  He made allowances for their fear by reminding them of 

Jesus‟s words: the spirit is willing but the flesh is weak.
577

  After speaking about the 

weakness of the flesh, Tertullian says: „Granted, these sufferings are grievous, yet 

many have borne them patiently, nay, have even sought them on their own accord for 

the sake of fame and glory; and this is true not only of men but also of women so that 

you, too, O blessed women, may be worthy of your sex‟.
578

  Here the assumption is 

that women are the weaker sex.  If even weak women have endured torture, then 

nobody else should think that are unable to do the same.  Both the male and female 

confessors are to be encouraged and strengthened by the fact that even weak women 

have been able to face torture and death.   

Likewise, the North African bishop and martyr, Cyprian, also commented on 

weak women martyrs.  While he devoted comparatively little time to commenting on 

the female martyrs, he did provide some brief reflections that emphasise womanly 

weakness.
579

  For example, in the introduction to his treatise On the Lapsed, which 

he wrote in the year 251, he draws attention to those female martyrs who „in their 

struggle with the world have also overcome their sex‟.
580

  Commenting on this 

passage, Geoffrey Dunn explains that the reference to womanly weakness should be 

understood as a positive remark: „Cyprian‟s brief comment gives no indication that 

he was anything but delighted (and doubly so) at the fact that there were women 

confessors and that they had overcome their natural weakness‟.
581

  At a similar time 

(250), Cyprian wrote a letter to Rogatian and his fellow confessors, in which he 

draws attention to the women among them: „Blessed women also who are placed 

with you in the same glory of confession, who keep faith in the Lord, and stronger 

than their sex, are not only themselves very near to the crown, but they have offered 

to other women also an example by their constancy‟.
582

   As with Tertullian before 
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him, Cyprian presents female martyrs and confessors as inspirational exemplars who 

encourage other Christians towards imitation in times of persecution.   

A more developed image is found in the depiction of Blandina.  The account 

of Blandina‟s martyrdom is contained in a letter in the fifth book of Eusebius‟s 

Ecclesiastical History.
583

  Here the image of the female martyr reveals the same 

theme of transformation from weakness to strength.  When Blandina is first 

mentioned, she is described as someone „through whom Christ proved that the things 

that men think cheap, ugly, and contemptuous are deemed worthy of glory before 

God‟.
584

  We are told that Blandina was a slave, and her mistress was concerned that 

she was too weak to confess her faith.
585

  But, despite her physical weakness, 

Blandina is presented as the primary exemplar of spiritual strength: she „was filled 

was such power that even those who were taking turns to torture her in every way 

from dawn to dusk were weary and exhausted‟.
586

  This is most clearly seen in the 

climax of the narrative: a “christophany” in which Blandina‟s body reveals the 

crucified Christ: 

Blandina was hung on a post… She seemed to hang there in the form of a 

cross, and by her fervent prayer she aroused intense enthusiasm in those who 

were undergoing their ordeal, for in their torment with their physical eyes 

they saw in the person of their sister him who was crucified for them.
587

 

It is in the weak, lowly body of a female slave that Christ is revealed to the group of 

martyrs.  The letter continues to explain the meaning of this: „tiny, weak, and 

insignificant as she was she would give inspiration to her brothers, for she had put on 

Christ, that mighty and invincible athlete‟.
588

  Because of her love for Christ and her 

confession of his name, Blandina is transformed from weakness to strength.  She 

becomes an icon that reveals the presence and power of Christ. 
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A similar message is found in Athanasius‟s presentation of female martyrs in 

On the Incarnation of the Word (c. 328-335).
589

  Here he appeals to martyrdom as a 

proof of Christ‟s divinity; the martyrs visibly reveal the reality and effects of Christ‟s 

Incarnation, death, and resurrection.
590

   With this aim in mind, Athanasius presents 

the image of the weak woman martyr: 

Now that the Saviour has raised his body, death is no longer terrible, but all 

those who believe in Christ tread it underfoot as nothing, and prefer to die 

rather than to deny their faith in Christ… Even children hasten thus to die, 

and not men only, but women train themselves by bodily discipline to meet it.  

So weak has death become that even women, who used to be taken in by it, 

mock at it now as a dead thing robbed of all its strength.
591

 

The image of triumphant female martyrs rushing towards death presents us with a 

great reversal.  Before Christ, death was strong and human beings were weak.  But 

now, after the triumph of Christ, death is so weak that it has become the object of 

mockery among even the weakest human beings: women and children.  For 

Athanasius, this reversal communicates a great theological message: 

If you see with your own eyes men and women and children, even, thus 

welcoming death for the sake of Christ‟s religion, how can you be so utterly 

silly and incredulous and maimed in your mind as not to realise that Christ, to 

whom these all bear witness, himself gives the victory to each, making death 

completely powerless for those who hold his faith and bear the sign of the 

cross?
592

 

The image has a deep theological significance.  It reveals the reality, truth, and 

consequences of the death and resurrection of Christ.   

The most powerful depictions of weak women martyrs outside of Augustine‟s 

sermons are found in John Chrysostom‟s martyr homilies, which date from 386 
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onwards.
593

  Just like Augustine, Chrysostom felt the need to remind his listeners that 

the martyrs were human beings.  They were made of flesh and blood, not stone or 

steel.  They were weak athletes who needed to be supported and strengthened by the 

president of the games.  Chrysostom affirmed that the martyr‟s triumph is a powerful 

revelation of divine grace.  God fills and strengthens the martyrs, lends them a 

helping hand, enables them to endure horrific torture, and ensures that they will 

receive the glorious crown of victory: „The athletes are not vigorous in the flesh, but 

they are vigorous in their faith.  Their constitution is weak, but the grace that sustains 

them is powerful‟.
594

  Chrysostom explains that God has allowed men and women, 

the old and the young, to be counted among the martyrs, in order to show how „his 

power is perfected in weakness‟ (2 Cor. 12:9).
595

  But divine power is most 

effectively shown in the weakest of these: women.
596

   

So, in a sermon on the Maccabees, Chrysostom says: „let us dismiss the old 

man and the children and turn our focus to the weaker among them – the wife, the 

old woman, the mother of seven children‟.
597

  He explains that the Maccabean 

Mother was not only afflicted by the weakness of her sex and the infirmity of her 

age, but she was weakened even further by maternal emotion: „Even if she was 

zealous, she also shared a woman‟s nature.  Even if she seethed with the zeal of 

piety, she was also restrained by the bond of child-birth‟, he continues, „even if a 

person were made of stone, even if her stomach were made of steel, wouldn‟t she 

have been utterly churned up, wouldn‟t she have experienced something of the kind 

both a woman and mother were likely to feel?‟
598

  For Chrysostom, the Maccabean 

Mother is not a woman with a mind of mettle, or a Stoic philosopher in a middle 

state of neither joy nor pain.  She is a woman and a mother, who is churned up, torn 

apart, and pulled about by the passions and bonds of motherly love.  She experiences 

the frailty of old age, the weakness of womanly nature, and the inner turmoil of 
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maternal emotion.  Her ability to conquer this overwhelming weakness points 

towards a source of strength that lies beyond: God. 

A similar message is found in Chrysostom‟s description of the woman 

martyr, Domnina.
599

  In words reminiscent of Athanasius, he says: „Praise God!  A 

woman braved death; a woman who brought death into our life – the Devil‟s own 

ancient weapon – defeated the Devil‟s power.  Women are challenging death.  Who 

wouldn‟t be amazed?... For, tell me, what greater sign of that resurrection do you 

seek, when you see that so great a reversal of reality has taken place?‟
600

  Here the 

female martyr‟s transformation from weakness to strength is presented as proof of 

God‟s power: „I produce these proofs not so that we might condemn the saints, but so 

that we might marvel at God‟s power‟.
601

  The female martyr‟s transformation from 

weakness to strength, from credulity to faith, provides the most convincing proof of 

the truth and effects of the resurrection: „Beloved, previously nothing was stronger 

than it [death] and nothing weaker than us.  But now nothing is weaker than it and 

nothing stronger than us.  Do you see how outstanding the reversal is?  How God 

made the strong weak and rendered the weak strong, demonstrating his power to us 

in both instances?‟
602

  

For Chrysostom, the image of the weak woman martyr is undeniably 

theological.  The female martyr‟s transformation from weakness to strength is placed 

within the wider theological framework of the Fall of humankind, and the salvific 

action of the death and resurrection of Christ.  These ideas are summarised neatly in 

his homily on the female martyr Drosis: „This is why I especially love the 

commemorations of the martyrs; [why] while I both love and embrace them all, [I do 

so] especially when it happens to be women who are competing.  For the weaker the 

vessel, the greater the grace, the more brilliant the trophy, the more famous the 

victory‟.
603

 

It is beyond the scope of this study to explore images of weak women martyrs 

in greater detail.  However, we might give a cursory mention of other examples of 
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images of weak women martyrs: Origen‟s depiction of the Maccabean Mother;
604

 

Lactantius‟s appeal to female martyrs for apologetic purposes;
605

 Ambrose‟s 

depictions of young virgin martyrs;
606

 Asterius‟s description of the vulnerable 

Euphemia;
607

 Basil‟s praise of the married woman Julitta.
608

  We might also like to 

bear in mind those depictions of female martyrs that stand outside of this general 

trend: Prudentius‟s poems on the strong-willed Eulalia and the courageous Agnes.
609

   

It is hoped that this short survey has been sufficient to show that womanly 

weakness played a special role in the way that female martyrs were remembered and 

represented in early Christianity.  By the time that Augustine came to reflect on the 

female martyrs in his writings and sermons, the image of the weak woman martyr 

was already being used to embody and convey a range of theological and pastoral 

messages, and, most importantly, to provide an undeniable proof of the resurrection, 

and a forceful revelation of the power of God‟s grace.
610

   

The popularity of womanly weakness as a characteristic theme in female 

martyrdom prompts us to anticipate that Augustine would also draw attention to the 

theological significance of womanly weakness in his depictions of female martyrs.  

This seems to be even more likely when we consider that weakness was a theme that 

went right to the very heart of his personal and theological reflections.  Bearing this 

in mind, we should briefly consider his theological reflections on human weakness.   
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Strength for Struggling Souls 

For Augustine, human weakness is inseparably linked to the doctrine of creation ex 

nihilo.  Weakness is an inherent quality of created and contingent human beings.  All 

human beings must constantly turn towards God, who is the source of their life and 

being.  From his earliest writings, Augustine affirms that weakness is part of the 

natural state of all created beings.  Even before the Fall, humanity was weak by 

virtue of its complete dependence on the Creator.
611

  The acknowledgement of 

weakness reminds human beings that they are part of God‟s creation.  This should 

inspire humility, and encourage a complete direction of the body, heart, and mind 

towards God.  Augustine advises his congregation not to be proud but to humbly 

acknowledge their own inherent weakness and realise the true source of their 

strength: „O man, cling to God, by whom you were made a man; cling to him, rely on 

him, call upon him, let him be your strength.  Say to him: In you, Lord, is my 

strength‟.
612

  Everyone must identify with Paul and say: „When I am weak, then I am 

strong‟ (2 Cor. 12:10).
613

 

But, while human beings are weak by virtue of their creation, human 

weakness became more extreme and debilitating after the Fall.  As the first human 

beings turned away from the Creator and towards creation, they moved away from 

the source of their life and being, they were punished with mortality, and were cast 

out of Paradise.
614

  Distanced from God, human life became a pilgrimage along 

which the weight of frail flesh pulls down on the soul.  The journey through life is an 

errant wandering: people are delayed on the path as they gape foolishly at little 

wonders; lustful passions pluck at the garments of their flesh; they become trapped 

and paralysed by habitual impulses and patterns of behaviour.
615

  While the heart 

yearns to return to God, the mind is distended:  

When the mind is given over to temporal pleasures, is always burning with 

desire and cannot be satisfied, when it is stretched this way and that by all 
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sorts of conflicting and miserable thoughts, it does not allow itself to see the 

good which is uncompounded.
616

   

Despite such weak helplessness, people puff themselves up with proud delusions of 

self-sufficiency.  But autonomy and independence are only ever an illusion.  Perhaps 

remembering his own conversion as a struggle against pride and the weak flesh, 

Augustine warns his congregation: „If you distance yourself from the help of the 

Most High you will fall, for you are far too weak to help yourself‟.
617

  Left to their 

own devices, human beings move further away from God, and their souls are starved 

as they nibble at shadows and empty similitudes of nourishment.  While they must 

search for spiritual nourishment,
618

 they cannot do this on their own; like hungry 

babies who cannot find the breast, they must be gathered up in loving arms, held, 

supported, and guided to the real source of their sustenance.
619

   

In this state of weakness, fallen humanity is entirely dependent on God‟s 

providential self-revelation.  It is because of this that the Word descended to earth 

and assumed the weakness of the flesh.  Like a divine physician, Christ heals infirm 

humanity with the medicine of grace: by assuming human flesh he become a 

mediator between God and mankind; his life and teachings reveal the path of 

humility that all must follow; his sinlessness and innocent death redeem sinners from 

slavery.
620

  Like a mother hen,
621

 the Word becomes weak to protect and strengthen 

his fledglings by sheltering them and raising them up on his wings:  

O Lord our God, 

grant us to trust in your overshadowing wings: 

protect us beneath them and bear us up.  

You will carry us as little children, 

and even to our grey-headed age you will carry us still. 
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When you are our strong security, that is strength indeed, 

but when our security is in ourselves, that is but weakness.
622

   

This complete weakness and dependence on God is shared by all human 

beings, including the martyrs.  Throughout his reflections on the martyrs, but 

especially in response to the Pelagian controversy, Augustine affirms that the martyrs 

were human beings, who shared in infirmitas humana.  As we have seen in Chapter 

One, Augustine‟s martyrs are not the strong and self-assured heroes of the pagan 

past, but they are weak human beings, who were inspired by grace, motivated by 

faith, set aflame with love, and enthused by the hope for eternal life.  The martyrs 

were tempted by the sweetness of life, but, with the help of God, they were able to 

drink the bitter draught of death.  They did not accomplish this by their own strength, 

but they realised their weakness, and prayed to God for the strength to endure 

suffering.
623

  Imitating the Word‟s humble descent into the flesh, the martyrs 

descended into the valley of weeping before they were raised up to heaven.  All the 

while they attributed their actions to the strength of God, singing: „The Lord is my 

strength (Ps, 118:14)‟, and „Unless the Lord had been in us, they would perhaps have 

swallowed us alive (Ps. 124:1-2)‟.
624

  Augustine explains that the martyrs „were 

consoled by the presence of his [God‟s] Spirit, who imparted strength to struggling 

souls, so that they might escape from the snare of the hunters‟.
625

  God was their 

helper, he comforted their souls as they suffered, and he held out the hope of eternal 

life to inspire and console them.
626

   

These brief observations on Augustine‟s reflections on human weakness draw 

our attention to two main points.  Firstly, weakness is not exclusively limited to 

women.  All human beings, both male and female, including the martyrs, are 

afflicted with the weakness that is inherent to all created beings, and is especially 

evident in fallen humanity.  Therefore, the weak woman martyr is not alone in her 

weakness, although her weakness may be greater than that of male martyrs.  

Secondly, the theological significance of human weakness in salvation history and 
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the individual Christian life encourages us to be alert to the theological significance 

of weakness in Augustine‟s depictions of female martyrs.  We should expect more 

than empty words that simply assume and reflect gender stereotypes.  These two 

important points alert us to be attentive to the theological depth of Augustine‟s 

female martyrs.  We should keep our eyes open to the deeper meanings that are 

contained in, and conveyed by, the image of the weak woman martyr. 

Making Sense of Weak Women Martyrs 

Before we take a closer look at how Augustine depicts female martyrs as weak 

women made strong in Christ, it is worth noting that there has been very little interest 

in Augustine‟s representations of female martyrs in recent scholarship.
627

  Perhaps 

the reason for this is to be found in the underlying motives that prompt many 

scholars to study Augustine‟s reflections on women.  Understandably, his writings on 

the nature and role of women have been the subject of intense scrutiny because of 

their lasting influence on Western Christianity to the present day.
628

  Many scholars 

approach Augustine with what we might call a “salvage operation”; his attitudes 

towards women are recovered, restored, analysed, and critiqued, with an eye to 

discerning their continued relevance and their potential to have a positive influence 

on the lives, roles, and perceptions of women today.
629

 This restoration project delves 

deep into the debris of Augustine‟s legacy to discover small gems that are cleaned, 

polished, restored, and perhaps even re-cut, to reflect their former condition so that 

they can continue to shine brightly in our own present day.  Could it be, then, that 

Augustine‟s weak female martyrs are thought to be beyond salvaging?  Perhaps they 

are considered to be relics, rooted in a distant past, and meaningful only to those who 

subscribe to ancient stereotypes of subordination and inequality?  Alternatively, is it 

simply that they have remained hidden and unseen beneath the vast weight of 
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Augustine‟s writings and sermons?  Or perhaps their presence has been realised, but 

it is taken for granted as being obvious, and so the process of recovery, restoration, 

and analysis is deemed unnecessary?   

But Augustine‟s depictions of female martyrs have not been neglected 

completely.  In some studies we encounter brief but insightful comments that suggest 

the depth of thought that underlies Augustine‟s depictions of female martyrs.  For 

example, in the context of a chapter on Perpetua and Felicitas, Anne Jensen identifies 

a number of key themes in Augustine‟s depictions of the two female martyrs:  

Later, Augustine, in his sermons on Perpetua and Felicity, will identify the 

martyresses with the female sex and make plays on words: their weakness 

can prove itself strong in battle; while Perpetua is weak in body, she is a man 

in spirit; the devil, who brought the man down by means of a woman, is now 

brought down by a woman.  Here we see already a contradiction between 

Perpetua‟s sex and her bravery.
630

   

Jensen‟s brief but stimulating comments provide us with a short series of provocative 

observations related to female weakness, gender stereotypes, and the recapitulation 

of Eve.  But, as the focus of her chapter is not primarily on Augustine‟s depictions of 

Perpetua and Felicity, she leaves these remarks tantalisingly unexplored.  In this 

present chapter we take a closer look at the points that Jensen lists, as we try to 

unpack the significance of these themes for the theological messages conveyed by 

Augustine‟s female martyrs.  We will be asking both how Augustine depicts female 

martyrs as weak women, and why he emphasises the martyrs‟ female sex; how and 

why he describes martyrdom as a transformation from weakness to strength; how and 

why he explains Perpetua‟s transformation from a woman to a man; why he 

accentuates the apparent contradiction between the female martyr‟s bravery and her 

sex. 

Other studies also suggest the centrality of weakness for depictions of female 

martyrs.  For example, in his concise overview of Augustine‟s reflections on the 

saints, Robert Eno summarises:  

The virtues and the strength of the saints are the gift of God (s. 313.3; 

313A.5). “The Lord is my strength” (Ps. 117.14).  This is true for all the 

saints, but is demonstrated in an even more striking fashion in the case of the 
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female martyrs.
631

   

Even in these three short sentences we feel the strong pull of a theological 

undercurrent, as we are swept towards the big questions that preoccupied Augustine 

throughout his life: the weakness of human beings, whose very being and existence 

is dependent on God; who can only become strong by humbly acknowledging their 

weakness; who do not achieve glory by their own merit but are healed and 

strengthened by the divine physician; whose martyrdom is initiated, supported, and 

achieved by the working of God‟s unmerited grace.  Regrettably, these theological 

themes are beyond the scope of Eno‟s slim volume.  But his words do draw our 

attention to the centrality of grace in all of Augustine‟s depictions of the saints, and, 

most especially and emphatically, in his depictions of female martyrs.  Throughout 

the remainder of this chapter, we will pick up and develop Eno‟s comments by 

teasing out the relationship between womanly weakness and divine grace.  Moreover, 

we will explore how Augustine‟s female martyrs illustrate the weakness of created 

and fallen humanity, and provide the most remarkable revelation of God‟s 

redemptive grace.  Although they are brief, the comments of Jensen and Eno prompt 

us to look more closely at the theological depth of Augustine‟s depictions of weak 

women martyrs.   

Weakness and Subordination? 

While this chapter aims to show that Augustine‟s female martyrs must be understood 

alongside the theological significance of weakness, first we should briefly mention 

an alternative interpretation of Augustine‟s female martyrs: that he depicted the 

martyrs as weak women in an attempt to reassert female subordination.  This 

interpretation is voiced by Joyce Salisbury, who notes the centrality of womanly 

weakness as a theme in Augustine‟s sermons on Perpetua and Felicitas.  This theme, 

she explains, is an example of how the Church Fathers tried to control the memory of 

female martyrs by silencing them with their own (male) voices: „instead of letting the 

text speak directly to the community of the faithful, they guided the understanding of 
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the words, subtly changing the message of the independent young martyr and, 

perhaps more important, controlling its dissemination‟.
632

 

Salisbury describes how the stories of the martyrs were remembered and 

retold, modified, modernised, and updated in times of relative peace.  This resulted in 

several important shifts away from the original spirit of the martyrs: Christians do 

not live in antagonism with the world, but they live as one with wider society; 

salvation is not achieved through the Holy Spirit in the arena, but through 

„subordination to ecclesiastical hierarchy‟.
633

  These significant changes to the nature 

of the Church resulted in the need to redefine the memory of the female martyrs.
634

  

This redefinition was effectively a remoulding or reshaping of the martyr‟s memory: 

„Perpetua‟s text was explained and modified by churchmen who wanted to shape the 

vision offered by the powerful and personal account of the martyr‟.
635

  Salisbury 

explains that Perpetua‟s active role was „inconsistent with Augustine‟s strong belief 

in an appropriate hierarchy in which men led and women obeyed‟.
636

  It is for this 

reason that Augustine re-presented the female martyrs as weak women, „taming the 

independence of the martyr‟, so that the memory of „the extraordinary woman‟ 

would be reduced to „a more suitable matron‟.
637

   

Salisbury uses this patriarchal model to describe Augustine‟s depictions of 

Perpetua as affirmations of traditional gender hierarchies.  For example, she 

interprets the theme of Perpetua recapitulating Eve as a lesson in female inferiority 

and guilt by association: „These constant juxtapositions of Perpetua with Eve (which 

are absent from the text) served to remind the audience that these virtuous women 

were anomalies in a world that fell due to the actions of a woman, the “sex (that) was 

more frail”‟.
638

  She does not explore the deep theological undercurrents of the theme 

of recapitulation.
639
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Similarly, commenting on Perpetua‟s vision in which she became male, 

Salisbury reads Augustine‟s emphasis on womanly weakness as a reaffirmation of 

female inferiority: „Augustine saw the transformation of Perpetua as a divine 

demonstration showing that women were weak and thus only someone “manly” 

could withstand the kind of testing that had confronted the martyrs‟.
640

  Again, there 

is no mention of the theological meanings that Augustine draws from Perpetua‟s 

vision.  Consequently, we are encouraged to interpret Augustine‟s transformation of 

Perpetua from a strong female martyr to a weak matrona as a message on the nature 

of all women: „In the bishop‟s hands the accomplishments of the women and the 

dream of Perpetua served to illustrate a lesson of feminine frailty and imperfection 

that was wholly absent from the original text‟.
641

   

Many of Salisbury‟s observations remind us of the first two chapters of this 

thesis, in which we saw how Augustine‟s depictions of the martyrs were products of 

a creative process of reforming memory.  Her words encourage us to perceive the 

image of the weak woman martyr within this same dynamic process.  Indeed, in this 

chapter we will explore this idea further, as we will see how Augustine transformed 

strong female martyrs into weak women.  But, although Salisbury illuminates an 

important element in Augustine‟s depictions of female martyrs – the association of 

female martyrdom and womanly weakness – this present chapter provides an 

alternative reading.  Was Augustine really using the figures of the martyrs to reaffirm 

the subordination of women in a time of peace?  Was he really delivering „a lesson of 

feminine frailty and imperfection‟?
642

  Was the „lesson‟ about women at all?  

Salisbury‟s reading seems to mistake the subject of Augustine‟s sermons to be 

Perpetua, and, by extension, all women.  But a more balanced reading must seriously 

consider the theological meaning and purpose of Augustine‟s reflections on female 

martyrs.  If we focus exclusively on womanly weakness without adequately 

addressing the theme of Christ‟s strengthening of the martyrs, we ignore the 

ambivalence and simultaneity of the weak woman martyr, who is at once a mulier 

mollis and a femina fortis.   
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Womanly Weakness and Female Frailty 

So far in this chapter we have seen that, by the end of the fourth century, the image 

of the weak woman was a common theme in patristic representations of female 

martyrs.  We have also seen that human weakness had a particularly strong 

resonance in Augustine‟s theology.  In addition to this, recent scholarship points us 

towards a consideration of the theological depth and complexity of Augustine‟s 

female martyrs.  With this in mind, we now turn to a closer exploration of how 

Augustine constructs the ambivalent image of the weak female martyr.     

When surveying Augustine‟s depictions of female martyrs, we find that they 

display common traits and trends.  All the depictions fit into the same interpretive 

framework of female martyrdom as a transformation from physical infirmity to 

spiritual strength.  For Augustine, all women martyrs were members of the weaker 

sex (sexus infirmior).
643

  Because of this, they were afflicted with the typical 

weakness of the sex, (infirmitas sexus),
644

  they shared in female frailty (fragilitas 

feminae),
645

 or womanly infirmity (muliebris infirmitas).
646

  Beyond this shared 

womanly weakness, the female martyrs were weakened even further by their youth, 

enfeebled by their wealthy and luxurious lifestyles, debilitated by the strong bonds of 

maternal affection, and subjected by filial duty to the power of the pater familias.  

And so, when Augustine depicts the soon-to-be female martyrs, he paints a picture of 

extreme weakness, which extends beyond the physical weakness of the body, to the 

forceful assault of natural and instinctive impulses, and even to the emotional turmoil 

that is caused by conflicting loyalties and fidelities.   

Of course, the image of the weak and feeble woman martyr is not a direct 

reflection of Augustine‟s views towards real women.  (Here we are reminded of the 

distinction between representation and reality, which we discussed in the previous 

chapter).  We might think of how, in other contexts, Augustine presented biblical 

women as models of virtue;
647

 he was impressed by the virtuous women in his own 
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life; he admired the ascetic restraint of widows in his congregation;
648

 he 

commended the marital fidelity of Christian wives whose husbands were not strong 

enough to be their equals in fidelity.
649

  Clearly, then, Augustine did not believe that 

all women were afflicted with a debilitating moral or physical weakness.  Even 

though Augustine‟s female martyrs display features in common with his general 

reflections on the nature and role of women, ultimately they are representations, 

which are constructed by the considered selection and omission of words and details, 

and include embellishments and exaggerations to convert the tacit into the explicit.   

By emphasising the weakness of the female martyrs so consistently, 

Augustine was trying to implant associations in the minds of his readers and 

listeners.  He wanted to make sure that whenever his audience were to think about a 

female martyr, their very first thoughts would turn to the interchangeable words 

infirmitas and fragilitas, and immediately their minds would conjure up the idea of a 

weak woman.  This becomes the opening picture, the first freeze-frame, which serves 

as the common starting point from which the interpretation of female martyrdom 

unfolds and progresses.   

 Once Augustine has established that female martyrs were members of the 

weaker sex, he then sets out to surprise his audience by referring to the strength of 

the female martyrs.  The female martyr is both frail (fragilis) and powerful (fortis); 

she is weak (infirmis) but she fights bravely (fortiter); she is a woman (mulier) but 

she displays manly courage (virtus).  Augustine now paints a picture that is 

deliberately incongruous with the image of the weak woman.  He wants his readers 

and listeners to perceive the strong female martyr as something unnatural, illogical, 

and bizarre.  He hopes to leave his audience confused, bewildered, and wondering 

how a member of the weaker sex could also be such a strong martyr.   

With this ambivalent image set up in the minds of his audience, Augustine 

then ventures to provide an answer to the questions that the image provokes.  In the 
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context of his reflections on female martyrs, Augustine is clear that such strength 

cannot be attributed to the woman herself.  He claims that the one and only 

explanation for the female martyr‟s possession of such unnatural strength is that she 

was fortified by the indwelling power of Christ.  So, in a sermon delivered at the 

festival of the martyr Lawrence (401), he tells his listeners: „none of us should think 

we are too weak [to imitate the martyrs], when God is actively empowering us‟.
650

  

To illustrate this point, he appeals to the extreme weakness of the female martyrs: 

„For this reason, God wished for there to be people of all ages and both sexes among 

the examples of the martyrs… Surely it is not possible that even the women relied 

presumptuously on their own strength?  For indeed every person was told, For what 

have you got that you did not receive?‟.
651

  The female martyr‟s transformation from 

extreme weakness to unnatural strength is, then, a forceful revelation of divine 

presence and a visible illustration of the powerful effects of grace.  The example of 

the weak female martyr most effectively reveals the belief that „the glory of the 

martyrs is the glory of Christ going ahead of the martyrs, filling the martyrs, 

crowning the martyrs‟.
652

  Consequently, we find that Augustine‟s female martyrs 

guide our attention away from the physical moment of martyrdom and towards the 

realisation of spiritual truths.  Their weakness points to God‟s strength: their 

deficiency to his perfection: their dependence to his providence. 

Revelations of Divine Truth 

At this stage, to help us understand Augustine‟s interpretive framework, we might 

like to consider the background against which his female martyrs should be viewed.  

That is, we should perceive the female martyrs alongside his positive evaluation of 

the referential quality of creation: the ability of physical, temporal, and mutable 

creation to reveal spiritual, eternal, and transcendent truths.  All the martyrs – both 

male and female – are part of God‟s good creation, and, by their very nature as 

witnesses, they bear testimony to their Creator.  Standing in line with the prophets, 

Christ, and the apostles, the martyrs reveal God‟s active intervention, presence, and 
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power in the world.  They are signs that play a central role in God‟s gracious activity 

of healing and guiding weak human beings back to the source of all life and being.   

Because of this referential quality, there are two different ways of perceiving 

the martyrs.  As with Scripture, we can perceive the literal or historical actions of the 

martyrs, but we can also discern the figurative or symbolic meaning indicated by 

those actions.  While our perception of the martyrs begins with the eyes of the flesh – 

which see the martyrs as part of the created, temporal, mutable world – deeper 

contemplation with the eyes of the heart leads us to discover eternal and immutable 

truths.  As with Scripture, the physical and corporeal elements of martyrdom provide 

a crude surface meaning, but, beyond the written word, beyond the martyred body, 

there is a depth of spiritual meaning and truth.  This is a matter of perception.  So, for 

example, while our physical eyes find no beauty in a wrinkled, toothless old man, our 

spiritual eyes perceive the inner beauty of his righteousness and truth.
653

  The same 

can be said of the martyrs: 

Righteousness has a beauty of its own, which we perceive with the eyes of 

the heart, and love, and kindle to, a beauty which people have dearly loved in 

the martyrs, even when their limbs were being torn by wild beasts. Surely we 

might have supposed that when people were covered with reeking blood, 

when brutal bites were tearing out their entrails, the eyes of onlookers would 

see nothing but horror? What was there to attract them in such a scene, except 

the untarnished beauty of righteousness, which shone out amid the foulness 

of lacerated limbs?
654

    

The physical sight of the martyrs‟ tortured bodies is repulsive, but the spiritual sight 

of their righteousness is beautiful and illuminating.  Like earthen vessels containing 

heavenly bread, the bodies of the martyrs are made of weak flesh, but they are filled 

with the presence and power of God.   

And so, for Augustine, the deaths of all the martyrs have a revelatory quality 

when they are perceived with the eyes of faith.  The martyr‟s physical, corruptible, 

and weak body becomes the site at which eternal truths and divine strength are made 

manifest.  But this is even more the case for women martyrs.  The female martyr‟s 

transformation from weakness to strength provides a more forceful, visible, and 

persuasive revelation of divine presence and power.  The image of the weak woman 

martyr powerfully enduring torture is presented as an unnatural sight.  How can a 
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weak and frail woman withstand attacks of the fire, the sword, threats to her chastity, 

the pleas of her parents and children?  As a weak woman, such endurance cannot be 

attributed to her own innate strength, but it can only be explained by the inner 

working and strengthening power of divine grace.  Consequently, the weakness of 

her body provides a visible and unavoidable testimony to the presence and power of 

God.  While all the martyrs bear witness to God, the female martyr provides the most 

forceful and compelling case, as she guides our eyes beyond the flesh and towards 

spiritual and eternal truth.   

But why are female martyrs so important?  If Augustine believed that all 

human beings are afflicted with infirmitas humana, then surely he could have 

constructed his depictions of male martyrs to convey the same messages and have the 

same effects?  What makes the female martyrs unique?  To answer this question we 

might turn to an observation that Thomas Martin makes in a rather different context: 

a study of the role of Paul in Augustine‟s development of the Christus medicus 

motif.
655

  Augustine was fond of the image of Christ as both the Doctor and the 

Medicine by whom and through whom all humanity is healed.  With this theme in 

mind, Martin observes that: 

the best “advertisement” of physicians‟ skills would be the unexpected return 

to health of their most critically ill patients – the more hopeless and extreme 

the disease, the more incredible the recovery, and the greater the testimony to 

the knowledge and expertise of the doctor.
656

   

Here Martin explains that Augustine presents Paul‟s conversion as a dramatic 

recovery that is effected by the medicinal grace administered by Christ.  The severe 

moral infirmity of Paul (Saul) makes his recovery all the more spectacular, with the 

result that it attests to the power of God‟s grace, which is able to restore health in 

even the weakest and most hopeless patients.  This observation helps us to explain 

the uniqueness of Augustine‟s female martyrs.  Paul‟s transformation from moral 

infirmity to health runs parallel to the female martyr‟s transformation from physical 

weakness to strength.  Like Paul, the female martyrs exemplify the most hopeless 

and extreme cases of infirmity. Like Paul, they undergo a spectacular transformation 

that heals their infirmity and restores them to perfect health (salus).  And, like Paul, 
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their spectacular transformation is a forceful revelation of God‟s powerful and 

unlimited grace.  Of course, there is a difference here: Paul‟s infirmity is moral; the 

female martyrs‟ infirmity is physical.  But this difference is also the key.  The male 

martyrs are naturally physically strong, whereas the female martyrs are naturally 

physically weak.  The extreme weakness of the female martyrs makes their case 

„more hopeless and extreme‟.  As a result, their extreme recovery from infirmity to 

health – their transformation from weakness to strength – is a more forceful and 

convincing demonstration of the power of God and strength of grace.   

We can see an illustration of this idea in one of Augustine‟s sermons on the 

Scillitan Martyrs, in which he presents the female martyrs as the most visible and 

persuasive revelation of God‟s power and presence: 

The strength, the fortitude, of Christ‟s martyrs, men and women alike, is 

Christ.  If men alone, you see, stood out as being brave and strong in 

suffering, their courage would be attributed to their being the stronger sex.  

The reason why the weaker sex too has been able to suffer bravely, is that 

God was able to make it possible in people of all sorts.  Accordingly, be they 

men, be they women, in their tribulations they all ought to say, The Lord is 

my strength (Ps. 118:14), and I will love you, Lord, my might (Ps. 18:1).
657

 

This extract is a concise summary of how female martyrs reveal theological truths.  

While all the martyrs – both men and women – are strengthened by Christ, this is 

only fully visible in the female martyr.  Downplaying the idea of infirmitas humana, 

and exaggerating the idea of infirmitas sexus, Augustine draws on traditional gender 

distinctions to reveal the theological message of female martyrdom.  As members of 

the stronger sex (sexus fortior), male martyrs are naturally courageous (virilis).  

Their endurance of torture could, therefore, be mistakenly attributed to their inherent 

strength; it is not immediately evident that the male martyrs do not rely on their own 

strength.  However, female martyrs are members of the weaker sex (infirmior sexus), 

and so they do not display natural strength (virtus).  Unlike her male counterparts, 

the strength of the female martyr cannot be attributed to her natural abilities.  The 

only explanation of how a weak woman could endure suffering bravely is if she was 

strengthened by an external source.  Her brave endurance is necessarily significant 

and referential, as we are prompted to search for the source of her strength.  This is 

why God enabled women to be counted among the martyrs.  Female martyrs provide 
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the most powerful revelation of human weakness and the most visible demonstration 

of God‟s strengthening grace.   

Moulding and Manipulating Memory 

We have now set out the basic framework into which all of Augustine‟s depictions of 

female martyrs fit comfortably.  In almost every depiction he explicitly or implicitly 

refers to the weakness of the female martyrs, and often this becomes the central 

feature of his depictions, which is crucial for conveying the theological meaning of 

female martyrdom.  This is not only the case for his more abstract references to 

anonymous groups of women martyrs – the unnamed puellae, virgines, conjugatae, 

matres, mulieres, and feminae – but also for specific, named martyrs. 

Augustine‟s depiction of Crispina is particularly revealing.  He mentions the 

female martyr in five sermons, which span the first three decades of the fifth century, 

and two of which were delivered at her annual festival on 5
th

 December.
658

  Crispina 

is also mentioned in the treatise On Holy Virginity (De sancta virginitate), which was 

written in 401.
659

  As is to be expected, Augustine provides longer reflections on the 

female martyr in those sermons delivered at her festival, but, on other occasions, he 

simply mentions her name in passing and without any elaboration.  This suggests that 

his readers and listeners already knew the story of her martyrdom.  His Commentary 

on Psalm 137 gives the impression that her passio was read aloud at the festivals, as 

was often the case at North African martyr festivals.  So, considering that 

Augustine‟s congregation would have been familiar with the passio, it is interesting 

to find that his depiction of Crispina differs greatly from that found in the account of 

her martyrdom.   

The overall picture of Crispina that is painted by her passio is that of a defiant 

woman, whose words are resolute and uncompromising: „Whatever happens, I shall 

be glad to suffer it on behalf of the faith which I hold‟.
660

  The passio makes 

martyrdom seem easy.  From the very beginning of the trial, Crispina is unwavering.  

The threats of the proconsul, Anullinus, have no effect on her, except, perhaps, that 

they seem to cause her slight annoyance or impatience: „I have told you again and 
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again; I am prepared to undergo any tortures that you wish to subject me to‟.
661

  Her 

responses to the proconsul‟s threats are summarised in the simple declaration, quod 

dicis non timeo: „I do not fear anything you say‟.
662

  Although Crispina is put on 

trial, the event is only trying in the sense that it is, at very worst, tiresome.  The trial 

itself is not difficult to endure.  As with other earlier Christian acta and passiones, 

the martyr gives no indication of an inner turmoil, or the temptation to offer sacrifice.  

From a Christian perspective, it is fitting that Anullinus calls her „a stubborn and 

contemptuous woman‟ (dura es et contemptrix), because indeed she is dura; she 

presents a hard and impenetrable exterior, which reflects her inner strength of mind 

and the inflexibility of her stalwart faith.  

Augustine‟s depiction of Crispina differs from the portrait found in the 

passio.  Perhaps this is only to be expected, considering his views on the trials and 

temptations of the martyrs: „if it is easy to face death, what great thing did the 

martyrs endure in exchange for the Lord‟s death?  What makes them great, what 

raises them high above the rest of Christians, crowned with fresher laurels? […] Why 

all this, if not because death, which they chose to endure for confessing the Lord 

rather than deny Christ, is of course something bitter?‟.
663

  Bearing in mind these 

words and some of the themes explored in Chapter One, we can expect that 

Augustine would be reluctant to reproduce the Crispina of the passio: a woman who 

goes to her death with such extraordinary ease.  Crispina‟s contempt of death is 

difficult to reconcile with Augustine‟s wider reflections on martyrdom and the fear 

of death.  If death is so bitter, why was Crispina in such a rush to taste it? 

Augustine‟s Crispina is more complex than the steadfast woman that we 

encounter in the passio.  He perceives her through the lens of his thinking on 

martyrdom in general, and locates her firmly within his interpretive framework for 

understanding female martyrdom.  The resulting depiction is one that emphasises 

weakness.  Crispina not only suffers the fear of death that all the martyrs have to 

face, but she also experiences the particular weakness of her sex.  Augustine 

interpolates new information into Crispina‟s martyrdom narrative, as we see most 

clearly in his Commentary on Psalm 120.  While the passio does not include any 
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reference to her social status, Augustine describes her as a rich and delicate woman 

(feminam divitem et delicatam), and a very famous and wealthy woman of noble 

stock (clarissima enim fuit, nobilis genere, abundans divitiis).
664

  In striking contrast 

with the passio, Augustine explains that she was a delicate woman (delicata femina), 

and a member of the weaker sex (erat illa sexu infirma), whose wealthy lifestyle may 

have made her even weaker (divitiis forte languidior, et consuetudine corporali 

infirmior).
665

  This is a completely different Crispina.  No longer do we call to mind 

the female martyr who is dura et contemptrix, but now we imagine a woman who is 

delicata, languida, and infirma.  In this way, Augustine constructs the image of the 

weak woman martyr, and sets the stage for us to view her martyrdom as a dramatic 

transformation from weakness to strength.   

By emphasising Crispina‟s weakness, Augustine makes divine grace central 

to her martyrdom.  He explains that, although she was a weak woman, she was 

strong (fortis erat) because she had the help of Christ.  He tells us that, just as the 

Psalm says, „The Lord will guard you from every evil‟, so Crispina had Christ as her 

protection (tegumentum, munimentum), who guarded her from the persecutors (ille 

eam custodiebat).
666

  Despite the fact of her womanly weakness, Crispina was 

strengthened by the indwelling of Christ: „Was the enemy ever likely to overthrow 

one so fortified?‟
667

  It was because of this defence that Crispina had been victorious: 

„Had the persecutor the power to do anything, even against such a delicate 

woman?‟
668

   

Augustine‟s depiction of Crispina presents us with her transformation from 

weakness to strength, but it is important to note that she always remains as a weak 

and delicate woman.  Her strength does not come from within herself, but only from 

Christ.  Here the seemingly incompatible combination of weakness and strength are 

held together by the belief that Crispina was always weak by nature, but that she was 

strengthened by the indwelling presence of Christ.  Just in case anyone should 

wrongly assume that Crispina had relied on her own strength, Augustine advises his 
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listeners: „When temptation comes upon us, let us keep our faith whole and strong… 

Protect yourselves, but not by any strength of your own, for the Lord is your defence 

and your guardian‟.
669

  And so, while the passio presents a defiant and resolute 

woman, Augustine weakens Crispina to give force to that most crucial of lessons: 

„Nobody should rely on themselves‟.
670

 

Augustine‟s transformation of Crispina from a strong and independent martyr 

to a weak and delicate woman reflects his general motivations, methods, and aims for 

depicting the martyrs.  As we have seen throughout this study, Augustine‟s creative 

depictions of the martyrs are produced with the assumption that historical truth can 

and should be subjected to theological truth: that history can be recast and reshaped 

to reveal eternal and divine truths.  But his depiction of Crispina is the most explicit 

and extreme example of this.  He modifies the memory of the martyr to such an 

extent that she is unrecognisable.  The historical Crispina and Augustine‟s Crispina 

are completely different women.  Here Augustine does not seem to be moulding 

memory as much as manipulating memory.  As he rewrites history, his methods of 

representation seem to have no boundaries or constraints.  This method of depiction 

has serious implications, which, for us today, might raise a number of ethical 

questions regarding how we should understand and present the past, especially when 

that past concerns human suffering.  But these questions do not seem to have 

concerned Augustine.  Judging from his depiction of Crispina, he believed that the 

memory of the female martyrs could be moulded and manipulated to ensure that their 

deaths were not in vain: that the motivation and purpose of their deaths – to bear 

witness to Christ – would continue to be meaningful and useful in the Christian 

community. 

Augustine explicitly links two other female martyrs with Crispina, on account 

of their womanly weakness: Eulalia and Agnes.  He mentions the Spanish martyr 

Eulalia only once in the sermons that we have available to us today: in a sermon 

delivered at her martyrdom festival on 10
th

 December, in 411.
671

  (Considering that 

Eulalia‟s festival was celebrated in North Africa, and that Prudentius‟s 

Peristephanon suggests she was a popular martyr, we can assume that Augustine 
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would have delivered many more sermons at her annual festivals, but unfortunately 

these have not been preserved.)  Towards the end of the sermon, Augustine describes 

the female martyr: „This Saint Eulalia, from the province of Spain, a holy and valiant 

woman (Prov. 31:10), by her love overcame the weakness of her sex, just like Saint 

Crispina‟.
672

  Here Augustine conveys, in passing, that Eulalia was like Crispina.  

Both of the female martyrs were affected by womanly weakness, but each one 

conquered her sex (vicit sexum), to become a strong woman (fortis femina).  This is a 

relatively short sermon, and Augustine does not go into detail to explain how the 

weak Eulalia became strong, but his comparison of Eulalia with Crispina encourages 

his listeners to think of the two female martyrs as members of one and the same 

category, which is characterised by the weakness of their sex, and is bound together 

by their transformation from weakness to strength. 

Agnes provides another example of the weak woman martyr.  In a rather late 

sermon, delivered on the day of her martyr festival at around the year 428, Augustine 

forms a similar link between Agnes and Crispina.
673

  He opens the sermon with one 

of his frequent explanations of the Greek word martyr, followed by the comment that 

public confession to the point of death is extremely difficult.  In fact, he says, some 

people are so timid and weak that they are afraid to whisper the name of Christ in 

public.  At first, the apostle Peter was like this.  He was so afraid that he denied 

Christ three times.  But the martyrs were stronger than Peter, as they confessed 

Christ even to the death.  Furthermore, women too have been stronger than Peter, 

because they have been counted among the martyrs.  Augustine explains that Peter 

„was not yet what a number of women and girls have been, what Crispina and Agnes 

have been; Peter still was not in the class of these women, with all the weakness of 

their sex‟.
674

  Here again we find that Augustine classes the female martyrs as weak 

women (afflicted with muliebris infirmitas).  Furthermore, while Crispina was a 

woman (mulier), Agnes was still only a little girl (puella), and yet both were stronger 
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than Peter, who was a man, the very first apostle, and had remained so close to the 

Lord.
675

 

The Maccabean Mother fits into the same interpretive framework of the weak 

woman made strong in Christ.   Although she was a member of the weaker sex, and 

was further weakened by the bonds of maternal affection, her actions and words 

reveal a woman of extraordinary endurance (tanta patientia) and inexpressible 

strength (ineffabile virtute).
676

  She was not like most mothers; the persecutor, 

Antiochus, was wrong to assume that she was „a mother like other mothers‟.
677

  

Although her words were full of maternal affection and family duty (quam pia, quam 

materna),
678

 she was also a very wise woman (sapientissima mulier).
679

  She knew 

that some people are saved openly, while others are saved secretly; that there is a 

visible deliverance (liberatio manifesta), but also a hidden deliverance (liberatio 

occulta).
680

  For this reason, while previously she had suffered in childbirth, later she 

rejoiced in sending her sons towards eternal life.  Unlike most people, who have a 

weak soul (anima infirma), and hope to avoid undergoing the same tortures that the 

seven brothers endured, the Maccabean Mother was strong, because she knew that 

her sons were not dying.
681

   

In fact, the Maccabean Mother is presented in the masculine role of a teacher 

of discipleship, whose words of encouragement to her sons echo the lessons of 

Christ: „She commanded (praecepit), and they followed. What that mother taught 

(docuit) her sons is what the Lord Jesus Christ was teaching (docebat) this man when 

he told him: “Follow me” (Lk. 9:59)‟.
682

  Furthermore, the encouragement that she 

gave to her sons expressed „a wish clean contrary to normal human feelings‟, as 

parents do not want to see their children proceed them to the grave.
683

  Consequently, 
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her actions reveal a woman more fertile with virtues than with children (fecundior 

virtutibus, quam fetibus).
684

  With striking similarity to his depiction of Crispina, 

Augustine concludes that the only explanation for such unnatural strength is that the 

Maccabean Mother had the help of Christ: „How have human beings been capable of 

this, if not because the salvation of the just is from the Lord, and he is their protector 

in time of trouble (Ps. 37:39)?‟
685

 

Similar ideas are found in Augustine‟s early treatise, On the Catholic and 

Manichean Ways of Life (De moribus ecclesiae catholicae et de moribus 

Manicheorum), which he wrote in c. 387/89.  Here he sets out to discuss an example 

of patience (exemplum patientiae) drawn from the Old Testament.  Rather 

predictably, he begins by considering the example of Job, but quickly he leaves this 

behind, and explains that he does not wish to focus on „that man, who, though great, 

though unconquered, was nonetheless a man (licet magnum, licet invictum, virum 

tamen)‟.
686

  Instead, Augustine turns to a woman – the Maccabean Mother – as the 

ideal exemplar of patient endurance.  He explains: „those Scriptures present to me a 

woman of astounding strength (stupendae fortitudinis feminam) and they compel me 

now to move to her‟.
687

  Augustine describes the Maccabean Mother as a martyr 

because, when she pushed forward her sons, she was presenting her own body: „She 

surrendered her whole body along with her seven sons to the tyrant and torturer 

rather than utter one sacrilegious word‟.
688

  Throughout the trial, she acted as a 

teacher, and strengthened her sons with exhortations.
689

  But, Augustine claims, even 

though her suffering was so great that it could not have been increased,
690

 still her 

patient endurance is not at all astonishing, because she had been strengthened by the 

Word of God, and the love of God: „Why is it surprising if the love of God, having 

penetrated to the very marrow of her bones, resisted the tyrant, and her torturer, and 

her pain, and her body, and her sex, and her feelings?  Had she not heard: Precious in 
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the sight of the Lord is the death of his holy ones (Ps. 116:15)?  Had she not heard: A 

patient man is better than a very strong one (Prov. 16:32)?‟
691

  

The final example that we will mention briefly in relation to the image of the 

weak woman martyr is that of Perpetua and Felicitas.  Throughout his sermons on 

these popular female martyrs, Augustine presents the two women as members of the 

weaker sex.  In one sermon, he explains that their womanly weakness makes their 

achievement so much more astounding.
692

  He says: „A more splendid crown is owed 

to the weaker sex (sexus infirmior), because clearly a virile spirit (virilis animus) has 

done much more in women, when their feminine frailty (fragilitas feminae) has not 

been undone under such enormous pressure‟.
693

  Likewise, in another sermon, he 

explains that, despite the presence of some very brave men among the group (viri 

fortissimo), the festival of Perpetua and Felicitas goes by the names of the two 

female martyrs because „it was a greater miracle for womanly weakness (muliebris 

infirmitas) to overcome the ancient enemy‟.
694

  Their womanly weakness played a 

central role in their martyrdom event, and remained as a crucial element in the 

memory, and commemoration, of their martyrdom.   

But Augustine takes this further, as he explains: „these two women of such 

strength of character were not only women, but they were wives as well.  And one of 

them was also a mother, so that to the weakness of her sex might be added feelings 

less capable of endurance, and thus the enemy could assail them from every side‟.
695

  

As we found with the youth of Agnes, and the maternal feelings of the Maccabean 

Mother, Augustine‟s depictions of Perpetua and Felicitas are not only weak by virtue 

of their femininity, but they are made even more vulnerable by the feelings that they 

experience as wives and mothers.  

Yet, Augustine does not focus on Perpetua and Felicitas‟s maternal emotions 

(as he did for the Maccabean Mother), or on their roles as wives,
696

 but rather he is 
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more concerned with Perpetua‟s role as a daughter, bound by familial duty, and 

commanded by God to love and obey her father.  So, for example, in one of his 

Commentaries on the Psalms, Augustine compares the fear of death with the strength 

of love, as proclaimed in Song of Songs 8:6: „Love is as strong as death‟.
697

  He 

explains that, during times of persecution, the martyrs may have been afraid of death, 

but „the weeping eyes of their families and friends worked upon them more violently 

than the hatred of their persecutors‟.
698

  He describes the scenes of martyrdom: „How 

many were clutched by their children, who did not want them to die!  How many saw 

their wives begging on their knees not to be left widowed!  How many parents 

implored their children not to die! We know this well, and have read about it in the 

passion of the blessed Perpetua‟.
699

  Here Augustine explains that Perpetua, and all 

the martyrs, were able to go towards their deaths, despite the pleas and the tears of 

their loved ones, because they were „set on fire with love‟.
700

   

Augustine mentions the weakening effect of filial duty in greater detail in a 

sermon that he delivered soon after his consecration as the Bishop of Hippo, in 

397.
701

  Here he explains that persecution takes two forms: the devil can act like a 

roaring lion, or a cunning snake; the martyr is not only attacked by the sword, but 

also by coaxing and allurements.
702

  He explains that, in times of persecution, 

mothers, fathers, wives, husbands, brothers, or children all have the potential to 

weaken the martyr‟s resolve by stirring human affection (carnalis adfectus).
703

  And 

so, wives have acted as Eves, tempting their husbands away from martyrdom in their 

desperate attempts to avoid becoming widows.
704

  But, Augustine assures us, in 

striking contrast to these crafty and cunning women (dolosae),
705

 who coax their 
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husbands with feminine deceit (femineis dolis),
706

 there have been some women who 

were able to endure the assaults of human affection that were provoked by the men in 

their lives.  He says: „We have been speaking like this, as though it were just men 

who are hurrying toward martyrdom and being hindered by their wives; let us also 

reassure the weaker sex (infirmum sexum)‟.
707

  Here again we find the assumption 

that women are the weaker sex, but women are to be reassured by the strong actions 

of female martyrs: „How many women have won the martyr‟s crown, and not been 

overcome by men coaxing them in no manly fashion!‟.
708

  Augustine then turns to 

the example of Perpetua and Felicitas to illustrate this point: „How did Perpetua 

become perpetually blessed < … >?  What made Felicitas fit for such infinite felicity, 

except that she was not afraid of momentary infelicity?  So then, for women too to 

avoid being seduced in this matter by the persuasions of men, let them fix their 

minds on Perpetua, fix them on Felicitas, and so take hold of perpetual felicity‟.
709

   

Here Perpetua and Felicitas illustrate how weak human beings, and even 

weak women, can overcome the bonds of human affection.  But Augustine does not 

explain exactly how Perpetua and Felicitas overcame their weakness.  For this, we 

need to turn again to the later Sermon 281.
710

  In this sermon Augustine looks more 

closely at the role of Perpetua‟s father in the martyrdom event.  He explains: „it was 

her father whom he [the devil] equipped with beguiling words, hoping that a 

religious spirit, which would not be softened by the promptings of pleasure [namely, 

the presence of her husband], might be weakened by the attack of family duty‟.
711

  

Augustine explains that Perpetua‟s father was brought into the arena in order to 

weaken her even further beyond the general weakness of her sex.  But Perpetua and 

Felicitas were fortified by Christ, from whom they drew their strength (a quo 

virtutem traxerant).
712

  Because they were filled with Christ, and had the right order 

of love, Perpetua and Felicitas were able to control human affection, with the 

additional result that Perpetua was able to respond to her father in a controlled 
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manner, so that „she neither violated the commandment by which honour is owed to 

parents, nor yielded to the tricks which the real enemy was practicing‟.
713

 

A clear framework emerges from these depictions of female martyrs.  The 

martyrs are all portrayed as weak women, who are weakened further by their delicate 

lifestyles, tender age, marital positions, maternal feelings, and family duties.  And 

yet, their words and actions display unnatural strength, courage, and wisdom.  The 

resulting depiction is the ambivalent image of the female martyr who is 

simultaneously a mulier mollis and a femina fortis.  The coupling of these apparently 

contradictory ideas conveys the theological meaning of female martyrdom.  The 

elements are incompatible, but they are co-dependent.  The positive and negative 

aspects of the image must be acknowledged if we are to see the presence and power 

of Christ filling, fortifying, arming, protecting, and strengthening the female martyrs.   

From Weakness to Strength 

How exactly does a mulier mollis become a femina fortis?  Augustine explains that 

weak women become strong martyrs by the power of God‟s grace, but how are we to 

envisage that strengthening process?  For the remainder of this chapter we will 

explore the images that Augustine used to describe the female martyr‟s 

transformation from weakness to strength.  Not only will this help us to grasp how 

Augustine understood the relationship between the female martyrs and Christ, but 

also it will reveal how he used memorable images to communicate complex 

theological ideas. 

One of the main images that Augustine uses to describe the transformation 

from weakness to strength is a chaste embrace with Christ.  This is most clearly seen 

in the depiction of Crispina in his Commentary on Psalm 120.  In this sermon, 

delivered at Crispina‟s festival, Augustine comments on the place of the Psalm 

within the group known as “the Songs of Ascent” (Ps. 119-133), which are thought 

to have been sung by pilgrims on their ascent to Jerusalem.  Here Augustine reads 

Crispina‟s trials alongside the trials of the individual Christian.  Her martyrdom is 

presented as an ascent of the heart, in which her physical trauma is seen against the 

grander narrative of the universal need for all humans to lift their hearts and orient 

their minds towards God with a chaste and holy love.  This journey or movement 
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begins with a descent into the valley of weeping: a humble acknowledgement of our 

weakness and our complete dependence on God.
714

  From here, the ascent begins, as 

the Holy Spirit inspires a chaste and ordered love, and God protects and supports his 

people on their journey.  By acknowledging their weakness and loving God, 

Christians can make sure that they do not faint, fail, or lose their footing: „Charity 

moves us to walk and make progress; pride pushes us into a fall‟.
715

   

During his discussion on the ascent of the heart, Augustine repeatedly returns 

to the themes of human weakness and the constant need to depend on God in order to 

make progress in this life.  He paints a picture of the weak and weary body of the 

Church as it tries to continue on the upward climb towards God.  But the Church is 

not alone.  Christ embraces and strengthens her on the journey.  Augustine refers to 

the words of the bride in the Song of Songs: „His left hand is beneath my head, and 

his right hand will embrace me‟ (Song. 2:6).
716

  He explains that these words are 

spoken by the bride or sponsa, that is, the Church, as she longs to be held in an 

„embrace of fidelity and love‟ by Christ, the heavenly Bridegroom or sponsus.
717

  

Christ‟s left hand comforts her from below, and his right hand protects her from 

above.
718

  In this way, Augustine sets up the image of the Church as a Bride who is 

locked in a loving and exclusive embrace with Christ.   

But, later in the sermon, Augustine modifies the image.  He removes the 

Church from the embrace and replaces her with Crispina.  He describes the female 

martyr with the same image of a loving embrace.  We are encouraged to imagine 

Christ‟s left hand beneath Crispina‟s head, and his right hand embracing Crispina‟s 

body: 

The enemy attacked, intent on striking her head, but all that was presented to 

him was the left hand, which was beneath her head.  The head was on top, 

and Christ‟s hand was embracing her from above.
719
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Two things are happening here.  First, the figures of Crispina and the Church are 

linked together, as the female martyr and the Church respond to Christ in the same 

way.  By associating Crispina and the Church in this way, Augustine presents her 

martyrdom on a wider, ecclesiological scale of significance.  Although he does not 

explicitly present Crispina as a figure or symbol of the Church, her relationship with 

Christ reflects that of the whole Church body.
720

  Her ascent, culminating in her 

relationship with Christ and her attainment of eternal life, is part of a bigger picture: 

she implicitly represents the united body of the Church; her embrace with Christ is 

reflected in the sacramental bond of husband and wife; her personal relationship with 

Christ illustrates that every individual person should hold firm to Christ with 

humility and love. 

Second, the image of embrace superimposes Christ into Crispina‟s story so 

that he becomes a (or the) central character in the memory of her martyrdom.  By 

linking Crispina with Christ through the image of embrace, Augustine effectively 

“unveils” the hidden elements in the story of Crispina‟s martyrdom, as he reveals the 

presence of Christ, and discloses spiritual truths that explain her brave actions.  We 

sense that the image is not just that of a female martyr, but of human weakness and 

divine grace.  It is the union of love between Christ and the Church.  It is God‟s 

relationship with each individual person.   

Augustine continues to explain the image of the embrace as an illustration of 

the right order of love that inspires all martyrs.  Christ‟s left hand (symbolising 

temporal goods and riches) is out of sight beneath her head, while his right hand 

(symbolising eternal goods) surrounds her.
721

  Her ascent involved a rejection of 

temporal goods, which allowed her to enter into a complete embrace with Christ.  

Exchanging love for love, and life for life, Crispina abandoned her children to attain 

Christ; she renounced riches to reap spiritual rewards; she forgot earthly fame to 

glorify the name of God.   

But Crispina‟s embrace with Christ was not just the result of her sacrifice, it 

was also the cause.  The relationship between Crispina and Christ is not just a loving 

embrace of pietas and charitas, but it is also a defensive and strengthening hold that 
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enables her to overcome her extreme weakness.  Employing a popular motif of 

martyrdom, Augustine describes Crispina‟s martyrdom as a battle (agon) against the 

enemy.
722

  While Crispina was weak and helpless, Christ embraced and strengthened 

her:  

She was of the weaker sex, perhaps enfeebled by riches and quite frail in 

body in consequence of the life to which she had been accustomed.  But what 

did all this signify, compared with the bridegroom whose left hand was 

beneath her head, whose right hand was embracing her?  Was the enemy ever 

likely to overthrow one so fortified?
723

 

Described in terms of an embrace, Christ becomes Crispina‟s defence (tegumentum), 

protection (eam custodiebat), and fortification (munimentum).  Because of this, the 

enemy (inimicus) could attack her body, but could not strike her soul.
724

  Here we 

find a rather different image of embrace than that in the Song of Songs: while the 

Song expresses the longing for an intimate union between bride and Bridegroom, the 

embrace between Crispina and Christ replaces the sensual and emotional longing 

with the agonistic image of physical and spiritual warfare.
725

  And yet, while 

Augustine uses agonistic imagery, he avoids presenting Crispina as a soldier of 

Christ.
726

  She is not so much like a soldier, but rather a weak building, which is 

occupied, guarded, protected, fortified, and surrounded, by Christ.
727
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A similar image of embrace is used by Augustine in his depictions of 

Perpetua and Felicitas, as he tries to communicate how the female martyrs were 

transformed from weakness to strength.  In one sermon on Perpetua and Felicitas, he 

says: 

They had done well to cling to one man, to whom the one Church is 

presented as a chaste virgin.  They had done well, I say, to cling to that man, 

from whom they had drawn the strength to withstand the devil.
728

 

Here he explains that the female martyrs clung (inhaeserant) to Christ, and drew 

strength from him (a quo virtutem traxerant).
729

  Unlike our example of Crispina, 

here Augustine presents the embrace as a kind of spiritual grafting: the martyrs are 

joined to Christ; he is the source of their life and being; he sustains them, pouring 

himself out for them, and becoming weak to strengthen them.  This embrace is a 

union and a symbiotic relationship in which Christ becomes weak and sacrifices his 

life so that the female martyrs can become strong and imitate his sacrifice of humility 

and love.  Augustine emphasises Christ‟s kenotic outpouring of grace, and the female 

martyrs‟ reception of that grace: 

The one who had made himself weak for them was shown to be undefeated in 

them.  The one who had emptied himself (Phil. 2:7) in order to sow them, 

filled them with courage in order to reap them.
730

   

Augustine extends the image of the embrace by combining metaphors of spiritual 

procreation and agricultural harvesting.  Christ empties himself (exinanivit), spilling 

his blood like fertile seed, and pouring his strength into the martyrs (eas... fortitudine 
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implevit) so that, once they had grown to the full maturity of faith, he could harvest 

them (meteret) in heaven.  The female martyr‟s transformation from weakness to 

strength is a union of humility and love, which results in the spiritual conception of 

life: Christ and the martyr are engaged in the reciprocal act of giving and receiving 

life.   

The embrace of Christ and the female martyr is a bond that reflects the 

sacraments.  As a union of the divine and the human, the head and the body, and 

male and female, the image of embrace alludes to the union of Christ and his Church.  

It recalls Christ‟s incarnation, death, and resurrection.  Augustine uses the image of 

the embrace to remind his listening audience that life is only ever found in and 

through Christ‟s body; grace is only ever given and received within the Church.   

In another sermon, Augustine gives further attention to the relationship 

between Christ and Perpetua.  Without speaking directly of an embrace, here 

Augustine explains how Christ made sure that Perpetua was not tested beyond her 

abilities.  Rather, he engaged her in visions, drew her away from her pain with a kind 

of mystical rapture, and strengthened her to drink from the cup of suffering: 

He was showing them spiritual delights, so that they would not feel bodily 

pains, except such as would be enough to test them, not to break them.  

Where, I mean to say, was that woman, when she was unaware she had been 

pitched against the savage cow, and when she asked when something was 

going to happen that had in fact happened already?  Where was she?  What 

was it she was seeing, that stopped her seeing these things?  What was it she 

was enjoying, that stopped her feeling these pains?  By what love was she 

taken out of herself, called away by what marvellous spectacle, drunk on 

what cup?
731

 

Here we find a personal, intimate, and loving relationship.  Christ is her helper in her 

time of need.  He draws her attention away from bodily pain by revealing „spiritual 

delights‟ and a „marvellous spectacle‟.  This is an ecstatic, mystical union.  It is a 

rapture in which Christ pulls her „out of herself‟.  By partaking in Christ‟s cup of 

suffering, she experiences a spiritual inebriation that disengages her from the flesh 

and reorients her mind towards spiritual truths.  Christ helps Perpetua to overcome 

the physical weakness of her body by strengthening and inspiring her with visions.  

Furthermore, Augustine‟s series of questions direct our own line of vision to those 

spiritual sights experienced by Perpetua.  He asks us: Where was she? Where was 
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she? What was she seeing? What was she enjoying? What was she in love with?
732

  

Perhaps Augustine wanted us to find only one answer to all these questions: she was 

with Christ; she was seeing Christ; she was enjoying Christ; she was in love with 

Christ.  But, we might also wonder what exactly Christ was showing her.  Are we to 

think of the specific visions recounted in the passio?  Or perhaps we are to perceive 

her embrace with Christ as an anticipation of the eternal embrace and the beatific 

vision that she would enjoy immediately after her martyrdom?  Whatever Augustine 

had in mind, the image of the mystical embrace directs our attention beyond the 

female martyr, towards Christ, and, ultimately, towards a contemplation of 

spirituales deliciae. 

As with the example of Crispina, Augustine describes the relationship 

between Christ and Perpetua and Felicitas with agonistic images.  They are engaged 

in a defensive and protective embrace during a military combat or athletic contest 

(certamen, praelium).
733

  Augustine explains that Perpetua and Felicitas were 

„holding onto the name of Christ in the war‟.
734

  They were triumphant because 

Christ conquered the devil from within them.
735

  The praise of the martyrs is 

ultimately praise of Christ, „in whose name they ran the race together with faithful 

zeal‟.
736

  And yet, he does not develop the motif to present the female martyrs as 

soldiers of Christ: the female martyrs engage in battle, but it is Christ who fights in 

and through them; the martyrs are triumphant, but it is Christ who conquers the 

devil.
737

  Although The Martyrdom of Saints Perpetua and Felicitas relates 
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 ibid. (PL 38: 1282): ubi erat illa femina…? Ubi erat? Quid videns…? Quo fruens…? Quo amore 

alienata…? 

733
 For the martyrdom of Perpetua and Felicitas as a contest (certamen), see s. 280.2 (WSA III/8: 72; 
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Perpetua‟s vision in which she fights a gladiator in single combat, Augustine 

introduces another fighter into the ring; Perpetua does not fight alone, but Christ 

fights within her.   

While other Church Fathers depict female martyrs as soldiers of Christ, 

Augustine does not employ this image.  However, one possible exception to this rule 

is found in his depiction of the Maccabean Mother.  He depicts the Maccabean 

Mother not only as a spectator of her sons‟ tortures and deaths, but also an active 

participant in their battles: „seeing them battling, she was herself battling in them all, 

herself winning in all of them as they won‟.
738

  Augustine explains this a little further 

in a different sermon, which does not develop the agonistic theme, but still explains 

the “ocular martyrdom” of the Maccabean Mother: „she, by seeing what was done, 

suffered in all of them… she endured in her eyes what they all endured in the 

flesh‟.
739

  The Maccabean Mother‟s role as a spectator engages her in the contest as 

she fights and wins for Christ.  But Augustine does not refer to her as a soldier of 

Christ.  He is clear that she was only able to fight in the battle because Christ was her 

protection: „How have human beings been capable of this, if not because the 

salvation of the just is from the Lord, and he is their protector in time of trouble (Ps. 

37:39)?‟
740

   

The third image that Augustine uses to depict the female martyr‟s 

transformation from weakness to strength is that of conformation to Christ: that is, 

how the female martyr‟s imitation of Christ enables her to become more like Christ.  

This image is found only in Augustine‟s sermons on Perpetua and Felicitas, where he 

tries to explain Perpetua‟s fourth dream.  In this dream, Perpetua was about to 

engage in battle with a gladiator when she was stripped naked by her attendants and 

she became male (facta sum masculus).
741

  We would expect that this apparent 

gender transformation would have been difficult for Augustine to understand and 

explain, not least because his depictions of women martyrs emphasise their 

                                                                                                                                
merit of his Agon of fortitude and endurance‟.  Pfitzner does not give examples here, but the most 

obvious illustration of this is Prudentius‟s virile hero-martyrs. 

738
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omnibus vincentibus ipsa vincebat. 

739
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femininity.  He explains this difficult problem by providing his listeners with a 

spiritual interpretation of the dream, in which Perpetua‟s transformation is given 

theological meaning.
742

  The transformation is linked explicitly with imitatio Christi: 

The devout mind, though, is delighted to behold such a spectacle as the 

blessed Perpetua tells us was revealed to her about herself; how she was 

turned into a man, and took on the devil.  By that contest, to be sure, she too 

was hastening to mature manhood, to the measure of the stature of the 

fullness of Christ (Eph. 4:13).
743

 

Perpetua‟s imitation of Christ is specifically that of a woman responding to a man.  

By such close imitation and identification, she becomes Christ-like; the female 

martyr reflects the male Christ.  This image of conformation does not fit comfortably 

with Augustine‟s attitudes towards women.  As we have seen, he emphasised the 

femininity of the women martyrs, and he gave a positive evaluation of the continued 

value of femininity in his vision of the life after death.  In short, for Augustine, 

women do not need to “become men” to be virtuous.  So, how does he explain 

Perpetua‟s transformation into a man?  Gertrude Gillette observes that Augustine‟s 

interpretation of Perpetua‟s transformation was intended to reflect „her total 

relationship to Christ‟.
744

  By identifying with Christ, participating in his suffering, 

and sharing in his victory over death, Perpetua becomes Christ-like, even to the 

extent of reflecting his masculinity.
745

  Gillette explains: „Perpetua‟s male body is 

interpreted as an expression of her final transformation into the whole or mature 

Christ who acts in conjunction with the martyr, taking the lead and directing her in 
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 Augustine reminds us that it was not Perpetua‟s body that was transformed into a man, but her 
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her victory‟.
746

  Here we are reminded of that compelling depiction of Blandina, 

whose body, hanging on a stake, assumes the appearance of Christ on the cross.  Like 

Blandina, Perpetua was filled with the presence of Christ; as she drew from his 

strength, she revealed his presence and power through her own body.  At the moment 

of martyrdom, the female martyr became an icon. 

 This conformation to Christ is intriguing.  The image of embrace maintains 

clear distinctions that are central to Augustine‟s interpretation of martyrdom 

(Creator/creation, God/martyr, strong/weak, giver of life/receiver of life).  But these 

distinctions are not clearly defined in the image of conformation.  The distinctions 

dissolve.  The emphases are weakened.  The two become one.  Augustine directs the 

attention of his listening audience away from imagining the naked body of the female 

martyr, and towards a perception of the body of Christ within her.  In this way, he 

revises the image from the martyrdom narrative.  He erases the image of the 

transformation of a woman to a man, and he replaces it with the image of a female 

martyr who is one with Christ. 

Augustine‟s explanation of Perpetua‟s conformation to Christ is a little 

awkward.  We get the impression that he is uncomfortable with the image that is 

presented in the martyrdom narrative, and this is why he dwells on it directly in his 

sermon.  The image seems to push him out of his comfort zone.  He presents 

Perpetua in a way that is unlike any of his other depictions of female martyrs.  He 

implicitly makes femininity inferior by suggesting that the female martyrs reflect 

Christ‟s masculinity in their imitation of him.  And yet, the image of conformation is 

based on the traditional interpretation of martyrdom as an imitation of Christ, by 

which the martyr becomes one with Christ.  This idea is found in another of 

Augustine‟s sermons on Perpetua and Felicitas, where he explains that the praise for 

the martyrs:  

resounds supremely to the praise of him in whom they believed, and in whose 

name they ran the race together with faithful zeal, so that according to their 

inner self they are found to be neither male nor female; so that even as 

regards the femininity of the body, the sex of the flesh is concealed by the 

virtue of the mind, and one is reluctant to think about a condition in their 

members that never showed their deeds.
747
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Alluding to Galatians 3:28 („There is no longer Jew or Greek, there is no longer slave 

or free, there is no longer male and female; for all of you are one in Christ‟), this 

extract explains that, by their faith and imitation, the female martyrs became 

inseparably intertwined with Christ.  This close identification and conformation goes 

beyond the image of the chaste embrace.  The image is not that of a man embracing a 

woman, but of the female martyr and Christ bound together as one body.  Augustine 

seems to push his own boundaries to re-present Perpetua‟s “transformation to a man” 

as a “conformation to Christ”.  In this way, he could place Perpetua within his 

interpretive framework of female martyrdom as a movement from weakness to 

strength that reveals the presence and power of Christ.  

As we reflect on the images that Augustine used to describe the female 

martyrs‟ transformation from weakness to strength, we find that the dominant image 

is that of embrace.  On the one hand, this is an image of the personal, intimate, and 

loving union of a man and woman; a faithful and exclusive embrace that reflects the 

bond of marriage between a husband and wife.  But the image is more than a loving 

embrace.  Augustine describes the embrace as a protective defence in the time of 

war.  The weak female martyr is not a soldier of Christ.  She is somewhat out of 

place and unprepared for the battlefield, and her frail body is unequipped for warfare.  

But Christ acts as her armour: he embraces, defends, and protects her.
748

  Augustine 

also describes the embrace as a mutual and reciprocal act of giving and receiving life.  

The female martyr holds firm to Christ, attaches herself to him, and draws her 

strength from him.  Her evident ability to endure torture and death – a fact that is 

presented as being beyond her natural ability – reveals her close relationship with 

Christ.  The female martyr is locked in a sacrificial exchange of the giving of love 

and life.  Alongside the image of embrace, we also find the image of conformation to 

Christ.  This is not the dominant image, and Augustine does not appear to be entirely 

comfortable with it.  But still the image of conformation explains the female martyr‟s 

transformation from weakness to strength.  The female martyr becomes one with 

Christ.  As she imitates Christ, she begins to display not only her natural femininity, 
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but also the masculinity of Christ.  Her body becomes the locus for the union of 

strength and weakness, male and female, the divine and the human.   

The imagery that Augustine chooses to describe women martyrs reflects his 

own personal, idiosyncratic interpretation of female martyrdom.  The images of the 

chaste embrace, mystical union, defence in battle, and conformation to Christ all 

communicate his vision of female martyrdom as a transformation from weakness to 

strength.  These are beautiful, rich, and sensitive images of a personal and loving 

God who responds to individual people, helping them in their suffering, 

strengthening them in their trials, and relieving their pain.  But they are also powerful 

and memorable images that condense and convey a range of complex theological 

beliefs: the dependence of all creation on the Creator; the alienation and weakness of 

fallen humanity; the centrality of the Incarnation of the Word; the importance of 

imitating Christ‟s humble condescension; the necessity of God‟s grace.  Augustine 

uses the female martyrs to convey spiritual messages with visual images: Christ 

embraces Crispina and holds her head in his hand; Perpetua and Felicitas bind 

themselves to Christ and draw their strength from him; Christ pulls Perpetua out of 

her body and helps her to drink from his cup of suffering; the Maccabean Mother is 

supported and strengthened by God as she watches her sons die. Augustine‟s female 

martyrs illustrate that all people must humbly acknowledge their weakness and rely 

completely on God‟s gift of grace.  They exemplify humility, reveal the right order 

of love, and express perfect union with Christ.   

But the female martyrs also provided Augustine with ways of thinking and 

talking about martyrdom that would not have been possible with depictions of male 

martyrs alone.  Imagery of the transformation from weakness to strength – whether 

marital, martial, or sacrificial – relies on the femininity of the martyrs.  The female 

martyr responds to Christ as a woman to a man, as a bride to her groom, as a wife to 

her husband.  She is not only a weak human being who needs divine protection, but 

she is also a weak woman who needs the protection of a man.  As a forceful 

illustration of human weakness, humility, and ascent, as well as divine power, mercy, 

and condescension, the image of the embrace encapsulates the whole of Augustine‟s 

theology of martyrdom.  We might go so far as to say that the image encapsulates his 

vision of the whole of Christian life.  But it is a gendered image.  It can only be used 

to its full potential when the embrace is between the female martyr and the male 
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Christ.  The real force of this most memorable image of the martyrs is unique to 

Augustine‟s female martyrs.                 

Conclusion: Accepting the Ambivalence 

Throughout this chapter we have traced the theme of womanly weakness to show 

that we can only understand Augustine‟s depictions of female martyrs once we have 

accepted that they are deliberately constructed as ambivalent images.  By 

emphasising and exaggerating womanly weakness, Augustine drew attention to the 

power of God‟s grace.  The simultaneous presence of weakness and strength in the 

figure of the female martyr is effectively conveyed by the related images that 

Augustine used to describe the martyr‟s transformation from weakness to strength: 

embrace, union, and conformation.  These images reveal the special power of using 

women “to think with”.  Augustine used the female martyrs to contemplate, 

articulate, communicate, and shape our understanding of our relationship with God, 

our place and purpose on earth, our particular perceptions of the past, our personal 

experience of human weakness, and our hopes and anticipations for the future life.  

Far from being negative assertions of female inferiority, Augustine‟s depictions of 

weak women martyrs are profoundly theological images.  The female martyrs are 

presented as part of a positive evaluation of physical creation through which God 

reveals himself and calls humanity back to the source of their life and being.  They 

are not only attractive illustrations of complex theological doctrines; they are not 

only useful and popular tools for instructing the flock of the faithful; they are also 

compelling proofs of the ultimate dependence of humankind on the boundless power 

of God‟s grace. 
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Chapter 5 

EXEMPLARITY, IMITATION, AND EMOTIONAL ENGAGEMENT 

 

The theological messages that are conveyed by Augustine‟s depictions of female 

martyrs prompt us to explore his use of the images for pastoral purposes.  Earlier in 

this study we observed that images of women are both constructed and constructive.  

They are built, shaped, and formed with a certain degree of creativity, but they are 

also intended to build, shape, and form the Christian community.  Now that we have 

seen how Augustine constructed his depictions of female martyrs, we can consider 

how he used those images to construct and edify his congregations.   

 In the previous chapter our focus was directed towards Augustine himself: 

how his theological reflections shaped the way that he perceived and depicted female 

martyrs.  In this chapter we expand our focus, as we add another element into the 

equation, and consider how Augustine used those images within a pastoral context to 

guide, instruct, and encourage his Christian congregations.  But this division is 

artificial.  In reality we cannot draw such a sharp distinction between theological 

reflection and pastoral care; we cannot separate Augustine the theologian from 

Augustine the preacher.  His depictions of female martyrs are neither the products of 

isolated thought nor the work of one lone author.  Rather they are embedded in the 

context of a community.  As we have observed already in this study, the majority of 

his depictions of the martyrs were formed in front of an audience that was not the 

passive recipient of his words, but its very presence contributed to the formation of 

the images.  And so, the beliefs that are communicated by his depictions of female 

martyrs cannot be consigned to a world of ideas, floating free and detached from the 

concrete experiences of human life.   On the contrary, they are rooted in the reality of 

the here and now.   

In this final chapter we will explore how Augustine presents female martyrs 

as models of discipleship and exemplars to be imitated in daily life.  These depictions 

are a natural extension of the wider cult of the martyrs in which the Church Fathers 

often presented the martyrs as exemplars to be imitated; Augustine is not exceptional 

in this respect.  But we might like to expand on the basic concept of exemplarity and 

imitation to think more carefully about what it means to present a martyr as an 

exemplar.   
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In many ways, the presentation of a martyr as an imitation-inspiring exemplar 

seems self-evident; it does not present anything surprising or unusual to grasp our 

attention.  Exemplarity might be considered a natural characteristic of all the saints, 

and imitation a natural reaction to them.  But we might like to reconsider this.  

Throughout this thesis we have drawn attention to the fact that martyrs are produced 

by the creative process of commemoration, representation, and interpretation.  When 

we bear this in mind, we find that exemplarity and imitation are not natural and 

inevitable, but rather they are facets of that constructed image; they are artificial 

emphases that are deliberately woven into the memory of the martyrs to be drawn out 

in a pastoral context.  And so, the way in which a martyr is presented as an exemplar 

reveals important information about the author/preacher, his audience, and his 

underlying logic for depicting the martyrs.   But, of course, the preacher and his 

audience may not have been of the same mind.  The audience was free to choose 

whether to accept and receive, or resist and reject, his depictions of the martyrs.  

Consequently, whenever depicting the martyrs, the main role of the author/preacher 

was to try to ensure that his audience would receive and respond to his depictions in 

the correct way.   

It is here that Augustine‟s depictions of female martyrs become exciting.  He 

presents the female martyrs as exemplars by appealing to the emotions of his 

audience in an attempt to control the way that they would receive and respond to 

them: the indifferent are provoked towards action by feelings of shame; the 

disheartened are comforted and encouraged by the hope of sharing in the martyr‟s 

reward; the lax are shaken into an awareness that their excuses are not valid; the 

physically weak are strengthened by the knowledge that virtue is within reach of all 

Christians.  By encouraging emotional engagement with the female martyrs, 

Augustine tried to make sure that the martyrs would not just arouse external 

enjoyment, but rather they would elicit emotions that would prompt an intimate and 

internal response, a spiritual regeneration, moral transformation, and sincere desire 

for imitation.   

Of course, the same can be said for Augustine‟s depictions of male martyrs.  

But, when we explore his presentation of female martyrs as exemplars, we find that 

femininity brings additional nuances to the picture: the rhetoric of gender; traditional 

gender stereotypes; appeals to the association between women and Eve; reflections 
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on specifically female roles, such as motherhood; contributions to the debate on the 

relative goods of marriage and virginity.  Furthermore, as we will see, the 

presentation of female martyrs as exemplars was not directed only to the women in 

the audience, but also had a particularly powerful ability to engage the emotions of 

Augustine‟s male listeners.  And so, while the main interlocking themes of this 

chapter are exemplarity, imitation, and emotional engagement, we will find that, for 

Augustine‟s female martyrs, these themes are bound together and strengthened by 

the common thread of femininity.  

Exemplarity and Imitation 

Exemplary depictions of martyrs were a central part of commemoration and 

representation in the early Christian cult of the martyrs.  As Johan Leemans has 

shown, martyr festivals were „schoolrooms for the soul‟: educational sites where 

Christians learnt spiritual and moral lessons through the martyrs.
749

  Leemans 

explains that the underlying motivation of those Church Fathers who depicted the 

martyrs „was not descriptive but exhortatory: to present the martyr‟s life and death as 

an example of Christian virtue worthy of imitation‟.
750

  Commemoration of the 

martyrs was a forward-looking process that helped to construct identity and beliefs in 

the present and the future.  As Leemans explains, commemoration was „active 

remembrance, intended to motivate people to follow in the footsteps of the person 

who functions as an example of virtue‟.
751

  When perceived in this way, depictions of 

martyrs are seen as elementary exercises, as parts of an „educational process‟,
752

 in 

which the martyrs provided paradigms of virtue that served as templates against 

which individual Christian lives could be compared, structured, and shaped.  The 

martyr‟s ordeal becomes the Christian‟s ordeal; the martyr‟s words become the 

Christian‟s words; the martyr‟s faith becomes the Christian‟s faith.  In short, the 

process of identification and imitation enables Christians to become martyrs. 
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Augustine also draws attention to the exemplary function of the martyrs, and 

the need for all Christians to imitate them.  The dominant metaphor that he uses to 

describe this scheme of exemplarity and imitation is that of following in the footsteps 

of the martyrs, a metaphor developed from 1 Peter 2:21: „Christ suffered for us, 

leaving us an example, so that we might follow in his footsteps‟.
753

  Augustine 

explains that the path to eternal life was first laid down by Christ.  Now all Christians 

must follow in his footsteps by imitating his actions: „in acting out the role, treading 

in their master‟s footsteps‟.
754

  By paving the path of suffering, Christ gave an 

example for his martyrs to imitate:  

The Lord Jesus not only gave his martyrs their instructions, he also 

strengthened them by his example.  I mean, that they might have something 

to follow when they were about to suffer, he first suffered for them; he 

pointed out the journey to be made, he made the road along which to make 

it.
755

 

The martyrs provide the most literal example of the imitation of Christ: „The 

holy martyrs followed him, to the shedding of their blood, to the similarity of their 

sufferings‟.
756

  The martyrs‟ literal imitation of Christ is most clearly illustrated by 

the example of Stephen the proto-martyr: 

Like a good sheep, he followed in the footsteps of his shepherd... Observe the 

man following in his Lord‟s footsteps.  Christ on the cross: Father, into your 

hands I commend my spirit (Lk. 23:46); Stephen under the hail of stones: 

Lord Jesus, receive my spirit (Acts 7:59).  Christ on the cross: Father, forgive 

them, because they do not know what they are doing (Lk. 23:34); Stephen 

under the hail of stones: Lord Jesus, do not hold this sin against them (Acts 

7:60).  How could this man not be where the one he had followed was, where 

the one he had imitated was?
757

 

As the martyrs followed Christ, they smoothed the path of suffering to make it 

easier for others to follow.
758

  Augustine explains that now anyone who wishes to 

arrive at eternal life can choose to imitate the martyrs: „Follow in Stephen‟s 
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footsteps, any of you that desires a crown‟.
759

  In fact, Augustine is insistent that 

imitation is the only correct and proper way of celebrating the memory of the 

martyrs: „Let us follow in the footsteps of the martyrs by imitating them, or else we 

will be celebrating their festivities to no purpose [...].  I have always admonished you 

about this, brothers and sisters, I have never stopped doing so, never kept quiet about 

it‟.
760

  This final sentence is not an exaggeration; the message resonates throughout 

his sermons on the martyrs: 

[T]he right way to celebrate the festivals of the martyrs should be by 

imitating their virtues.  It is easy enough to celebrate in honour of a martyr; 

the great thing is to imitate the martyr‟s faith and patience.
761

 

[I]t is easy to celebrate the feasts of the martyrs; it is difficult to imitate the 

martyrs‟ sufferings.
762

 

[The martyrs] have no need of our festivities, because they are rejoicing in 

heaven with the angels; but they also rejoice together with us, not if we 

honour them, but if we imitate them.  But to honour and not imitate them is 

nothing more nor less than false flattery.  So this is why these feasts have 

been instituted in the Church of Christ; it‟s so that by them the congregation 

of Christ‟s members may be admonished to imitate Christ‟s martyrs.  That is 

absolutely the value of this festivity, there is not any other at all.
763

 

For Augustine, the one and only function of commemorative feasts is 

exhortation: the martyrs are exemplars that must be imitated in daily life.  But 

imitation is not an autonomous decision or act.  Christians must pray for intercession 

and assistance from the martyrs themselves: „May the holy martyrs pray for us that 

we should not only celebrate their feasts but also imitate their virtues‟.
764

  They must 

also pray to God for the gift of his strengthening grace: „exult and rejoice on the days 

of the holy martyrs; pray that you may be able to follow in the footsteps of the 

martyrs‟.
765

  The martyrs cannot be imitated without the assistance of God‟s grace.  
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After all, the martyrs were only victorious because they themselves had been 

strengthened by grace.
766

 

 Considering that Augustine makes imitation essential for the proper 

commemoration of the martyrs, it is intriguing, then, that he does not give many 

details of how exactly Christians might imitate the martyrs in times of relative peace.  

So Peter Brown comments: „when it came to the issue as to how exactly each 

individual saint might be imitated, Augustine remained gloriously unspecific‟.
767

  

Brown observes that there are some exceptions to this rule, and the two exceptions 

that he lists are, notably, related to female martyrs: 

Apart from the occasional praise of women martyrs, so as to shame the men 

and to prove that any woman might expect to enjoy the full measure of God‟s 

grace; apart, also, from a pointed reference to martyrs who had been married 

women and mothers of children, so as to rebuke nuns who were tempted to 

despise married persons, Augustine never offered the behaviour of any 

specific saint for imitation by any specific group.  He felt that he did not need 

to do so.  All the faithful should admire and imitate all the saints, for they all 

had faced the same basic struggle as they faced themselves.
768

 

We will return to explore these exceptional functions of female martyrs later in this 

chapter, but for now it is worth highlighting Brown‟s observation that Augustine 

does not give specific details as to how a particular group might imitate a particular 

martyr.  Having said this, Augustine does occasionally provide more detail as to how 

the martyrs might be imitated by all Christians: a person might imitate the martyrs by 

resisting superstitious remedies while on their death bed;
769

 all should imitate the 

martyrs‟ rejection of temporal pleasures by not becoming drunk at martyr 

festivals;
770

 Christians should imitate the martyrs by placing hope in eternal goods, 

not temporal riches.
771

  But, as Peter Brown mentions, Augustine‟s insistence on 

imitation was more of a general instruction for all Christians to perceive their own 

lives in the same light and purpose as the spiritual struggles of all the martyrs.   
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And yet, just as Brown draws our attention to two exceptions to this rule, we 

might want to investigate whether there are any other exceptions, or, at least, 

nuances, that are present in Augustine‟s depictions of female martyrs.  Can we add 

detail to Brown‟s observation that Augustine used depictions of female martyrs in 

different ways for men and women: to shame men, and inspire women?  Do 

Augustine‟s depictions of female martyrs contain any suggestions of how women 

ought to imitate the martyrs in their daily lives?  These questions will be explored 

throughout this chapter as we look more closely at how Augustine depicts female 

martyrs as exemplars for both men and women.   

But before we turn to the specific example of female martyrs, first we should 

consider a fundamental problem.  No matter how frequently and insistently 

Augustine exhorted his listeners to imitate the martyrs, his words would have been 

futile unless they could affect and excite the audience to share in his own enthusiasm 

for imitation.  How, then, did Augustine make his message heard?  How did he incite 

and motivate his audience towards imitating the martyrs?  To answer these questions 

we must consider the role of the emotions. 

Engaging the Emotions 

As a previous professor of rhetoric and a thoughtful preacher, Augustine was acutely 

aware of the centrality of the emotions for the art of persuasion and effective 

edification.  Augustine was heir to a long tradition that greatly esteemed the role of 

the emotions in rhetoric.  At around the year 330 B.C.E., Aristotle composed his 

treatise, Rhetoric, in which he reflected on the role of the emotions in the context of 

rhetoric.  In the first book of this work, he sets out the three methods or means of 

persuasion: ethos (moral character); pathos (emotional appeal); logos (rational 

argument).
772

  The second of these – pathos – relates to the arousal of strong 

emotions (pathē).  Aristotle works with the definition of the emotions as „all those 

affections which cause men to change their opinion in regard to their judgements, 

and are accompanied by pleasure and pain; such as anger, pity, fear, and all similar 

emotions and their contraries‟.
773

  A person‟s emotional state has a direct influence 

on their decisions and judgements.  Aristotle explains that it is this link between 
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emotions and judgments that is exploited by the art of persuasion: „The orator 

persuades by means of his hearers, when they are roused to emotion by his speech; 

for the judgments we deliver are not the same when we are influenced by joy or 

sorrow, or love or hate; and it is to this alone that, as we have said, the present-day 

writers of [rhetorical] treatises endeavour to devote their attention‟.
774

   

Aristotle‟s emphasis on the association between the emotions and persuasion 

was expanded by later authors of rhetorical handbooks, most especially Cicero (106-

43 B.C.E.) and Quintilian (c. 40-96 C.E.).  While Cicero avoids the words ethos and 

pathos, his treatise On the Ideal Orator emphasises the function of the emotions for 

the art of persuasion.  Cicero presents the art of persuasion as being dependent on the 

orator‟s skill of controlling and directing the emotions of his audience: „everyone 

knows that the power of an orator is most manifest in dealing with people‟s feelings, 

when he is stirring them to anger or to hatred and resentment, or is calling them back 

from these same emotions to mildness and compassion‟.
775

  Cicero presents the 

kindling and quenching of the emotions as „precisely the thing most essential for an 

orator‟.
776

  The ideal orator is so skilled in his art that he „is able, through speech, to 

arouse or calm in people‟s hearts any emotion that the circumstances and the case 

demand‟.
777

  In this same work, he elaborates on the three main aims of oratory, that 

is, probare, delectare, and flectere: „proving that our contentions are true, winning 

over our audience, and inducing their minds to feel any emotion the case may 

demand‟.
778

  These three aims, aligned with Aristotle‟s three means of persuasion 

(logos, ethos, and pathos) clearly give an important role to the emotions.  The 

orator‟s appeal to the emotions is described as a process of manipulating the minds 

of the audience: pulling and dragging their minds into line with that of the speaker;
779

 

moulding and shaping their minds as with potters‟ hands.
780

  In many cases, this is a 
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matter of diverting attention away from the truth: „nothing‟, says Cicero‟s Antonius, 

„is more important than for the orator to be favourably regarded by the audience, and 

for the audience itself to be moved in such a way as to be ruled by some strong 

emotional impulse rather than by reasoned judgment... under the influence of hate or 

affection or partiality or anger or grief or joy or hope or fear or delusion or some 

other emotion, than on the basis of the truth‟.
781

 

Slightly modifying Cicero, Quintilian presents the three aims of rhetoric as 

docere, delectare, and movere.  Of these aims, movere – the movement of the mind 

by arousing the emotions – is identified as the most important: emotional appeals are 

„the most powerful means of securing our aims‟.
782

  He says: „the life and soul of 

oratory, we must say, is in the emotions‟.
783

  Quintilian aligns the three aims of 

rhetoric with three styles of speech: the plain, the intermediate, and the grand.  The 

grand style of speech is most closely associated with the aim movere and its appeal to 

the emotions.  He explains that the grand style is as strong as „the river that can roll 

rocks along, scorn the bridge, and create its own banks‟; it „will carry the judge away 

with its mighty torrent however much he resists; it will force him to go wherever it 

takes him... he will follow the speaker, now in one direction, now in another, and 

never feel the need of being given the facts‟.
784

  By engaging the emotions, the grand 

style of speech dispels indifference and forces the audience to take a personal interest 

in the case, but, most importantly, to pay no attention to truth: „as soon as they begin 

to be angry or to feel favourably disposed, to hate or to pity, they fancy that it is now 

their own case that is being pleaded, and just as lovers cannot judge beauty because 

their feelings anticipate the perception of their eyes, so also a judge who is overcome 

by his emotions gives up any idea of inquiring into truth; he is swept along by the 

tide, as it were, and yields to the swift current‟.
785

 

The close association between rhetoric and the emotions continued into the 

Christian tradition, as is only to be expected considering that most of the Church 
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Fathers were products of the classical education system.
786

  However, here the focus 

shifted away from demonstrations of the eloquence, skill, and persuasive power of 

the preacher, and towards revelations of the truth of Scripture.
787

  This is most 

evident in homilies, and especially Greek martyr homilies, where oratorical style was 

considered to be essential for communicating the meaning of Scripture and effecting 

the proper response.
788

  Here there is no sense of pulling, dragging, or manipulating 

minds.  Christian rhetoric did not aim to divert the mind away from truth, but to help 

to reveal truth to the mind.  On the related issue of the relationship between style and 

substance, George A. Kennedy comments: „We need not charge such thoughtful 

Christians as Gregory [of Nazianzus] or Chrysostom with pandering to the mob, but 

they were concerned with moving the hearts of their audience and inspiring their 

lives, and the devices of sophistic rhetoric had become the cues to which their 

audiences responded and by which their purposes could be best accomplished‟.
789

  

Among the „purposes‟ referred to here are, of course, the revelation of Christian 

truth, the formation of Christian identity, and the promotion of Christian ethics.  And 

so we find that emotional engagement had an important function in Christian 

teaching.  Appeals to the emotions helped to ensure that the audience would be 

properly prepared and predisposed to receive, understand, and respond to the word of 

God.   

The power of appealing to the emotions of an audience was not lost on 

Augustine.  His appreciation of the importance of emotional engagement is most 

clearly seen in his handbook On Christian Teaching.  Here he explains that, while he 

does not wish to set out the principles of rhetoric, he does believe that Christians 

should make use of rhetorical techniques so that they would be equipped with the 

necessary skills for the effective communication and convincing defence of Christian 

truth.
790

  There is no reason, he says, for Christians to resign themselves to dull 

methods of teaching while their opponents are busy „pushing and propelling their 
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listeners‟ minds towards error... to inspire fear, sadness, and elation, and issue 

passionate exhortations‟.
791

  Rather, Christian teachers can be aided by eloquence.  

They must „communicate what is good and eradicate what is bad, and in this process 

of speaking must win over the antagonistic, rouse the apathetic‟.
792

  While the 

teacher of truth might find his audience „favourable, interested, and receptive‟,
793

 it is 

more likely that his audience will need to be moved before it can be instructed: „in 

order to make them act decisively on the knowledge that they have and lend their 

assent to matters which they admit to be true‟.
794

  When faced with an apathetic 

audience, the teacher must deliver „entreaties, rebukes, rousing speeches, solemn 

admonitions, and all the other things which have the power to excite human 

emotions‟.
795

  For Augustine, emotional engagement is necessary to prepare the 

audience, grasp their attention, and inspire them to listen and value and respond to 

the spoken words.   

Like Quintilian, Augustine identifies the method of arousing the emotions 

with the „grand style‟ of speech: a style that moves the audience to share the hopes, 

fears, joys, and sorrows of the speaker.
796

  He explains that, while the three aims of 

rhetoric (docere, delectare, movere or flectere) are closely linked, the grand style of 

speech is particularly suited for the purpose of movere or flectere: „when action must 

be taken and we are addressing those who ought to take it but are unwilling, then we 

must speak of what is important in the grand style, the style suitable for moving 

minds to action‟.
797

  It is this style of speech that Augustine employs regularly in his 

exhortations towards imitation of the martyrs.  His main concern with the cult of the 

martyrs was that many people attended martyr festivals to delight in awesome stories 

of victory and revel in exuberant celebrations of life over death, but closed their ears 

to the lessons of the martyrs, and closed their hearts to the spiritual transformation 

that stories of the martyrs should effect.
798

  By appealing to the emotions of his 
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audience, Augustine prompts his listeners towards a personal engagement with the 

martyrs, „not to make known to them what they must do, but to make them do what 

they already know must be done‟, that is, to imitate the martyrs.
799

  In the context of 

preaching, the figures of the martyrs carry great affective power.  By engaging the 

emotions, they grasp the attention of the audience, elicit a personal response to their 

stories, and effect a change in attitudes, beliefs, and actions.   

While it is beyond the scope of this study to go into detail on Augustine‟s 

theory of the emotions, it is worth highlighting some of the most important points 

here to give us a better understanding of what he was doing when he used depictions 

of female martyrs to engage the emotions of his listeners.
800

  As James Wetzel 

comments, Augustine‟s reflections on the emotions only make sense once we 

consider their place in the context of his theology.  Wetzel claims that, when seen in 

the broader classical context of reflection on emotion, Augustine‟s own contribution 

seems to be „disappointingly derivative‟.
801

  Although we might question this 

conclusion – we should not deny the importance of the fact that he accepted and 

modified the rhetorical methods that were available to him – rhetoric takes us only so 

far.  The rhetorical method of pathos was intended to move the audience, but, in the 

context of rhetoric, the desired movement took place irrespective of truth, as it was 

based entirely on the persuasive skill of the orator.  For Augustine, however, the 

movement effected by pathos concerned the soul: the emotions (affectiones) are 

expressions of the orientation, direction, and movement of the will.  Individual 

emotions cannot be divided into positive and negative categories: positive emotions 

express the right movement of the will, while negative emotions express the 

disordered movement of the will; positive emotions are linked with caritas, while 

negative emotions are linked with cupiditas; positive emotions are associated with 
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humility, while negative emotions are associated with pride.  By engaging the 

emotions of his listeners, Augustine tried to reorient the disorderly will, inspire a 

movement from cupiditas to caritas, and temper pride by inciting humility.  The 

inner movement that was effected through emotional engagement would, therefore, 

become the first step that leads to an outer change in action and lifestyle.  But, we 

might ask, if the emotions are an expression of the movement of the will, and the will 

is only ever prepared and moved by the grace of God, what is Augustine‟s role in 

engaging the emotions of his listeners?  Yet, as we will see, Augustine constructed 

and employed depictions of the female martyrs with the clear intention of exciting 

the emotions and inspiring imitation.  

Blush for Shame, Bearded Men! 

The most interesting presentation of female martyrs as exemplars is found on those 

occasions when Augustine specifically addresses the men in his audience.  

Throughout this thesis we have found that Augustine makes femininity central to his 

depictions of women martyrs.  How, then, were Christian men meant to perceive 

female martyrs as exemplars, relate to their distant and gendered experiences, and 

imitate their actions in daily life?  On the one hand, imitation of female martyrs is no 

different from imitation of male martyrs.  Augustine expected all Christians to 

imitate the spiritual journey of the female martyr: her descent into the valley of tears; 

her acknowledgement of human weakness; the reorientation of her heart towards 

eternal goods; her complete dependence on God‟s strengthening grace; her hope for 

eternal life.  This internal imitation concerns the soul.  Sex and gender are irrelevant.  

But, on the other hand, femininity is a crucial element in the identity of the female 

martyr, the trials that she faces, and her response to those trials.  As we have seen, 

female martyrs are most often characterised by their innate womanly weakness, their 

trials typically involve abandoning their children or disobeying the authority of their 

fathers, and their response is often marked by action that is meaningful insofar as it 

questions the nature and role of women in the family, society, and nature as a whole.  

Clearly, literal imitation was out of the question for the men in Augustine‟s 
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congregations.
802

  The examples of the female martyrs needed to be translated, 

updated, and interpreted before they could have meaning for Christian men.   

So, how did Augustine present female martyrs as exemplars for the men in 

his congregations?  The key to answering this question is not to focus on how men 

were to imitate the martyrs, but on how they must want to imitate them.  Augustine 

used the female martyrs to incite the desire for imitation.  It is here that our 

comments on exemplarity, imitation, and emotional engagement become important.  

Augustine‟s depictions of female martyrs are characterised by their intended function 

to stir negative emotions of shame in order to provoke apathetic and complacent men 

towards moral action through imitation.  But before we look at how he does this, it 

would be useful to consider an extract from his Confessions, in which he describes 

the role of virtuous women in his own conversion experience: how they served as 

exemplars; how they elicited the emotion of shame; how his emotional response 

eventually led to imitation.     

Our extract is taken from book 8, chapter 11 of the Confessions, immediately 

before Augustine‟s account of his conversion experience in the garden in Milan.
803

  

Here he describes a vision in which Lady Continence appears to him and displays 

before him an array of her spiritual children: celibate men and women, boys and 

girls.  He says: 

The taunts had begun to sound much less persuasive, however; for a 

revelation was coming to me from that country toward which I was facing, 

but into which I trembled to cross. There I beheld the chaste, dignified figure 

of Continence. Calm and cheerful was her manner, though modest, pure and 

honourable her charm as she coaxed me to come and hesitate no longer, 

stretching kindly hands to welcome and embrace me, hands filled with a 

wealth of heartening examples. A multitude of boys and girls were there, a 

great concourse of youth and persons of every age, venerable widows and 

women grown old in their virginity (pueri et puellae; ibi iuventus multa et 

omnis aetas, et graves viduae, et virgines anus), and in all of them I saw that 

this same Continence was by no means sterile, but the fruitful mother of 

children conceived in joy from you, her Bridegroom.
804
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Whether these words describe a real vision that actually took place, or if they are 

simply a literary construct created for rhetorical effect, the image is striking.  We 

note that Augustine draws attention to the diversity of the examples of celibacy: 

young and old, men, women, and children.  In doing this, he draws our attention to 

the fact that, as Lady Continence holds out her arms, her hands are full of examples 

of the most weak human beings: the very young and the elderly, girls, widows, and 

old women.   

Augustine realises that Lady Continence is a mother of many children, but he 

is not yet one of them.  He, a man, is not strong enough to accept the chastity that is 

embraced by weak women and children.  He continues: 

She was smiling at me, but with a challenging smile, as though to say, „Can 

you not do what these men have done, these women (tu non poteris quod isti, 

quod istae)? Could any of them achieve it by their own strength, without the 

Lord their God?  He it was, the Lord their God, who granted me to them. 

Why try to stand by yourself, only to lose your footing? Cast yourself on him 

and do not be afraid: he will not step back and let you fall. Cast yourself upon 

him trustfully; he will support and heal you‟. And I was bitterly ashamed 

(erubescebam), because I could still hear the murmurs of those frivolities, and 

I was still in suspense, still hanging back.
805

 

Augustine reads his own embarrassment and shame into the scene, as the challenging 

smile of Lady Continence seems to speak to him: even elderly women and young 

girls have adopted a life of celibacy; are you too weak to imitate their example?  She 

effectively questions his masculinity, asking him: are you less of a man than these 

women?  She provokes him to compare himself to the women and children, and to 

acknowledge his own deficiencies.  The telling smile of Lady Continence kindly 

mocks him as she asks: „Can you not do what these men do, what these women do?‟.  

She teases an emotional response from him as she makes him compare and contrast 

the physical weakness of the exemplars and his own spiritual weakness.  Of course, 

her ultimate intention is not to make Augustine feel guilty, and the real message is 

not about gender.  Rather, the reference to womanly weakness, and the emotions that 

it evokes, serves to coax and spur him on to engage with the deeper theological 

resonances, provoking him towards a close self-inspection, and motivating him to 

take action.  Indeed, as he continues to look at the smile on her face, and the 

examples in her hands, Augustine begins to realise that such weak human beings 
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would not have been able to accept celibacy by their own strength, but they must 

have relied on the strength of God.
806

  The images of the exemplars help to push him 

over that final barrier that prevented him from embracing Christianity in its entirety.  

They illustrate and confirm that which he already knew, but was reluctant to accept.   

The vision of Lady Continence draws our attention to a key feature in 

Augustine‟s depictions of female martyrs for the men in his congregations.  Standing 

in front of large audiences as the Bishop of Hippo, Augustine assumes the role of 

Lady Continence, as he presents the men in his audience with depictions of weak 

women martyrs.  This time it is Augustine who holds the examples in his hands.  

Perhaps wearing a challenging smile, he prompts his male listeners to compare 

themselves to the weak women, encourages them to realise their own weaknesses 

and failings, provokes them to feel the same emotions of guilt and shame, coaxes 

them to draw out the same theological messages, and urges them to reconsider their 

actions and change their lifestyles by imitating the martyrs.   

We can see this happening in a sermon delivered at a festival of the Twenty 

Martyrs (c. 408).  Here Augustine draws attention to the women among the group of 

martyrs: Valeriana and Victoria.  He opens the sermon with his usual exhortation to 

imitate the martyrs, who „rejoice together with us, not if we honour them, but if we 

imitate them‟.
807

  Then he moves on to develop what we might think of as a 

“hierarchy of imitation”.  He explains that, if human frailty (humana fragilitas) 

prevents us from imitating God, we should imitate Christ, who assumed human flesh 

in order that „we might follow in his footsteps‟.
808

  If then we think that we are too 

weak to imitate Christ, because he was not only a man but also the divine Word, then 

we should imitate the martyrs.  In fact, this is the very reason why God gave us the 

martyrs: „it was to deny our weakness and our lack of faith all such excuses that the 

martyrs built for us a paved road‟.
809

  Augustine explains this hierarchy of imitation: 
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Who would ever be ashamed to say, “I am not God‟s equal?”  Obviously you 

are not.  “I am not Christ‟s equal”?  Not even the mortal Christ‟s.  Peter was 

just what you are, Paul was just what you are, the apostles and the prophets 

were all just what you are.  If you are reluctant to imitate the Lord, imitate 

your fellow servant.
810

  

Here we find that Christians are offered different models to imitate: God; Christ; the 

prophets, apostles, and martyrs.
811

  Augustine‟s scheme of exemplarity and imitation 

accepts human weakness.  The prophets, apostles, and martyrs are accessible role 

models because, as human beings, they are equal to all other Christians.  But, still, 

some people complain that they are not equal to the apostles or the martyrs: that even 

these exemplars are beyond our imitation.  In response to these people, Augustine 

appeals to the female martyrs: 

Finally he is saying, “I am not Peter‟s equal, I am not Paul‟s equal”.  Are you 

not the equal of truth?  Country bumpkins are crowned, city slickers have no 

excuse.  Finally, are you not the equal of boys, are you not the equal of girls?  

Are you not the equal of Saint Valeriana?  If you are still reluctant to follow, 

do you not want to accompany Victoria?
812

 

While earlier in the sermon Augustine presented Peter and Paul as imitable examples 

by drawing attention to equality (the apostles are „just what you are‟),
813

 here we find 

him presenting his listeners with exemplars that are unequal to themselves: 

exemplars that would be considered to be inferior to, or weaker than, themselves.  

Augustine begins by appealing to inequalities of social class: a sophisticated man 

from Carthage has no excuse when the uneducated Punic-speaking farmer has been 

crowned as a martyr.  But the clinching argument is found in the inequalities of the 

sexes.  This final position in the list gives the female martyrs an emphatic quality that 

exaggerates their weakness and makes the message more powerful.  Valeriana and 

Victoria are at the bottom of the hierarchy of imitation.  They are presented as 

examples of the weakest human beings; the one group that no Christian can claim to 

be inferior to; the most imitable and accessible exemplars.  Augustine asks the men 

in his audience: surely you are not inferior to women and girls?   
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In this discussion of exemplarity, imitation, and (in)equality, we are reminded 

of the words of Aristotle: „if a thing is possible for those who are inferior, or weaker, 

or less intelligent, it will be still more so for those whose qualities are the 

opposite‟.
814

  By appealing to the achievements of the female martyrs, Augustine 

echoes the smile of Lady Continence.  He forces the men in his audience to question 

their manly pride: how can you not imitate women when you are the stronger sex?  

Are you, a strong man, weaker than the weaker sex?  Hitting hard at their sense of 

manliness, and daring them to live up to their supposed virility, Augustine removes 

the excuses of men who use human frailty as a defence for immorality.   

Another example of this is found in a sermon delivered at the festival of the 

White Mass.
815

  Here Augustine develops similar themes to those in our previous 

example, but with a more direct address to the men in his audience.  Again he 

employs the theme of imitation as following in the footsteps of the martyrs.  He 

explains that nobody should be reluctant or afraid of the journey ahead of them, 

because the example of the martyrs has shown that it is possible: 

Why are you afraid of the hard ways of suffering and tribulation?  He [Christ] 

travelled them himself. 

You reply, no doubt, “But that was himself”. 

The apostles travelled them. 

You still reply, “But that was the apostles”. 

I accept that.  Answer this one; later on many men travelled those ways.  

Blush for shame: even women have travelled them (transierunt et feminae).  

Have you come as an old man to the point of martyrdom?  Do not be afraid of 

death, if only because you are in its neighbourhood already.  Are you a young 

man?  Young men too travelled that way, who still had the hopes of life 

before them; even boys passed along it, even girls passed along it.  How can 

the way be rough, when it has been smoothed by the feet of so many walking 

along it?
816

 

As with our previous example, Augustine presents his listeners with a hierarchy of 

exemplars: Christ; the apostles; elderly male martyrs; young male martyrs; women; 

boys; girls.  If we are too weak to imitate the exemplar at the top of the list, we 

should try to imitate the next in line.  But here we find a direct address to his male 
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listeners, as he orders them to blush (erubesce!), that is, to give the physical 

indication of the feeling of shame.  Augustine forces all the men in his audience to 

ask themselves whether they are the imaginary interlocutor who complains that he is 

too weak to imitate women.  If so, then they should be ashamed that they are afraid 

to follow weak women and young girls along the smooth path.  Here Augustine 

leaves the men in his audience in no doubt of how they are to respond to the female 

martyrs. 

 The clearest example of Augustine‟s attempt to stir up feelings of shame 

among the men in his audience is found in a sermon delivered at the festival of the 

women martyrs of Thuburbo: Maxima, Donatilla, and Secunda.
817

  Here he responds 

to those men who complain that it is too difficult to obey Christ‟s instruction, Follow 

me (Mk. 10:21): 

Why are you holding back?  There you are; the way has been shown to you. 

“But the way is hard”, you say; “who could ever follow him along that way?” 

Blush for shame, bearded man, blush for shame; you are called a man from 

manliness.  Women have followed him, those whose birthday we are 

celebrating today.  We are celebrating the feast today of the women of 

Thuburbo.  Your Lord, our Lord, their Lord, the redeemer of our lives, by 

going first has made of a rough and narrow way a paved road for you, a 

king‟s highway, safe and well protected, along which even women were 

delighted to walk; and are you still holding back?  Are you unwilling to shed 

your blood in return for such blood as that?  This is what your Lord is saying 

to you: “I first suffered for you; give back what you have received, give back 

what you have drunk”.  Are you, only you, unable to do that?  Boys and girls 

have been able to; delicate, frail men and frail women have been able to; rich 

and outstandingly rich people have been able to… With all these examples 

before you, are you still sluggishly holding back?
818

 

Augustine addresses his imaginary interlocutor as a „bearded man‟ (barbate), thus 

drawing on classical ideas of the beard as being a distinctive sign of a man‟s strength 

and authority.  He explains that the word vir is derived from the word for strength 

virtus (a virtute vir diceris),
819

 but the man who makes excuses should blush for 

shame (erubesce, barabare, erubesce), because he is too weak to walk the path that 
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even the weakest Christians have walked: young girls and boys (pueri et puellae), 

elderly men and women (delicati et delicatae), rich people softened by luxuriant 

lifestyles (divites et magni divites).  But, most of all, the bearded man is not prepared 

to tread the paths that even women like Maxima, Donatilla, and Secunda have 

delighted in walking.  Reading between the lines, or listening to the silences between 

the words, we find that Augustine relies on the gender assumptions that would have 

been present in the minds of his listeners: vir comes from virtus (we read: just as 

mulier comes from mollis); the bearded man is strong and courageous (we read: but 

the woman is weak and fragile).  And yet, the enthusiasm of the female martyrs and 

the reluctance of men to imitate Christ reverse these concepts as men and women 

switch places on the scale of morality: women become strong while men become 

weak; women become courageous while men become cowardly; women become 

active while men become passive.  Augustine does not go so far as to say that these 

women “become male”, as many other Church Fathers do, but rather that his 

“bearded men” are acting in a more womanly fashion than their fellow female 

Christians.  As a result, the exemplary female martyrs function to stamp out feeble 

excuses, and challenge men towards action, by engaging the emotion of shame. 

 These three extracts, in which Augustine uses female martyrs to shame the 

men in his audiences, remind us of a passage in one of his Commentaries on the 

Psalms, where he speaks about the daily battles that face the Christian individual, 

and explains that we should be inspired by the examples of virtuous Christians, and, 

in particular, women: 

Suppose, for instance, you hear God beginning to say to you, “If you are not 

strong enough to do this, how can that other person do it? Or how was So-

and-So able to manage it?  You are hardly more delicate than that senator, are 

you?  Are you weaker in health than this man or that man?  Are you weaker 

even than women?  If women have been strong enough to follow this way of 

life, is it too much for men?”.
820

 

These words, placed into God‟s mouth, echo the smile of Lady Continence, and 

mirror the message of the female martyrs.  By emphasising womanly weakness, 

Augustine uses provocative examples of spiritually strong women to probe the moral 
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fibre of Christian men: he hits a nerve that impels them to action; he lights a spark of 

compunction that burns in their hearts.   

And so, we have found that Augustine employs popular rhetorical techniques 

for pastoral purposes: the female martyrs are used as vehicles for the rhetorical aim 

movere or flectere; the depictions appeal to the emotions (pathē) to move listeners to 

reconsider their lives and actions; emotional engagement forces the listeners to take a 

personal interest in, and have a personal response to, the depictions.  But why did 

Augustine use depictions of female martyrs to elicit the negative emotion of shame?  

To answer this we must consider not only his personal experience of the emotion (his 

response to the vision of Lady Continence), but also the rhetorical background for 

appeals to shame.  For this, we must turn to Aristotle, who provides a definition of 

shame in his Rhetoric: „Let shame then be defined as a kind of pain or uneasiness in 

respect of misdeeds, past, present, or future, which seem to tend to bring dishonour; 

and shamelessness as contempt and indifference in regard to these same things‟.
821

  

Shame is, therefore, an emotion that arises when we consider our words and actions 

as if through the eyes of another person, and find that they arouse feelings of 

dishonour and disgrace.  Shame disturbs the individual, causing them pain, and 

creating a certain discomfort that moves them from contempt or indifference to 

personal interest and involvement.  It was precisely this transformative power that 

gave shame such protreptic power in rhetorical and educational settings, as we can 

see reflected in the writings of Cicero: 

It must be noticed how much more energetically people fly from what is evil 

than they pursue what is good.  Neither indeed do they seek after what is 

honourable so much as they try to avoid what is disgraceful.  Who would 

seek to gain honour and glory and praise and any distinction so keenly as he 

flees from ignominy and discredit and contumely and disgrace?
822

 

From this observation, Cicero draws a lesson that is equally applicable to the orator, 

the teacher, and the preacher: 

Consequently, in exhorting and advising, although our aim will be to teach by 

what method it is possible for us to attain the good and avoid the evil, 

nevertheless in addressing well educated people we shall speak most of glory 

and honour… whereas if we are speaking in the presence of the unlearned 
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and ignorant, it is profits and rewards, pleasures and modes of avoiding pain 

that must be put forward; and references to contumely and disgrace must also 

be added, for there is nobody so boorish that he is not deeply sensitive to 

contumely and disgrace, even though he be less influenced by actual 

considerations of honour.
823

 

In the context of classical rhetoric, the deliberate appeal to shame plays on 

the conscience of the listener, provoking them towards self-inspection, and 

prompting them to question their moral integrity.
824

  Seen in this context, 

Augustine‟s appeal to the emotion of shame can be understood as a direct attempt to 

disturb and disorient the indifferent and complacent, only then to redirect their hearts 

and minds towards right action, that is, imitation.  Shame might not have been the 

most positive emotion that Augustine could have evoked with his depictions of 

female martyrs, but, as a stimulus for change, it was a powerful and effective remedy 

for apathy.  By appealing to shame, Augustine used depictions of female martyrs to 

push his male listeners to realise that they are not estranged and disaffected 

spectators who observe the female martyrs from a distance, but rather they are all 

standing on the same stage; they are all engaging in the same battles; they are all part 

of the same grand narrative; they are all part of one body following Christ, their 

head.  Consequently, while Augustine does not explain how men might imitate the 

women martyrs, his depictions of female martyrs address the more immediate and 

pressing matter of making men realise that they must want and try to imitate them.   

Examples for Women 

While Augustine tried to ensure that shame would be the predominant emotion that men 

experienced in response to the female martyrs, he tried to evoke a broader range of 

emotions and responses from the women in his audience: not only shame and guilt, but 

also empathy, confidence, courage, and emulation.  However, while this list includes 

more positive emotions than that of shame alone, Augustine‟s message to the women in 

his audience was not always palatable.  He did not only aim to encourage his female 

listeners, but also to reproach them; not only to praise them, but also to curb their pride; 

not only to exhort them, but also to dissuade them.  As we will see, even though 

Augustine‟s methods for engaging the emotions varied for men and women, his 
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ultimate aim was the same for both his male and female listeners: to put his audience in 

the right frame of mind, stir their emotions, push them towards self-inspection, and 

move them to right belief and action.  

As we turn to explore how Augustine presents female martyrs as exemplars 

for women to imitate, we might expect to find clear instructions on how women 

should imitate female martyrs.  We might anticipate a sexually-consonant scheme of 

exemplarity similar to that which we encountered in his depictions of biblical 

women: just as Susanna is a model for married women and Mary is a model for 

virgins, so we might expect to find a similar presentation of mother-martyrs and 

virgin-martyrs.
825

  But the reality is not so simple.  First, we remember Peter 

Brown‟s observation that Augustine does not usually present particular groups of 

martyrs as exemplars for imitation amongst particular groups of people.  While there 

are some exceptions to this rule, we should not expect to find specific advice on how 

women might imitate the female martyrs.  Second, it is difficult to determine when 

Augustine is presenting female martyrs as exemplars for the exclusive attention of 

the women in his audience.  As with all his sermons, most often women are not 

addressed directly, and the imaginary interlocutor is generally assumed to be male.  

Third, the female martyrs are not easy exemplars for times of peace.  Like jigsaw 

pieces forced into the wrong places in a puzzle, the female martyrs do not sit 

comfortably in their new surroundings.  This is not to say that the female martyrs 

were not imitable exemplars for the women in Augustine‟s audiences, but rather that 

their pastoral potential was not immediately apparent.  Their words and actions had 

to be translated, interpreted, and explained.  Yet, despite the fact that Augustine does 

not provide explicit details on exactly how women should imitate female martyrs, we 

do find some clues that suggest how he intended them to respond to the female 

martyrs.  In this section we will explore how Augustine tried to shape the way that 

his female listeners would receive and respond to his depictions of women martyrs.   

Because of the link between exemplarity, imitation, and emotional 

engagement that has been set out in this chapter, we will focus on Augustine‟s use of 

the female martyrs to elicit emotional responses from the women in his audience.
826
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This is not an easy task.  While he arouses the emotions of his male listeners 

explicitly (erubesce, barbate, erubesce), his appeal to the emotions of his female 

listeners is more subtle.  We have to read between the lines and search for clues that 

are concealed and obscured but, nevertheless, still present.  As a result, we can 

anticipate that some of our findings will be speculative and conjectural rather than 

definitive and conclusive.  But it is hoped that the examples drawn from Augustine‟s 

sermons and writings will both illustrate and lend weight to the overall picture.   

We begin with an emotion that should be familiar to us by now: shame.  As 

we have seen, when Augustine addressed the men in his audience, he aroused the 

emotion of shame in two ways: by encouraging comparison and by highlighting 

difference.  Augustine‟s male listeners are made to compare themselves to the female 

martyrs and to find that they are different to the martyrs: the men are physically 

strong while the female martyrs were weak; the men are morally weak while the 

female martyrs were spiritually strong.  Augustine‟s message to the women in his 

audience also relies on comparison, but on similarity as well as difference.  The 

women in Augustine‟s audience are to realise that they are both similar to the female 

martyrs (they share the same womanly weakness and physical inferiority), and 

different to the female martyrs (they have been unable to achieve what the martyrs 

achieved).  The emotion of shame is aroused when the women realise that they are at 

once close to, and distanced from, the exemplary figures.  They are made sensitive to 

the distinction between potentiality and reality: that which they could be, but are not.   

The appeal to shame would have been particularly pertinent to those women 

in Augustine‟s audience who denied their moral responsibility by hiding behind 

excuses of womanly weakness.  The evocation of shame would have removed those 

excuses by showing that, if female martyrs can achieve the pinnacle of virtue, then 

no woman can appeal to her weak nature as an excuse for not making moral 

progress.  This is a subtle message, but we find an illustration of it in Augustine‟s 

presentation of female martyrs as recapitulations of Eve.  Here he presents the female 

martyrs as being like Eve with regard to sex, but distanced from her with regard to 

faith and moral action.  The female martyrs did not hide behind excuses of womanly 

weakness, or appeal to the inherited negative example of Eve, to avoid suffering and 

death.  We see this message in a sermon delivered at the festival of the martyr 
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Lawrence.  Here Augustine draws attention to the presence of women among the 

martyrs, as he says: 

It is not always the time for suffering death, but it is always the time for 

devoting one‟s life to God.  Nor should any of us think we are too weak, 

where God is actively empowering us... Old men have been crowned, young 

men crowned, teenagers have been crowned, boys crowned, men have been 

crowned, women crowned.  And among the women every age has been 

crowned.
827

   

Augustine continues by comparing the female martyrs with Eve, only then to draw 

attention to their differences: 

Nor did the female sex say, “I am unequal, because of my sex, to subduing 

the devil”.  It concentrated rather on overthrowing the enemy by whom it had 

been overthrown, and outfighting by faith the one by whom it had allowed 

itself to be seduced.
828

 

The female martyr‟s recapitulation of Eve teaches a number of lessons: womanly 

weakness is not an excuse for moral laxity; virtue is attained by men and women 

equally; femininity is even more of a reason to engage in battle with the devil.  

Reading between the lines, we sense an almost reproachful tone which suggests that 

women in Augustine‟s audience were using gender as an excuse for their sins.  

Assuming that this is the case, his reference to the female martyrs pushes his female 

listeners to compare themselves with the two alternative figureheads – Eve and the 

female martyr – and to ask themselves who they resemble most closely.
829

  Those 

women who use womanly weakness as an excuse are prompted to feel ashamed in 

front of the female martyrs, to realise that they are perpetuating the legacy of Eve, 

and to be moved to reconsider their choice of exemplars for imitation in daily life.  

By eliciting shame, Augustine pushes the women in his audience to realise that their 

actions are not predetermined by the characteristics of their sex.  The female martyrs 

prove that women can – and, therefore, should – take full responsibility for their 

perseverance and moral progress.  The example of the female martyrs is persuasive 
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proof of the ability of women to overcome the devil.  If the female martyrs fought 

with the devil, what excuses do women have today?   

Augustine‟s evocation of guilt and shame prompts his female listeners 

towards repentance by making them realise that Christians must not excuse 

themselves from sin, but accuse themselves by confessing their sins to God.  But his 

depictions of female martyrs also deliver a message of consolation that inspires 

confidence and hope among the women in his audience.  By presenting the female 

martyrs as recapitulations of Eve, Augustine preaches a lesson that is positive and 

encouraging: martyrdom – whether literal or spiritual – is a way for women to 

distance themselves from Eve by breaking free from the cycle of credulity, 

deception, and excuse that has plagued women throughout history.   

An example of this is found in Augustine‟s depictions of Perpetua and 

Felicitas.  When speaking of Perpetua‟s vision in which she stood on the snake‟s 

head before ascending the golden ladder, he presents Perpetua as a second Eve: 

So the dragon was trampled on by the blessed Perpetua‟s chaste foot and 

victorious tread, when the ladder by which she would go to God was set up 

and revealed.  Thus the head of the ancient serpent, which had been the ruin 

of woman as she fell, was made into a step for woman as she ascended.
830

 

Here Augustine encourages his female listeners to realise that, while all women are 

associated with Eve by virtue of their femininity, they do not have to identify with 

her.  The female martyrs are alternative role models, who not only recapitulate Eve 

by their faith, hope, and love, but they also win a better crown on account of their 

additional battle against womanly weakness: „A more splendid crown, I mean, is 

owed to those of the weaker sex, because a manly spirit has clearly done much more 

in women, when the feminine frailty has not been undone under such enormous 

pressure‟.
831

  The very femininity which links the female martyrs to Eve becomes a 

source of additional praise for their victory over the devil: „It was a greater miracle 

for women in their weakness to overcome the ancient enemy‟.
832

  Here Augustine 

does not only remove the excuses of the women in his audience, but he even reverses 
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them; womanly weakness is not an excuse for immorality, but it is both the 

motivation and the source of praise for all virtuous women.   

 Another positive response that Augustine evokes with his depictions of 

female martyrs is that of courage.  An example of this is found in his depiction of the 

virgin martyr, Agnes.  In a sermon delivered at the joint festival of Agnes and 

Fructuosus and his companions, Augustine compares the Christian martyrs with the 

pagan gods.  Immediately after introducing the female martyr, he considers the 

comparison: 

Blessed are those whose passion has been related; blessed too is Saint Agnes, 

who also suffered on this same day; a virgin who was that which she was 

called.  Agnes means “lamb” in Latin, “chaste” in Greek.  She was that which 

she was called; she was deservedly rewarded with a martyr‟s crown.  So then 

what, my brothers and sisters, what am I to say to you about those men whom 

the pagans have worshipped as gods...?  What am I to say to you?  That they 

are not to be compared to our martyrs?  Even that is an insult, that I should so 

much as say it.
833

 

Augustine continues to explain that there is no comparison between the Christian 

martyrs and the pagan gods:    

What is Juno worth, as against one little old faithful Christian woman?  As 

against one weak old Christian man, trembling in all his limbs, what is 

Hercules worth?  Yes, he overcame Cacus, Hercules the lion, Hercules 

overcame the hound Cerberus; Fructuosus overcame the whole world.  

Compare a man with a man.  Agnes, a thirteen-year-old girl, overcame the 

devil.  This girl defeated the one who deceived so many about Hercules.
834

 

We might be surprised that a man surpasses a man: that the martyr Fructuosus 

surpasses the heroic Hercules.  But we should be even more astonished that a delicate 

little girl did not just surpass the pagan goddess Juno, nor did she only outshine the 

heroic Hercules, but she even conquered the devil.
835

  The image of Agnes illustrates 

how the weak can defeat the strong.  This depiction carries a pastoral message that 

would have had a special resonance for the young girls and female virgins in 

Augustine‟s audience: even the smallest, most delicate little girl can outshine the 
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strongest pagan heroes and defeat the devil.  When seen on a more mundane level, 

the example of Agnes illustrates that no trial is too difficult for the virtuous Christian, 

no matter how young or weak they are.  Although Augustine does not draw out this 

moral lesson explicitly, the pastoral potential of his words could not have been lost 

on him.  The powerful image of the little girl defeating the devil was surely intended 

to arouse courage among the women in his audience.  

Remaining with our focus on the female virgins in Augustine‟s audience, we 

find that he used depictions of female martyrs to inform the attitudes, beliefs, and 

lives of both virgins and wives.  In the context of the lively debate on the relative 

goods of virginity and marriage, Augustine appeals to the example of the female 

martyrs to endorse his vision of the Church as a „garden of the Lord‟, which includes 

„not only the roses of martyrs, but also the lilies of virgins, and the ivy of married 

people, and the violets of widows‟.
836

  He did this by using the depictions of female 

martyrs in two interrelated ways: to chastise proud virgins who considered 

themselves to be better than married women; to reassure married women of the good 

of marriage, and to help them to realise that „there is absolutely no kind of human 

beings, dearly beloved, who need despair of their vocation; Christ suffered for all‟.
837

  

That is, on the one hand he seeks to remove the pride of virgins by moving them to 

humility, and, on the other hand, he seeks to relieve the despair of married women by 

affirming the value and purpose of their chosen lifestyle.  We can see this reflected in 

his depictions of female martyrs, which include wives and mothers (Crispina, 

Perpetua, Felicitas, the Maccabean Mother) as well as virgins (Agnes, the female 

Martyrs of Thuburbo).  But, in the context of his discussions on marriage and 

virginity, Augustine uses the female martyrs more explicitly to reproach the proud 

and encourage the dejected. 

In a large section of his treatise On Holy Virginity (De sancta virginitate) 

(31,31-52,53), Augustine focuses on the seriousness of the sin of pride that arises 

among virgins who compare themselves with married women and conclude that they 

are superior in their commitment to the faith.
838

  Pride, he says, is the most serious of 

sins, as it goes against the example set by Christ‟s crucifixion, and it breeds envy, 
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which is the enemy of love.
839

  He then sets out his intentions for writing: „to see that 

all precautions are taken to ward off pride‟.
840

  It is particularly important that virgins 

avoid the sin of pride: „since perpetual chastity, and especially virginity, is a great 

gift for God‟s saints, great vigilance is needed to save it from being corrupted by 

pride‟.
841

  He describes proud virgins as being afflicted with „the cancer of self-

satisfaction‟.
842

   

Augustine explains that, while the virgin must not hesitate to rank virginity 

above marriage, she must not rank the individual virgin above the individual married 

woman.
843

  He urges virgins to turn away from an external comparison of physical 

virtues, and towards an inner, spiritual comparison.  According to such spiritual 

comparisons, the virgin must realise that she may have hidden defects that make her 

inferior to the married woman:  

how does the virgin know whether perhaps, because of some hidden spiritual 

defect, she is not yet ready for martyrdom, whereas the other woman, whom 

she delights to think is her inferior, is already able to drink the cup of the 

Lord‟s humility, the cup he offered to be drunk first to the disciples who were 

eager to have the places of honour?
844

   

He continues:  

What I am saying is this: How can she know whether she is perhaps not yet a 

Thecla, but the other woman is a Crispina?
845

 

Here we find that, once again, Augustine appeals to comparison.  The virgin is not to 

compare herself to married women, but to female martyrs.  While virginity is greater 

than marriage, martyrdom is greater than virginity.  There is no way of knowing 

whether a particular married woman is capable of martyrdom while a particular 

virgin is not, because „martyrdom is a gift that remains hidden if it is not put to the 
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test‟.
846

  On this basis, virgins are warned against self-satisfaction and feelings of 

superiority:  

she should hold virginity to be a much greater and better thing than marriage, 

while still being conscious that she does not know whether any particular 

married woman is already capable of suffering for Christ, whereas she is not 

yet capable of that and it is a mercy to her that her weakness is not put to the 

test.
847

 

Augustine makes the comparison internal.  The outward comparison of virginity and 

marriage only measures the virtues that we can see; those virgins who appear to be 

more virtuous might have spiritual defects, while those wives who appear to be less 

virtuous might have more significant spiritual gifts.
848

  He develops this further with 

the example of married martyrs: 

Perhaps those men and women, therefore, who live a married life admirable 

in its own way, are already capable of resisting the enemy‟s efforts to force 

them to commit acts of wickedness, even with their bodies torn apart and 

their blood poured out.  And perhaps those men and women who have kept 

themselves chaste since childhood and have made themselves eunuchs for the 

kingdom of God (Mt. 19:12) still do not have the strength to endure anything 

like that for justice, or for purity itself.
849

 

Here Augustine‟s message is similar to that mentioned in his partner treatise, 

On the Good of Marriage (De bono conjugali).  As with his treatise on virginity, in 

this treatise on marriage he explains that it is not possible to judge morality on 

external appearances alone.  „Virtues of the mind‟, he says, „sometimes manifest 

themselves in deeds, sometimes lie hidden as a habitual disposition‟.
850

  Here again 

he appeals to the example of martyrdom:  

The virtue of martyrdom shone and became visible when martyrdom was 

endured.  Yet how many there are who possess the same virtue of mind, but 

miss out on the trial whereby what lies within them, seen by God, comes out 

also into human view.  It is not that it comes into being then, but that is when 

it becomes known.
851
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He explains: „virtue exists as a disposition, even when it does not exist in deeds‟.
852

  

By shifting the focus away from an external comparison of actions and towards an 

internal comparison of virtue (which is, ultimately, only possible for God), 

Augustine‟s main intention was to temper the pride of self-satisfied virgins.  But his 

message also had the potential to encourage and inspire the married women in his 

congregation.  While proud virgins are reminded of their dissimilarity and distance 

from the female martyrs, married women are assured that they are not so distant or 

different to the female martyrs.  In this way, married women are encouraged by the 

thought that they too might possess the hidden virtue of martyrdom.  And so, 

Augustine‟s references to married women martyrs function both to shame the proud 

and strengthen the weak, while also affirming the variety of forms in which Christian 

virtue is experienced and made manifest.   

A more particular example of exemplarity and imitation is found in 

Augustine‟s depiction of Perpetua as an obedient daughter.  It is difficult to see how 

Perpetua might serve as a role model for the women in Augustine‟s congregation; 

she rejected her role as a mother by abandoning her baby, and she rejected her place 

in the household by disobeying her father.  And yet, focusing on the latter point, 

Augustine interprets her actions to present her as a model of an obedient daughter.  

He describes the scene: the devil equipped Perpetua‟s father with cunning words to 

break her spirit and appeal to her familial duty, but Perpetua‟s response was one of 

perfect obedience: „Saint Perpetua, however, answered her father with such 

moderation, that she neither violated the commandment by which honour is owed to 

parents, nor yielded to the tricks which the real enemy was practicing‟.
853

  Perpetua 

did not listen to his words, but she did feel pain as she watched him being whipped.  

She did not consent to his pleas, but she did still love him.  Augustine explains: 

„What she hated in him was his folly, not his nature; his unbelief, not her roots‟.
854

  

This only added to her glory: „she earned all the greater glory by resolutely rejecting 

the bad advice of such a beloved father‟.
855

  This depiction of Perpetua has an 

apologetic tone.  Augustine defends the female martyr‟s disregard of her father by 
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presenting her actions not as disobedience, but as obedience to God despite her love 

for her father.  We might consider that this interpretation was intended to arouse 

feelings of family piety and obedience among Augustine‟s female listeners; that 

Perpetua‟s actions were, ironically, intended to affirm the authority of the pater 

familias and emphasise the love and obedience that daughters should show for their 

fathers.   

But perhaps there is more going on here.  If Augustine‟s own family is 

typical, then many of the Christian women in his congregations would have been 

wives or daughters of pagan men, just as Augustine‟s anonymous sister (a Christian) 

was the daughter of his father, Patricius (a pagan).  If this is the case, then Perpetua 

becomes a more literal model of how Christian daughters should respond to their 

pagan fathers in the present day.  Perpetua exemplifies the love that daughters must 

feel for their fathers as fathers, but she also exemplifies the disregard that daughters 

must have for the religious views of their fathers as pagans.  Augustine‟s depiction 

of Perpetua is carefully balanced between love of her father and love of God: 

obedience to her father and obedience to God.  But, of course, when forced to make 

the decision between the two, Perpetua chooses her heavenly father, yet she feels 

sympathy for the physical and emotional pain that this causes to her father.  

Perpetua‟s example does, therefore, bear a more literal and immediate example to be 

imitated by those women and girls who were daughters of pagan fathers. 

Finally, another more literal example for imitation is found in Augustine‟s 

depiction of Crispina.  We have already noted that his depiction of this female martyr 

is a highly creative image that adds details to the memory of the martyrs that are not 

found in the martyrdom narrative.  One of these additions is the description of 

Crispina as a wealthy woman, from a famous and noble family, who was accustomed 

to the delicate lifestyle of the rich.
856

  This depiction of the female martyr does not 

seem to have any explanation except when seen in a pastoral context.  Here 

Augustine‟s depiction of the wealthy Crispina can be understood as an example of 

the renunciation of worldly riches in favour of spiritual riches.  Not only does she 

serve as an exemplar to be imitated by the wealthy men and women in Augustine‟s 
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congregation, but she also preaches a message to reproach and correct those less 

wealthy members of his congregation who pray for worldly riches:  

You are celebrating the birthday of a holy, blessed woman, and are you by 

any chance entertaining desires for earthly prosperity?  Such was the strength 

of her holy desire that she gave up the prosperity she had enjoyed on earth... 

Must we conclude that she had no sense of what was worth longing for and 

what was best trampled underfoot?  On the contrary, she knew how to sing 

psalms in the presence of God‟s angels and how to long for their friendship, 

for a holy, pure society where she would never die again, where she would 

meet a judge with whom no lie could prevail.
857

 

Augustine‟s depiction of Crispina functions to transform the desires and hopes of his 

listeners from temporal, earthly riches to eternal, spiritual riches.  Crispina sets an 

example that is just as pertinent for men as it is for women.  She incites emulation 

and inspires the desire to attain similar spiritual wealth through imitation. 

Our investigation of Augustine‟s presentation of female martyrs as exemplars 

for women is, of course, speculative.  However, the examples and interpretations that 

we have explored do allow us to see how the depictions had great potential to arouse 

emotions and inspire change among the women in his congregations.  Augustine‟s 

depictions of female martyrs are inspirational portraits that motivate, encourage, and 

enthuse, but also function to shame, reproach, and condemn.  This range of emotions 

and responses reflects the diversity of the women in his congregations: their different 

experiences of the Christian faith, and the varying forms of piety that they adopted.  

Augustine‟s female martyrs speak directly to his female listeners as fellow wives, 

mothers, daughters, and virgins.   

As is the general case with the study of Late Antiquity, it is most unfortunate 

that we do not have direct access to the voices of Christian women.  It would be 

interesting to have an indication of how Augustine‟s female listeners received and 

responded to his depictions of female martyrs, whether they readily accepted the 

female martyrs as role models to shape their understanding of female piety, or 

whether they entirely rejected the beliefs, values, and actions that the female martyrs 

embodied.  Nevertheless, it is clear that Augustine used the female martyrs to convey 

a range of different messages to shape the lives of diverse groups of women.  

Whether those women accepted or rejected his depictions of the martyrs, it is 
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difficult to imagine that Augustine‟s female martyrs would have failed to excite, 

inspire, encourage, and transform the lives of the women in his congregations. 

Excursus: Do not Imitate the Martyrs! 

At the beginning of this chapter we saw that Augustine repeatedly and emphatically 

affirmed that the only way to honour a martyr is to imitate a martyr.  However, there 

is one important exception to this rule.  In the first book of his City of God, 

Augustine discusses one circumstance in which the martyrs must not be imitated: 

suicide.   

For Augustine, suicide was never acceptable.  The one and only exception is 

if a person were to receive a divine command to take their own life.
858

  This 

prohibition of suicide is in line with the general consensus of early Christian moral 

teachings.  But, for Church Fathers such as Eusebius, Ambrose, Jerome, and 

Chrysostom, there was one other exception to the rule.  They claimed that it would 

be acceptable for somebody to take their own life if they were threatened with sexual 

violence.  So Jerome explains: „It is not ours to lay hold of death; but we freely 

accept it when it is inflicted by others.  Hence, even in persecutions it is not right for 

us to die by our own hands, except when chastity is threatened‟.
859

  This exception 

was almost exclusively related to women, because, judging from the textual sources 

that are available to us, the threat of sexual violation was only part of the trial and 

torture of women.
860

  As a result, those female martyrs who committed suicide to 

preserve their virginity or marital chastity constitute a sub-category in the general 

group of female martyrs.  In this sub-category we find the virgin martyr Pelagia, who 

threw herself off the roof of her house to avoid violation;
861

 the married woman 

Domnina, who drowned her two young daughters before taking her own life to avoid 
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sexual threats;
862

 an anonymous married woman from Rome, who stabbed herself 

with a sword to prevent the violation of her chastity.
863

  In the texts and sermons that 

commemorate these female martyrs, the women are presented as exemplary figures, 

whose examples are intended to inspire awe, admiration, and, in the right (or wrong) 

circumstances, literal imitation.   

These female martyrs draw on the pattern of noble death set by classical 

examples of female suicide, including Cleopatra, Dido, and Lucretia.
864

  Valuing 

honour over shame, and, consequently, death over life, the female martyrs embody 

similar virtues as their classical counterparts.  But they also communicate the 

Christian faith and promote a message of the absolute virtue of chastity: a message 

that, we can assume, would have been particularly pertinent for those Christian 

women who lived ascetic lives of virginity or chaste marriage.  The female martyrs 

offered a specifically Christian model of chastity and martyrdom.  

But Augustine broke with both classical and Christian traditions.
865

  He 

rejected the exemplary value of the female martyrs who committed suicide, and he 

condemned imitation of their actions.  This is seen in the first book of the City of 

God, where Augustine comments on „certain holy women‟, who are most likely to be 

Domnina and her two daughters, Bernike and Prosdoke: 

But, they say, in the time of persecution certain holy women, in order to 

escape those who might abuse their purity, hurled themselves into a river 

which bore them away and drowned them, and in that way died.  Moreover, 

their martyrdom is celebrated with veneration by great numbers in the 

Catholic Church.  Of these women I do not venture any casual judgement.  

For I do not know if the Divine Authority has, by some trustworthy 

testimonies, persuaded the Church so to honour their memories; and it may be 

that this is so.  For what if they did this thing not because they were deceived 

by human frailty, but by divine command, and so were not in error, but 
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obedient?... For when God gives a command and shows without any 

ambiguity that it is His command, who will call obedience a crime?
866

 

On the one hand, Augustine reasons, the women took their own lives, and so they 

should not be considered as martyrs.  But, on the other hand, it is possible that, when 

taking their own lives, they were obeying a command from God, in which case they 

should be considered as martyrs.  Because it is not possible to be certain whether 

their actions were motivated by human error or divine command, he reserves 

judgement: „we do not presume to judge those things which are hidden from us‟.
867

  

However, he does make it clear that, whether or not the women should be 

remembered as martyrs, their example must not be imitated: „this we say; this we 

assert; this we in all ways approve: that nobody ought voluntarily to inflict death 

upon themselves, for this is to flee from temporal ills by falling into eternal ones‟.
868

 

Augustine‟s perception of female martyrs who took their own lives would 

have been coloured by his frequent condemnations of Donatist martyrs, in which he 

equates voluntary martyrdom and suicide.
869

  But, in this particular case, his concern 

is also related to the motivation for martyrdom: the women are said to have 

committed suicide to avoid sexual violation.  The immediate significance of this 

becomes apparent when we consider that Augustine wrote the City of God soon after 

the Sack of Rome, during which many women, including consecrated virgins, were 

rumoured to have killed themselves to preserve their chastity.
870

  Considering this, 

we find that Augustine‟s reflections on these female martyrs are not simply academic 

or hypothetical, but they respond to real events that had taken place only very 

recently.  In this context, the example of the female martyrs might be seen to justify, 

or even endorse and encourage, suicide amongst those women who are threatened 

with sexual violence.  It is for this reason that Augustine makes it clear that 

innocence and purity reside in the soul.  Physical violation does not taint chastity: 
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Let this be stated and affirmed: that the virtue by which life is lived rightly 

has its seat in the soul; that it directs the members of the body from there; that 

the body is made holy by the exercise of a holy will; and that, while this will 

remains unshaken and steadfast, nothing that another does with the body, or 

in the body, that the sufferer has no power to avert without sinning in turn, is 

the fault of the sufferer.
871

 

If physical violence does not destroy the purity of the soul, then women have no 

reason to feel shame or guilt:  

A woman who has been overcome by violence and violated by the sin of 

another, therefore, has done nothing for which she ought to punish herself 

with voluntary death.  Still less ought she to do so before the event; for let not 

the certain guilt of murder be incurred while an outrage which is not even her 

own yet remains uncertain.
872

   

If no sin has been committed, then no guilt is incurred.  Consequently, the woman 

has no reason to feel shame, or to allow that feeling of shame to provoke her to take 

her own life. 

Although Augustine reserves judgement on the martyr status of the three 

women in question in the City of God, he is adamant that their example must not be 

imitated.  Their actions are to be distanced from those of the true female martyrs, and 

more closely aligned with classical models of noble death, such as that of Lucretia.  

Like Lucretia, women who commit suicide to preserve their chastity are inspired by a 

misplaced sense of shame, and, provoked by that emotion to take their own lives, 

they perpetuate a disordered, pagan attitude towards life and death.  These female 

martyrs are negative exemplars, who, alongside Eve, Lot‟s wife, and Job‟s wife, 

provide examples that must be remembered, not so that they might be honoured, 

admired, or imitated, but so that their actions might be avoided.   

While Augustine explicitly rejects the exemplary value of women who take 

their own lives, he affirms that the true martyrs are those women who do not commit 

suicide, but those who choose to endure in the flesh, even to the point of captivity or 

physical violation.  He expresses these views in his letter to Victorian, which he 

wrote towards the end of 409.  Rehearsing ideas that he would develop later in the 

City of God, he explains that Christians should not despair over the capture of chaste 

and holy women, because God does not abandon them: 
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[God] will not permit their most chaste members to suffer anything from the 

lust of the enemy or, if he does permit this, when the mind is stained by no 

shameful consent, it also protects its flesh from sin.  And whatever the carnal 

desire of the suffering women neither committed nor permitted in the flesh 

will be the sin only of the man who does this.
873

   

He continues with an intriguing twist on the definition of female martyrdom: „And 

all that violence suffered [by the women] will not be regarded by God as a shameful 

loss of chastity, but as the wound of martyrdom‟.
874

  The false martyr is the woman 

who dies by her own hand; the true martyr is the woman who perseveres in life 

despite the sins of others. 

Conclusion: Depicting Martyrs, Transforming Christians 

If we cast our minds back to the introduction to Part One of this study, we remember 

how Augustine refused Paulinus‟s request to produce a written account of the 

passions of the martyrs.  His explanation for his decision was that his own account 

would not produce the same intense emotions that he had experienced when he read 

accounts of the martyrs.  We remember his words to Paulinus: „I am afraid that I 

would not induce a feeling similar to that which they produced in me when I read 

them‟.  For Augustine, the real value of the memory of the martyrs resides in the 

transformation that occurs as a result of hearing and responding to the stories of 

martyrdom.  If that transformation does not occur, the stories of the martyrs are 

worth committing neither to memory nor to paper.  Throughout this chapter we have 

seen this same judgement recurring, as Augustine insistently states that imitation is 

the one and only purpose of commemoration.  While at first his exhortation to 

imitation might seem surprisingly vague, really what he was urging was a response.  

With all his depictions of female martyrs, Augustine tried to elicit that response by 

engaging the emotions of his audience to prompt them to take a personal interest in 

the martyrs.  The very thing that he had enjoyed and found valuable when reading 

accounts of the martyrs – the feeling that they produced in him – is reflected in his 

construction and employment of the female martyrs.  But, while in his letter to 

Paulinus, Augustine identifies this feeling primarily as delight (delectaverant me), 

his own depictions of female martyrs appeal to a much wider spectrum of emotions, 
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feelings, and responses, ranging from encouragement and inspiration to shame and 

humility.  By exciting the emotions, Augustine‟s female martyrs effect an inner 

transformation that reorients individual hearts and minds towards God.  
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Conclusion 

REFLECTING ON AUGUSTINE’S FEMALE MARTYRS 

 

In the introduction to this thesis we observed that Augustine‟s depictions of female 

martyrs have been overlooked in studies of his attitudes towards women and his 

reflections on the cult of the martyrs.  Throughout this study we have attempted to 

take one step towards addressing this oversight by resituating the female martyrs 

within the corpus of his works.  But this thesis is not intended to be an arbitrary 

attempt to fill a gap in scholarship.  Rather, it has arisen from a sincere anticipation 

that Augustine‟s female martyrs are meaningful depictions that can help us to paint a 

richer, fuller, and more vibrant picture of the bishop, his theological beliefs, and his 

pastoral ministry.  Throughout this study we have sharpened and defined this initial 

impression by exploring the depth, complexity, and inter-connectedness of 

Augustine‟s depictions of female martyrs.   

However, the resulting image that emerges from this study is far from 

concrete and complete.  Augustine‟s female martyrs raise many questions in 

response to which we can offer only speculative possibilities rather than conclusive 

answers.  This is because his depictions of female martyrs are partial, fragmentary, 

and incomplete.  But, by now, we should know that we cannot expect much more 

than this from Augustine.  All his depictions of the martyrs, both male and female, 

are ethereal, intangible, and almost enigmatic by their very nature.  And yet, 

precisely because of this, we must acknowledge the importance of the information 

that is available to us.  Even his brief and fleeting references to female martyrs are 

significant.  While some female martyrs hold his attention for only a few short 

moments, even the briefest of allusions is a concise and condensed communication of 

moral and theological meaning.  We might like to think of these brief allusions and 

passing comments as heavy little parcels of meaning; the packaging has not yet been 

unwrapped, the contents have not yet been unpacked, and the individual parts have 

not yet been assembled in their final form, but still those few words contain the same 

elements, and carry the same great weight, as his longer and more developed 

representations of female martyrs.   

Augustine‟s depictions of female martyrs are not just products or illustrations 

of his theological reflection, but they are also cognitive tools that helped him to 
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contemplate, shape, and articulate theological ideas.  The female martyrs are 

windows into his mind.  They allow us to see what he was thinking, how he 

communicated those thoughts, and how he tried to encourage others to accept his 

way of thinking.  For Augustine, the female martyrs were “good to think with”.  

They were soft and malleable, and could be pressed, shaped, and formed to create 

new images from the old.  This process of kneading and sculpting was a kind of 

mental work-out that exercised his mind, and helped him to construct, order, and 

clarify his thoughts and beliefs.  When we perceive his depictions of the female 

martyrs without paying attention to their author, they seem quite unremarkable.  But, 

when we place Augustine inside the frame, and perceive the female martyrs as 

extensions of his mind and mirrors of his thought, we find that they are personal, 

reflective, and profound images.   

As with his depictions of male martyrs, Augustine presented the female 

martyrs as witnesses to divine truths, catalysts for moral action, and personal helpers 

on the path to salvation.  But, as women, Augustine‟s female martyrs embodied, 

illustrated, and conveyed ideas and beliefs more forcefully than their male 

counterparts.  Their weak female bodies provided compelling proofs of the 

strengthening power of God‟s grace.  Womanly weakness was also more convincing 

in a pastoral context, as it removed the excuses of the morally lax, consoled the 

despondent, and inspired women and girls towards moral action.  Of course, similar 

theological messages could have been conveyed by male martyrs, and similar moral 

lessons could have been taught by young boy martyrs.  But, for Augustine, the 

female martyrs were, ironically, the strongest and most powerful communicators.  

They were unquestionable proofs, unsurpassable witnesses, and universal exemplars. 

Augustine increased the theological depth, pastoral potential, and affective 

power of the female martyrs by making femininity central to their memory.  By 

exaggerating womanly weakness, he painted complex and powerful portraits in 

which salvation history is condensed, and the human condition is proclaimed.  Their 

female bodies remind us of human weakness, but they also testify to Christ‟s kenosis, 

they preach the necessity and availability of grace, and they visibly reveal the inner 

working of the Holy Spirit.  They show that all human beings need, and can receive, 

divine protection and defence.  They testify to God‟s mercy, teach the right order of 

love, illustrate the ascent of the heart, and bear witness to the deeply personal and 
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loving action of God in the world.  The full force of the marital, martial, mystical, 

and sacramental imagery that Augustine employs to describe the female martyrs 

relies upon the fact that the martyrs were women.   

Throughout this thesis we have seen that Augustine‟s female martyrs are deep 

and meaningful depictions.  However, whether his audiences were fully aware of this 

depth and complexity is quite another matter.  At various points in this study we have 

stopped to consider how his readers and listeners might have received and responded 

to his depictions of female martyrs.  But, often the closest that we can get to 

discovering this is to see how Augustine himself chose his words and themes 

carefully in an attempt to control his readers‟ and listeners‟ reception of the 

depictions.  This draws our attention to a potential methodological problem: our 

synchronic approach to the sources leaves open the danger of over-analysing his 

depictions of female martyrs.  There is a vast difference between the way that a 

fourth century North African Christian would have received Augustine‟s depictions 

of the martyrs, and the way that we receive them today.  Aside from the plethora of 

factors that distance us from his original audiences, we do not receive Augustine‟s 

depictions of female martyrs aurally in sermons, but we receive them visually in text.  

His depictions of female martyrs are now preserved in tidy volumes of printed text 

that can be read, re-read, photocopied, highlighted, and compared side-by-side.   

Unlike his original audiences, we can encounter any depiction of any female martyr 

on any day of the year; we can take time to ponder over the transcribed words; we 

can reflect on difficult or complicated sentences; we can compare a sermon on 

Perpetua with a sermon on Crispina.   

But, while we must be aware of this methodological problem, we should not 

conclude that all common patterns, similarities, or themes shared by different sources 

are anachronistic results of our over-analysis of the texts.  In fact, while the 

transcribed words of Augustine‟s sermons give us more time to reflect on his 

depictions of female martyrs, his original audiences would have had more 

opportunity to be exposed to the depictions.  Considering that he preached at annual 

martyr festivals, that the North African Church commemorated many different 

female martyrs, and that he preached for over thirty years, the number of his sermons 

on female martyrs that are available to us today is remarkably small.  The present 

study is based on only that small fraction of extant sources.  Yet, despite the small 
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number of sources, we have been able to see that all his depictions of female martyrs 

are linked together by a fine web of invisible threads: a common framework of 

interpretation.  While now we see the female martyrs as individual pins on a board, 

Augustine‟s original audiences would have seen threads wound and knotted around 

those pins to weave an intricate lacework.  The more he repeated common themes, 

turns of phrase, and theological interpretations at the frequent festivals of the female 

martyrs, the more his audience would have anticipated and acknowledged them.  

And so, while now we have more time to analyse his depictions of female martyrs 

and elucidate the subtle nuances, what we consider to be subtle and nuanced may 

have been perceived by his original audiences as obvious and expected. 

As the title of this thesis suggests, the present study is not intended to be the 

last word on the subject of Augustine‟s female martyrs.  Our main aim has been to 

promote a better understanding and appreciation of the significance of Augustine‟s 

female martyrs, and so to contribute to our knowledge of his theology and ministry.  

But, in the process, we have come across many interesting trajectories and avenues 

for further exploration that remain beyond our scope.  Here we might like to consider 

how this modest contribution might be applied to inform and, perhaps, re-open 

discussion in different areas of research.  

First, this study provides a different approach and an additional perspective to 

current debates on Augustine‟s attitudes towards women.  As we have seen, his 

depictions of female martyrs are meaningful only in so far as they are ambivalent.  

While his repeated allusions to womanly weakness might seem to be demeaning, his 

positive presentation and constructive employment of the female martyrs relied on 

those gender stereotypes.  Once we acknowledge the ambivalence that is inherent in 

the depictions, we begin to appreciate the moral and theological depth and value of 

Augustine‟s female martyrs.  The implication of this is that we should not become 

too preoccupied with the discussion of whether his attitudes towards women were 

positive or negative, or whether they are evidence of misogyny or proto-feminism.  

The female martyrs remind us that Augustine was a man of his time.  But they also 

reveal that he did not assimilate and assume ideas and beliefs unquestioningly.  His 

depictions of female martyrs are at once conventional and innovative, conservative 

and novel.  It is hoped that this thesis will introduce new sources to the debate, and 

provoke more (perhaps even alternative) readings of Augustine‟s female martyrs.   
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Second, our exploration of Augustine‟s depictions of female martyrs would 

naturally complement a broader comparative analysis of depictions of female martyrs 

in the fourth and fifth centuries.  As we have seen, the female martyrs played an 

important role in Augustine‟s life.  But Augustine is just one of many men who 

contemplated and represented them.  Throughout this thesis we have had the 

opportunity to mention (albeit very briefly) some depictions of female martyrs that 

were produced by his contemporaries: Prudentius‟s lyrical poems on Agnes and 

Eulalia; Chrysostom‟s homilies on Drosis, Pelagia, and the Maccabean Mother; 

Asterius‟s ekphrasis on Euphemia.  A wider study of these, and other depictions, 

would give us a better understanding of the significance of female martyrs for the 

formation and expansion of the Church in the fourth and fifth centuries.  Such a 

study would allow us to pay closer attention to regional variations, local customs, 

historical and geographical influences, and the intentions and idiosyncrasies of the 

authors.  But it would also enable us to identify the general trends and common 

themes shared between depictions that were formed in distant and disparate parts of 

the Roman Empire.  We could also consider how the mediums employed by the 

authors affected the messages that they wanted to communicate; for example, we 

might explore the variation in depth, complexity, and emotional intensity when 

female martyrs are presented in written works, homilies, poems, or ekphrases.  We 

might also consider visual representations alongside the textual sources, although, of 

course, artistic representations of female martyrs from the fourth and fifth centuries 

are scarce.  A comparative study of diverse depictions would help us to see how the 

female martyrs were used to reaffirm shared cultural and religious beliefs, to instruct 

and educate congregations, to appeal to the tastes of popular piety, and to embody 

the spirit of the age.   

Finally, our investigation of Augustine‟s depictions of female martyrs also 

has the potential to inform our understanding of patristic representations of women in 

general.  At several points in this study we have observed that Augustine‟s female 

martyrs are both constructed and constructive.  They are not accurate portraits of 

historical women, but they are creative images that were formed with the freedom of 

artistic license.  Yet, the depictions were created with the specific intention of 

effecting change in the real, concrete world.  While the relationship between 

representation and reality has not gone unnoticed in the study of women in early 
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Christianity, it is hoped that this thesis will add to the picture, not only by drawing 

attention to the distinction between representation and reality (that representations do 

not always reflect reality), but also by emphasising the continued relationship 

between representation and reality (that representations have the power to transform 

reality).  Augustine‟s female martyrs teach us that, despite their artificiality, 

representations of women were some of the most important building blocks for early 

Christian communities.   

As we reflect back on this study, we find that, although we have tried to focus 

on Augustine‟s female martyrs, our attention has been pulled in a number of 

directions: to creation, the Fall, the Incarnation, the centrality of grace, the fear of 

death, the hope for eternal life, and the importance of love.  This is precisely what 

Augustine intended.  He deliberately painted portraits that would resist our attempts 

to focus on them.  As he portrayed the female martyrs, he erased the outlines and 

smoothed the contours so that the images would blur and blend into the background.  

And so, when we find a female martyr, our eyes do not know where to focus.  There 

are no boundaries to contain her.  The memory of her martyrdom spreads and seeps 

to colour the past, the present, and the future.  We watch as her presence extends far 

beyond its point of origin; no event is too mundane, no scriptural verse is too 

obscure, to be coloured by her memory.  But the image is not haphazard.  As 

Augustine blurred the portrait of the female martyr, he sharpened and defined the 

directional lines that draw our minds to eternal truths.   
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Appendix 

THE MAIN SOURCES FOR AUGUSTINE’S FEMALE MARTYRS 

 

1.  Individual / Named Martyrs. 

 

SOURCE LATIN ENGLISH EXCERPT DETAILS  

AGNES 

s. 53.1. PL 38: 

0364. 

WSA III/3: 

66. 

Today is the feast of a holy 

virgin who publicly testified 

about Christ and who earned 

a testimonial from Christ, 

who was publicly slain and 

secretly crowned. 

21
st
 Jan. 413, 

Carthage 

s. 273.6. 

 

PL 38: 

1250-51. 

WSA III/8: 

19-20. 

Blessed too is Saint Agnes, 

who also suffered on this 

same day; a virgin who was 

that which she was called. 

21st Jan. 396 

s. 286.2. PL 38: 

1298. 

WSA III/8: 

102. 

[Peter] was not yet what a 

number of women have 

been, what Agnes, what 

Crispina have been. 

19
th

 June, after 

425 

s. 354.5. PL 39: 

1565. 

WSA III/10: 

158. 

In the time of persecution it 

was not only Agnes the 

virgin who was crowned, but 

also Crispina the married 

woman. 

12
th

 May, 

before 410 

 

BERNIKE, PROSDOKE, AND DOMNINA 
civ. Dei, 

1.26. 

 

PL 41: 

0039-40. 

 

Dyson: 38-39. 

 

In the time of persecution 

certain holy women, in order 

to escape those who might 

abuse their purity, hurled 

themselves into a river 

which bore them away and 

drowned them, and in that 

way died.  Moreover, their 

martyrdom is celebrated with 

veneration by great numbers 

in the Catholic Church. 

413 

 

CRISPINA 

en. Ps. 120. 

 

PL 37: 

1605-18. 

WSA III/19: 

510-26. 

The persecutors turned their 

rage against Crispina, whose 

birthday we celebrate today.  

They unleashed their 

savagery against a rich 

woman, delicately nurtured; 

but she was strong. 

5
th

 Dec. 406/07 
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SOURCE LATIN ENGLISH EXCERPT DETAILS  

CRISPINA (cont.) 

en. Ps. 137. PL 37: 

1774-84. 

WSA III/20: 

242-55. 

Think how Saint Crispina 

rejoiced, the martyr whose 

festival we keep today; she 

rejoiced when arrested, 

rejoiced when haled before 

the judge, rejoiced when 

thrown into prison… In all 

these trials she rejoiced. 

5
th

 Dec. 

s. 286.2. PL 38: 

1298. 

WSA III/8: 

102. 

[Peter] was not yet what a 

number of women have 

been, what Agnes, what 

Crispina have been. 

19
th

 June, after 

425 

s. 313G.3. 

 

MA I: 594-

95. 

 

WSA III/9: 

124. 

 

This Saint Eulalia, you see, 

from the province of Spain, a 

holy and valiant woman, 

who by her love overcame 

the weakness of her sex like 

Saint Crispina… 

10
th

 Dec. 410-

412 

s. 354.5. PL 39: 

1565. 

WSA III/10: 

158. 

In the time of persecution it 

was not only Agnes the 

virgin who was crowned, but 

also Crispina the married 

woman. 

12
th

 May, 

before 410 

virg. 44,45. PL 40: 

0422. 

WSA I/9: 98. How can she know whether 

perhaps she is not yet a 

Thecla, but the other woman 

already is a Crispina? 

401 

 

DONATA  

s. 37.23. 

 

PL 38: 

0221-35. 

WSA III/2: 

197. 

It is a blessed daughter of 

this lady… whose 

martyrdom along with others 

we are celebrating today. 

17
th

 July 397, 

Carthage 

 

EULALIA 

s. 313G.3. MA I: 594-

95. 

 

WSA III/9: 

124. 

 

This Saint Eulalia, you see, 

from the province of Spain, a 

holy and valiant woman, 

who by her love overcame 

the weakness of her sex like 

Saint Crispina... 

10
th

 Dec. 410-

12 
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SOURCE LATIN ENGLISH EXCERPT DETAILS  

THE MACCABEAN MOTHER 

s. 100.2. 

 

PL 38: 

0603-04. 

WSA III/4: 

61. 

Love your parents, but put 

God before you parents. 

Think of the mother of the 

Maccabees …She 

commanded, and they 

followed.   

c. 417 

s. 286.6. PL 38: 

1300. 

WSA III/8: 

104. 

Blush for shame in the 

presence of the mother of the 

Maccabees, who wanted her 

sons to die before herself, 

because she knew they were 

not dying. 

19
th

 June, after 

425 

s. 300. 

 

PL 38: 

1376-80. 

WSA III/8: 

276-80. 

Let women learn from the 

extraordinary patience, the 

inexpressible courage of that 

mother; she really did know 

how to keep and preserve her 

sons.  

1
st
 August 

s. 301. PL 38: 

1380-85. 

 

WSA III/8: 

282-88. 

We heard with our ears, we 

saw with our imaginations 

this mother actually 

choosing that her sons 

should end this life before 

herself. 

1
st
 August, c. 

417 

an. et or.  

1.14,23, 25. 

PL 44: 

0487-88. 

 

WSA I/23: 

485-86 

 

We also know that the 

mother of the young 

Maccabees, a woman richer 

in virtues when her sons 

suffered martyrdom than in 

offspring when they were 

born, encouraged her sons… 

419/20 

c. Iul. 

5.15,53. 

PL 44: 

0814. 

WSA 1/24: 

466. 

…hold the same position as 

the very wise woman, the 

mother of the Maccabees.  

For you quoted her words as 

well which she spoke to her 

sons, I do not know how you 

came to be in my womb. 

421/22 

en. Ps. 

68(2).3. 

PL 36: 

0855-56. 

WSA III/17: 

385. 

This mother was not like 

Eve; she was more like the 

Mother Church.  She had 

borne her sons in pain in 

order to look upon them 

living, but now she joyfully 

watched them dying. 
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SOURCE LATIN ENGLISH EXCERPT DETAILS  

THE MACCABEAN MOTHER (cont.) 

ep. 243.6. PL 33: 

1057. 

WSA II/4: 

167. 

[Your mother] is clearly not 

a mother of the sort that the 

Maccabees had, nor one like 

the mothers of Sparta, of 

whom it was said that they 

roused their sons for the 

conflicts of war much more 

persistently and much more 

passionately than the 

sounding of trumpets. 

After 395 

mor. 1.23,43 PL 32: 

1329. 

WSA I/19: 

51-52 

This woman, along with her 

seven children, allowed the 

tyrant and executioner to 

extract her vitals from her 

body rather than a profane 

word from her mouth… 

387/88 

corrept. 41. PL 44: 

0941. 

WSA I/26: 

137-38. 

…the mother of the 

Maccabees says to her son, 

That I may receive you in 

that mercy along with your 

brothers. 

426/27 

 

MAXIMA, DONATILLA, AND SECUNDA 

s. 345. PL 39: 

1517-22. 

 

WSA III/10: 

58-66. 

 

 

Women have followed him 

[Christ], those whose 

birthday we are celebrating 

today.  We are celebrating 

the feast today of the women 

martyrs of Thuburbo. 

411 or 416, 

Carthage 

PL 46: 

0971-80. 

 

PERPETUA AND FELICITAS 

s. 159A. 11. Rev.Ben. 

102 (1992), 

288-97. 

WSA III/11: 

142. 

 

How did Perpetua become 

perpetually blessed…?  

What made Felicity fit for 

such infinite felicity, but her 

not being terrified by 

momentary infelicity? 

15
th

 July 397, 

Carthage 

s. 280. 

 

PL 38: 

1281-84. 

WSA III/8: 

72-77. 

This day, coming round year 

after year, is a reminder to 

us, and after a certain 

fashion represents for us the 

day on which God‟s holy 

servants Perpetua and 

Felicitas, adorned with the 

garlands of martyrdom, burst 

into bloom in perpetual 

7
th

 March 
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felicity. 

 

SOURCE LATIN ENGLISH EXCERPT DETAILS  

PERPETUA AND FELICITAS (cont.) 

s. 281. PL 38: 

1284-85. 

WSA III/8: 

78-79. 

Both the merits and the 

names of Perpetua and 

Felicity, God‟s holy 

servants, shine out brightly 

and pre-eminently among 

their fellow martyrs. 

7
th

 March 

s. 282. PL 38: 

1285-86. 

WSA III/8: 

81-82. 

Perpetua, of course, and 

Felicity are the names of two 

of them, but the reward of 

them all.  

7
th

 March 

en. Ps. 

47.13. 

 

PL 36: 

0541. 

WSA III/16: 

347. 

 

How many parents implored 

their children not to die!  We 

know this well, and have 

read about it in the Passion 

of the blessed Perpetua. 

 

an. et or.   

1.10,12, 

2.10,14,  

2.12.16,  

3.9.12,  

4.17.25,  

4.18.26-27. 

PL 44: 

0481, 0503-

05, 0516-

17, 0538-

41. 

WSA I/23: 

479, 506-07, 

522, 550-52. 

The story of Dinocrates, the 

brother of Saint Perpetua, is 

not part of the canonical 

scriptures …it is believed, as 

her martyrdom drew near, 

her prayers for him were 

heard so that he was 

transferred from punishment 

to rest… 

419/20 

 

THECLA 

virg. 44,45. PL 40: 

0422. 

WSA I/9: 98. How can she know whether 

perhaps she is not yet a 

Thecla, but the other woman 

already is a Crispina? 

401 

 

VALERIANA AND VICTORIA 

s. 325.1. PL 38: 

1448. 

WSA III/9: 

168. 

Are you not the equal of 

Saint Valeriana?  If you are 

still reluctant to follow, don‟t 

you want to accompany 

Victoria? 

15
th

 Nov. 408 

 

VICTORIA AND PERPETUA 

s. 335A.1. MA I: 220-

22. 

WSA III/9: 

211-12. 

Oh, what a victory without a 

fall, what an end without 

end!  What, after all, is 

victory perpetual but victory 

without end? 

Before 401 
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2.  Anonymous / Groups of Female Martyrs. 

 

 

SOURCE LATIN ENGLISH EXCERPT DETAILS  
Io. ev. tr. 

51.13. 
PL 35: 

1768-69. 

FC 88: 279. For many of your number 

have also given that greatest 

service, the service of 

suffering.  Many who were 

neither bishops nor clerics, 

young men and women, 

older men as well as 

younger, many married men 

and women, many mothers 

and fathers. 

414? 

Io. ev. tr. 

96.1(3). 

PL 35: 

1874. 

FC 90: 194. And yet later on both men 

and women, boys and girls, 

young men and young 

women, older men together 

with younger men, 

innumerable persons, were 

crowned with martyrdom. 

419? 

s. 64A.3. MA I: 310-

13. 

WSA III/3: 

190. 

But how were women able to 

imitate this cunning of the 

snake, in order to win the 

prize medal, the crown of 

martyrdom?   

 

s. 68.13 MA I: 356-

67. 

WSA III/3: 

232 

Boys confessed him [Christ], 

girls confessed him; the 

stronger sex and the weaker. 

425-30 

s. 143.5 PL 38: 

0787 

WSA III/4: 

428 

It is not only men, but also 

women, and boys, and girls, 

martyrs all, that have 

defeated him [the devil]. 

410-12 

s. 295.8. PL 38: 

1352. 

WSA III/8: 

201. 

The Lord himself went along 

it first, the apostles went 

along it fearlessly; after them 

the martyrs, boys, women, 

girls. 

29
th

 June 405-

11 

s. 299D.7. 

 

MA I: 75-

80. 

 

WSA III/8: 

261. 

 

We heard about men 

behaving bravely, confessing 

manfully; we heard about 

women being true to Christ, 

not like women, but forgetful 

of their sex. 

17
th

 July, 

before 413, 

Carthage 
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SOURCE LATIN ENGLISH EXCERPT DETAILS  

s. 299E.1. MA I: 550-

57. 

 

WSA III/8: 

263. 

 

The strength, the fortitude, 

of Christ‟s martyrs, men and 

women alike, is Christ…The 

reason why the weaker sex 

too has been able to suffer 

bravely, is that God was able 

to make it possible in people 

of all sorts. 

17
th

 July 397? 

Carthage 

s. 305A.2. MA 1: 56-

57. 

WSA III/8: 

325. 

Men have been crowned, 

women crowned.  And 

among the women every age 

has been crowned.  Nor did 

the female sex say, “I am 

unequal, because of my sex, 

to subduing the devil”. 

10
th

 August 

401, Carthage 

s. 306.10. PL 38: 

1400-05 

WSA III/9: 

23-24. 

Why are you afraid of the 

hard ways of suffering and 

tribulation?.... Blush for 

shame: many women 

travelled them too …even 

boys passed along it, even 

girls passed along it. 

18
th

 August 

397, Carthage 

s. 351.11. PL 39: 

1548. 

WSA III/10: 

132. 

There you will see not only 

men, but also women, finally 

boys and girls, who were 

neither taken in through 

readiness, nor perverted 

through wickedness, nor 

broken through the fear of 

danger, nor corrupted 

through love of the world. 

391 

mor. 1.35,77. PL 32: 

1343. 

 

WSA I/19: 

66-67. 

…how many military men, 

how many leading men in 

their own cities, how many 

senators, people of both 

sexes, giving up all these 

empty and transitory 

things… endured death for 

the salutary faith and 

religion…? 

387/88 
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